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ABSTRACT 
 
 
 

POVERTY, BASIC NEEDS, AND POLITICAL VIOLENCE: INSIGHTS INTO THE SOCIAL CONTEXT OF 
TERRORISM FROM PAKISTAN'S NORTHWESTERN TRIBAL AREAS 
 
Mufeeza Iqbal, PhD 
 
George Mason University, 2020 
 
Dissertation Director: Kenneth A. Reinert 
 
 
 
This dissertation uses the theoretical framework of basic needs to operationalize the concept of 

poverty and investigates whether it was a factor in motivating support for terrorist groups in 

Pakistan’s northwestern tribal areas. The dissertation relies on secondary survey data to build a 

Bayesian network model that depicts the social context of the region and supplements insights 

from the model with logistic regression. The results indicate that support for terrorist groups in 

the tribal belt was mainly fueled by variables such as ideology and the effectiveness of the 

groups’ justice system. Contrary to conventional wisdom, deprivation in at least two 

components of basic needs, physiological and safety, depressed rather than encourage the 

trend. The dissertation explains the findings by using a systems theoretic perspective that allows 

analyzing human motivations within layers of external environment including the microsystem 

comprising of, for instance, immediate family and neighborhood, and the larger exosystem such 

as state institutions and policies. From this perspective, organized acts of political violence may 

be visualized as rebellion against the exosystem or other higher-level systems. The rebellion 



 
 

could aspire to create conditions in which needs, whether basic or higher, are better satisfied. 

However, it is possible that the aspiration is not steered by some actual need deprivation but 

only by a perception of needs or by some utopian vision of society. If that is the case, it is also 

quite likely that poor people being more vulnerable to any degeneration in the physical 

environment may be less supportive of groups or activities that disrupt it.  
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
 
 
 
 

The rugged, mountainous terrain on Pakistan’s northwestern border with Afghanistan provided 

a base for several world-wide terrorist operations in the post-9/11 period. The territory, now a 

part of the Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa (KP) province, retained a politically semi-autonomous status 

until 2018 when it was simply known as the Federally Administered Tribal Areas or FATA. The 

power vacuum in the region offered an ideal environment to militants allied with Mullah Omar’s 

government who were looking for a sanctuary after the 2001 US invasion of that country. Soon 

after, FATA became home to a variety of local and foreign dissidents, including al-Qaeda 

operatives. The mass settlement of such non-state actors and the formal establishment in 2007 

of the indigenous terrorist organization, Tehrik-e-Taliban, Pakistan (TTP), would not have been 

possible without some measure of local endorsement. Reports from the region support this 

observation. In a 2010 survey of FATA, 19% respondents expressed a favorable and somewhat 

favorable view of the Arab fighters, and 22% a similar view of the Pakistani Taliban (New 

America Foundation and Terror Free Tomorrow 2010).  

When 19% or 22% of a population endorse militants, terrorism is best studied as an 

insurgency or a social movement, and violence, using Crenshaw’s (1981) words, as the tactic of 

the extremist faction of that movement. In such cases, causes of terrorism cannot be identified 

by focusing only on terrorists’ psychology or their motivation. Rather, a relevant question to the 
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causal analysis of the phenomenon is: why are people supporting a group engaged in terrorist 

activities?  

The current scholarship on FATA allows one to suggest several answers with reference 

to the above question. Explanatory variables could include shared religious identity; the local 

culture, which is reputed to have a high tolerance for violence (see Lindholm 1982); and the 

events of the 1980s when a global fraternity of Muslims was nurtured in the region by states, 

including Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, and the United States, to resist the Soviet invasion of 

Afghanistan (see Coll 2004). Important as these variables are, survey results indicate that 

support for terrorist groups in FATA could also have roots in such mundane, everyday irritants as 

unemployment, lack of education, and health care facilities. About 80% to 90% respondents in 

the survey mentioned above showed extreme dissatisfaction with either one or the other of 

these socio-economic variables. The relationship of socio-economic variables with violence has 

also been extensively probed in the research on causes of terrorism under the rubric of poverty. 

The results have, however, been inconclusive. Some scholars have not found any connection 

(e.g. Krueger 2007); others have indicated a positive correlation  (e.g. Bravo and Dias 2006; and 

Freytag et al. 2011); still others have suggested that it is not the poor but the well-off who are 

more at risk of developing terrorist traits (e.g. Berrebi 2007).  

This dissertation seeks to add to the above body of literature by using the theoretical 

framework of basic needs to operationalize the concept of poverty. The rationale for selecting 

basic needs as a poverty measure will be discussed in detail in the next chapter, but one 

advantage is that these needs integrate into the relatively simple structure of psychological 

theories on human motivation. Maslow’s (1943; 1954) theory, for instance, which will also be 
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mentioned in the dissertation, explains motivation for human behavior in terms of three basic 

needs: physiological, safety, belongingness, and two higher level needs: self-esteem, and self-

actualization. Linking poverty to the notion of basic needs, therefore, allows one to provide 

alternate explanations of violence, but without losing the focus of a specific field. It also allows 

one to draw other factors from the psychological literature, such as frustration, to explain the 

causal process through which poverty could give way to violence.  

Methodologically, the dissertation relies on a combination of different research 

methods from the varied disciplines of machine learning, statistics, and qualitative research. The 

data used in the methods comes from the survey conducted by the New America Foundation 

and Terror Free Tomorrow (NAF & TFT) in 2010 when terrorist activities of TTP had peaked in 

the region. The data is used to build a Bayesian network, a directed acyclic graph that exploits 

conditional dependencies and probabilistic relationships among random variables (see e.g. Pearl 

1988). The random variables in the model are represented by nodes and their probabilistic 

relationships are represented by the edges of the graph, called arcs.  The nonexistence of an arc 

between two nodes implies statistical independence, while two nodes connected by an arc 

imply statistical correlation and possible causal relationship. In the current case, the model 

depicts how support to terrorist groups connects with important characteristics of the social 

context of FATA, including poverty. Insights from this model are cross validated with logistic 

regression.  

Acknowledging some limitations of the dissertation, obtaining accurate data on the 

dependent variable, support for terrorist groups, and on the independent variable, poverty or 

basic needs, is in general problematic. With reference to the former, respondents may avoid 
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expressing too candid an opinion on the subject for fear of being on the wrong side of either 

militants or governments. As for the variables of poverty and needs, the literature review that 

follows will indicate that there is a subjective component to these concepts that eludes precise 

measurement. Then there is the problem of reverse causality between poverty and terrorism. 

Several scholars have investigated how terrorist violence impacts socio-economic conditions 

(e.g. Sandler 2006) rather than the other way around. In protracted conflicts particularly, the 

two variables can get locked into a cyclical relationship, feeding each other. Added to such 

issues are some common reservations regarding reliability of probabilistic models, such as 

Bayesian networks, and use of secondary data that is not specifically tailored to address a 

research question. Besides, when the scope of research is restricted to only one region, the 

findings could have limited value for extrapolation.  

The dissertation attempts to address the shortcomings of the data through the 

methodological triangulation of Bayesian network analysis and logistic regression (see Jick 1979 

for more on methods triangulation). With reference to specific issues, where required, missing 

values for sensitive questions are recoded and included in the analyses as separate categories. 

The issue of reverse causality in the poverty-political violence connection cannot be completely 

addressed, but it is expected that the Bayesian network for the research will capture some of 

this complexity in its structure.  As for extrapolation, in so far as the immediate causes of public 

support for terrorist groups are concerned, the dissertation argues against the very trend of 

generalizing. It suggests that each case of political violence is inspired by variables that are 

unique to the context of that case. Hence, theoretically, it can be placed among those works on 

the subject that integrate the influence of contextual conditions including cultural, social, and 

political factors into the analysis (see e.g. Brannan et al. 2001; De la Corte 2007). 
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Though the specific research findings of the dissertation may have limited relevance for 

other cases of political violence, they do refine the broader theoretical knowledge of the 

subject. They also demonstrate how methods such as Bayesian network modelling can handle a 

complex phenomenon and simplify it for analysis.  The method is particularly useful for 

policymakers as it can help them evaluate the relative probabilistic weights of different drivers 

of political violence in a certain case and identify issues that need to be tackled on priority to 

check the trend.  

The dissertation comprises seven chapters. The chapter following the introduction 

reviews and analyzes the literature on poverty and basic needs vis-à-vis causes of terrorism. The 

chapter highlights some methodological issues with the current scholarship on the subject, 

particularly the limitations of monetary indicators used to measure poverty. The literature on 

poverty is then discussed to demonstrate why such indicators may not capture what it means to 

be poor. Turning to alternate measures, such as “capabilities,” the chapter also demonstrates 

how some of these concepts are informed by culture and values and may therefore have a bias 

for violence, confounding their relationship with terrorism. Finally, a discussion of the 

theoretical framework of basic needs is provided. The literature on the subject is categorized 

into three strands: bio-economics or biological, psychological, and ethical, before concluding 

that the biological perspective is the only strand that is not tarnished by subjective values and, 

hence, suitable for probing the poverty-terrorism relationship.  

The third chapter provides a description of the tribal areas of Pakistan. The chapter 

describes the topography, culture and history of these areas and the governance arrangements 

under which the region enjoyed a politically semi-autonomous status. The discussion is, 
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however, brief and is aimed at informing the reader about those features of the tribal belt that 

were the most conducive to hosting of terrorist groups. The chapter also provides a concise 

description of the events leading to the rise of terrorist groups in the region and the 

characteristics of these groups, particularly their connection with al-Qaeda and its transnational 

agenda. Given the focus of the dissertation on the social context, details about the 

counterinsurgency and counterterrorism operations carried out in the region are kept to the 

minimum and provided only to the extent where they are relevant to the main topic.  

The fourth chapter introduces the two research methods: Bayesian network analysis 

and logistic regression. Some limitations of the NAF and TFT (2010) data are suggested and data 

pre-processing steps required to render it into a shape best suitable for the analyses are 

described. The details of the modelling process are then provided. For the Bayesian network, 

the process includes the steps mentioned below: 

- Automated screening of the data for feature or variable selection using algorithms from 

the machine learning discipline. 

- Learning the structure and parameters of the Bayesian network from the selected 

features. 

- Testing the predictive power of the resulting model and validating its accuracy. 

Like the Bayesian network, the logistic regression model is also built in stages, both by 

including and excluding the survey design. The process is briefly introduced below: 

- Selection of variables through univariate and stepwise regressions. 

- Expanding the initial model by including theoretically important variables.  

- Refining the model after checking its predictive power.  
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- Cross validating the results of the final model through ordinal and multinomial 

regressions and through multiple imputation of the missing data. 

The Bayesian network and the logistic regression models resulting from the above 

process are analyzed in Chapter 6. The chapter begins with a descriptive analysis of the data and 

analysis of correlations and some basic univariate and multiple regressions. The analyses 

provide a base to examine the Bayesian network and logistic regression model for themes and 

patterns. A qualitative approach is then used for coding and organizing these themes into broad 

categories. Two models are used to simplify and make the results of coding intelligible: a 

conceptual model for explaining public support of insurgency and terrorist groups by Davis and 

O’Mahony (2013) and a socio-ecological framework suggested by Bronfenbrenner (1977; 2005) 

to explain his theory of human development. The last chapter concludes the dissertation with a 

summary of the main points, indicates how the research results can inform policy making and 

suggests some questions for future research. 
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CHAPTER 2: POVERTY AND SUPPORT FOR POLITICAL VIOLENCE: 
THE THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

 
 
 
 
This chapter builds the theoretical foundation for the dissertation by providing conceptual 

clarity on the main variable of interest: poverty. The chapter analyzes the existing research work 

that has investigated the poverty-terrorism connection and examines whether the indicators of 

poverty used in this work are reliable. It also reviews the evolution of the concept of poverty 

and the different ways in which the term is interpreted, including “basic needs.” The objective is 

to identify appropriate indicators that can be later utilized for data analysis and primary 

research.   

Clarifying the use of some key words and phrases in the discussion that follows; first, 

although FATA was merged in the KP province in 2018, the dissertation will continue to refer to 

the region by its former name and use it interchangeably with the term tribal areas. Second, 

political violence in FATA has been studied under overlapping labels that include terrorism and 

insurgency. Phrases such as social context of terrorism, support for terrorist groups used in the 

dissertation are meant to cover all such labels where a significantly large number of ordinary 

people provide direct or indirect support for political violence. For similar reasons, the phrase 

political violence as used in the title or body of the dissertation excludes acts of violence that are 

committed by an individual, a small group, or states; examples: lone-wolf terrorism, coups, and 

wars. The word terrorists in the dissertation is used interchangeably with terrorist groups, 
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militants, and insurgents and the word political violence with violence and terrorism etc. Support 

for political violence or terrorism is meant to include both active and passive support.  

Finally, clarifying the term terrorism: Kurrild-Klitgaard et al. (2006) have classified the 

act as a sub-branch of political violence, and hence, related to phenomena such as coups and 

civil wars. As mentioned, the subject of this dissertation is those cases of political violence or 

terrorism where a reasonably large section of the public supports terrorist groups or terrorism 

either due to a high tolerance for violence, or sympathy for the perpetrators’ objectives. To 

cover this scope the dissertation borrows Grant Wardlaw’s (1982) definition of terrorism and 

modifies it to accommodate the possibility that terrorist violence could be embedded in an 

insurgency or movement, and thus, may have a larger social context. Terrorism, therefore, is: 

the use, or threat of use, of violence by an individual or a group, whether acting for 
or in opposition to established authority, [and with at least some popular support], 
when such an act is designed to create extreme anxiety and/or fear-inducing effects 
in a target group larger than the immediate victims with the purpose of [furthering 
the perpetrators’ objectives and/or] coercing that [other] group into acceding to the 
political demands of the perpetrators (Wardlaw 1982: 16).  

  

 The rest of the chapter is divided into five sections. The first section introduces the 

existing literature that has examined the impact of poverty on terrorism. Section two provides a 

brief history of the concept of poverty, and the evolution of the basic needs’ literature. The third 

section justifies why poverty is best framed in terms of basic needs. Section four describes in 

detail what basic needs could possibly imply by dividing the literature on the subject into three 

categories: bio-economics, psychology, and ethics. The section also evaluates which of the three 

categories could yield the best indicators of poverty for analyzing the variable’s possible impact 

on support for terrorist groups. The last section concludes the discussion with a summary of the 

main points and hypotheses. 
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Introducing the research puzzle: Poverty and terrorism   

Scholars who have studied the poverty-terrorism connection have relied on a variety of 

indicators to conceptualize poverty.  The results of investigation vary widely, leading one to 

conclude that the relationship between the two variables could follow a random pattern.      

Beginning with the socio-economic background of individual terrorists, Berrebi (2007) 

analyzed the data on Hamas and Palestinian Islamic Jihad. He reported that higher standard of 

living, not poverty, had a positive association with participation in these two organizations. Prior 

to Berrebi (2007), other researchers (e.g. Hassan 2001) had reached a similar conclusion. 

Krueger and Maleckova’s (2003) had tried to explain this trend through a Robin Hood model, 

where poverty of fellow countrymen becomes a motivational factor for violence in otherwise 

well-off people. But their widely cited analysis also found that income and education levels of a 

country were not significantly related at least with the perpetration of transnational attacks 

(also see Krueger 2007). The research was subsequently supported by other analysts, including 

Piazza (2006), Abadie (2006), and Testas (2004). Abadie (2006), for instance, showed that after 

controlling for country characteristics, including the level of political rights, ethnic, linguistic, and 

religious fractionalization, and geography, national income was not significantly associated with 

terrorism. He also found that there was no significant connection between terrorism and the 

broader poverty concepts of human development and inequality captured through the Human 

Development Index (HDI) and the Gini Index respectively.  

Other scholars have challenged the findings that indicate an absence of or a negative 

correlation between poverty and terrorism. Li and Schaub’s (2004) analysis covering 112 

countries showed that economic development of a country reduces the number of terrorist 
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attacks; hence, the risk of terrorism is higher for poor countries. Bravo and Dias (2006) and 

Freytag et al. (2011) reached similar conclusions. Relative poverty and inequality were also 

found to have a positive impact on terrorism. Blomberg et al. (2004), for instance, conducted a 

panel data analysis of 130 countries and reported that the likelihood of terrorism increases with 

economic contractions, though more for those countries that are democratic and high income. 

Likewise, Piazza’s (2011) examination of Minorities at Risk reports suggested that economic 

discrimination against minorities within countries had a strong positive impact on terrorism.  

In general, scholars who have investigated the effect of poverty on terrorism, including 

most who are cited above, have relied on quantitative analyses. But the choice of the data used 

for the studies, both for the construction of the dependent variable, terrorism, and the 

independent variable, poverty, suffers from some limitations. Most analysts define the 

dependent variable, terrorism, as the number of terrorist attacks, or transnational attacks, and 

study its connection with national level measures like GDP per capita. The relationship would, 

however, be meaningless in case the terrorists are a small group, more or less detached from 

the society. Examples of such groups abound: International Revolutionary Group, GARI, 

comprising Basque rebels and operating from France, Spain, and Belgium in the 1970s is one. 

The group had no fixed targets and was involved in several transnational attacks; its operations 

reflecting its loose ideology: “struggle for direct action against the Francoist dictator, against 

capital, against the state, for the liberation of Spain, of Europe and of the world” (START 2015a; 

2015b)  Another is the Japanese Red Army, or JRA; the group was active in the 1970s and 1980s 

and at its peak had only 30 to 40 members. JRA was based in Japan and Lebanon but carried out 

all its operations outside the home countries (START 2015c; 2015d).    
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Clarifying the point further, if a small, socially isolated terrorist group based in country A 

with a high per capita income is carrying out x number of attacks (whether domestic or 

transnational), and a large, socially integrated group based in country B with a low per capita 

income, is also carrying out x number of attacks, keeping the other conditions constant, the 

regression analysis could indicate a statistically insignificant relationship between terrorist 

attacks and income. Based on this analysis, the conclusion for the two countries will be the 

same: income is not related to terrorism. However, income could be an issue in country B, 

where terrorism is, using Crenshaw’s (1981) words, the tactic of the extremist faction of a wider 

movement.  

The relevance of social support may be incorporated into statistical analysis by 

controlling for the number of terrorists or their supporters in a population, and then studying 

the relationship of terrorist attacks with national level income or development statistics. 

However, considering the clandestine nature of terrorist organizations, it is a difficult 

proposition. Alternatively, one can try to find out whether observed political violence in a 

certain case is connected to the intensity of frustrations or grievances associated with poverty. 

The approach, which would require collecting data through surveys, discussions, or interviews, is 

also the preferred research method of this dissertation. But even then, one is left with a major 

issue: how should the independent variable, poverty, be defined?  Most of the scholars 

mentioned above have used measures such as income or GDP per capita in their analysis.  As the 

following discussion demonstrates, the indicators simplify a very complex concept.   
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Issues in measuring the concept of poverty  

The contemporary notion of poverty is informed by multiple perspectives ranging from 

economics, sociology, and philosophy. The result, as Martinetti and Moroni (2007) observe, is “A 

disorderly, jumbled bookshelf” of dicotomous concepts, methods, and sets of variables, and 

approaches. Is poverty absolute or relative? Should the conceptual framework of poverty be 

derived from objective or subjective methods? Are the variables related to poverty qualitative 

or quantitative? Also, should one approach the subject from a positive or a normative frame of 

reference?   The outcome of these debates is a rich and often divergent array of theories that 

include income and consumption poverty, but also somewhat non-quantifiable measures such 

as social exclusion,  well-being, relative deprivation, basic needs, and basic capabilities.    

Tracking the development of the notion of poverty is as difficult as conceptualizing the 

subject. In general, the evolution of the term has paralleled the dominant Western concerns 

with – using Reinert’s (2018: 8) words – what matters in economics.   Over the years, the 

complexity of what matters has increased corresponding to the complexity of the socio-

economic worldview that starts with Smith’s (1776) laissez-faire principles, and moves into 

industrial and post-industrial concerns with issues of social justice and human rights.  The 

following discussion provides only a brief account of progression in this thought to contextualize 

the theme of basic needs within the historical literature. The discussion approaches the history 

of the poverty concept by way of two questions: Who is poor? And, what is poverty? The 

theoretical and policy developments that shaped the answers to these questions followed two 

overlapping trends: broadening scope of economic welfare, the sequence of which is best 

described by Townsend (1979: 62)   as: (a) conditional welfare for the few, (b) minimum rights 
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for the many, and (c) distributional justice for all; and a complementary trend that moved from 

monetary to non-monetary conceptions of what it means to be poor.  

Who are the poor? The debate begins 

Classical economists of the 18th and 19th centuries stood at the beginning of the first trend: 

conditional welfare for the few. Keeping true to the laissez-faire doctrines of the time, they 

avoided any suggestions that deviated from the ideals of atomistic individualism (see Paul 1980). 

Ricardo (1821), for instance, was mainly concerned with the distribution of rents, wages, and 

profits among three corresponding groups:  landowners, labourers, and capitalists. The poor did 

not enter into this calculus.   

Laissez-faire also influenced the welfare principles advocated by the social reformers of 

the time like Jeremy Bentham. Bentham built his treatise up from Epicureanism, and suggested 

that the meaningfulness of anything may be measured in terms of its utility to produce pain and 

pleasure. Social welfare in this frame of reference was a sum of individual utilities: individual 

pleasures minus individual pains (Bentham 1823: 6-9).  Following the spirit of classical 

economics, the job of legislators in utilitarian analysis was to maximize this net utility; an action 

was justified as long as it yielded greatest happiness for the greater number. With this broad 

principle as a guide, Bentham tried to explain in greater detail both his position on state 

intervention and poverty. With reference to the former he drew a meticulous catalogue of 

“agenda” specifying the areas government interference was permissible (Paul 1980). As for the 

latter, he insisted on imposing more exacting conditions before a person were allowed relief on 

grounds of poverty (Quinn 2008).  
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Policy deliberations on poverty during this period also fit into the prevalent views on 

economics and social welfare. An interesting example is the 1834 Poor Law Commissioners’ 

Report in the United Kingdom (Chadwick and William 1834). The report provides a succinct 

account of the historical evolution of the concept of poverty starting from 1388 – when the term 

was associated with “vagrancy” – before moving on to the laissez-faire basis for its own policy 

recommendations to deal with the menace. For instance, it observes that “The standard …to 

which reference must be made in fixing the condition of those who are to be maintained by the 

public, is the condition of those who are maintained by their own exertions.” Accordingly, its 

principle for administering relief to the indigent differentiates between those who genuinely 

need assistance from the able-bodied people, the evils, who do not. It also keeps true to the 

Benthamite principles of greatest happiness, suggesting: “It may be assumed, that in the 

administration of relief, the public is warranted in imposing such conditions on the individual 

relief, as are conducive to the benefit either of the individual himself, or of the country at large, 

at whose expense he is to be relieved.”  

Public policy and the theories guiding them have come a long way from their classical 

roots.  Bentham and other theorists like Daniel Bernoulli (1700-1782) preceding him had 

suggested that utility has diminishing returns: each unit of a good adding a little less than the 

previous (see Stanton 2007).  The concept, refined by the Marginalist School of economists, 

including Willam Stanley Jevons, Carl Menger, Leon Walras, and Alfred Marshall, would later 

provide the foundations for Pigouvian redistribution; if utility had diminishing returns, it made 

sense to maximize it by transferring from the rich to the poor (see Pigou 1932: 89; Jackson 2007: 

65). Pigou also re-conceptualized economics as welfare economics (Pigou 1932: x).  With 

developments like these, the scope of welfare was extended to acknowledge minimum rights of 
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the many at the national level. Toward the middle of the 20th century, the scope was also 

stretched beyond national concerns to include the poor in the third world. However, it would 

take a few more years before theorist like Rawls (1971), Sen (1999a; 2005), and Nussbaum 

(2011) would pave the way for distributional justice for all.  

How to measure poverty? 

With the advancement in economic thought, issues of measurement had become important. 

Most economists had come to rely on market and money metrics for their analysis. Even the 

metaphysical concepts of utilitarianism looked toward market behavior for quantification of 

pain and pleasure, assuming that “it is the amount of these feelings which is continually 

prompting us to buying and selling, borrowing and lending, labouring and resting, producing and 

consuming” (Jevons 1871: 13). Following the trend, Pigou (1932: 31-42) had introduced the 

notion of national divided, or national income, equating the term with economic welfare.   

Although Pigou acknowledged that there was a non-economic component of welfare such “that 

economic welfare will not serve for a barometer or index of total welfare,” he was of the opinion 

that for nations like the Western European “with a stable general culture,” economic inquiry 

provided “reasonably good approximations to truth.” The idea of national income also found 

expression in the computation of Gross Domestic Product (GDP) as a measure of national 

economic activity by Kuznets (1934: 5-8). Kuznets had warned against inferring simplistic 

conclusions from the indicator, including those related to national welfare. Nevertheless, GDP 

(and Gross National Product or GNP), and GDP per capita emerged as convenient measures for 

calculating notions of welfare, poverty, and affluence.  

Critics have found GDP an unreliable indicator of poverty and welfare on several 

grounds.  Development experts argue that the indicator does not by itself translate into human 
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development, and that low per capita income is not a necessary impediment to high 

development (UNDP 1990: iii). For economists, it captures neither income distribution nor does 

it tell whether economic growth is sustainable or not (see Coyle 2014: viii). Its usage is based on 

the presumption that economic growth trickles down to the poor, but research evidence 

suggests that effects of high growth do not spread automatically (Hicks and Streeten, 1979). 

Besides, the indicator assigns a materialistic value to welfare; it is indifferent whether the count 

comes from destructive economic activities, or from externalities  of these activities. It is equally 

indifferent to the qualitative aspects of human life including health and education, arts and 

culture (Sa’nchez 2000). 

Though monetary measures, including GDP and GNP, continue to dominate the 

discussion on poverty, several non-monetary measures of national health, providing qualitative 

conceptions of poverty have also gradually fused into the mainstream literature on the subject. 

Toward the middle of the twentieth century, Townsend (1962: 225) advocated the idea of 

relative poverty, questioning whether simple income measures of prosperity, equality, or 

subsistence could define the concept:  

One can no more proclaim the abolition of want than the abolition of disease. 
Poverty is not an absolute state. It is relative deprivation. Society itself is 
continuously changing and thrusting new obligations on its members. They, in 
turn, develop new needs. They are rich or poor according to their share of the 
resources that are available to all. This is true as much of nutritional as 
monetary or even educational resource.  

 

In the meantime, some scholars took up the utilitarian ideas of pain and pleasure and 

developed a parallel literature on well-being and happiness. Earlier, toward the end of the 19th 

century and the beginning of the 20th, Henry Sidgewick and Alfred Marshall had diverged from 
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the pain-pleasure notion of utilitarianism and instead re-defined utility as the capacity of a thing 

to satisfy wants and desires (Martinoia 2003). Later theorists would define poverty using a 

variation on this concept: basic needs. Likewise, J.S. Mill, a leading utilitarian philosopher of the 

19th century, had deliberated on ideas of higher and lower pleasures and connected them to 

certain capabilities that can lead people to live a valuable life. The argument is believed to have 

influenced Sen (1999a; 2005) (otherwise a critic of utilitarianism) in conceptualizing poverty as 

lack of human capabilities (Qizilibash 2006). The capabilities approach, in particular, signified a 

radical departure from the money-based notions of welfare and poverty.   

Development of non-monetary indicators of poverty 

Figure 1, modified from King et al.’s (2014) depiction of the chronological evolution of social and 

environmental indicators, roughly indicates the evolution of non-monetary poverty notions and 

the indices reflecting it. It retains concepts like the Happy Planet Index that capture what can be 

called the externalities of poverty reduction. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Non-monetary concepts of poverty, indices, and scales (adapted from King et al. 2014) 
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Overall, the chronological developments show poverty in a far more sophisticated light 

than the terrorism-income research on the subject would suggest. The modern concepts of the 

term, such as basic needs, capabilities, or fundamental needs, are characterized by an increasing 

level of concern for social justice.  Several mid-20th century developments had contributed to 

this approach. These included, to name a few, the rise (following decolonization) of a new 

category of countries dubbed as the “third world,” and the challenges of addressing poverty in 

these countries; the emergence of institutions like the World Bank with a global development 

agenda; emphasis on human rights at the international level, for example, through the Universal 

Declaration of Human Rights (United Nations 1948); and post-materialist values in developed 

societies that emphasized individual self-expression and self-realization (Inglehart and Wezel 

2005: 3).  

The above trend was paralleled in economics through the origin of the behavioral 

school. The school criticized the exclusion of qualitative variables such as culture and history 

from mainstream economics and emphasized that human beings are much more complicated 

than the mathematical models of Homo Economicus would suggest (see Tomer 2007).  

Development experts offered insights on poverty that supported this view. Not all cultures prize 

economic growth, it was observed;  contrarily, in some cultures that prize freedom to move, like 

the Sahara Bedouins, material possessions are considered as a nuisance that tie people down 

(Alkire 2003).    

It was in this environment that the literature on basic needs emerged. The theorists 

active in this field joined the others in criticizing the “economic man” (Gasper 2004: 200)  of the 

mainstream literature on economics and suggested that poverty was a shortfall in meeting some 

core human needs, rather than a simple lack of money. Speaking from the World Bank forum, 
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Streeten (1979), a leading basic needs advocate,  therefore emphasized that the problem should 

be addressed by identifying and mobilizing resources that a particular group was deficient in. 

Initially, the need theorists faced a barrage of criticism from several quarters: by the orthodox 

economists who suggested that the differentiation between needs and wants was arbitrary; 

critics of socialism and welfare states for whom the term implied fulfilment of wants without 

payment; and by post-modernists and feminists for whom it signified paternalism and 

essentialism (Gasper 1996).  Nevertheless, the basic needs notion has managed to survive the 

criticism, as well as the revival of laissez-faire economics during the Thatcher-Reagan era, and 

now exists alongside several other concepts of poverty (see e.g. UNESCO 2014).  

Over time, the basic needs and capabilities literature has overlapped with a variety of 

other measures related to well-being and quality of life (see Figure 1). Concerns for poverty 

have also found expression through policies built around, for instance, the Human Development 

Index (HDI) derived from the capabilities concept, and through methods that emphasize 

integrating voices of the poor in policy frameworks through participatory methods (Naryan et al. 

2000).  In recent years, the narrow focus on human poverty has given way to holistic 

frameworks such as the Happy Planet Index, that evaluate human development with reference 

to its ecological footprints (see Rapley 2003). Another example is Veenhoven’s (2000; 2006)  

quadrant of four qualities of life that visualizes life as a balance between two inner qualities, life-

ability of a person and subjective appreciation of life, with two outer qualities, live-ability of 

environment and objective utility of life. Veenhoven (2000; 2006) incorporates capabilities or 

needs in the quadrant for life-ability of a person but is also cognizant of the necessity to balance 

capabilities with other concerns such as the concern for physical environment.  
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Studying the poverty-terrorism link: Limitations of poverty indicators 

Summing up the discussion so far, the literature on terrorism has used income measures to 

operationalize poverty. Contrarily, the current debate on the subject is informed by several 

sophisticated concepts. The dissertation has, therefore, an array of non-monetary indicators of 

poverty to study the variable’s impact on terrorism. Leaving basic needs out of the loop for now, 

how reliable would be an indicator of poverty derived from these options?  

One example is the capabilities approach, which has developed into one of the most 

significant theoretical strands on poverty since the last quarter of the 20th century.  Sen (2007: 

270 -293) defines the concept as “a person’s ability to do valuable acts or reach valuable states 

of being.” Poverty from the capabilities’ perspective, therefore, is a condition that incapacitates 

individuals from doing what they consider valuable; income is relevant only to the extent that it 

can promote this trend. “Relative deprivation in terms of incomes,” according to Sen (1999a: 

89),  “can yield absolute deprivation in terms of capabilities. Being relatively poor in a rich 

country can be a great capability handicap, even when one’s absolute income is high in terms of 

world standards.”  

 In general, concepts such as capabilities that are inspired by ethical concerns or 

concerns for social justice have signified an important shift from the quantifiable notions of 

poverty. However, deriving indicators of poverty to satisfy non-monetary, value-laden concepts 

is not easy. For example, Sen’s capabilities indicator will have to contend with two difficulties: 

not only do forms of the valuable acts and states of being that Sen emphasizes vary through 

different cultural and social contexts, but the value attached to a certain common cross-cultural 

act or state of being could also vary widely. The problem is acknowledged by Sen (2005), which 
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is why he argues against designing a “cemented list of capabilities” (a point that differentiates 

him from Nussbaum [see e.g. Nussbauam 2011: 17-45]). Although in 1990 Sen helped Mahbub-

ul-Haq from the UNDP in designing the HDI, which does cement two capabilities, health and 

education, the Index was not meant as a true measure of his theory. In Mahbub’s words, the 

HDI was just one number, as vulgar as indicators like the GNP, “but a measure that [was] not as 

blind to social aspects of human lives” (Sen 1999b: 23; Stanton 2007). 

Even if the problem of producing a list of value-laden indicators were overcome through 

interviews or surveys, there are issues that could confound the relationship of these indicators 

with violence. Most of the qualitative indicators of poverty refer to violence as either a 

dependent variable that is an outcome of poverty, or a condition variable that is an exogenous 

irritant to be fixed alongside poverty reduction. Providing the example of the capabilities 

literature, within Sen’s frame of reference, lack of capabilities can either cause outrage, 

desperation, and a sense of injustice that can result in rebellion (Sen 2008), or violence is part of 

external threats which require building of capacities and coping strategies (Alkire 2003: 36). But 

what if the valuable acts and states of being desired by a person, or for that matter, sense of 

well-being, include violence?  

There is enough empirical and anecdotal evidence to hypothesize in the above direction. 

Research suggests that attitude toward violence can indeed be mediated by cultural values such 

as Hofstede’s masculinity construct (and, interestingly, even climate) (Vliert et al. 1999). The 

Pashtuns of Pakistan are, for instance, known for traditions that prize revenge against the 

opponent (see e.g. Lindholm 1982). Other communities also tend to show acceptance of 

violence in varying degrees, ranging from the gun culture of the US, to blood sports in Spain, to 
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hunting in the United Kingdom. Ignoring issues of reliability for some time, some of the current 

research on the poverty-terrorism link would also validate the assumption that desired 

capabilities could include the capability for violence. If terrorists are educated people with well-

off backgrounds, as suggested by Hassan (2001), Krueger and Maleckova’s (2003), Krueger 

(2007), and Berrebi (2007), one can easily postulate that the risk of developing terrorist traits 

could increase with increase in an individual’s capability captured through HDI. 

Nussbaum (2008), acknowledges the limitations of the capability theory and suggests 

that capacities should be carefully evaluated. Not all capacities inherent in human nature are 

worthy of fostering, she observes; contrarily, “The capacity for cruelty, for example, exerts no 

claim on others that it be developed because, when we consider that capacity, we do not 

conclude that it is necessary for living a life that is worthy of the dignity that human beings 

possess.”  However, she does not provide any concrete solutions to the problem other than 

recommending a thorough checking of the theory before application.  Also, although she 

provides a list of ten capabilities or entitlements (see Nussbaum 2003; 2008)  that she believes 

need to be developed, the list does not indicate the risks of developing these capabilities, nor is 

it supplemented by a complementary list of undesirable capabilities that should not be fostered.  

Summing up, deriving indicators of poverty from the capabilities’ framework would, in 

certain cases, confound analysis of the poverty-terrorism link. In cultures that prize masculine 

values, for instance, both lack of capabilities as well as capabilities could show a positive 

correlation with the phenomenon. In order to hypothesize that the correlation with the latter is 

negative, one would have to introduce controls for cultural variations. The quandary, however, 

is that controlling for cultural factors is not possible without some degree of despotism (see 
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Fitzgerald 1985 for inspiration behind this argument), which could violate the very notion of 

development as freedom advocated by the capability theorists.  

The same logic also applies to other value-laden and subjective notions of poverty such 

as well-being or happiness. According to Camfield and Guillen-Royo (2010), for instance, well-

being is a composite of needs, socially meaningful goals, the resources to pursue these needs 

and goals, and life satisfaction.  But they do not clarify whether violence can be a desired goal, 

or whether the use of violence is acceptable in the pursuit of goals. 

Reasons, such as the above, justify the search for understanding the relationship 

between poverty and violence from a theoretical perspective that goes beyond both the 

monetary and the value-laden concepts of poverty. The theorists active in the basic needs field 

refer the question of poverty to some inbuilt indicators common to all individuals and societies 

across time and space. The following discussion probes this field to study whether basic needs 

can capture the relationship between poverty and violence, and if yes, to what extent.  

 

Basic needs as a poverty indicator  

Over the last few decades, several different strands of basic needs have emerged in the 

literature on the subject. Though all these strands tend to overlap, for the purpose of this 

dissertation, they have been divided into three broad categories: bio-economics or biological, 

psychological, and ethical (or post bio-psychological). Introducing them briefly:  

1- The biological interpretation of basic needs takes a Darwinian approach to the subject 

and tries to identify the core deprivations that can jeopardize human survival. The 
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concept is supported by some of the literature in economics that attempts to isolate 

basic needs through analysis of consumption behavior. 

2- The psychological explanations of the term go one step beyond biology, and suggest 

how biological and evolutionary drives, including basic needs, provide the motivations 

for human behavior (including violence). Maslow’s theory of human motivation is one 

example. Basic needs, within this theory, integrate into a larger framework that also 

comprises three growth needs: self-esteem, self-actualization, and self-transcendence.  

3- Finally, the ethical conceptions of basic needs go further beyond the animalistic 

interpretations of biology and psychology and are inspired by higher level humanitarian 

concerns. As such, this literature overlaps the field of human rights (see Minkler 2013: 1-

20; Gasper 2009; Stewart 1989), and also the theoretical literature on other non-

monetary notions of poverty, including basic capabilities. Scholars who advocate basic 

needs on ethical grounds emphasize a universal commitment to fulfilling several needs 

that they connect to human survival and to human dignity, for example, political 

freedom and cultural identity (Streeten 1995).  

The following discussion studies the strands mentioned above both for their potential 

for offering variables and indicators of poverty, as well as hypotheses vis-à-vis terrorism. 

Basic needs from a bio-economics perspective 

Corning (2000: 42) offers a “strictly biological” notion of basic needs from the field of 

bioeconomics. Such needs, he suggests, may be seen from the Darwinian perspective of the 

struggle for survival: “Whatever may be our perceptions, aspirations, or illusions, biological 

survival and reproduction remains the ‘paradigmatic problem’ of the human species.” Basic 

needs described by Corning borrow ideas from three fields: the concept of adaptation from the 
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field of biology; the basic needs concept from social sciences, including welfare economics; and 

the research and methodological tools associated with social indicators from the field of public 

policy. Adaptation in this scheme is a means to an end as well as a design for survival; vis-à-vis 

the environment it can either be a one-way street or two-way street of co-evolution.  

Corning (2000) clarifies his concept of basic needs by distinguishing among five kinds of 

needs: (1) primary, (2) instrumental, 3) perceived, (4) dependencies, and (5) wants, which he 

also calls tastes and preferences. Explaining these needs: 

1- Primary and instrumental needs, according to Corning (2000), are the only needs that 

qualify as basic. He suggests fourteen primary needs (these have been categorized into 

three classes below to facilitate subsequent discussion on Maslow’s model). 

i- Physiological: nutrition, water, mobility, sleep, respiration, physical health, 

mental health, reproduction, nurturance of off-springs, waste elimination. 

ii- Safety: physical safety, thermoregulation. 

iii- Belongingness: social relationships, communications (information). 

Instrumental needs in Corning’s scheme are the adaptive means that satisfy and 

serve primary needs. These needs are substitutable (e.g. different varieties of food); in 

some cases, may be reducible to primary needs; and may differ widely depending on the 

“adaptive context” (e.g. culture). 

2- Perceived needs are needs that an individual thinks he or she needs to survive. 

3- Dependencies are induced needs, some of which, such as addiction to alcohol or heroin, 

may even be destructive. 

4- Wants are those less urgent motivations, or aspirations, that may have no relations to 

biological survival. 
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From this point onward, the dissertation will denote only Corning’s (2000) primary 

needs as basic needs. The dissertation will rely on Max-Neef’s (1992) terminology to refer to 

instrumental needs as satisfiers, and will allude to perceived needs, dependencies, or wants 

interchangeably as superfluous needs. In Corning’s (2000) analysis both primary and 

instrumental needs, or satisfiers, are the standard for evaluating the adaptation of a society in 

accordance with the Darwinian criteria. Denial of these needs, he suggests, could threaten the 

survival of an individual. He also observes that the various categories of needs are not mutually 

exclusive. For example, Big Macs may become a dependence if it is the only food available, or it 

could be the instrument to satisfy hunger.  

Some other theories, though not from bio-economics, absorb the basic needs identified 

by Corning (2000) into a larger structure. Max-Neef (1992: 197-214), for instance, divides 

fundamental human needs into nine axiological needs: Subsistence, Protection, Affection, 

Understanding, Participation, Creation, Leisure, Identity and Freedom, and links them within a 

matrix to four existential needs: Being, Having, Doing, and Interacting. In this scheme, only one 

axiological need, Subsistence, comes close to qualifying as strictly biological (Table 1). Others, 

including Protection and Affection, can have both biological and non-biological components.  

 
 
 
Table 1: “Subsistence” in Max-Neef’s (1992) matrix of fundamental human needs 

Axiological 
Category    

Existential Categories 

Being  Having  Doing  Interacting 

Subsistence Physical health, mental 

health, equilibrium, sense 
of humor, adaptability 

Food, shelter, work Feed, procreate, rest, 
work 

Living environment, 
social setting 
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Designing a poverty indicator based on biological needs 

Research suggests that the basic needs identified by Corning (2000) are generally prioritized 

above other needs across cultures; hence, it is possible to design some approximate cross-

cultural indicators of poverty by focusing on such priorities. One example is Clark’s (2002) 

analysis of cross-country data using the capabilities framework (Table 2). 75% to 95% 

respondents surveyed for the research ranked housing and shelter, clean water and sanitation, 

good health, and safety as very important; the same percentage also prioritized jobs and 

electricity, factors which in Corning’s (2000) scheme would be prized as satisfiers. A number of 

respondents, however, identified self-respect and happiness as priorities, which suggests that 

needs may go beyond the merely biological, a point that will be discussed in the next section on 

Maslow’s hierarchy of needs. 

 
 
 
Table 2: A cross-country analysis of the importance of desired capabilities (Clark 2002) 

 91% & 
above 

86% to 
90% 

81% to 
85% 

76% to 
80% 

71% to 
75% 

66% to 70% 50% to 65% 30% to 
49% 

Below 30% 

1-  Housing  

& shelter 

Jobs Clean 
water & 
sanitation 

Personal 
safety & 
security 

Family & 
friends 

Clean, 
natural 
environment 

Sleep and rest Access to 
family 
planning 

Sexual 
satisfaction 

2-  Education  Good 
health 

Self-
respect 

Happiness  Fuel (cooking & 
heating) 

Exercise Fashionable 
clothing 

3-     Electricity   To think, 
reason, & 
choose 

Watching 
sports 

Durable & 
luxury goods 

4-        Basic clothing Playing 
sports 

Land & cattle 

5-        Freedom/ self-
determination 

 Fizzy drinks 

6-        Income/ 
wealth 

  

7-        Transportation   

8-        All weather 
roads 
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Research from economics also suggests that fulfilment of certain core needs takes 

precedence over others. In mainstream economics, basic needs are roughly equated with those 

goods (instruments or satisfiers) for which income elasticity is less than 1. Such goods, often 

classified as necessities, are differentiated from luxuries for which the elasticity exceeds 1 

(Baxter and Moosa 1996). Examination of consumption pattern in the UK by Baxter and Moosa 

(1996) showed that consumer expenditure on four necessities: food, energy products, clothing 

and footwear, and housing, accounted for 50% of the total household expenditure in 1955 and 

40% in 1993. The expenditure on these needs had also remained more or less stable, whereas 

the other expenditure had been volatile. However, similar to Clark’s (2002) findings that a large 

majority of people prioritized self-respect, Baxter and Moosa (1996) observed that some of the 

necessities that were included in their data could fall into Maslow’s self-esteem and self-

actualization categories rather than necessities. 

Review of the bio-economics literature therefore suggests that it is possible to identify 

some basic needs that are common to all. The problem though is that specifying a common set 

of satisfiers for these needs is not possible. It is not, for example, easy to identify what would 

constitute adequate shelter, given that even the most basic of this requirement would vary 

across climates. By implication, the instrumental value of income to satisfy needs would also 

vary across regions, which provides another reason why per capita GDP or GNP may not be 

accurate measures of poverty. For cross-cultural comparisons of basic needs, Corning’s (2000) 

criteria can therefore only be used as a macro structure to specify needs in generic terms, like 

housing and shelter. As for the satisfiers of these needs, it is best to identify them through local 

surveys and through analysis of economic data on consumption patterns.  
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Correlation of poverty indicators based on biological needs with human violence 

If some crude poverty indicators can be derived from basic needs, how far would these go 

toward predicting violence? In general, non-fulfillment of needs is linked with psychological 

disturbances (Corning 2000), maladjustment, and, in extreme cases, severe psychopathology 

(Maslow 1943). The details will be discussed in the next section; at this stage one can 

hypothesize that there could be a positive correlation between deprivation of basic needs and 

violence. A noteworthy point here is that basic needs are satiable. Baxter and Moosa’s (1996) 

analysis, mentioned above, for instance, suggests that income elasticity of demand on basic 

needs items declines as income rises. Our hedonic experience with these needs provides an 

inner gage; beyond the satiation point we start getting diminishing returns to our experience 

(Camfield and Guillen-Royo 2010). It is therefore also possible to hypothesize that frustration 

associated with basic needs will decrease corresponding to satiation, and if completely satiated, 

basic needs will not lead to violence.   

 What are the causes of violence in groups or societies that have crossed the satiation 

threshold of basic biological needs then? The relevance of values in promoting violence has 

already been quoted with reference to basic capabilities, a related field is the sphere of those 

needs which Corning (2000) categorizes as perceived, dependencies, or wants, the superfluous 

requirements which go beyond the needs for survival.   

Limitations of the bio-economics concept in explaining violence 

There are limitations of a purely biological concept of basic needs in explaining causes of 

violence. First, as already discussed, poverty is not always defined in terms of basic biological 

needs. In economic thought such needs exist alongside superfluous needs – whether perceived, 
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dependencies or wants – inside the domain of social and cultural norms and values rather than 

biology. Depending on the cultural context, for example, the range of hedonic experiences can 

be extremely wide, which is why most of the literature on poverty provides room for wants and 

desires alongside basic needs. In Veenhoven’s (2000: 16) words: 

The word “deprivation” refers to shortfall of something. When used in an 
absolute sense it means failure to meet basic human needs, when used in a 
relative sense it means being less well off than others. The word is typically used 
in the latter meaning, while suggesting the former. Current specifications of this 
notion are “poverty” and “social exclusion” … In most contexts the lack is in 
external conditions of life, and concerns access to income, power and prestige.  
 

If basic biological needs are satiable, superfluous needs are often described as a 

bottomless pit. There is enough literature to suggest that these needs could cause violence. 

Neo-Marxists like Herbert Marcuse (1964: 4-5; also see Fitzgerald 1985)), for instance, 

distinguish between true and false needs; true needs, which are similar to Corning’s (2000) 

basic, are the “vital ones – nourishment, clothing, lodging at the attainable level of culture.” 

According to Marcuse (1964: 4-5) only satisfaction of true needs is relevant; false needs on the 

other hand are “the needs which perpetuate toil, aggressiveness, misery, and injustice.” 

Research on human conflict provides support for this view by framing false or superfluous needs 

as relative deprivation (Gurr 1970) or greed (e.g. Collier and Hoeffler 2004; Collier, Hoeffler and 

Rohner 2006; Fearon and Laitin 2003; Ross 2003). The research does not rule out core 

deprivations as causes of violence but integrates them into a bigger picture where violence is a 

product of, for instance, materialistic pursuit of economic resources rather than basic needs.  

Concluding, the bio-economics concept of basic needs can provide indicators of poverty. 

Hypothetically, when there is deprivation in basic needs, these indicators will have a positive 
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correlation with violence or support for violence. But since violence may also be caused by 

superfluous needs, the Bayesian network being used by this dissertation to model the poverty-

political violence connection may have to integrate in its structure needs other than the basic. 

The literature explaining psychology of human behavior can help attain further theoretical 

understanding of these needs and their relationship both with basic needs and with violence.   

Psychological concept of basic needs 

The psychological concept does not contest the biological view but builds upon it by placing 

basic biological needs within the broader notion of human needs. The concept also helps explain 

the causal process through which poverty could lead to violence. Similar to Corning’s (2000) 

biological needs, the notion of psychological needs is informed by Darwinism rather than culture 

or values. Theories on the need for self-esteem, for example, propose that the need serves as an 

inner measure, a sociometer, with which a person estimates his social acceptance. The need is 

valued because forming of both dyadic relationships and large coalitions has evolutionary 

advantage in terms of reproduction and survival (Blackhart et al. 2009).  

Maslow’s (1943, 1954) theory of human motivation provides a useful macro structure to 

understand the relative place of basic needs within human needs and is briefly reviewed below. 

Maslow’s model of human needs: A brief review 

Maslow (1954) explains causes of human motivations in terms of a hierarchy of five 

progressively higher-level needs: physiological, safety, belonging, self-esteem, and self-

actualization. Later, the five-tiered structure was revised to include a sixth need, self-

transcendence, at the apex of the hierarchy (see Koltko-Rivera 2006). The needs, according to 
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Maslow (1954), account for motivation of all human behavior, but the pursuit of higher-level 

needs is more or less contingent upon satisfaction of the needs at the immediately lower level. 

The roots of Maslow’s model may be traced back to the work of psychoanalysts like 

Freud and McDougall, also called the instinct theorists, who proposed that much of human 

behavior originated from “innate psychological predisposition” (Steers et al. 2004).  Where 

Maslow differed from these theorists was that contrary to the focus of the instinct theorists on 

the sick, he attempted to explain the behavior of healthy individuals (Maslow 1954: 33). 

Nevertheless, like the instinct theories, Maslow’s work is ranked among the classics in 

psychology. The theory has been widely applied in several fields including conflict resolution 

(Burton 1988; Kelman 2007), research on well-being and quality of life (e.g. Hagerty 1999), and 

business and management where it has provided the foundation for several classical works on 

employee motivation (e.g. McGregor 1960, Alderfer 1969; Herzberg 1987).   

The present dissertation applies the five needs’ model only to provide a human needs 

context to the subject of poverty and basic need. The discussion of the theory that follows is 

therefore by no means exhaustive; the actual scope of Maslow’s work is much wider than the 

needs’ model (see Dye et al. 2005). The model is also far from perfect; scholars attribute its 

popularity to the intuitive appeal of the hierarchy and suggest that the theory is otherwise 

pseudo-scientific (Dye et al. 2005) and lacks empirical support (Wahba and Bridwell 1976). Tests 

of the hierarchical order, for example, have only found partial evidence for the theory (e.g. 

Wahba and Bridewell 1976). As for the five categories, they have been considerably modified or 

expanded, for example, by Doyal and Gough (1991) and Max-Neef (1992). Although the 

dissertation had the option to choose the latter models for its analysis, it focused on Maslow’s 
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work for two reasons: first, for its relative simplicity, and second, for its foundations in human 

psychology, and hence its cross-cultural and cross-temporal appeal vis-à-vis the other theories 

that are a mix of development literature and welfare economics. For simplifying the analysis, the 

following discussion will dwell only on the categories of needs; it will exclude the hierarchical 

order, though acknowledging that the latter may provide substance for some interesting 

hypotheses regarding the relative strength of basic and other needs vis-à-vis violence.  

To begin with, the theory of motivation refers to all the five needs in the hierarchy as 

basic, but only the three lower level needs (physiological, safety, and belonging), characterized 

by Maslow as deficiency needs, constitute the rough equivalent of Corning’s (2000) basic 

biological needs. The three higher level needs: self-esteem, self-actualization and self-

transcendence, Maslow suggested, are growth needs (Maslow 1954: 149-180). These could 

approximate the concept of Marcuse’s (1964) false needs or the superfluous needs: perceived, 

dependencies, and wants described by Corning (2000). To avoid confusion with Corning’s (2000) 

biological model, only Maslow’s deficiency needs will henceforth be called basic; the higher-

level needs will be referred to as growth needs.   

Merging Maslow’s theory with Corning’s can provide a bio-psychological account of 

basic needs and growth needs that will also include the satisfiers for the former (Figure 2). What 

is missing from the picture, though, are the satisfiers for growth needs. As it happens, Maslow’s 

model does not provide for satisfiers at all. The omission, as will be discussed, comes in the way 

of extracting poverty variables from his theory.  
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Figure 2: Maslow’s (1943, 1954) human needs and Corning’s (2000) biological needs 

 
 
 

Deriving poverty indicators from Maslow’s model  

Maslow had framed the basic needs identified by Corning as lower level needs and put them 

alongside higher-level growth needs of esteem, self-actualization, and transcendence; together 

the needs constituted a positive theory of human motivation to describe the behavior of healthy 

individuals. Such features of the model provide a base for building holistic indicators of well-

being that go beyond primary biological needs. Hence, it is not surprising that the theory has 

found expression through indicators like Quality of Life (QOL) (see Hagerty 1999; Hagerty et al. 

2001). However, a closer look at the contents of these indicators shows that, in particular, 

capturing growth needs across societies could be highly problematic. In Hagerty’s (1999) QOL 

model, for instance, women’s participation in workforce is a desirable self-actualization factor; 

contrarily, in some conservative societies, a situation where women must work for pay would be 

regarded as poverty, rather than a desirable life quality. 
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Material & non-material 

resources  
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Bio-psychological explanation 
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In principle, the theory of motivation suggests that since human psychology is a 

constant, both basic and growth needs are common to all individuals and societies. However, in 

practice the theory will hold only if one invents a very special case of subsistence economies in 

which (1) basic needs are concerned only with survival; (2) satisfiers serving these needs do not 

vary significantly across cultures; and (3) growth needs are a variant of satisfiers, which only 

serve the cause of fulfilling basic needs. In the real world, such cases do not exist. Even if it is 

somewhat possible to attach a subsistence meaning to basic needs, it is difficult to conceive of 

growth needs in subsistence terms. There is enormous cross-cultural variation both in the way 

these needs are expressed, and in the satisfiers that serve them (see Levine and Rizvi 2005).    

In fact, a major criticism of the theory of human motivation has been that it excludes 

reference to socio-cultural context, though, as Dye et al. (2005) observe, not because Maslow 

devalued it; he did realize that the nature of human needs is both biologically determined and 

socially constructed, but he struggled with incorporating cultural relevance within his theory. 

The limitation of Maslow’s model perhaps explains why other scholars of human needs, like 

Corning (2000) and Max-Neef (1992), have included instrumental needs or satisfiers in their 

theories. For instance, in essence, Max-Neef’s (1992) theory of fundamental human needs 

agrees with Maslow’s in proposing that fundamental needs are finite, few, and classifiable, and 

do not vary spatially or temporally. But going beyond Maslow, Max-Neef (1992) provides room 

for satisfiers that do differ across space and time. Interestingly, he also proposes that the nature 

of these satisfiers provides one aspect of the very definition of a culture.  

Socio-cultural variability of human needs, particularly growth needs and their satisfiers, 

interferes with any attempt at providing a universal definition of poverty in terms of human 
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needs. A related issue is that whereas the satiation point of basic needs is somewhat 

determinable, there is no research that suggests some minimum threshold at which satiation of 

self-esteem and self-actualization is possible. The latter, in particular, by its very nature could be 

difficult to gratify.  

Poverty, human needs, and violence 

Together, the basic and higher level needs identified in Maslow’s hierarchy were supposed to 

indicate that their fulfilment is a pre-requisite for psychological health (Dye et al. 2005); 

alternatively, if for any number of reasons (including personal or societal) the needs are not 

fulfilled, the resulting deprivation – or in increasing order of intensity – frustration, or threat to 

personality (see Maslow 1941), could be expressed through pathological tendencies. As 

Fitzgerald (1985) points out, though, pathology in itself is a relative concept. The theory of 

motivation provides no guidance in this direction; it does not describe whether and when 

violence could be construed as pathological, or whether it is justified in some cases such as 

individual or national defense. Nevertheless, it can be assumed that indiscriminate acts of 

violence, such as terrorism, in Maslow’s model would be a deviance from the state of a healthy 

individual. In particular, the need for self-transcendence, when associated with concern for 

humanity, could interfere with the violent expression of a narrow personal or group agenda.  

 The review of the biological strand in the basic needs’ literature concluded that violence 

may be caused by non-fulfilment of these needs, or by non-fulfilment of false or superfluous 

needs. Maslow’s model helps in building on to these rudimentary suggestions and visualize the 

basic needs-violence connection within the bigger picture of human needs. The following 

discussion briefly explains three main contributions of the model in this regard. 
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1- Violence may be caused by non-fulfillment of any of the basic or growth needs. 

2- These needs may interact horizontally with each other to explain violence, or lack of it. 

3- Both basic needs and growth needs can interact with satisfiers such as culture and 

values to cause or inhibit violence.     

Non-fulfilment of needs as a cause of violence: Expanding on the above points, first, the 

literature on human conflict indicates that violence may be motivated by any of the five needs. 

An example is the need for identity, which may be construed as a proxy measure for the need to 

belong. The need has been found to have a positive impact on violence by several scholars (e.g. 

Gurr 1993; Huntington 1993; and Krueger and Maleckova 2003). Studies that have focused on 

diaspora terrorism in the West, in particular, have highlighted how factors such as social 

exclusion and inability to integrate can cultivate violent tendencies (e.g. Roy 2006; Sheffer 

2006).  Higher level needs can also cause violence. Post and George (2004) have analyzed the 

psychology of several political leaders and observed how self-esteem and self-actualization 

needs can trigger problems such as neurosis and obsessions that manifest through aggression.  

Horizontal interaction of needs and violence: Maslow (1954: 19) observed that man is an 

“integrated whole;” the various needs therefore may not act in isolation from each other, but 

synergistically (see Hagerty 1999). With reference to violence, such synergies may either blunt 

violent tendencies or spark them. In the former case, research by Camfied and Guillen-Royo 

(2010) suggests that needs may interact horizontally to create overall psychological well-being, 

such that deficiency in one is compensated by satisfaction in another. Supportive relationships 

and self-esteem have, for example, been found to dull the frustrations arising out of inadequate 

food or housing (Biwas-Diener and Diener 2006;  Camfield et al. 2009).  
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Alternatively, various needs may act in a complementary fashion to heighten 

frustration. Azar (1990, 2) used Maslow’s structure to explain what he called protracted conflicts 

in regions including the Middle East, Ireland, and South Africa. Such conflicts, he observed, are 

marked by terrorism and other forms of low-intensity warfare; focus on identity, whether 

cultural, or ethnic; and originate from dissatisfaction with needs that include security, 

communal recognition, and distributive justice. Likewise, a group of scholars, notably John 

Burton and Herbert Kelman, known as need theorists, have applied Maslow’s model in the 

conflict resolution discipline. The range of needs identified by these scholars covers both basic 

needs such as food and shelter, as well as higher level needs such as self-esteem (e.g. Kelman 

2007, 64-65).   

Needs, satisfiers, and violence: Finally, adding to this already murky picture, human needs alone 

do not account for violence unless both material and non-material need satisfiers are also 

factored into the analysis. Lack of material satisfiers can frustrate basic needs and cause 

violence. But as mentioned earlier, since basic needs are satiable, neither basic needs nor their 

material satisfiers can cause violence beyond the point of satiation. The same cannot be said of 

superfluous needs or growth needs and their satisfiers originating from culture and values. 

These variables can interact in complex, myriad ways with each other, or for that matter with 

basic needs. Since these interactions can have a considerable impact on a social phenomenon, 

the poverty-terrorism connection cannot be understood by ignoring them.  It is not possible to 

do justice to the topic in this dissertation, but to provide a few examples:  

1- Hypothetically, violence could be low when a culture depreciates the subjective value of 

needs, including basic; prizes contentment, and/or encourages non-violence.  
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2- Alternatively, violence could be high when a culture encourages material wants and 

desires, resource chase, and greed, as suggested before, and/or sanctions violence in 

the pursuit of these needs.  

3- As for growth needs, they can derive their very meaning from cultural context. An 

example is the need for self-actualization, which according to Fitzgerald (1985) “is 

merely another way of referring to what one ought to do or ought to be or become.”  In 

his positive framework, Maslow suggested the importance of meaningful work to self-

actualization (Maslow 1965: 1-13), but Kruglanski et al. (2009) have studied how people 

seek to satisfy self-actualization needs through terrorism. Even spiritual motivations of 

self-transcendence could manifest through violent actions like suicide attacks (Koltko-

Rivera 2006). Violence, in such instances may not even be remotely connected to 

deprivations in the basic needs department. 

Wrapping up the discussion; the reliability of indicators of poverty based on the 

psychological concept of human needs – basic plus growth – is questionable because growth 

needs differ across cultures and even individuals. But when growth needs are taken out of the 

equation, basic needs can provide useful indicators to measure poverty. One reason is that 

these are subsistence level needs that do not vary drastically across space and time. Another is 

that deprivation in these needs can seriously threaten the very survival of a person, which is 

how core poverty can be possibly defined. The larger framework of Maslow’s model is, however, 

useful in explaining the relationship between basic needs and violence as well as the 

psychological processes such as frustration and anger which lead to violence. Within this 

framework, the sub-components of basic needs may interact with each other, with growth 

needs, and with satisfiers, including cultural and social values. However, cluttered this picture 
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may look, as this dissertation will demonstrate, it is still possible to analyze it for meaningful 

patterns for explaining the poverty-terrorism connection.     

Basic needs from an ethical perspective 

The ethical strand in the basic needs’ literature is a mixed bag of some basic biological needs, as 

well as non-biological needs. Speaking from the forum of the World Bank, Streeten (1979, 1995), 

a leading advocate of the approach, suggested that it was possible to determine “an absolute 

core of absolute deprivation” by medical and physiological criteria. Although the focus on core 

deprivations is similar to the biological approach, humanitarian and social concerns lead these 

scholars to identify several needs that do not strictly qualify as biological. Streeten (1979), for 

instance, includes the need for self-determination, self-reliance, political freedom, national and 

cultural identity, and a sense of purpose in life and work within the scope of basic needs. 

Likewise, Wilber (1994: 138-140) advocates a humane development strategy focusing on such 

needs as life sustenance, esteem and fellowship, and freedom. Other scholars do not provide a 

list but indicate a general criterion for determining whether a need qualifies as basic or not; 

Wiggins (1998: 9; also see Alkire 2002: 158-159), for instance, suggests that the very basic needs 

are those that if not fulfilled can blight life.  

In general, theorists who advocate basic needs on ethical grounds also plead the case 

for basic goods, which has sparked a debate between the need theorists and the basic capability 

theorists. Sen (1989: 47), for instance, objects to the supply-based interpretation of basic needs 

on the ground that it can lead to commodity fetishism. For their part, basic needs scholars 

challenge the faith of capabilities scholars in the self-regulatory nature of capabilities without 

some basic good provisions (Reinert 2018:12-13). In general, all the scholars agree that needs 

for basic goods such as adequate food and water, which may be called necessities, must be met; 
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most suggest the importance of enhancement goods, “which make life more vital, more 

interesting, more worth living”; and for those who interpret needs as wants, luxury goods also 

provide a source of satisfaction (Wilber 1994: 138).  

Poverty indicators based on the ethical concept of basic needs 

Like the literature on capabilities, the contribution of the ethical strand in the basic needs’ 

literature lies in contesting an income and economic growth-based method for the 

measurement of poverty. However, the advocates of this approach do not completely discard 

the relevance of quantitative measures. Streeten (1998), for example, suggests that poverty may 

be measured through consumption per head, calories per head, and expenditure on food.  

Likewise, Hicks and Streeten (1979) propose both modifying the GNP to be a better index of 

economic development and supporting it with social and human development indicators. They 

also argue that many of the basic needs are “inputs” rather than “goals,” valued because they 

improve such desired life qualities as individual health. Hence, they recommend using surrogate 

measures like life expectancy that provide a kind of weighted composite reflecting progress in 

meeting basic needs.  

Scholars active in the ethical strand of basic needs literature also provide indicators to 

measure deprivation in needs; these include earliest indices of unsatisfied basic needs (NBI) 

developed for Latin America (see Hicks 1998) to the Millenium Development Goals (MDG) of the 

United Nations that claim to put “people and their immediate needs at the forefront” (United 

Nations 2015: 3). But such indicators like the thought behind them are a cross-fertilization of 

biological needs such as food, water, and health and capabilities such as education, school 
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attendance, and social security. Hence, as discussed next, vis-à-vis violence they may have the 

same limitations as the concept of capabilities.  

Relationship of violence with poverty indicators based on the ethical concept 

According to Fitzgerald (1985: 100): “the notion of ‘need’ can be rendered empirical only by 

relating it to some specified end, most obviously that of human goodness or a model of human 

health or excellence.” Maslow’s theory of human motivation described in the previous section 

can provide a standard profile of psychologically healthy individuals. In essence, the ethical 

strand within the basic needs’ literature advocates maintaining some minimum standard of this 

health. Hence, prima facie, violence should decline when efforts are being made to maintain 

these health standards out of ethical concerns. Contrarily, research from conflict zones suggests 

that even humanitarian aid can have a positive correlation with violence as it can feed resources 

to rebel groups (Lischer 2003; Wood and Sullivan 2015).  

 In general, when the ethical concerns with basic needs step outside the biological 

domain, the resulting poverty indicators will have the same limitations as those derived from 

the capabilities’ literature. An example is Streeten’s (1995) suggestion that basic needs should 

include “a sense of purpose in life and work.” A possible hypothesis derived from a definition of 

poverty as lack of sense of purpose in life and work would be that as the sense of purpose in life 

goes up, violence declines, but research work on growth needs warns against this conclusion. 

When individuals in a society have tied up their sense of purpose in life with violence, the 

correlation is positive (see e.g. Post and George 2004).  

In order to develop a meaningful hypothesis of a possible correlation between poverty 

and violence, a poverty indicator, such as sense of purpose in life, must also be accompanied by 
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a list specifying what this sense of purpose should not include. The problem requires 

determining, as Park (2010: 2) points out, “the value of needs, or in other words, their relation 

to the good and bad, right and wrong.”  But a universal consensus on such ethics is difficult. The 

controversy around the definition of terrorism provides an example (see Gibbs 1989; Richards 

2014). The federal law in the US alone provides more than 100 interpretations of the term 

(Perry 2004). In theory it is easy to presume that sense of purpose in life excludes terrorism, but 

the question could be hard to settle, for instance, in the case of separatist groups who are 

fighting state repression (which, in certain circumstances, scholars such as Rogers [2002: 215] 

would classify as state terrorism). In such cases it can be difficult to determine whose needs 

should carry ethical weight: the terrorists’ needs for freedom or the state’s needs for social 

order and territorial integrity. A side observation is that, as in the case of capabilities, resolving 

such problems is not possible without some degree of despotism and totalitarianism.    

Comparing the ethical strand in the basic needs’ literature with the other two strands, 

biological and psychological, the quest for survival provides the psychological motivations that 

drive human behavior. Within this Darwinian framework, human behavior is also mediated by 

satisfiers including values and norms of individual and group behavior, whether cultural, social, 

or political. The ethical strand in the basic needs’ literature does not use mere human survival as 

the reference point for arguing its case and is closer to the capabilities’ literature in the wide 

range of needs that it thinks are basic. Also, the strand expresses concern for others and, as 

such, exists outside the Darwinian framework of biological needs.  

Viewing violence from the ethical perspective of needs, whereas local values and norms 

of behavior within a given social context are an endogenous source of satisfiers, the ethical 
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strand, whether capabilities or basic needs, may provide an exogenous source. Any number of 

possibilities can be predicted when endogenous sources of satisfiers interact with the  

exogenous: (1) the exogenous sources can complement the endogenous, (2) they can merge 

with the local sources through the process of indigenization or localization, or (3) they can 

challenge these sources. In the first two cases there is a possibility that when the endogenous 

sources favor violence, indicators of poverty derived from ethics, such as purpose in life and 

political freedom, will also have a positive correlation with violence. In the last case, indicators 

expressing exogenous ethical concerns will have to contest the local sources by introducing 

controls for local socio-cultural norms and values, for instance, by suggesting that violence or 

certain acts of violence are undesirable.  

 

Concluding points 

Concluding, drawing from Corning’s (2000) concept, core poverty is best defined as a condition 

where basic biological needs for survival cannot be met satisfactorily due to a lack of satisfiers or 

lack of access to satisfiers catering to these needs. The value of this definition lies in providing 

“ground zero” (Corning 2000) for understanding the impact of poverty on political violence. As 

such, it also helps one understand the relative position of the various other interpretations of 

poverty. Income, for instance, when seen from this perspective, is a satisfier that has an 

instrumental value for needs’ fulfilment.  Maslow’s (1954) human needs provide the overarching 

psychological framework within which basic biological needs exist alongside growth needs. All 

needs have endogenous sources of local satisfiers; non-monetary concepts of poverty, including 
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capabilities, well-being, or the ethical strand in the basic needs literature, may be the exogenous 

expressions of concern for human deprivations that may have their own list of satisfiers. 

Theoretically, as suggested by Maslow (1954) thwarting of basic needs can cause varying 

degrees of frustration, deprivation, or threat to personality, which could manifest through 

violence or support for violence. This would lead one to conclude that since basic biological 

needs are satiable, addressing them would mitigate violent tendencies. The discussion so far has 

demonstrated that such a conclusion would be a bit simplistic for several reasons. Summarizing 

the main points below: 

1- Poverty is seldom defined in terms of primary or instrumental needs. Other than 

perhaps some special cases of subsistence economies, the concept invariably intrudes 

into the non-satiable domain of superfluous needs: perceived, dependencies and wants.  

2- Basic needs are part of a broad structure of human needs; the sub-components of this 

structure can interact with each other to proscribe or encourage violence. 

3- Violence is not just related to basic needs; growth needs may also cause violence.  

4- The individual components or the sum of basic needs, growth needs, and their possible 

interaction are mediated by satisfiers, including social and cultural values. 

Hypothetically, the latter set of variables can impact violence positively or negatively 

under one or more of the following conditions: 

i- negatively, when they interact with basic needs to diminish these needs;  

ii- positively, when they interact with basic needs to produce superfluous needs;  

iii- negatively, when they interact with growth needs to devalue violence; and 

iv- positively, when they interact with growth needs to value violence. 
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Given the complex interaction among the various needs and their satisfiers, the poverty-

political violence connection should be studied within its specific social context. This is 

important because in certain cases cultural norms and values can de-emphasize basic needs but 

emphasize growth needs such that violence is not inspired by the former but the latter. An 

example is al-Qaeda’s leadership that was known for a sparse lifestyle, but simultaneously 

upheld values that encouraged violence for self-esteem and self-actualization. The research 

methods, Bayesian network and logistic regression, being used for the dissertation attempt to 

show a holistic picture in which the relationship between poverty and violence is embedded 

among a host of other variables. The details of the method will be provided later, but 

introducing the hypothesis guiding it at this point:  

Poverty, when defined as a condition where basic biological needs for survival 
cannot be met satisfactorily due to a lack of satisfiers or lack of access to 
satisfiers catering to these needs, can have a positive impact on public support 
for terrorist groups or terrorism.  

 

A peripheral hypothesis that can help supplement and explain the findings from the 

main hypothesis is:  

The two growth needs in Maslow’s (1943, 1954) hierarchy of needs, self-esteem 
and self-actualization, can also have a positive impact on support for terrorist 
groups or terrorism. 
 

The hypotheses set the context for providing a description of the northwestern tribal 

areas of Pakistan in the next chapter. During the period of study, 2010, the region ranked high 

both in terrorism and poverty which makes it a particularly appropriate case for investigating 

the relationship between the two variables. 
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CHAPTER 3: AN INTRODUCTION TO PAKISTAN’S NORTHWESTERN 
TRIBAL AREAS 

 
 
 
 

This chapter presents an introduction to the northwestern tribal areas of Pakistan, formerly the 

Federally Administered Tribal Areas or FATA. The chapter briefly describes the geographical, 

socio-economic, and political features of FATA, the history of terrorism in the region, the 

characteristics of terrorist groups operating from the region, the agenda of these groups and 

their ideology.  

 

An overview of the geography, history, and culture of the tribal region 

The northwestern tribal belt of Pakistan stretches over an area of 27, 224 sq. kilometers and, 

according to the provisional Census report of 2017, had a population of about 5 million (see Ali 

2018 for a brief description). Most of the locals belong to the Pashtun ethnic group, an identity 

that they share with more than 40% population of the adjacent Afghanistan (Library of Congress 

2008). Pashtuns are, however, far from being a homogenous group. Within the macro identity, 

fractures exist on tribal lines, on lines of clans, and also family lineages (see Kfir 2009), often 

resulting in inter-tribal or family feuds.  

The topographical characteristics and the governance and cultural features of the tribal 

belt can make the territory an ideal sanctuary for groups engaged in subversive activities against 

the state. The landscape is marked by rugged mountain ranges and small valleys (see FATA n.d.) 
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that non-locals find difficult to navigate. The border demarcating Pakistan from Afghanistan was 

settled in 1893 by the British during their colonial rule of India and is called the Durand Line. The 

Line was meant as a symbolic, rather than a defensible frontier, initially aimed at checking 

Russian ambitions to dominate Asia (see Caroe 1958: 463-466 for extracts from the Durand 

Agreement, and Omrani 2009). The arrangement, continued by Pakistan after its independence 

from the British in 1947, has never prevented the population spanning the two sides of the 

border from maintaining strong links. At certain points the Line even cuts through villages 

straddling Pakistan and Afghanistan and is, therefore, a unique case which merges rather than 

divides two otherwise sovereign states. It also facilitates cross-border refuge to those seeking to 

evade law. 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: The northwestern tribal areas of Pakistan (City Pulse 2009; USAID 2017) 
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Historically, foreign attempts to directly govern FATA have had little success. Although 

parts of the tribal areas were merged into India at the time of the Durand Line settlement, in 

practice, the British Empire ended where the tribal belt started. A combination of factors 

continued to thwart attempts to control the population. One was the difficulty of mastering the 

treacherous terrain, but also, over centuries, the region had developed its own cultural and 

economic peculiarities, which were neither open to quick change nor easy to negotiate with. 

Years of isolation had led to an aversion to foreign domination. Except for small pockets of 

agricultural land, there were few opportunities for livelihood; hence the tribesmen had turned 

to raiding the adjoining settled areas and looting merchants travelling to Central Asia and Persia. 

A certain sense of honor had developed over this occupation; toiling for a living was considered 

“knavish and base” and civilization and governments viewed contemptuously (see Omrani 

2009).  

The tribal traditions built around the local code of conduct, Pashtunwali, attracted much 

attention after the US invasion of Afghanistan in 2001. The traditions value hospitality and safe 

conduct to guests (melmastia and badragga in local language), and sanctuary to those who seek 

refuge (nanawati). Honor is also highly prized and includes revenge (badal) for slights and 

collective responsibility for action in a vendetta.  

Though Pashtunwali is believed to date back to the pre-Islamic era, most Pashtuns now 

subscribe to Islam (see Lindholm 1982; Dupree 1980: 126- 147). Interestingly, however, when it 

comes to monetary matters, religion appears to take a subsidiary role to the tribal culture. 

Wealth is associated with power and prestige (Synnott 2009:110) and is sometimes pursued 

without qualms about the means of accumulation, which could partially explain the region’s 
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connection with unlawful activities such as smuggling. Also, the general perception is that the 

loyalty of tribes is malleable and can be bought for a price. During the war against Soviet Union, 

for instance, some people in the region profited both by renting out vehicles to pro-Soviet forces 

and charging the mujahedeen for the use of routes controlled by them (Synnott 2009: 110). 

Similarly, Acharya et al. (2009) indicate that the al-Qaeda renegades who took refuge with the 

tribes following the 2001 US attacks on Afghanistan were not accommodated for free but had to 

spend lavishly in exchange for tribal hospitality.  

 

A brief history of governance arrangements 

Taking its cue from the British governance experiences in the region, the state of Pakistan kept a 

minimal administrative, political, and military presence in FATA after the country’s 

independence from the British in 1947. The decision not to absorb the tribal belt into the main 

territory appears to be part of a deliberate policy that sought to avoid a rebellion that the newly 

created state could not deal with. Instead, the integration of the region was to be achieved 

gradually by capitalizing on shared religious identity with the Pashtuns and by offering them 

incentives, such as quotas in government service.  

An abstract from a 1948 speech by Jinnah, the founder of Pakistan, to a gathering of 

tribal leaders indicates the broad policy framework that would define the status of FATA in the 

country for several years:  

[W]e trust you as our Muslim brethren…... It is no longer a foreign government 
as it was, but it is now a Muslim government and Muslim rule that holds the 
reigns of this great independent sovereign state of Pakistan……Pakistan has no 
desire to unduly interfere with your internal freedom. On the contrary, Pakistan 
wants to help you and make you, as far as it lies in our power, self-reliant and 
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self-sufficient and help in your educational, social and economic uplift (Hasnat 
2011: 148). 

 

In accordance with this policy, the government of Pakistan more or less continued with 

the broader British governance scheme for the region. For administrative purposes, the British 

had split the tribal domain into seven sub-units, called agencies, now called districts: Bajaur, 

Mohmand, Orakzai, Khyber, Kurram, North Waziristan, and South Waziristan. Besides, the area 

comprised six smaller units, the frontier regions (FRs). The FRs acted as buffers between the 

agencies and the adjacent settled areas, named by the British as the North-West Frontier 

Province (NWFP) and renamed as Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa (KP or KPK) in 2010 by the government 

of Pakistan. The direct rule of the British was confined only to the NWFP; the tribal areas were 

ruled through what Naseemullah (2014) calls a hybrid system, an indirect rule “where the state 

explicitly shares coercion with societal elites.” The system remained intact until 2018 when FATA 

was finally merged into KP. 

The hybrid governance system of FATA had two main features:  (1) a network of political 

agents and maliks (tribal chiefs), with the latter acting as intermediaries between the 

government and the locals (for details, see FATA n.d.), and (2) the 1901 laws of the Frontier 

Crimes Regulations or FCR (FATA Reforms 2013). The political agents, appointees of the federal 

government, enjoyed wide discretionary powers, and coordinated with the maliks to maintain 

law and order. The FCR, designed by the British in response to tribal raids on the settled areas, 

or when the tribes rallied against them (Naseemullah 2014), codified punitive measures to deal 

with any miscreants. FCR came under intense criticism for its harshness, particularly because 

under its provisions a whole tribe could be collectively punished for an offence committed by 

one member. Although the Regulations were amended in 2011, they continued to retain the 
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essence of the 1901 provisions (see FATA Reforms 2013). An example is section 22, reproduced 

below. The parentheses enclose the 2011 amendments, which made some exceptions in the 

case of women, children, and senior citizens, but without altering the substance of the law: 

22. Fines on communities accessory to crime. – Where, from the circumstances 
of any case, there appears to be good reason to believe that the inhabitants of 
any village, or part of a village, or any of them, have -  

a) connived at, or in any way abetted, the commission of any offence; or 
b) failed to render all assistance in their power to discover the offenders or to 

effect their arrest;  
c) connived at the escape of, or harbored, any offender or person suspected of 

having taken part in the commission of an offence; or  
d) combined to suppress material evidence of the Commission of an offence; 

the Deputy Commissioner [Political or District Coordination Officer] may, 
with the previous sanction of the Commissioner, impose a fine on the 
inhabitants of such village or part of a village, or any of them as a whole. 

[Provided that women, children less than sixteen years of age and person over 
sixty-five years of age shall not be arrested and detained under this section.] 

 

 Until its abolition in 2018, FCR remained the only formal judicial link of Pakistan to 

FATA. There were as such no courts within the region, and the residents did not have recourse 

to the country’s High Courts and the Supreme Court for redressing of grievances. Local disputes 

had traditionally been subject to the decision of jirga, an assembly of local elders described as 

the “closest thing to Athenian democracy” (Ali 2000: 202). The arrangement, which is still 

popular, was, however, corrupted by the FCR which allowed for the constitution of jirgas 

through government appointment of members (see Ali   2000: 204-205 for details).  

The decades old British governance system derived its legality from Articles 246 and 

247 of the Constitution of Pakistan (National Assembly of Pakistan 2012). Pakistan has a 

parliamentary system of government, but Article 247 referred all governance matters relating 

to FATA to the jurisdiction of the President, the executive head of the state. The President could 
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make necessary regulations for the region, and it was for him to decide whether an Act of 

Parliament could extend to FATA. The people of FATA had neither their local legislature, nor 

were they represented in the provincial legislature of KP. Though they had representation in the 

federal legislature, up until 1997, the representatives were elected by tribal maliks rather than 

through popular vote. The Political Parties Order, 2002 (see FATA Reforms 2011) which allowed 

for the formation and regulation of political parties in Pakistan was extended to the region as 

late as 2011 (see Ali 2000: 207; Nawaz 2009: 8; Synott 2009: 113).  

 

Socio-economic features  

Overall, FATA presents the picture of a society that is antiquated even when judged by the 

standards of the so-called third world. As mentioned, for a long time the government continued 

to administer the region by relying on the British system and the 1901 laws of the FCR. Though 

the arrangement made sense in 1947, it was hard to defend after decades of independence. 

Hence, it is not surprising that some researchers referred to FATA residents as second-class 

citizens of Pakistan (Fair 2014), while others question whether they could even classify as 

citizens (Ali 2000: 209). 

Reliable statistics on FATA’s socio-economic status are not available because military 

offensives against terrorist networks made the tribal belt inaccessible for a long time, but all 

available data suggests that in terms of development indicators, the region could be the worst 
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part of Pakistan. FATA’s score on multidimensional poverty index (MPI) 1 is 0.337 relative to the 

national score of 0.197; 52.3% of the people live on $1.25 a day; youth unemployment stands at 

11.8% as compared to 5.6% for the rest of Pakistan and the overall literacy rate is 33.3% as 

compared to the national rate of 58% (United Nations Development Program [UNDP] 2017). 

Health facilities are almost non-existent; there are only 41 hospitals catering to the health needs 

of more than three million people, and 1 doctor per 6,792 people (Rakisits 2012: 139).  

Survey data from FATA suggests widespread frustration with lack of economic 

opportunities and basic amenities. 95% of the respondents covered in the 2010 survey by the 

New America Foundation and Terror Free Tomorrow (NAF & TFT), mentioned earlier, 

highlighted the importance of creating new jobs; 92% identified lack of education and schools as 

important issues; and 88%, poor health care and access to water. Such large-scale dissatisfaction 

allows one to hypothesize that the socio-economic features of FATA could have already made it 

vulnerable to the religious radicalization campaign launched by the state in the 1980s and, later, 

the ideological influence of terrorist groups.  

 

Emergence of terrorist groups 

The history of militancy in FATA could be traced back to the 1980s when the government of 

Pakistan started using the northwestern areas, including the main city of Peshawar, for training 

ordinary people to repel the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan. The policy, which received generous 

 
1 The MPI is based on a poverty measurement method developed by Alkire and Foster (2007; 2011). The method 

captures three dimensions of poverty at the individual level: health, education, and living standards through ten 
indicators. The score on the index is the sum of weighted deprivations on the ten indicators with higher 
scores indicating higher levels of poverty.  
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Saudi and Western support, nurtured religiously radicalized individuals, including those who 

later became important al-Qaeda figures, and indoctrinated fresh recruits from all over the 

Muslim world with ideas of a holy war against the Soviet Union. The madrassa system played an 

important part in the indoctrination campaign and has continued to prosper as a religious 

radicalization center since then.  

Technically, the Afghan strategy was a success. However, since there had been no plan 

to rehabilitate the militants, thousands of hardened fighters found themselves without a 

mission once the exigency of fighting the Soviet forces was over in 1989.  A civil war ensued in 

Afghanistan that resulted in the emergence of the Pakistan-backed Taliban government in that 

country. The new government, that claimed to follow an Islam-based governance model, 

welcomed religiously radicalized individuals, including members of al-Qaeda, who would later 

plan the September 11 attacks on the United States.   

FATA received little international attention for almost a decade after the withdrawal of 

the Soviet troops. The situation, however, changed following the 2001 US attack on Afghanistan 

when several high profile al-Qaeda operatives fled that country to take refuge in Pakistan. The 

operatives did not come alone; they were now affiliated with the veterans of the Afghan war: 

militants from Muslim communities all over the world, including Pakistan. The rugged terrain of 

the tribal belt, the porous Pak-Afghan border, and the weakness of state law enforcement 

apparatus provided a perfect sanctuary for the militants. The regional instability following these 

events was favorable for the rise of indigenous extremist groups who had long admired the 

Taliban governance model in Afghanistan. In 2007, some of these groups united under Baitullah 
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Mehsud, a militant commander from South Waziristan, to formally launch the Tehrik-e-Taliban 

(TTP) (see Siddique 2010).  

The government, at least in the formative period of FATA’s al-Qaedaization and 

Talibanization, was either weak or unwilling to extend its writ into the tribal region both for fear 

of domestic reprisal attacks and for the possible future utility of the militants in countering 

Indian influence in Afghanistan (see Haqqani 2005; Rashid 2008). Taking advantage of the 

ambivalence of the state in tackling violence, the militants established a replica of the Afghan 

Taliban’s model of governance wherever possible and gradually built their operational bases for 

terrorist activities. Their initial target was the Karzai government and the US led forces in 

Afghanistan, but gradually the scope was extended to other countries, including the host 

country, Pakistan. The number of terrorism incidents in Pakistan escalated sharply after 2007, 

the year the TTP was established, and peaked in the years 2010-2011 (Figure 4).  

 
 

         

 

 

 

 

Figure 4: Terrorist incidents in Pakistan (START 2019) 
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the Tehrik-e-Taliban Pakistan (TTP), and foreign insurgents such as the Haqqani Network from 

Afghanistan, and the Islamic Movement of Uzbekistan. The operations of these groups attracted 

retaliation from the Pakistan Army as well as the US, with the latter hitting the tribal areas with 

drone attacks. The response of the Pakistan Army was slow to emerge; the initial ambivalence 

toward the militants giving way to a serious military campaign after a series of deadly terrorist 

attacks targeting the military personnel and infrastructure. The army entered the main 

stronghold of the militants, the North Waziristan agency in 2014, finally ending the decade long 

crisis of FATA and paving the way for absorbing the tribal areas in the mainstream political life of 

Pakistan. But the emergence soon after of the Pashtun Tahafuz Movement (PTM), an indigenous 

movement that seeks resolution to Pashtun grievances (see Yousaf 2009), suggests that the 

state will have to do much more to compensate for decades of injustice done to the region. 

 

The characteristics of terrorism in the region 

In general, FATA provides a very interesting case for investigating the causes of what Rapoport 

(2004) has called the religious or the fourth wave of modern terrorism. This peculiar brand of 

terrorism has three distinguishing characteristics: the strong connectivity of terrorists with the 

society; the religious ideology motivating terrorism; and the transnational political objectives of 

terrorist groups.  

The connectivity of terrorists with the society  

Social context is not relevant to the causes of terrorist violence in all cases of terrorism; there 

are several instances when terrorist groups have had no popular backing. But, as mentioned 

earlier, survey data obtained from FATA in 2010 suggests that terrorists operating from the 

region enjoyed at least some public support. Apart from local factors, the causes of this support 
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are also embedded in a movement or insurgency that has been ideologically shaped by al-

Qaeda, and now spans several countries. The words movement and insurgency have in fact been 

used to describe al-Qaeda led violence by several scholars, and for that reason, could also be 

used for contextualizing terrorism in FATA. Roy (2008), for instance, calls al-Qaeda “a true global 

movement.” Cronin (2006) suggests that in many ways, the organization is closer to a social 

movement than a terrorist group. Goldstone (2002: 141 -142) calls it a hybrid of national and 

international movements, with local as well as global aims. Jones (2014, 7-24) observes that it is 

part of a religious movement, but that terrorist groups are aiming for an insurgency. Still others, 

such as Kilcullen (2005), refer to the violence as a “global” insurgency.  

Briefly tracing the origin of this movement or insurgency; scholars attribute it to the 

gradual exposure of Muslim communities to radical religious ideas in the 20th century. Schwartz 

(2007) connects the rise of al-Qaeda to the global sponsorship of Wahhabism, a puritanical 

strain of religion, by Saudi Arabia, which created a popular base receptive to militant ideas. The 

1979 Revolution in Iran was another factor (see Rapoport 2004: 61). The Revolution yielded 

political space to religious groups and inspired a governance model that could be replicated 

across the Muslim world, if necessary, through violent means. But most important was the 

state-sponsored Afghan resistance movement against the Soviet Union. The sponsorship 

legitimized the tactical use of religiously inspired violence in pursuit of political objectives. It also 

created a rudimentary infrastructure of terrorism through the creation of transnational militant 

groups (Leitner and Leitner 2007: 109). 

The ideology of terrorism  

Since al-Qaeda and its affiliates (AQIA), including TTP, defend their acts of violence in religious 

terms, the ideology of the groups is often studied under the label of Islamism, Salafism, or 
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Jihadism. Such blanket words, when not defended by any academic reference to the doctrines 

of Islam or Salafs, can misguide and confuse the causal analysis of terrorism. The use of the 

word Islamism, for instance, overlooks both the main themes of the Qur’an and a large number 

of Qur’anic verses that censure violence. Likewise, the use of Jihadism overlooks the meaning of 

Jihad: struggle, and the varied ways the term is used in the Qur’an and traditional Muslim 

thought. As for Salafism, the Salafs (the earlier generations of Muslims) did not leave behind any 

doctrines one could refer to, which could make the term Salafism by itself controversial, that is 

unless the legacies of Salafs are first documented by using authentic sources.  

Moving away from blanket to specific doctrines, the justifications for violence offered by 

AQIA indicate that the terrorists may have stretched the scope of the conservative Hanbali 

school of law originating in the 9th century (almost 200 years after the Qur’an), refined by Ibn 

Taymiyya in the 14th century, and by Abd al-Wahhab in the 18th (see e.g. Wiktorowicz 2006).2 Up 

until the 20th century, conservative movements inspired by the teachings of these scholars had 

existed but only on the fringes of Islamic societies. Instead, most Muslim communities 

throughout the world subscribed to the liberal traditions of the Hanafi scholars and the mystical 

teachings of the Sufi Sheiks. This is not to say that Muslim states under the influence of the 

 
2 There are four main schools of law within the Sunni traditions: Hanafi, Maliki, Shafi’i and Hanbali. Wictorowicz 
(2006) points out that the current cultural conflict within the Islamic world has its roots in a controversy that 
originated in the eighth century among the Hanafis and the Hanbalis. The Quran uses human characteristics to 
describe the attributes of God, but at the same time prohibits anthropomorphism. This dichotomy spurred a debate 
about the interpretation of references to God in the Quran that continues to date. The rationalists associated with the 
liberal Hanafi school of jurisprudence emphasize the use of human logic and metaphorical principles in the 
interpretation of the religion. On the other side are the Hanbalis and their later counterparts, the Salafis, who draw 
their inspiration from Ibn Hanbal and Ibn Taymiyya, both of whom had opposed the rationalist version of their times. 
This group emphasizes the literal interpretation of the Quran. Their line of reasoning is that if the Quran describes 
God using human characteristics then these characteristics lie in a domain outside the limited perception of human 
faculties.  If human beings do not have the capacity to understand the characteristics of God in a literal sense that 
does not imply that they should interpret them metaphorically. 
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Hanafis and Sufis were politically pacifist, but that the culture of the societies was generally 

characterized by a high degree of tolerance. Citing Gerges (2006: 65-66):  

Historically, Islamic societies have been diverse, open, and tolerant. Christian and 
Jewish communities survived and even thrived in the Muslim Middle East since 
the birth and expansion of Islam. Non-Muslims were never confined to ghettos, 
nor were they subjected to the brutal persecution their counterparts suffered in 
Europe. No forced conversions, no expulsion of the sort that followed the Catholic 
Reconquista of fifteenth and sixteenth-century Spain ever befell Christians and 
Jews in the Islamic world. There were no Islamic pogroms. There were no Muslim 
Crusades. 
 

It was only in the middle of the 20th century that the culture of Muslim societies began 

to take a one eighty degree turn from the liberal to the ultra-conservative. The House of Saud 

played a central role in this shift. The Sauds had entered into a formal agreement with the 

conservative scholar Abd al-Wahhab in 1744 to bring the Arabs back to what Wahhab had 

thought were the true teachings of Islam (see Al-Farsy 1992: 18-19). The alliance of the 18th 

century served important political ends in the 20th after the House of Saud had consolidated its 

power in the Arabian Peninsula. The religious scholars in the Kingdom validated the monarchy’s 

right to rule, and subsequently helped them resist any pressures for political reforms. Backed by 

this support, the monarchy played a proactive role in sponsoring its ideology internationally. 

Resources from petro-dollars helped, competition with Shiite Iran for dominance of the Muslim 

world provided an impetus, while convergence of thousands of Muslims in Afghanistan in the 

1980s offered an opportunity for collective indoctrination. 

Though Wahhabism offers a puritanical worldview, originally the ideology did not 

condone violence (see Delong-Bas 2004). For that one needs to go to the role of the Muslim 

Brotherhood, particularly under the militant ideas of Sayyid Qutb in the mid-20th century. The 
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radicalism of the Brotherhood found a convenient space in the neighboring ultra-conservative 

Saudi Arabia and is believed to have been instrumental in shaping the views of al-Qaeda’s 

leadership (see Wiktorowicz 2006 for details). Under ordinary circumstances, it would have 

been difficult to label the potpourri of puritanical beliefs, politics, and militancy that al-Qaeda 

represents as Islamism or Salafism, but for the events of September 11 and the readiness of 

thousands of scholars, including Muslim, to call it as such. It is also possible that this mixture 

would not have gained popular sympathy among the common Muslims, but for the Arab-Israeli 

conflict, and US ventures in Iraq and Afghanistan that have created a market where radical ideas 

are easily sold.  

As the stress of conflict prolonged, the ideology sponsoring it also continued to mutate 

into more and more lethal and mindless forms. Its final shape cannot be predicted, but for now 

one is inclined to agree with Hoffman’s (2013) characterization of it as al-Qaedaism.  

The transnational political objectives of terrorist groups  

Although there was infighting among the local FATA groups for territorial control, al-Qaedism 

provided the gel that bound the militants in the region, both local and foreign, and defined their 

common objectives. With varying degrees of intensity, all sought subversion of existing political 

systems in Muslim majority states. The alternate vision was to establish a Caliphate, under a 

single ruler for all Muslims, and a greater role of religion in political and social life (Piazza 2009): 

a utopia sketched on the basis of some hazy ideas about the life of the Salafs and, as mentioned 

before, in the absence of any political doctrines propounded by the Salafs.  
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Concluding points 

Summarizing, terrorism in the tribal areas may be seen within the context of the puritanical 

Wahhabi’ization project backed by the Saudi government. The specific ideology of terrorism 

may, however, be called al-Qaedaism. The ideology is characterized by an extreme 

interpretation of the political and social objectives of Wahhabism, and a justification for violence 

derived from the militant philosophies of some 20th century activists like Qutb. The objectives of 

al-Qaedaism are shared by a large number of people, which explains the extensive links that al-

Qaeda forged with other groups, including the militants operating from Pakistan’s tribal areas. 

The analysis of poverty-terrorism connection in the region would be incomplete without 

reference to this bigger picture. 
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CHAPTER 4: INTRODUCTION TO THE RESEARCH METHODS 
 
 
 
 
This dissertation started with two questions: a main question, why do people support terrorist 

groups? And a sub-question, what is the relationship of poverty with this support? Recapturing 

some of the main points: the dissertation explored the possibility of using basic needs to 

conceptualize poverty and concluded that the term may be defined as deprivation of basic 

biological needs that could threaten the survival of an individual.  However, when studying the 

relationship between poverty, defined as basic needs deprivation, and support for terrorist 

groups, one must be cognizant of a range of other variables. These include the intervening 

variable of culture that may excite or depress the relationship. Besides, there could be situations 

where basic needs are well-satisfied, but there are other variables at work, such as self-

actualization needs. Summarizing, the relationship between poverty and support for terrorist 

groups could be embedded in a host of other variables specific to the social and cultural context 

of a certain case of political violence.  

With the above understanding guiding the rationale for the research method, the 

dissertation will use secondary survey data compiled by the New America Foundation (NAF & 

TFT) (2010) to capture the social context of terrorism in the tribal areas of Pakistan, and 

Bayesian Network Analysis (BNA), described in the next section, to unravel the relationship 

among the variables within this context. The findings will be supplemented and checked for 

reliability through methodological triangulation of BNA with logistic regression.  
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The remaining part of this chapter provides a general introduction to the two research 

methods. In the Bayesian network terminology, random variables are called nodes. The 

discussion that follows will, however, use the terms nodes and variables interchangeably.  

 

Bayesian network analysis (BNA) 

According to Jordan (1998: 1), “Graphical models are a marriage between probability theory and 

graph theory.” Bayesian networks, also known as Bayes or belief networks, are probabilistic 

models that display random variables and their relationships through directed acyclic graphs 

(DAGs). In the graphical interface of the models, variables are usually represented though nodes 

and their links are shown through arcs or edges. The links may indicate causal connections. 

Together, the nodes and the arcs represent the structure of a network. The dependencies in the 

structure captured through the arcs are quantified through conditional probabilities tables (see 

Pearl 2009 and Pearl and Russell 2000 for introduction to Bayesian networks).  

Figure 5 presents a simple Bayesian network comprising four Boolean nodes, A, B, C, 

and D with a factored joint distribution represented by: 

P (A, B, C, D) = P (D|B, C) P (C|A) P(B|A) P(A)  

 The arcs in the network visually encode conditional independence assumptions about 

the variables, such that nodes B and C in the network are conditionally independent of each 

other given A, and nodes A and D are conditionally independent given B and C. In simple words, 

any information about C when A is already known does not add to our information of B and vice 

versa. Likewise, any information about A when B and C are known, makes no difference to our 

information about D.  
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 A  

A True   False 

True 0.8 0.2 

 
 
 
 
 
 

  D  

B C True False  

True True 0.9 0.1 

True False  0.5 0.5 

False  True 0.4 0.6 

False  False  0.2 0.8 

Figure 5: The ABCD Bayesian network with conditional probability tables 

 
 
 

Node A in the network is called a root node, that is, a node without parents. Nodes B 

and C are child nodes with one parent, A, and node D has two parents, B and C. The probability 

distributions of B and C are conditional upon the values of A and can be denoted as P (B|A) and 

P (C|A). The conditional probability distribution of D can be denoted as P (D|B, C). All these 

distributions are captured through the respective prior or conditional probability tables (CPTs) 

for the nodes.  

Mathematical calculation of conditional probability distributions of interest, or 

probabilistic inference, in Bayesian networks is made possible through the Bayes Theorem. For 

any two Boolean events A and B, if event A is conditionally dependent on B and evidence of 

occurrence of B is available, or B can be instantiated, the Theorem provides the following 

mathematical relationship for updating belief in the occurrence of A:  

 

 B    C  

A True   False  A True False 

True 0.9 0.1  True 0.3 0.7 

False 0.5 0.5  False 0.7 0.3 

B 

A 

C 

D 
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P (A l B) = P (B l A) * P (A) 
     P (B) 
 

where P (A l B) is the posterior probability, the probability of A given that B is true; P (A) is the 

prior probability of A; P (B) is the predictive probability of B; and P (B l A) is the likelihood, the 

probability for B given that A is true.  

 Differentiating BNA from other research methods, Pearl and Russell (2003: 5) call the 

networks as “normative cognitive models of propositional reasoning under uncertainty.” The 

foundational idea behind Bayesian analysis according to Kruschke (2015: 15-19) and Kruschke 

and Liddell (2018)  is reallocation of credibility across possibilities, where possibilities are 

parameter values in a mathematical model. The candidate causes are mutually exclusive and 

collectively exhaustive, such that the total credibility across causes sums to one. The model is 

open to updating through Bayes’ Theorem, which in Kruschke and Liddell’s (2018) words is a 

“mathematically compelling way to reallocate credibility.” If an outcome X is linked with four 

mutually exclusive, but collectively exhaustive possibilities A, B, C, and D, each with the same 

prior probability of 0.25, and subsequent evidence suggests that only possibility D is linked to 

the outcome, credibility can be reallocated to D, and the remaining possibilities A, B, and C can 

be explained away, a process called by Kruschke (2015: 18) as judicial exoneration. Also, if the 

possibilities are found not to accurately describe an outcome, new possibilities can be added. 

Briefly describing the process of building a Bayesian network, the first part involves 

identifying the random variables or nodes related to a phenomenon under investigation. The 

second stage involves learning the conditional probability tables (CPTs) for the nodes. The values 

used for the purpose can be discrete, for instance Boolean, ordinal, nominal, or continuous. 
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Generally, however, for computational analysis continuous variables are split into discrete 

values. For example, the data on income can be discretized into intervals, or represented on a 

simple ordinal scale of high, medium, and low. A node can be a root node without parents, or it 

can have one or more than one parent. In the latter case, the child node should take up all the 

probabilistic combinations of the parent nodes (see Korb and Nicholson 2011: 30 -33). The 

networks can be built by using both quantitative and qualitative techniques. For instance, 

models can be parameterized by using data, by engaging a small group of stakeholders (see 

Castelletti and Soncini-Sessa 2007), through focus group discussions (see Meyer et al. 2014), or 

by eliciting expert opinion (see Kjærulff and Madsen 2013: 211).  

Bayesian networks have several advantages over other research methods. For one, the 

networks allow both modelling of complex problems with a large number of interrelated 

hypotheses (Laskey et al. 2004) as well as interdisciplinary modelling in situations where 

variables pertain to more than one scientific field (Boulanger and Bre´chet 2005). Hence, they 

are particularly useful for understanding complex environments characterized by interactions 

among physical, biological, and human systems (Pollino and Henderson 2010: 17). Second, 

Bayesian networks can accommodate uncertainty (Borsuk et al. 2004). They can also help 

predict changes in a system through sensitivity analysis when the states of different variables 

are changed. Finally, Bayesian networks can accommodate noise and partial information (Pearl 

and Russell 2003). The information gaps can be plugged through educated guesses and expert 

opinion when knowledge is not available and reviewed when data is obtained. When depicted 

through graphs, the models help translate knowledge and beliefs into workable equations or 

statements (Boulanger and Bre´chet 2005). They can therefore assist in parametric discovery, 

network discovery, and discovery of causal relationships (Niedermayer 2008: 129).  
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Despite its advantages, BNA has all the methodological weaknesses of probabilistic and 

graphical modelling. Wang and Druzdzel (2000) demonstrate that the Bayesian approach can 

update information through calculation of posterior probabilities but is unsuitable for revision as 

it assumes that the implicit conditions in the belief of the distributions involved have not 

changed. Gelman (2008) calls the analysis an “automatic inference engine” which allows 

computation of conditionally dependent distributions on the basis of observed data in a “closed 

system of logic.” Unlike classical inference that works through extracting information from data 

and aims at computing unbiased estimates, Bayesianism relies on beliefs, encouraging 

undisciplined subjective reasoning and support for pre-conceptions. Prior distributions based on 

subjective beliefs, Gelman (2008) points out, will vary from one person to another. Weak and 

uninformative priors cannot be mathematically defended. Contrarily, strong priors obviate the 

need to collect new data. When the prior is modelled from data, the approach cannot be strictly 

called Bayesian as there is no belief involved in assigning of probability distributions. 

Considering such limitations, it is best if the findings from Bayesian networks are 

triangulated with other methods. The dissertation therefore supports its BNA with logistic 

regression.  

 

Logistic regression 

Since most of the survey questions in the NAF & TFT (2010) data had used a categorical, ordinal 

scale, logistic regression would have required rendering the data selected for the dependent 

variable (DV) into a binary format. Alternatively, the data could be modelled in its original 

categorization scheme using ordinal or multinomial regressions. The discussion below first 
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describes the logistic regression before explaining the rationale for preferring it over other 

choices and describing the modelling strategy.    

About logistic regression 

Logistic regression is an effective way to predict binary outcomes and is particularly suitable for 

qualitative data (Healy 2006). Central to the method is the logit transformation of the 

dependent binary data using the maximum likelihood estimate of the odds ratio, P/1- P, where P 

is the probability of success of an outcome. The transformation generates the logarithmic curve 

which provides the basis for developing a regression model (see Vittinghoff et al. 2012: 21 -23; 

Hosmer and Lemeshow 2000: 1- 28).  

The equation below represents logistic regression for a predictor x. With the logit 

transformation of the dependent variable, the outcome value has become a linear function of 

the predictor and indicates change in the log of the odds for a unit change in the value of x: 

log [
𝑃 (𝑥)

1−𝑃 (𝑥)
] = B0 + B1x  

The equation can be expanded for multiple predictors x1, x2, x3 ……. xn in the model.  

log [
𝑃 (𝑥1.𝑥2.𝑥3…..𝑥𝑛)

1−𝑃 (𝑥1.𝑥2.𝑥3…..𝑥𝑛)
] = B0 + B1x + B2x2 + B3x3 + ………. Bnxn 

Since interpreting log of the odds could be a little difficulty, it is possible to present the 

above univariate and multivariate models in terms of the odds ratio:  

𝑃 (𝑥)

1−𝑃 (𝑥)
  = exp (B0 + B1x) 

𝑃 (𝑥1.𝑥2.𝑥3…..𝑥𝑛)

1−𝑃 (𝑥1.𝑥2.𝑥3…..𝑥𝑛)
   = exp (B0 + B1x + B2x2 + B3x3 + ………. Bnxn)  
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Logistic regression works under the assumptions that the dependent variable follows a 

binomial distribution, errors are independent, and there are no outliers in the data (see 

Vittinghoff et al. 2012: 143; Stoltzfuz 2011). Due to the logit transformation of the dependent 

variable, ordinary least squares (OLS) assumptions of normality or constant variance are not 

relevant to the regression. As with OLS, both continuous and categorical predictors can be used 

in the model. Binary predictors can, in particular, facilitate interpretation of the odds ratio and 

positively impact the stability and significance of the coefficients (Garavaglia and Sharma 1998).  

There are several factors that can interfere with the reliability of logisitic regression. The 

model can suffer from specification errors, that is, inclusion of unimportant variables and 

omission of important variables. Strong interactions among the included predictors may not be 

accounted for, or multicollinearity among the predictors could weaken the effect of some 

predictors and result in biased coefficients. The reliability of regression results may particularly 

be affected in those cases where the size of the sample is on the smaller side, or if some of the 

categories do not have enough data points.  

Issues such as the ones mentioned above require special consideration during the 

modelling process. For instance, selection of variables should be guided by theory and univariate 

analyses to ensure that no significant variable is omitted (Bursac et al. 2008; Stoltzfus 2011). 

Correlation tests may be run to detect multicollinearity, and tests of sample adequacy may be 

performed prior to running a regression. If the model is using categorical predictors, Vittinghoff 

et al. (2012: 150) advise not to use categories with less than ten observations. An option in such 

cases is to collapse some of the categories for increasing the size of the cells.  
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 Although careful modeling can reduce the possibility of inaccurate results, there are 

some limitations that are inherent to a logistic regression model. To begin with, even with the 

best of models, the relationships uncovered through the regression process only show 

associations that cannot be interpreted as causal. More important, in recent years, the 

ubiquitous p-value for isolating significant variables from the regression results has become the 

subject of a heated debate, dubbed by some as the “p-value wars” (see Cristea and Loannidis 

2018).  For Gigerenzer (2004), the cut-off significance level is part of the ritualistic null 

hypothesis testing procedure, or the NHSTP. “Rituals” Gigerenzer (2004: 594) observes, “call for 

cognitive illusions. Their function is to make the final product, a significant result, appear highly 

informative, and thereby justify the ritual.” Others, like Trafimow and Marks (2015) have taken a 

more aggressive stance by declaring the whole NHSTP developed around the statistics as invalid 

and banned not just the p-value but also confidence intervals from their publications.     

Despite all the shortcomings and flaws mentioned above, when used properly, logistic 

regression can uncover important trends in the data. In the current case, it could be hoped that 

using the method in conjunction with BNA would reduce the chances of misleading results.  

Alternate methods for modelling categorical data 

For the present case, the choice of logistic regression model over other types of models was 

dictated both by the small sample size of the NAM (2010) survey and the dichotomization 

scheme for the variables used for BNA, discussed later. But for this limitation, the original 

ordered categorical data of the NAM (2010) survey could be used in a variety of other 

regressions. Fullerton (2009) differentiates the spectrum of models for such data on two 

dimensions: the approach used to compare the different levels of the DV: cumulative, stage, or 

adjacent, and the application of the proportional odds or parallel regression assumption that the 
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magnitude of coefficients do not vary across the levels. The most common choice for modelling 

ordered categorical data, ordinal regression, also called the cumulative odds or proportional 

odds regression, provides a cumulative estimate of logit coefficients and assumes that the odds 

are proportional across the different categories of the DV. The model, first proposed by 

McCullagh (1980), therefore generates separate intercepts or cut points for each level of the 

dependent variable but a single set of regression coefficients for all. At the other extreme, 

ordered data can be treated as nominal data and modelled through multinomial regression. The 

method uses the adjacent approach and disregards the assumption of proportional odds by 

calculating odds for each category of the DV separately with reference to a baseline category.  

Opinions on which is the best model for categorical data vary. Fullerton (2009) 

emphasizes that the choice of model should capture the underlying process that is used to 

generate the data. But developing an optimal model by remaining true to the data generation 

process may not always be possible. Castillo (2015), for instance, points out that ordered data 

may not always satisfy the assumption of proportional odds. He therefore suggests that the 

choice of model should depend on the objectives of the research; if the objective of modelling is 

prediction and classification, it is not essential to preserve the ordered nature of the data but to 

find a model that minimizes the cost of misclassification. As the cost of misclassification can be 

high for an adjacent category rather than a distant category, for small sample sizes, collapsing of 

adjacent categories may be a more feasible option.  

Taking a different approach to the problem, Burnham and Anderson (2004) make a case 

against the classical approach to model selection which assumes that there is a single true 

model that can be used for inference and argue in favor of a multi-model inference approach. 
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This approach involves comparison of competing models on a model selection criterion and then 

using the criterion to compute model weights that allow capturing the uncertainty that a model 

could be the best.  

Taking Fullerton’s (2009) suggestion, ordinal regression would have been the most 

appropriate for the ordered, Likert Scale NAM (2010) data. However, ordinal regression would 

have required a deviation from the binary class variable used in the Bayesian network. This 

would have rendered the findings from BNA and regression somewhat inconsistent for 

interpretation. On the other hand, though multinomial regression was possible by assuming that 

the data was nominal, the sample used in the NAM (2010) survey was not large enough for 

stable and reliable results.  

The strategy for this dissertation therefore is to use logistic regression as the main 

method to ensure modelling consistency with BNA. At the same time, taking the multi-model 

inference approach proposed by Burnham and Anderson (2004), results from logistic regression 

are cross validated both by running ordinal and multinomial regressions. Together, the 

regressions can help identify variables that have a statistically important relationship with the 

selected DV even if they are not included in the Bayesian network. Also, if any confounding 

results are generated from the methodological triangulation of BNA with regression, they can be 

investigated for further analysis.  
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CHAPTER 5: BUILDING THE BAYESIAN NETWORK AND LOGISTIC 
REGRESSION MODEL 

 
 
 
 

This chapter begins with a description of the New America Foundation and Terror Free 

Tomorrow (NAF & TFT) (2010) data used in the two research methods: Bayesian network 

analysis (BNA) and logistic regression. The chapter provides details of the pre-processing steps 

taken to convert the data into a format that was appropriate for analysis. The step-by-step 

process for building the Bayesian network and logistic regression model is explained next.  

Bayesian networks as well as logistic regression are important tools in Artificial 

Intelligence and its sub-discipline, Machine Learning (ML). They are mainly used for knowledge 

discovery and for classification tasks that involve predicting the value of a discrete variable given 

the value of a vector of features (see Heckerman 1996: 273-305; Pearl 2014: 1-24; Awad and 

Khanna 2015; Hruschka and Nicoletti 1993: 76). The literature on the two methods therefore 

traverses the academic fields of statistics as well as ML. Although statistics provides the 

foundations for ML (see Stewart [2019] for a simple explanation), the latter has its own jargon. 

Hence, out of the two methods described in this chapter, existing research work on BNA, in 

particular, usually refers to classification problems rather than statistical relationships and uses 

expressions such as class labels/class variables and attributes or features rather than dependent 

and independent variables. For example, Friedman et al. (1997) describe Bayesian network as “a 

function that assigns a class label to instances described by a set of attributes.”  
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In view of the above difference, the description of BNA in this chapter will use ML terms, 

explaining them as and when they appear in the discussion. Similar to the previous chapter, the 

two BNA specific terms, nodes and arcs will, however, be used interchangeably with variables 

and links or connections respectively. Logistic regression, on the other hand, will rely on terms 

from statistics. Irrespective of the methodological jargon, the broad objective of this chapter is 

to discover whether and how poverty gives way to support for political violence. Also, if not 

poverty, what alternative causes can be offered to explain the phenomenon. 

Finally, with reference to the NAF & TFT (2010) survey, the data is covered under the 

Creative Commons license and is available for public use (GitHub 2010). The sample for the 

survey had been drawn only from the agencies of FATA and, hence, cannot be used to draw 

inferences for the frontier regions. Some objections on the survey methodology were raised by 

Taj (2011a), including reservations on random selection of the sample. However, after extensive 

statistical tests and examination of intricate trends, it is the conclusion of this research that the 

120 villages covered by the survey team were a good enough representation of the population 

caught in a conflict zone. Moreover, weighted analysis for logistic regression suggested that the 

underlying pattern in the data was somewhat independent of any shortcomings in the survey 

design. The results of the analyses were also consistent with other research work on the region.  

 

Pre-processing the survey data 

The NAF & TFT (2010) survey data was available in a Microsoft Excel file in which variables had 

been indicated only by question numbers. There was no formal code book for the survey, but 

the method and complete questions had been documented in a report Public Opinion in 
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Pakistan’s Tribal Regions (NAF & TFT 2010). The questions in the data file were therefore cross-

checked against the corresponding questions in the report; question numbers were substituted 

with proper labels; and the data was exported to statistical software for analysis.  

The pre-processing steps required to transform the data into an appropriate format are 

described below. Relevant questions from the survey are indicated by the abbreviation Q, and 

the terms NAF & TFT (2010) data, survey questions, and variables are used interchangeably. 

Data transformation and cleaning 

Some of the NAF & TFT (2010) survey questions had sought responses on nominal categories, 

but most had used a four-point Likert scale (Likert 1932) with two additional options of don’t 

known and refused. The first step involved changing the variables imported from Excel file from 

string to numeric. The Likert scale responses were then recoded into a proper ordinal scheme. 

For instance, very favorable, somewhat favorable, somewhat unfavorable, and very unfavorable 

were arranged on a numeric scale of 1 to 4. Besides, the two additional categories, don’t know 

and refused, and categories such as other were assigned numeric codes like 77, 88, and 99 that 

could be easily identified in case they had to be converted into missing values. The data changed 

in this manner will, henceforth, be mentioned as the Original Dataset.   

The sample size for the NAF & TFT (2010) survey was 1,000, which included both Sunnis 

and Shiites. Since most of the militant groups in the tribal areas had a Wahhabist background 

and condemned the Shiites as apostates, they drew support only from Sunni population. Cross-

checking the data on the two sects (Q D10) with the question Do you have a favorable or 

unfavorable opinion of Tehrik-e-Taliban (TTP, Pakistan (Q 7e) confirmed that very few Shiites 

had a favorable opinion of TTP. Since inclusion of Shiite respondents, 124 in all, would have 

distorted the analysis, they were dropped from the dataset, leaving a sample size of 876.  
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Selection of dependent or class variable 

One survey question was identified for supplying data on the dependent variable (DV), or the 

class variable, support for terrorist groups: “Do you have a favorable or unfavorable opinion of 

the following group: Tehrik-e-Taliban (TTP)” (Q 7e) (FAVOPIN_TTP). An additional question, “Do 

you support the presence of Pakistani Taliban in the region?” (Q 11d) (SUPRT_PRSNC_PKTALIB) 

was identified for supporting analysis on the main question.  

Acknowledging the limitations of the above questions: Support for or favorability of TTP 

did not per se translate into condoning the group’s acts of terrorism. In fact, a preliminary 

analysis of data indicated that most people were supportive of Taliban because of their system 

of justice rather than their acts of violence. This implied that, for meaningful analysis, the 

relationship of the DV with respondents’ support for violence, for instance, support for suicide 

attacks (Q 20), would also have to incorporated into the modelling process.  

Missing data treatment 

There were several missing values in the dataset particularly for questions on sensitive topics 

seeking respondents’ views on violence and militants. One option was to impute the missing 

values before the analysis, but whether changing the original data is the correct approach to 

dealing with the problem is debatable (see, e.g., Gelman and Hill 2006: 529-544). Another 

option was to include the missing data as a separate category. This is advisable particularly in 

those cases where missing data has some information value (see, e.g. Lin and Haug 2008). In the 

current case most of the missing values could indicate those respondents who had withheld 

their views for fear of retaliation either by the state or the militants. Hence, for the purpose of  
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BNA this fear factor could be included in the model as a separate category.  For logistic 

regression, however, the missing data was analyzed in multiple ways: by excluding this data, by 

recoding it into a separate category, and by imputing it through the multiple imputation 

method. Details of this process will be described in the relevant section of this chapter. 

Collapsing categories of ordinal and nominal data 

Ideally, it would have been best to incorporate the original categorical scheme in both the 

Bayesian network and in the logistic regression model to avoid loss of information. But the 

option was not practical as the small sample size would have left very little data for either the 

cells in the conditional probability tables (CPTs) of the Bayesian network or a stable regression. 

For example, if the four categories of the Likert scale had been used as the four values or states, 

s4, of a node X in the Bayesian network, and X had two parents Y and Z, also with four states sp4 

each, the CPT for X would have required a total of s4.(sp4)2
, that is, 4.(4)2 or 64 cells. Since the size 

of CPTs grows exponentially with increase in the number of parents the figure would have shot 

to 256 with the addition of just one more parent with four states. Populating a CPT of this size 

with data from only 876 observations was not possible even if the number of parents for each 

node was restricted to two or three. 

The number of data points for the CPTs could be maximized by collapsing -- also called 

clustering and binning – the ordinal scale into a dichotomous scheme and combining some of 

the similar categories in the nominal variables. In the case of node X with two parents Y and Z, 

mentioned earlier, dichotomization could reduce the size of CPTs from 64 to 2. (2)2 or only 8 

cells. If missing values were also included, the size would still only be 3. (3)2 or 27. For 

dichotomization, deciding which categories should be clubbed while keeping results that were 

representative of the original scheme was, however, a problem.  
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Assuming that Likert scale data is nonparametric and the distance between intervals is 

not known, one option for clustering the data, suggested by Grimbeek et al. (2005), is to ignore 

the intervals altogether and apply a qualitative approach toward reducing the number of 

categories. Responses on a four-point scale ranging from very favorable to very unfavorable, for 

example, can be distinguished on qualitative lines and divided into two distinct classes: 

favorable and unfavorable. Such strategies, Grimbeek et al. (2005) observe, can be defended on 

the ground that the intensity of Likert scale may be misjudged by survey respondents. When the 

difference between very favorable and favorable is relative, and recorded answers blur rather 

than capture an individual’s actual intent, clustering data into distinct categories makes sense.   

Another option is to use statistical methods that deploy dependent or class variables to 

guide the clustering process (see Garcia et al. 2013). In the ML terminology, methods which use 

a guide variable to find patterns in the data are called supervised methods and distinguished 

from unsupervised pattern learning procedures such as equal intervals or jenks natural breaks 

that work without reference to guide variables. Two supervised methods using FAVOPIN_TTP as 

the guide were tested on the NAF & TFT (2010) data: the chi-square automatic interaction 

detection (CHAID) technique for ordinal or nominal data, and the Minimum Description Length 

Principle (MDLP) for continuous data.  

The first of the two methods, CHAID, is a classification tree that uses chi-square statistics 

to find an optimal re-categorization scheme before partitioning the data into clusters.  The 

result is a nesting pattern that shows the re-categorized variables linked with each other in an 

upside-down tree (Luchman 2014; Wilkinson 1992; Kass 1980). The second method, MDLP, 

introduced by Fayyad and Irani (1993), discretizes continuous data in relation to a class variable 
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by choosing cut-points in the independent variables such that the entropy, the diversity of the 

resulting bin in relation to the guide variable, is minimized.  The use of the method may be 

stretched to ordinal data, for instance, through the optimal binning procedure available in some 

statistical software such as the Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS 2006: 30 -36).  

In the theoretical sense, since CHAID deals with categorical variables, it was a better 

choice for the NAF & TFT (2010) data as compared to MDLP. A comparison of the results of the 

two methods, however, suggested otherwise. CHAID could cluster categories for only a few 

variables as compared to MDLP, which, as will be discussed below, identified a data binning 

scheme for thirty-nine variables. Once the scheme had been checked for reliability, discussed 

later, a new dataset, which will be henceforth called the MDLP Dataset, was generated. At the 

same time, using Grimbeek et al.’s (2005) idea, a parallel dataset, to be called the Qualitative 

Dataset, was also generated by clustering categories on the basis of qualitative judgement.  

Qualitative Dataset  

For the Qualitative Dataset, the ordinal scale variables were re-coded into a binary format such 

that 1 represented positive responses, for instance, very or somewhat favorable and very or 

somewhat important, and 0 represented responses that were negative. For most of the 

variables transformed in this manner, the 1s in the data could also be positively linked to 

support for terrorist groups. For example, the DV, FAVOPIN_TTP,  was re-coded with very 

unfavorable and somewhat unfavorable as 0 and very favorable and somewhat favorable as 1 by 

assuming that supporters of TTP would come from the group coded 1. The refused and don’t 

know responses were merged into one category with the numeric identifier 98. As for the 

nominal variables, different options were tried during the course of BN modelling and logistic 
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regression analyses and the results were studied for the best option. These included, leaving the 

data as it was; recoding the categories into binary variables with a suitable base category 

labelled as 0 and the other categories clubbed and labelled a 1; splitting a nominal variable into 

multiple binary variables for each category. 

The MDLP Dataset 

The MDLP Dataset was generated by using FAVOPIN_TTP as a guide. Since the optimal binning 

procedure could only handle ordinal data, nominal variables were not included in the binning 

process. Besides, the process automatically dropped about 50% of the variables possibly 

because a four-point scale gave less leverage for finding associations with the guide variable 

than a continuous scale would have. The fewer points on the scale also impacted the resulting 

entropies. Entropy is measured on a scale of 0 to 1, with closer to 0 values suggesting that the 

diversity of bins is low in relation to the guide variable, and closer to 1, that the diversity is high. 

In the current case the entropies for the binned variables were above 0.7, on the higher side, 

but the trend could be attributed to the lack of variation in the discretized data rather than any 

major problems with the discretization process (see IBM 2018 for use of entropy in the optimal 

binning process). 

The MDLP method collapsed categorical data for a total of thirty-nine variables out of 

which twenty were dichotomized on the pattern of the Qualitative Dataset, three had three 

categories, while sixteen were dichotomous but had a categorization scheme that differed from 

the Qualitative Dataset. For instance, instead of splitting responses on distinct qualitative lines 

such as, not at all important and somewhat unimportant as one category, and somewhat 

important and very important as the other, in certain cases the procedure had dichotomized the 
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variable between the extreme response not at all important as one category, and the remaining 

as the second (e.g. Q 19e that had asked respondents whether Arab and other foreign fighters 

were important in their area). Such splits indicated that categories such as somewhat 

unimportant and somewhat important were perhaps too close in meaning for the survey 

respondents to distinguish between them.  

The quality of categorization achieved in the MDLP and Qualitative Datasets was 

compared by running univariate logistic regressions of the DV, FAVOPIN_TTP, with the sixteen 

variables that had a different dichotomization scheme in the two sets. In all the sixteen cases, 

comparative goodness of fit scores, such as pseudo R-square, were much better for the MDLP 

Dataset than the Qualitative Dataset, indicating that MDLP was a superior choice over the 

qualitative discretization scheme.  

Finally, since the MDLP categorization process had dropped about 50% of the variables 

in the original NAF & TFT (2010) dataset, it was merged with the Qualitative Dataset to generate 

a completed new version of the NAF & TFT (2010) survey. One reservation with this new 

dataset, to be henceforth called the Final Dataset, was that it included two different schemes, 

MDLP and qualitative judgement, for clustering of categories, which was a deviation from the 

principle of qualitative method of collapsing data (see Grimbeek et al. 2005). However, it could 

be assumed that where optimal binning had failed to detect a strong pattern for combining 

categories, it was still reasonable to apply a qualitative logic to cluster categorical data without 

compromising the subsequent analysis.   
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Designing the Bayesian network: Selection of variables for the network 

Several Bayesian networks of varying sizes and complexity could have been built from the NAF & 

TFT (2010) data to explain causes of support for terrorist groups, but when there are competing 

explanations for a phenomenon of interest the law of parsimony advises selecting the simplest. 

The rationale for the suggestion is that simple models require fewer assumptions and fewer 

hypotheses and, hence, are more likely to be correct (Kjaeruffl and Madsen 2008: 171, 230). 

However, since simplification may reduce the predictive power of a model, the challenge lies in 

designing a model that is simple but can still make accurate predictions.   

A Bayesian network can be simplified by reducing the number of nodes, the arcs 

connecting the nodes, and the categories, called states or values, in the nodes (see Marcot 

2012). One step towards simplifying the network had already been taken by collapsing the 

categories of the variables in the NAF & TFT (2010) data. The remaining steps involved: 

1- screening the data for variables that could best model the phenomenon of interest; and  

2- learning the structure and parameters of a Bayesian network from the selected 

variables and removing redundant nodes and arcs from the network. 

The discussion below provides details of the above process. It also describes the steps 

taken for checking the accuracy and predictive quality of the Bayesian network that was 

designed.  

Feature selection: Identifying nodes for the directed acyclic graph (DAG)       

The NAF & TFT (2010) dataset comprised more than one hundred and fifty questions, several of 

which either operationalized the same concept in different ways or were irrelevant to the 

phenomenon of interest. Eliminating this redundant or irrelevant data involved feature 
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selection, also called variable or attribute selection. The activity is defined by Kira and Rendell 

(1992: 129) as “the problem of choosing a small subset of features that ideally is necessary and 

sufficient to describe the target concept.” Aliferis et al. (2010: 173) explain it as the process of 

“identifying the minimum-size subset of variables that exhibit the maximal predictive 

performance.”    

Studies have shown that even where variables are not redundant or irrelevant, it is still 

possible to reduce a dataset to core features such that the predictive power of a model is not 

compromised seriously. In the case of Bayesian networks, Provan and Singh (1996), for instance, 

have demonstrated that selection of only 18% features out of the available data affected the 

predictive accuracy of the model only by a small percentage: 94.9% for the selected features as 

opposed to 96.2% with all the features. Such marginal loss in accuracy is well-compensated 

when the visual clutter of data is reduced in the graph, and the results become more compact 

and easily interpretable (see Guyon and Elisseeff 2003). Moreover, the presence of redundant 

and irrelevant data increases the hypotheses space, which can adversely impact the 

performance of learning algorithms (see Hall and Smith 1998; Li et al. 2018). Removing 

unwanted data not only allows algorithms to operate more efficiently, but also improves the 

predictive performance of the resulting model (see Guyon and Elisseeff 2003). 

There is a diverse range of methods for reducing the features of a given dataset. These 

include qualitative approaches such as expert judgement (see Cheng, Wei and Tseng 2006), 

statistical techniques such as principal component analysis (PCA) that reduce data dimensions, 

and feature selection algorithms in ML. The latter are roughly divided into two categories: 

wrappers and filters. Wrappers, introduced by Kohavi and John (1997), evaluate the quality of 
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different subsets of features on the basis of the performance of a target learning or induction 

algorithm (Kohavi and John 1997; Li et al. 2018). For instance, if an induction algorithm aims at 

building a Bayesian classifier, a wrapper method will select and evaluate suitable features with 

reference to this final task. Filters, on the other hand, evaluate features on the basis of a 

statistical criterion and without reference to the induction algorithm. Some filter methods work 

by eliminating features that are subsumed by other features, while others rank them for their 

relevance vis-à-vis a class variable (see Hall and Smith 1998). Technically, statistical methods 

such as correlations can also be classified as filters.   

Out of the available feature selection or reduction options, some were unsuitable for 

Bayesian network modelling. For instance, subject to the assumption that the latent variables 

beneath the mostly dichotomous categories of the NAF & TFT (2010) data were continuous and 

followed a normal distribution, a tetrachoric correlation matrix could help identify variables that 

had a significant relationship with the class variable. Principal component analysis (PCA) could, 

on the other hand, reduce the data to a few factors (see Juras and Posaric 2006; Balakrishnan 

and Lai 2009: 165-166). However, there were problems with both the methods. Within a 

tetrachoric matrix a high correlation or anti-correlation can merely indicate that variables are 

complementary or similar (Guyon and Elisseeff 2003) rather than causal,  The same is true for 

some filter algorithms such as the Correlation-based Feature Selection (CFS) described by Hall 

(2000). A Bayesian network, on the other hand, has directed arcs representing more nuanced 

relationships such as causality, precedence and statistical dependence, which makes it less 

suitable for algorithms that do not imply or capture the direction of a relationship.  As for PCA, 

the method works best on continuous data. Besides, interpreting the principal components 

extracted by the method can be highly problematic.  
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After exploring several options, the wrapper subset evaluation approach was found the 

most appropriate for selection of variables for the Bayesian network. One advantage of the 

method was that, when used with a Bayesian classifier for the evaluation task (described in the 

next section), the wrapper procedure did not discard the missing values from the whole data, 

but based its estimate for each probability distribution on the available datapoints for that 

distribution. This meant that the count of missing values in the NAF & TFT (2010) dataset was 

minimized during the variable selection process.  

As the wrapper subset evaluation was only technique found relevant to BNA, the 

outcome of the process could not be cross validated using another feature selection method. 

The possibility of omitting any important variable could not, therefore, be ruled out. This was 

one more reason why methodological triangulation of BNA through logistic regression 

modelling, described later, was important.    

A description of the wrapper subset evaluation method for feature selection 

The software used for evaluation of features in the NAF & TFT (2010) data, Weka  (Frank, Hall, 

and Witten 2016) provides a long list of classifiers, including Bayesian classifiers, and follows the 

wrapper feature selection steps described by Kohavi and John (1997). The selection process has 

two components: a search method that navigates the data for selection of appropriate features, 

and an evaluation method that uses the performance of a specified classifier for assessing the 

suitability of the selected subset. The results of the process can be replicated by specifying a 

seed.  

Beginning with the search method, Weka provides two options that work with wrapper 

evaluation, Best First and Greedy Stepwise. Both these methods can initiate search for features 
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relevant to a specified class variable with either an empty or a full set. With an empty set option, 

which was also used in the present case, variables are selected through a forward selection 

procedure. At the first stage all given features are evaluated individually. The best subset 

comprising a single feature is then expanded by again searching the attributes for the one that 

improves the evaluation. The search continues until addition of none of the remaining attributes 

improves a subset. Whereas Greedy Stepwise stops the search at this point, Best First, regarded 

as the better of the two methods, can continue the search from other initial subsets that it has 

identified and sorted in descending order of importance (see Hall 1998;  Kohavi and John 1997).  

With Best First, the user can specify the termination point for the search, that is, how many non-

improving features are encountered before the search backtracks.    

 Throughout the search process, the induction algorithm works as part of the function 

for evaluating the suitability of different feature subsets. For each candidate feature subset, the 

classification output from the induction algorithm may itself be subjected to an accuracy test, 

which is a machine learning measure for evaluating how much of the data in a model has been 

correctly classified. One commonly used method for checking accuracy is the K-fold cross 

validation. The technique divides the data into equal-sized K parts, builds a model from data on 

K-1 parts, called the training set, and uses the remaining Kth, called the test set, for cross-

checking the results. The process is repeated K times by using each K-1 set (see Kohavi 1995 for 

a description) and the accuracy results are averaged. Weka has a default setting of five K-folds 

for this internal cross validation as part of the process for searching the best feature subset.   

The last part of the wrapper subset evaluation involves selecting the subset with the 

highest evaluation for running the induction algorithm. The accuracy of the resulting classifier 
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may be cross validated by using a test set that has been excluded from the search process. This 

accuracy test will henceforth be called external cross validation to distinguish it from the 

internal cross validation at the search level.  

The process of selecting features from the survey data 

Prior to using the wrapper subset evaluation, the NAF & TFT (2010) questionnaire was manually 

screened for redundant data that could be safely omitted from the automated selection 

process. This included questions, such as whether the respondents’ considered the Taliban as a 

problem in the region (Q 1i), that duplicated the class variable and supporting variable: 

favorable opinion of TTP (Q 7e) (FAVOPIN_TTP) and support presence of TTP (Q 11d). Besides, 

data that was sparsely spread across several nominal categories, for example voting preference 

of respondents (Q 15), was also excluded to avoid computational complications.  

The remaining data comprising 97 variables (see Appendix A) was then searched using 

the Best First approach separately for two different feature sets relevant to the class and 

supporting variables. Table 3 presents a summary of the options used in the process. The 

termination criterion for the search was set at 20 instead of the default 5.  The wrapper subset 

evaluation was carried out by using the Bayes Net classifier of Weka. The accuracy of the 

features subsets during the search process was checked through an internal 50 K-fold cross 

validation as against the default 5 folds. The number of non-improving nodes before 

backtracking was also raised from the default 5 to 20. External cross validation was carried out 

by specifying K equal to 100.  
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Table 3: Main options used for wrapper-based feature subset selection 

Search options  

Search type Best First 

Search termination point for backtracking 20 non-improving features 

Evaluation options  

Classifier option for evaluation Bayes Net 

Induction algorithm K2 (described in the next part) 

Internal cross validation 50 folds 

External cross validation 100 folds 

 
 
 

Limitations of the wrapper subset evaluation method 

One shortcoming of the chosen wrapper evaluation method was that the induction algorithm 

used in the evaluation process, K2, yields special cases of Bayesian networks where the links 

among nodes follow an order according to the user-specified number of parents a node can 

have (see Cooper and Herskovits 1992 for a description of K2). For instance, when the user 

specifies a single parent option, the algorithm works towards a Naïve Bayes, a network with 

directed links from the class variable to all the features assumed to be independent of each 

other. Likewise, with the two-parent option, the algorithm produces a Tree Augmented Network 

(TAN) that is similar to Naïve Bayes but permits the features (except one) to have one additional 

parent (see Cheng and Greiner 1999). Given that the nodes in such networks develop links from 

the class variable down to the features, the wrapper evaluation was not strictly relevant to the 

present research method that intended to develop a general Bayesian network (GBN) without 

any hierarchical order on nodes. Although it was possible for K2 to capture some of the 

complexity of a GBN if the user-specified number of parents was increased, the computational 

time required for evaluating networks in which each of the 97 nodes was allowed multiple 

parents made this option impractical.  
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Considering the above limitation, K2 was run with a single parent option so that the 

wrapper evaluation was carried out using a Naïve Bayes classifier. The independence 

assumptions were then relaxed, and the most important wrapper selected features were used 

to generate some random GBNs using algorithms such as PC and Bayesian Search, described in 

the next section. Accuracy tests on these GBNs yielded fairly high scores, suggesting that the few 

features that had the highest evaluation score vis-à-vis the class variable in a Naïve Bayes setting 

were also strong candidates for a GBN and could be reasonably expected to capture the causes 

of support for terrorist groups.  

Tables 4 and 5 provide the list of the wrapper selected variables that appeared in more 

than 30% folds in the external cross validation process. The next section describes the process 

through which these variables were used to develop a Bayesian network. 

 

Table 4: Output of wrapper subset evaluation for the class variable FAVOPIN_TTP 

No. Variable label in the data 
k folds in 
which 
appeared 

Node name in the BN Relevant survey question 

1 rnQ2c_gopgoal_impr_helthcre* 94 GOPGL_IMPRV_HLTHCR 
Q2c: How important is Govt. of Pakistan’s goal of 
improving healthcare in FATA?  

2 rnBQ7a_favopin_arab_forfigt 80 FAVOPIN_ARB_FRNFIGHT 
Q7a: Do you have a favorable opinion of Arab & foreign 
fighters? 

3 rnQ2d_gopgoal_impr_ecnmy 75 GOPGL_IMPRV_ECNMY 
Q2d: How important is Govt. of Pakistan’s goal of 
improving economy? 

4 rnQ6d_justgoals_taliban 67 JUSTGOALS_TALIBAN 
Q6d: How important is the goal that justice should be 
delivered by Taliban? 

5 rnQ7g_favopin_fedgovt 63 FAVOPIN_FEDGOVT 
Q7g: Do you have a favorable opinion of Pakistan’s federal 
government? 

6 rnQ17_perceived_dron_trgts 63 PRCVD_DRN_TRGTS 
Q17: Who do you think are the targets of US drone 
attacks? 

7 rnQ19a_imp_in_area_maliks 53 IMP_IN_AREA_MALIKS Q19a: How important in your area are maliks? 

8 rnQ2a_gopgoal_new_schls 52 GOPGL_NEW_SCHLS 
Q2d: How important is Govt. of Pakistan’s goal of building 
new schools? 

9 rnQ19i_imp_in_area_ngos 46 IMP_IN_AREA_NGOS Q19i: How important in your area are NGOs? 

10 rnBQ21b_suicdebomb_trgt_USmil 37 SUCDBMB_TRGT_USMIL 
Q21b: Do you think suicide bombs targeting US military are 
justified? 

11 rnRQ14_threat_persafety 35 THRT_TO_PRSNL_SFTY Q14: Who poses the most threat to your personal safety? 

12 rnQ9c_favopin_kayani 31 FAVOPIN_KAYANI Q9c: Do you have a favorable opinion of General Kayani*? 
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Table 5: Output of wrapper subset evaluation for the variable SUPRT_PRSNC_PKTALIB  

No. Variable label in the data 
k folds in 
which 
appeared 

Node name in the BN Relevant survey question 

1 rnQ4d_ecnmygoals_agr_assist 
100 

ECNMYGL_AGR_ASIST 
Q4d: How important is the economy goal of better 
agricultural assistance in FATA? 

2 rnRQ14_threat_persafety 100 THRT_TO_PRSNL_SFTY Q14: Who poses the most threat to your personal safety? 

3 rnQ9n_favopin_samihaq 99 FAVOPIN_SAMIHAQ Q9n: Do you have a favorable opinion of Sami-ul-Haq? ** 

4 rnQ21c_suicdebomb_trgt_pakcivil 
99 

SUCDBMB_TRGT_PKCVL 
Q21b: Do you think suicide bombs targeting Pakistan 
civilians are justified? 

5 rnBQ19c_imp_in_area_pkarmy 98 IMP_IN_AREA_PKARMY Q19c: How important in your area is Pakistan Army? 

6 rnBQ7f_favopin_afghntalib 95 FAVOPIN_AFGNTALIB Q7f: Do you have a favorable opinion of Afghan Taliban? 

7 rnQ1g_prob_roads_transpt 
94 

PRBLM_RDS_TRNSPRT 
Q1g: How important is the problem of roads and 
transport in your area? 

8 rnQ4e_ecnmygoals_landrefrm 
67 

ECNMYGL_LND_RFRMS 
Q4e: How important is the economy goal of land reform 
for local ownership? 

9 rnQ1d_prob_jobs 59 PRBLM_JOBS Q1d: How important is the problem of jobs in your area? 

10 rnBQ9j_favopin_fzlrehman 
58 

FAVOPIN_FZLRMN 
Q9j: Do you have a favorable opinion of Fazl-ur-Rehman? 
*** 

11 rnQ19a_imp_in_area_maliks 57 IMP_IN_AREA_MALIKS Q19a: How important in your area are maliks? 

12 rnQ11a_supp_presnc_USmil 32 SUPRT_PRSNC_USMIL Q11a: Do you support presence of US military in FATA? 

*  General Kayani was Pakistan’s Chief of Army Staff at the time of survey. 
** Sami-ul-Haq was an important leader of the Taliban movement in Pakistan. 
*** Fazl-ur-Rehman is the leader of a religious political party in Pakistan. 

 

Learning a Bayesian network from the selected features  

This part of the chapter describes development of a Bayesian network from the selected 

variables. The process involved learning the structure and parameters of the model and 

checking its accuracy and predictive quality. 

 There are several machine learning algorithms for inducing BNs from available data (see 

e.g. Hruschka and Nicoletti 2013: 81-85). Learning a generalizable model from machines, 

however, usually requires a large number of data points (observations). When no data is 

available, or as in the current case, the available data is not specifically tailored for a BN, 

structure learning and parameterization are difficult. The BN was, therefore, learnt through an 

iterative use of automated and manual processes. The latter is generally considered the inferior 
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of the two methods. One view is that human judgment is not coherent enough to design 

mathematical models including those that are based on Bayes theorem. Due to problems such 

as bounded rationality, time constraints, and limited computational ability, humans settle for 

less than optimal solutions (Hammond 2000: 54). Besides, manual learning is limited by the 

tendency to distort and misattribute information (see Brodley et al. 2012). 

 Contrarily, Kattan et al. (1993) provide empirical evidence that in cases where historical 

data is available, a classification problem solved by a knowledge engineer can be as accurate as 

machine learning algorithms. Kattan et al. (1993) also suggest that in a decision-making 

situation, humans understand the context of a problem, hence they are more likely to accept 

errors in the sample data to make fewer errors in the population. Automated learning, on the 

other hand, may incorporate errors in the sample data as information.  Likewise, Tenenbaum et 

al. (2006) observe that drawing meaningful generalizations from given data is not possible 

unless a knowledge engineer begins with an inductive bias and puts constraints on the space of 

hypotheses. Referring to research work on intuitive theories, they note that humans have the 

ability to draw successful, and even optimal, inductive inferences even from very limited data, a 

capacity that machines do not have. Moreover, automated learning uncovers statistical 

relationship in the data, which does not necessarily imply a cause-effect connection among the 

variables.  

 The BNs, described next, capitalized on the strength of both the methods described 

above while simultaneously addressing the shortcomings of each.  
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Introducing the algorithms used in building the network 

The present project relied on the GeNIe software (BayesFusion, LLC 2020a) for automated 

learning of the Bayesian Network (BN) from the selected random variables. Two algorithms 

were used for this purpose: the PC, introduced by Spirtes et al. (1993) and Bayesian Search.  

Scutari (2017) divides structure learning methods into three types: (1), constraint-based, that 

use conditional independence tests for finding the structure of a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG); 

(2), score-based, that assess DAGs on the basis of a score indicating their goodness of fit, which 

they attempt to maximize; and (3), hybrids, that use both conditional independence tests and 

network scores to respectively reduce the space of DAGs and to identify the DAG with the 

optimal score. The PC, classified as a constraint-based method, starts the process of structure 

learning with an undirected network in which each node is connected to the others. The links 

are then removed or retained based on conditional independence decisions.  When the 

direction of connections among nodes cannot be resolved with certainty, the PC indicates 

ambiguous regions with undirected links. If the user does not want to indicate the directionality 

of the edges, he/she also has the discretion to let the algorithm resolve the ambiguity, in which 

case it assigns directions to the nodes randomly (see Le et al. 2019).        

 The second algorithm, Bayesian Search, a score-based method, uses a Hill Climbing 

procedure and a scoring criterion to respectively find and evaluate different networks. Hill 

Climbing is a search method that works through random restarts for generating solutions to a 

problem. The scoring criterion, which in GeNIe modelling is the Bayesian Dirichlet equivalent 

uniform (BDeu), rates and identifies the optimal solution. For a given dataset, the BDeu score 

assumes that the prior distribution over possible DAGs is uniform and aims at finding a structure 

that maximizes the posterior probability (see Cooper and Herskovits 1992; Heckerman 1996; Liu, 
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Malone, and Yuan 2012).  The results can be cross validated through a user-specified number of 

K-folds. If the number of restarts and K-folds for cross validation are increased enough, it is 

possible for the algorithm to iterate toward the best BDeu from all possible networks from a 

given set of variables, but the cost of this exercise can be prohibitive in terms of time. Hence, 

the algorithm is generally allowed to iterate to generate a sufficiently large pool of solutions to 

select from but not to a point where the cost of generating the model exceeds the benefits. 

When the structure of a Bayesian network is learned from data automatically, 

parameterization of the network becomes a sub-operation of the process. GeNIe learns the 

parameters of Bayesian networks by using the Maximum Likelihood Estimate (MLE) if there are 

no missing values in the dataset, and by using the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm if 

the dataset is incomplete (see Narang et al. 2007: 313 for details on EM; see Lenaburg 2007: 59, 

60 for a simple explanation of parameter learning).     In the current analysis, missing values in 

the NAF & TFT (2010) data had been retained as a separate category labelled fear of reprisal and 

the dataset was therefore complete, hence, the algorithm worked out the Bayesian network 

parameters through the MLE.   

With the MLE, conditional probability for discrete variables is a simple ratio of 

frequencies in the given data. For example, for a Boolean node Y with no parents, the 

probability of True and False is based on the percentage of True and False values of Y in the 

dataset. For two Boolean nodes X and Y, where Y is the parent of X, if Ny is the number of True 

observations in Y, and Nxy is the number of observations for which both X and Y are True, the 

MLE for X being True given that Y is also True is: 

P (X = T|Y = T) = Nxy 
 Ny 
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Stages in learning the network 

Kjaeruffl and Madsen (2008: 172) observe that construction of a probabilistic network requires 

several iterations before a workable model is found. This was also true in the present case.  The 

structure and parameters for the Bayesian network were learnt in four stages that involved 

generation of five different models out of which the first three were used for cross validation 

and supplementing the results of the final two, particularly with reference to the research area 

of interest, poverty and basic needs.  

Step 1 in BN construction: Using PC to build models with the selected feature subsets 

At the first step, the PC algorithm was used on the two feature subsets relevant to the class 

variable FAVOPIN_TTP and supporting variable SUPRT_PRSNC_TALIBAN to generate two 

separate networks (Appendix B). The weak connections in these networks were identified by 

gradually increasing the default significance level of 0.05. These connections were then carefully 

studied for theoretical significance, and if not important, removed from the networks. Also, 

edges for some of the links that had been left undirected by PC were specified by looking at the 

cause-effect flow. For SUPRT_PRSNC_TALIBAN, out of the twelve variables selected during the 

feature selection process, eleven were retained. One variable, ECNMYGL_LND_RFRMS (desired 

economic goal: land reforms) duplicated ECNMYGL_AGR_ASIST (desired economic goal: 

agriculture assistance) and had been less significant than the latter during the cross validation 

process for feature selection, and hence, removed. The two networks generated in the above 

manner will henceforth be called BN-1 and BN-2 respectively.  
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Step 2 in BN construction: Consolidating BN-1 and BN-2 through PC into BN-3 

The second step involved consolidating the nodes of the two networks into a single network, 

BN-3. There were only two common variables between BN-1 and BN-2, which suggested that 

the causal factors behind the class variable, FAVOPIN_TTP, and the supporting variable, 

SPRT_PRSNC_PKTALIB, were different. However, Bayesian network randomly generated by 

using different algorithms on all the variables in the two networks showed that, despite this 

difference, FAVOPIN_TTP shared a strong link with SUPRT_PRSNC_PKTALIB. Taking advantage of 

this relationship, BN-1 and BN-2 were consolidated into a single network, to be called BN-3. In 

this new network, the class variable and supporting variable were allowed to form a connection 

but were forbidden to have links with nodes that did not belong to their respective original 

networks, BN-1 and BN-2. The strategy, that aimed at reducing the clutter of arcs around 

FAVOPIN_TTP and SUPRT_PRSNC_PKTALIB, was inspired by a common Bayesian network 

technique, parent divorcing that introduces divisive nodes between multiple parents and child 

nodes to cut down the size of a CPT (see e.g. Waldow and Rӧhrbein 2015). For instance, if a 

node X has five parents, Y1, Y2 …… Y5, the resulting conditional probability table for X can be 

simplified by inserting a divorcing node Y7 between, say, three parents, Y1, Y2, and Y3 and the 

node X. Node Y7 will separate parents Y1, Y2, and Y3 from the remaining parents, Y4 and Y5 such 

that the CPT for X will rely on three rather than five parents.   

Similar to BN-1 and BN-2 the number of arcs in BN-3 was further reduced by increasing 

the significance level for PC to identify weak connections. These connections were removed and, 

if required, reversed to either correct the causal flow or to reduce the number of parents a node 

had. Also, K-fold cross validation was performed to check the classification accuracy of the class 

variable FAVOPIN_TTP. Some of the nodes that appeared to be weakly integrated in the 
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network were then removed one by one and, if they did not interfere with the accuracy of the 

network, omitted altogether. The process reduced the original 23 variables in BN-3 to a small set 

of 15 core variables (Table 6 for the selected nodes and Appendix B for the network, BN-3).  

BN-1 and BN-2 had retained poverty variables such as GOPGL_IMPRV_HLTHCR and 

PRBLM_JOBS even if they had a weak association in the network. Unlike these two networks, 

such theoretically important nodes were dropped out of BN-3 if they were weak. It was 

expected that analyzing the different networks together, including and excluding these nodes, 

will indicate the relevance of poverty to support for terrorist groups. Also, if poverty was not 

relevant, these networks could also inform what alternate variables were inspiring this support.  

 
 
 
Table 6: Nodes in BN-1 and BN-2 that were retained or deleted from BN-3 

 Nodes retained in BN-3  Nodes omitted from BN-3 

1 PRBLM_RDS_TRNSPRT 1 GOPGL_IMPRV_HLTHCR 

2 ECNMYGL_AGR_ASIST 2 GOPGL_IMPRV_ECNMY 

3 JUSTGOALS_TALIBAN 3 IMP_IN_AREA_MALIKS 

4 FAVOPIN_ARB_FRNFIGHT 4 GOPGL_NEW_SCHLS 

5 FAVOPIN_AFGNTALIB 5 FAVOPIN_KAYANI 

6 FAVOPIN_FEDGOVT 6 PRBLM_JOBS 

7 FAVOPIN_SAMIHAQ 7 FAVOPIN_FZLRMN 

8 SUPRT_PRSNC_PKTALIB 8 SUPRT_PRSNC_USMIL 

9 THRT_TO_PRSNL_SFTY   

10 PRCVD_DRN_TRGTS   

11 IMP_IN_AREA_PKARMY   

12 IMP_IN_AREA_NGOS   

13 SUCDBMB_TRGT_USMIL   

14 SUCDBMB_TRGT_PKCVL   

15 FAVOPIN_TTP (class variable)   

 
 
 
Step 3 in BN construction: Building BN-4 by using Bayesian Search  

As PC aims to find all possible links among nodes, the advantage of BN-3 was that together with 

BN-1 and BN-2, it provided a comprehensive picture of the connections among the nodes. But 
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simultaneously, despite pruning, the resultant dense network of arcs was problematic for nodes 

that did not have enough datapoints in some cells to handle multiple parents in the CPTs. In BN-

3, for instance, the class variable FAVOPIN_TTP had five parents but only 218 datapoints in the 

favorable category. At the third and final step, therefore, instead of PC, the Bayesian Search 

algorithm was used to develop a new network with the shortlisted 15 BN-3 nodes, including the 

class and supporting variables, FAVOPIN_TTP and SUPRT_PRSNC_TALBN. This network, to be 

called BN-4, could be cross-checked against the most important nodes and arcs in BN-1, BN-2, 

and BN-3, and refined further to produce the final model.   

For BN-4, the seed for running Bayesian Search was set at 3 to make the results 

replicable, and the number of random restarts was increased from the default 20 iterations to 

150,000 so that the algorithm had a large pool of solutions to select from. For each iteration, 30 

K-fold cross validation was used to check the accuracy of the solution vis-à-vis the class variable, 

FAVOPIN_TTP. Unlike BN-3, no links were forbidden in the new network. The decision was based 

on the expectation that, given the large number of iterations, Bayesian Search will have some 

very high accuracy networks to choose from. A high score will, however, be only possible for a 

network in which the class and supporting variables were connected to their respective features 

selected through the wrapper procedure. For the same reason, it could also be expected that 

BN-4 will validate the most important links in BN-1, BN-2, and BN-3 built with PC.  

Bayesian Search consumed about 412 hours to run the 150,000 iterations and found the 

best network at iteration 105,719. With the 30 K-folds, the network had a very high accuracy of 

90.2% correctly classified observations (Figure 6). As anticipated, FAVOPIN_TTP and 

SUPRT_PRSNC_TALIBAN were mostly connected to their respective wrapper-selected features. 
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Figure 6: BN-4 developed by using the Bayesian Search algorithm 

 
 
 

Step 4: Building the BN by revising and simplifying BN-4  

Though a machine learned model is generally optimal for a given set of data, in certain cases, an 

optimal model structure is not necessarily realistic (Adkison 2009). Bayesian networks, for 

instance, may not show the correct links among nodes or may mis-specify the directions of arcs. 

Fortunately, however, structure transformations required for correcting such errors have been 

Table 4.1: Algorithm parameters 

Max parent count: 8 

Iterations: 150,000 

Sample size: 50 

Seed: 3 

Link probability: 0.1 

Prior link probability: 0.001 

Use accuracy as score: K-fold (30) 
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found to have only a moderate impact on the diagnostic quality of the networks (see Oniśko and 

Druzdzel 2014; Ratnapinda and Druzdel 2014).  

 Manual rectification and simplification of BN-4 required evaluation of the links; 

removing redundant nodes; and changing the direction of some arcs to rectify causal flow. The 

latter activity required categorizing variables on a cause and effect basis.  There are several 

useful coding families for organizing variables and studying their relationship. There is, for 

example, the Degree Family that categorizes variables into extent, level, intensity, range, and 

amount, and the Type Family organizes them under classes, genre, prototypes, styles, and kinds. 

For cause-effect relationships, the most appropriate coding scheme is the Six Cs Family that 

groups variables as causes, contexts, contingencies, consequences, and conditions (see Bohm 

2004). Using the broad criteria of this scheme, the fifteen nodes for the BN were placed into 

four groups: existing needs; environmental factors; population perceptions; and behavioral 

outcome. (Table 7). 

 
 
Table 7: Categorizing variables according to the Six Cs Family 

 Classification scheme  Relevant nodes 

C
A

U
SE

S 

C
O

N
TE

X
TS

 

C
O

N
D

IT
IO

N
S 

 

Existing Needs 

1 PROBLM_RDS_TRNSPRT 

2 ECNMYGL_AGR_ASIST 

3 THRT_PRSNL_SFTY 

Environmental Factors 
4 IMP_IN_AREA_NGOS 

5 IMP_IN_AREA_PKARMY 

C
O

N
SE

Q
U

EN
C

ES
 

EF
FE

C
TS

 

Population Perceptions 

6 FAVOPIN_AFGHNTALIB 

7 FAVOPIN_TTP 

8 FAVOPIN_ARAB_FRNFIGHT 

9 FAVOPIN_SAMIHAQ 

10 FAVOPIN_FEDGOVT 

11 JUSTICE_GOALS_TALIBAN 

12 PRCVD_DRN_TRGTS 

13 SUCDBMB_TRGT_USMIL 

14 SUCDBMB_TRGT_PKCVL 

 Behavioral Outcome 15 SUPRT_PRSNC_PAKTALIB 
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 The scheme was not perfect as it was difficult to neatly label some variables, for 

instance, THRT_TO_PRSNL_SFTY, which could be placed in any of the first three categories.  

Nevertheless, it did provide a lens through which to review the links in the DAG that grossly 

violated the cause-effect flow. For an intuitive understanding of the relationships among the 

broad categories it could be assumed that existing needs and environmental factors would 

impact a person’s perceptions and behavior at a given point in time. Besides, two perceptions 

could also have a cause-effect relationship. This line of reasoning substantiated some of the arcs 

in BN-4 but did not support others. For instance, the DAG had identified IMP_IN_AREA_PKARMY 

as a child node of PRCVD_DRN_TRGTS and as a parent node impacting FAVOPIN_AFGNTALIB 

and ECNMYGL_AGR_ASIST. Whereas the latter two links could be explained, the first was hard 

to defend. Likewise, the structure had modelled the relationship between an environmental 

factor IMP_IN_AREA_NGOS and two perception nodes FAVOPIN_TTP and FAVOPIN_FEDGOVT 

by showing IMP_IN_AREA_NGOS as a child node of the latter, which is inconsistent with how 

these relationships occur in the real world. Also, a perception node, PRCVD_DRN_TRGTS did not 

have any parent, which was also a modeling inconsistency.    

The anomalies in the DAG hinted at the limitations of automated modelling of 

relationships in data on the basis of conditional independence assumptions. When an edge is 

specified between two nodes in a DAG, any later links to and from these nodes may be directed 

simply to maintain the acyclic integrity of the graph without regard to causal flow. Plus, if a node 

such as PRCVD_DRN_TRGTS is supposed to have parents, but does not, the anomaly could exist 

because the DAG does not include variables that could allow the causal chain to stretch beyond 

this node to include its parents.   
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In order to correct these mistakes, the BN was modified by either reversing or 

eliminating some arcs or adding new arcs. The decision for elimination, reversal, or addition of 

arcs was based on domain expertise, insights obtained from BN-1, BN-2, and BN-3, and the 

strength of arc influence (Figure 7). There are several methods for quantifying the latter 

including standard measures of distance between probability distributions such as the 

Euclidean, Hellinger, and J-divergence (see Oniśko and Druzdzel 2014). The present analysis 

relied on the Euclidean, which measures absolute differences in probabilities of node states 

attributed to arcs.  

 
 
 

 

Figure 7: Histogram of relative strength of arcs’ influence from parents to child nodes 
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After careful analysis, BN-4 was modified in the following manner: 

1- The arc IMP_IN_AREA_PKARMY to ECNMYGL_AGR_ASIST had very little influence and 

was eliminated. This delinked the node ECNMYGL_AGR_ASIST from the network, leaving 

it with 14 nodes. 

2- The following arcs that appeared to violate the cause-effect flow were reversed: 

i- FAVOPIN_TTP to IMP_IN_AREA_NGOS 

ii- FAVOPIN_FEDGOVT to IMP_IN_AREA_NGOS 

iii- PRCVD_DRN_TRGTS to IMP_IN_AREA_PKARMY 

iv- THRT_TO_PRSNL_SFTY to PRBLM_RDS_TRNSPRT 

3- After analyzing BN-1, BN-2, and BN-3 the following arcs were added to the network: 

i- IMP_IN_AREA_PKARMY to THRT_TO_PRSNL_SFTY 

ii- IMP_IN_AREA_PKARMY to PRBLM_RDS_TRNSPRT  

4- The remaining arcs were either reversed or removed one by one to see whether the 

network could be simplified without compromising the classification accuracy 

(described next) of the class node. The accuracy of FAVOPIN_TTP remained unchanged 

with the removal of the arc FAVOPIN_ARBFIGHT to PRBLM_RDS_TRNSPRT and improved 

considerably with the removal of the arc FAVOPIN_FEDGOVT to FAVOPIN_ARB_ 

FRNFIGHT. Both these arcs were therefore deleted from the network.  

A Bayesian network for predicting public support to Tehrik-e-Taliban, Pakistan (TTP)  

The parameterized Bayesian network is reproduced in Figure 8 and will be called BN-TTP. As the 

model has been built from data, the probability distributions for the states in the nodes simply 

represent the percentage frequencies of the various states (categories) in the data. Referring to 
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the node FAVOPIN TTP, given its parents, the model in its current state shows a conditional 

probability, or frequency, of 24% for a favorable opinion of the group and 63% conditional 

probability for an unfavorable opinion. The probability that there could be swing supporters, 

hidden supporters of TTP, or hidden opponents of TTP, represented by fear of reprisal is 13%. As 

implied, this figure could be presumed to quantify the probability that the prevailing 

environment of FATA had generated fear that expressing opinions freely could attract reprisals 

from the state or the militants.   

 
 

 

Figure 8: A Bayesian network for predicting public support of TTP 
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The structure of the BN-TTP was both parsimonious and showed the relationships of 

variables relevant to the class variable, FAVOPIN_TTP, and the supporting variable SUPRT_ 

PRSNC_PKTALIB in a way that was both intuitively appealing and simple for analysis. The 

network included two variables, JSTIFIED_SUICDBMB_TRGT_USMIL and JSTIFIED_SUICDBMB_ 

PKCVL, that represented endorsement of terrorism. With reference to basic needs, the network 

showed that safety needs could have played an important role in triggering support for TTP. A 

detailed analysis of these results will be provided in the next chapter.  

Validating the accuracy and predictive quality of the network 

One of the strengths of BNs is that both the structure and the CPTs allow face validation by 

domain experts. For data-driven models such reviews can cover any weakness in data due to 

measurement error or omission of important nodes that can have a causal impact on the 

outcome (see e.g. Constantinou, Fenton and Neil 2016; Yet et al. 2014). For the current BN 

expert validation was implicit in manual evaluation of selected feature as well as the correction 

of the structure through removal or reversal of arcs in the network described above. Once the 

structure had been checked for its coherence, other methods were used to check the model for 

its predictive accuracy.   

One of these methods, the K-fold cross validation, has already been described with 

reference to the wrapper feature subset evaluation. Validating the accuracy of the BN-TTP 

involved a special case of the K-fold technique, the leave-one-out cross validation. Leave-one-

out maximizes the number of cross validation folds by specifying K as equal to n, the number of 

observations in a dataset. The method then trains the data on n – 1 set and uses the last nth 

observation as the test set.    
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As per results of the cross validation, the overall classification accuracy of the model for 

the class variable FAVOPIN_TTP was very high at 91%. Test sensitivity, which is a measure of 

positive records that are correctly predicted, or the true positives, was 78%, whereas test 

specificity, which measures correct prediction of the true negatives, unfavorable plus the fear of 

reprisal values of the class node was about 95% (Table 8).   

 
 
 
Table 8: Classification accuracy for FAVOPIN_TTP 

Class node and values model accuracy No. of correctly classified records/Total records 

Node: FAVOPIN_TTP 91% 793/876 

Value 1: favorable 78% 170/218 

Value 2: unfavorable 95% 500/527 

Value 3: fear reprisal 94% 123/131 

 
 
 

The confusion matrix, which depicts in detail the records that a test classifies correctly 

vis-à-vis records that are incorrectly classified, that is the true positives and true negatives vis-à-

vis the false positives and false negatives, is reproduced below. 

 
 
 
Table 9: Confusion matrix 

 
 
Node state 

Predicted condition 
 

Favorable Unfavorable Fear reprisal Total population 

Favorable 170 
(true positive) 

45 
(false positive) 

3 
(false positive) 

218  

Unfavorable 20 
(false negative) 

500 
(true negative) 

7 
(false negative) 

527  

Fear reprisal 0 
(false negative) 

8 
(false negative) 

123 
(true negative) 

131  

 

The model’s accuracy was also measured through the AUC, or area under the ROC curve. 

The ROC or the receiver operating characteristic plots the true positive rate (sensitivity) against 
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the false positive rate (1- specificity) on y and x axis respectively, across a range of prediction 

thresholds. The measure can only be used for binary classification; if a class node has more than 

two categories or values, as in the present case, the values can be merged for a binary 

formation. The AUC is a single, albeit simplistic, summary statistic for ROC which measures the 

discriminative ability of a test to correctly classify two randomly picked records from the binary 

categories of a class node (see Pepe 2000; Schatschneider 2013). A diagonal in the ROC space 

indicates a worthless test, with AUC equal to 0.5, that cannot discriminate between the binary 

values for classification. As the curve moves up, the classification gets better. For a perfect test 

or 100% correct predictions of the true positives and true negatives, the ROC would be a straight 

line on the y axis with AUC of 1.0. This is also the point where sensitivity =1 and 1 - specificity = 0 

(or specificity = 1).  

 
 
 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9: ROCs for the class node FAVOPIN_TTP 
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The ROC for the category favorable representing the supporters of TTP in the class node 

SUPP-PVIOL was generated to check whether these supporters had been correctly classified in 

the BN (Figure 9). The resulting AUC, that is, the proportion of the graph under the curve, was 

0.946, or about 95%. The high AUC indicated that the test was able to discriminate quite well 

between supporters of terrorist groups on one hand, and non-supporters plus those who were 

afraid of reprisal on the other.   

 

Logistic regression      

The categorical variables in the NAF & TFT (2010) data could be used in logistic, ordinal, or 

multinomial regressions. As mentioned earlier, the main reason for preferring logistic regression 

over ordinal and multinomial regressions was that the latter two would have required a 

deviation from the binary discretization scheme of the class variable, FAVOPIN_TTP in the 

Bayesian network and, hence, would have yielded outputs that would have been difficult to 

reconcile with the results of the network. However, once a model with logistic regression had 

been fit, ordinal and multinomial regressions could be used to cross-check the findings and to 

identify any anomalies that required further investigation. The added advantage of using 

multiple methods was that both ordinal and multinomial regressions could allow using the 

dependent variable (DV) in its four-scale categorization scheme and, therefore, could help check 

the reliability of its binary recode. Likewise, the recoded independent variables used in the 

regression could be substituted with their counterparts in the Original Dataset both to check the 

reliability of the collapsed data and, where required, improve the regression model. Finally, for a 

comprehensive analysis, the missing data could be imputed and the results of regression with 

this data could be compared with the other regressions.   
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 The discussion that follows provides details of the above process. As the sample for the 

NAF & TFT (2010) survey had been generated through a multi-stage selection process, the first 

part of the discussion reviews some general issues related to the integration of complex survey 

designs in regression models and describes how the design elements of the NAF & TFT (2010) 

survey were incorporated into regression analyses. The second part provides details of the 

sequential modelling process that followed five main steps:  

1- Univariate regressions to identify candidate variables for the regression model. 

2- Stepwise regression with the selected variables to develop an initial STP model. 

3- Including and analyzing the effect of theoretically and statistically important variables 

and variables with different categorization schemes on the STP model, and expansion 

and improvement of this model into BASE and BASE-WT models, the second of which 

formally integrated the design of the survey.  

4- Improvement of the BASE model after analyzing it for predictive power and goodness of 

fit and development of the final unweighted and weighted LOG and LOG-WT models. 

5- Cross validating the reliability of the LOG model with ordinal and multinomial 

regressions and with multiple imputation of the missing data.  

Incorporating survey design in logistic regression 

One advantage of using regression analysis on survey data is that the method can formally 

accommodate the design of a survey, which BNA cannot. When seen from a design-based 

perspective, according to Lee and Forthofer (2006: 9-10), “sample data are observations 

sampled from a finite population using a particular sample selection design. The sampling design 

specifies the probability of selection of each potential sample, and a proper estimator is chosen 

to reflect the design.”  Integration of sample design into an analysis is not required when the 
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probability of selection for each element in the sample is the same, as in random sampling or 

when sample elements are selected in exact proportion to the population they represent. But 

when sample elements over or under-represents their respective populations, the differential 

probabilities of selection are included in analytical calculations through weights (see Dargatz and 

Hill 1996; Piazza 2010: 139-168; Korn and Graubard 1999: 159-182). 

The most common weight, the base weight, also called the sampling or expansion 

weight is calculated as the inverse of the selection probability. If a sample is selected through a 

multi-stage process, the base weight is a product of weights at each stage of sampling. Base 

weights can be aggregated and divided by the mean weight to yield relative weights (see Aday 

and Cornelius 2006, 187-188). Often, the base or relative weights are adjusted into a final 

weight that also considers issues such as non-response and non-coverage (see Kreuter and 

Valliant 2007). Besides, since analysis may have to be post-stratified on data such as age of 

respondents that only becomes available after a survey, post-stratification weights may also 

have to be taken into account for calculating a final weight (see Heeringa, West, and Berglund 

2010: 13-51; Korn and Graubard 1999: 164-165; Wheeler et al. 2007).   

Although survey design and weights are considered important for descriptive statistics, 

there is some controversy whether weighting and a design-based approach are necessary when 

survey data is used for inferential purposes (see Solon et al. 2013). From this alternate 

perspective, called the model-based approach, the point of interest is the relationship between 

some variables beyond the population that is being surveyed (Nordberg 1989). The sample 

design is, therefore, irrelevant if the sample selected from a population follows the model and 

the independent variables alone dictate the probability of selection on the dependent variable 

specified by the model (Lee and Forthofer 2006: 21).  
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In actual practice, both the model-based and design-based approach have certain 

shortcomings. Model-based analysis, according to Lee and Forthofer (2006: 22), for instance, 

attempts to control for the effect of design variables by incorporating them in a model as 

covariates, which could interfere with the relational pathway among the other  variables and 

contradict the scientific purpose of the analysis. Moreover, the very idea that a model captures 

the true state of nature is rather simplistic as an analyst working with secondary data may not 

even have access to variables required for correct specification of a model. On the other hand, 

one shortcoming of a design-based approach is that it requires a large sample size as compared 

to a model-based analysis. Besides, the use of weights can guard against misspecification of a 

model, but weighting has the effect of increasing variance, with the increase high when the 

difference in between weights is large (see Lee and Forthofer 2006: 77 & 21-22; Cunningham 

and Huguet 2012: 48).  The result is inflated standard errors.  

For reasons such as the above, Korn and Graubard (1999: 172-176) suggest an 

inefficiency measure to compare weighted and unweighted analyses and recommend using 

weighted analysis only when the inefficiency is large. Another option is not to rely only on one 

method, but to use the two in conjunction. Following this last approach, wherever possible, 

regression analysis on the NAF & TFT (2010) data was carried out both by incorporating and 

excluding the design of the survey. The added advantage of combining the two approaches was 

that in case the regression results from the design-based approach supported the methods-

based analysis, it could be presumed that the findings could be extrapolated to a larger 

population beyond the sample covered by the survey. 
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Design of the NAF & TFT (2010) survey 

When a population of interest is geographically dispersed, a common practice is to select the 

sample in multiple stages with each stage of sampling nested within the preceding. The first 

stage usually involves stratification, that is, partitioning the population of interest into mutually 

exclusive and collectively exhaustive sub-populations (see Aneshensel 2013: 167). Given that 

random sampling from within strata can be costly, a cost-cutting strategy is to first identify 

clusters, primary sampling units (PSUs), within each stratum from which to select the sample.  

The NAF & TFT (2010) survey had also used a multi-stage sampling technique. The 

selection of the sample had been stratified along the lines of the seven agencies and within 

these strata 120 villages had been selected as PSUs. The sample size had been drawn in 

proportion to the population of the agencies and comprised 1000 individuals randomly selected 

from the village PSUs (see NAF & TFT [2010] survey report for details).  

The task of integrating this otherwise straightforward scheme in logistic regression was 

complicated mainly on account of the data on the PSUs. The information under this head had 

not been provided in a separate survey question but in a variable labelled as “address” which 

had 485 unique values, instead of the 120 mentioned in the NAF & TFT (2010) survey report. 

Cleaning this data for names of villages could have been possible but for the fact that the 

different survey teams deployed for collection of data had used very different spellings for the 

same villages. The result was that even after the most obvious errors had been corrected, the 

number of PSUs still turned out to be 170 and not 120 as documented in the NAF & TFT (2010) 

survey report.  Another problem was that the survey team had used the 1998 Pakistan Census 

(Government of Pakistan (GOP) 2000) figures for its sample design, but the Census had not 

reported the population for the villages and, hence, there was no data for calculating the 
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weights for PSUs. A third problem was that some of the PSUs had very few observations for a 

meaningful analysis. Thin data is not so much of a handicap for descriptive statistics, but as Lee 

and Forthofer (2006: 42) point out, it can come in the way of estimating intra-PSU variance.   

When there are not enough observations in a PSU, a common strategy is to collapse 

adjacent PSUs provided that the original sample design is not destroyed in the process (see 

Cunningham and Huguet  2012: 59;  Lee and Forthofer 2006: 42),. In the NAF & TFT (2010) data, 

it was possible to merge the village PSUs into a new, higher-level administrative unit, tehsil, 

which had been mentioned in all the addresses (Table 10). As tehsils are composed of 

geographically contiguous villages, it could be assumed that designating tehsils as PSUs would 

not distort the original survey design. Also, since the 1998 Census (GOP 2000) had reported the 

population of the tehsils, the new variable could be easily weighted.  

 

 
 
Table 10: Agencies and tehsils: Population and sample size (GOP 2000; NAF & TFT 2010) 

Agency Agency 
population 

Sample size 
(Agency) 

Tehsil Tehsil 
population  

Sample size 
(Tehsil) 

Bajaur 595227 202 Khar 116196 85 

Nawagai 57264 81 

Utman_Kheil 58348 36 

Khyber 546730 187 Bara 286184 32 

Jamrud 96188 105 

Landikotal 144714 36 

Mullagori 19644 14 

Kurram 448310 152 Central_Kurram 181416 26 

Lower_Kurram 81323 78 

Upper_Kurram 185571 48 

Mohmand 334453 114 Haleemzai 48418 61 

Prang_Ghar 18620 53 

North Waziristan 361246 123 Dattakheil 110006 21 

Mirali 93855 41 

Miranshah 67530 40 

Shewa 22956 21 

Orakzai 225441 76 Lower_Orakzai 65416 768 

South Waziristan 429841 146 Birmil 58512 45 

Wana 90772 101 

Total 2,941,248 1000 -- 1,802,933 1,000 

* Originally, there were 77 observations from Orakzai, but all except one belonged to the Shiite sect. Once these 76 observations 

had been dropped the remaining 1 observation was merged into the adjacent Jamrud tehsil in Khyber agency. 
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Once the village-level data had been appropriately collapsed, the sample could be 

weighted in proportion to the population of the respective agencies and tehsils. Dropping out 

the Shiite respondents had left one of the seven agencies, Orakzai, with only a single 

observation. This observation was clubbed into the adjacent agency of Khyber for weighting.  

Calculating design weights for each tehsil involved three steps:  

1- Wteh  =  Nagcy /Nteh 

2- Wsmpl  =  Nteh /nsmpl 

3- WT  =  Wteh * Wsmpl 

 

where Wteh was the weight for the population of tehsils selected for sampling from each agency; 

Wsmpl, the weight for the sample size selected from each tehsil; WT, the final weight; Nagcy, the 

total population of the agency relevant to the tehsil that was being weighted; Nteh, the 

population of those tehsils that were sampled from this agency; and nsmpl was the size of the 

sample for each tehsil. 

Both the 1998 Census report (GOP 2000) that had been used for designing the sample 

and the NAF & TFT (2010) data had some shortcomings that interfered with the proper 

calculation of weights. For one, the 1000 observations in the NAF & TFT (2010) data comprised 

124 Shiite and 876 Sunni respondents. All the 124 Shiites had been sampled from only two 

tehsils, Lower Orakzai and Upper Kurram. Technically, since the Shiites had been dropped from 

all analyses, the sample of Sunni respondents could be expanded only to the Sunni population of 

FATA. However, the 1998 Census (GOP 2000) had not differentiated between the two sects. 

Consultation of research work outside of the Census (GOP 2000)  indicated that most of the 

Shiites in FATA were concentrated in only two tehsils, Upper Kurram (Reliefweb 2015) and 

Lower Orakzai (see Mehsud 2012: 28; Taj 2011b: 124), from which the sample of Shiites had 
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been drawn. As the whole of the tribal belt is geographically fractured on sectarian, ethnic, and 

tribal lines, it could therefore be assumed that the population of Shiites outside these pockets 

was negligible for weighting purposes. Taking this approach, instead of weighting 876 Sunni 

observations separately, all the 1000 observations were weighted in proportion to the total 

population of their respective agencies and tehsils. These weights were also roughly adjusted to 

account for nonresponse at certain points in the model building process.  

Another limitation of the 1998 Census (GOP 2000) was that information on 

characteristics of population such as age, education, and tribal affiliation required for calculation 

of post-stratification weights was either not provided or provided only partially. For instance, 

population figures on age were only available for men and not for women. On the other hand, in 

some cases where the Census (GOP 2000) had included information on certain variables 

required for post-stratification, the flaws in the survey did not allow exploiting it. The Census 

(GOP 2000), for instance, had provided separate statistics on the tehsil-level population of men 

and women, which could be used for calculation of post-stratification weights for the two sub-

populations, but the survey had failed to cover women in 7 out of the 19 tehsils that were 

sampled. 

Shortcomings, such as the above, were covered during the model-based analysis, 

described next, by including the characteristics of the respondents as controls in the model.  

Fitting a logistic regression model on the data 

The extensive process of fitting a regression model on the NAF & TFT (2010) data was 

overshadowed by the small sample size which was further reduced by the presence of missing 

values. Further, although most of the variables had been collapsed into a binary format to 
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increase the size of cells, in some cases the reduced categories still did not carry enough data to 

run a stable regression. One main consideration therefore was how many explanatory variables 

could the model handle for convergence and reliability. And, if the data did not allow the model 

to carry several variables, how to identify those that were the most relevant to the DV.   

In general, recommendations regarding the required ratio between the size of a sample 

and the number of explanatory variables in a logistic regression model vary. One suggestion is to 

base the latter on the number of cases in the smaller of the two binary categories of the DV and 

follow a ratio of between 10 to 20 cases per explanatory variable (see Long 1997: 53-54; Stoltfuz 

2011)). Tabachnick and Fiddell (2013: 123), however, suggest a rule-based criterion according to 

which if there are m number of predictors, the minimum sample size N required for reliability is 

N ≥ 20 + 5m, or 25 cases per predictor. For stepwise regression, they recommend a case to 

explanatory variables ratio of 40:1. This ratio may have to be revised upward for analysis of 

complex survey design (see Cunningham and Huguet 2012: 59). Applying such recommendations 

to the 876 observations of the NAF & TFT (2010) sample and the 745 complete cases of the DV 

meant that the logistic model could accommodate only a limited number of explanatory 

variables. If the stepwise approach were to be used, following the 40:1 criterion, the DV would 

allow less than 20 explanatory variables in the modelling procedure. If the ratio was based on  

the number of cases in the smaller of the two binary categories, that is 20 cases per explanatory 

variable, the 218 observations in the category very favorable and somewhat favorable of the 

selected DV would allow only 11 variables. These numbers would have to be curtailed further to 

accommodate the survey design. 
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Given the sample size constraints, it was important to reduce the number of candidate 

variables prior to building a model. The process, which Bursac et al. (2008) call purposeful 

selection of variables is similar to feature selection in machine learning, and for regression 

purposes refers to factors such as statistical significance of the relationship between the DV and 

each candidate variable, existing theory, and results of any previous empirical investigation. 

Taking the first step, univariate logistic regressions were carried out to identify potential 

variables for regression. The significance threshold that qualifies a variable for selection in 

stepwise regression is generally relaxed to 0.25 so that any important variables are not missed 

out from the final model (see Bursac et al. 2008; Zhang 2016). In the current case, however, a 

more stringent criterion of 0.10 was applied as with the 0.25 level the number of selected 

variables was too large for the model to handle. The following discussion describes the five-step 

approach to designing a logistic regression model that could be used for inference and 

comparison with BN-TTP. The discussion will use the terms independent variables, explanatory 

variables, predictors, and covariates alternatively.  

Step-1: Univariate regressions to identify important independent variables 

Univariate regressions were first run using the Final Dataset that included variables discretized 

through the optimal binning procedure.  Some of the variables, e.g. problem in region: Taliban 

fighters (Q 1i) that replicated the DV were omitted from the process.  The results from the Final 

Dataset were cross-checked by regressing the DV on the corresponding non-discretized 

variables in the Original Dataset and the manually discretized variables in the Qualitative 

Dataset. The odds ratio, significance levels, and confidence intervals for the three regressions 

were compared to see whether collapsing of categories in the Final Dataset had created any 

major distortions in the results, and if so, which version of a certain variable was the most 
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suitable for regression. As a last check, another two rounds of regressions were carried out, first 

by integrating the survey weights into the analysis, and next, by using both weighted and 

unweighted data in an ordinal model.  

Briefly discussing some of the issues with the different analyses; obtaining clear results 

was problematic where data was sparse. This was particularly the case for questions on socio-

economic issues that had very few observations in the categories somewhat unimportant and 

unimportant. In such cases, in order to to detect the true pattern, the regression was repeated 

by varying the base categories of the problematic variables in the Original Dataset. Also, the 

confidence intervals were checked to see whether collapsing of categories could be defended.  

 
 
 
Table 11: Statistically very significant variables in univariate regressions 

 Variables and relevant survey questions Abbreviations  

1 Education goal: build girls’ schools (Q 3b) GOPGL_GRL_SCHLS 

2 Justice should be delivered by Taliban (Q 6d) JUSTGOALS_TALIBAN 

3 Favorable opinion of Arab/foreign fighters (Q7a) FAVOPIN_ARBFRN 

4 Favorable opinion of Pak Army (Q 7c) FAVOPIN_PKARMY 

5 Favorable opinion of Afghan Taliban (Q 7f) FAVOPIN_AFGHNTALIB 

6 Favorable opinion of Gen. Musharraf (Q 9a) FAVOPIN_MUSHRF 

7 Favorable opinion of Jalal Haqqani (Q 9d) FAVOPIN_JHAQANI 

8 Favorable opinion of Fazl-ur-Rehman (Q 9j) FAVOPIN_FAZL 

9 Favorable opinion of Bin Laden (Q 9l) FAVOPIN_LADEN 

10 Favorable opinion of Mullah Omar (Q 9m) FAVOPIN_MOMAR 

11 Favorable opinion of Sami ul Haq (Q 9n) FAVOPIN_SAMIHAQ 

12 Support presence of Arab/foreign fighters (Q11b)  SPRT_PRSNC_ARBFRN 

13 Pak Army should use drone attacks (Q 18) PKARMY_DRNATCK 

14 Important in area: maliks (Q 19a)  IMP_IN_AREA_MLK 

15 Important in area: Political agents (Q 19b)  IMP_IN_AREA_PAG 

16 Important in area: Pak Army (Q 19c) IMP_IN_AREA_PKARMY 

17 Important in area: Arab and foreign fighters (Q 19e) IMP_IN_AREA_ARBFRN 

18 Important in area: NGOs (Q 19i) IMP_IN_AREA_NGOS 

19 Suicide attacks justified (Q 20) SUCDATCK_JSTFD 

20 Suicide attacks justified if target Pak Army (Q 21a) SUCDBMB_TRGT_PKMIL 

21 Suicide attacks justified if target US Army (Q 21b) SUCDBMB_TRGT_USMIL 

22 Suicide attacks justified if target Pak civilians (Q 21c) SUCDBMB_TRGT_PKCVL 

23 Gender of respondent (Q D1) GENDER 
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The broad results of the different univariate regressions, weighted, unweighted, logistic 

and ordinal, were similar, which indicated that there was a clear underlying pattern in the 

relationships among the variables. Out of 86 NAF & TFT (2010) variables used in these 

regressions, 23 were found to have a statistically very significant relationship with the DV (Table 

11). About 36 other variables were either significant in their binary recodes or in their original 

categorization scheme. All these 59 variables were retained for further analysis. 

Step 2: Building a preliminary model with stepwise regression 

It was not possible for the regression model to support the 50 plus variables that had been 

retained for further analysis. Hence, as a first step, the 23 statistically very significant variables 

were used in a stepwise logistic regression to build a preliminary model. Stepwise regression 

selects variables by adding them in a sequential fashion and by using statistical criteria to 

determine whether a variable qualifies for retention in a model (Tabachnick and Fiddell 2013: 

138-144). The method operates without referring to the theoretical importance of variables and 

is therefore advised only for exploratory research. In the present case, the exploratory results 

were, however, only used as a base to which theoretically significant variables were to be added 

later. The process is described below:  

1- Stepwise regression does not support simultaneous analysis with each value of a factor 

variables. As a first step, factor variables that were not dichotomous were omitted from 

the 23 variables shortlisted for regression.  

2- Variables selected for stepwise regression can be added to a model through either a 

forward selection or a backward selection procedure. The process of forward selection 

begins with an empty model, considers each variable for addition on a pre-specified 
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significance threshold, and adds the most significant variable before repeating the 

process until there is no other variable left that meets the threshold. Backward selection 

is the reverse of this procedure that starts with a full model and, starting with the least 

significant variable, drops variables if they score below a specified significance level. In 

the present case, stepwise regression was carried out by using both forward and 

backward selection procedures. For p-value driven selection, Vittinghoff et al. (2012: 

409) recommends using a liberal cut-off figure of 0.20 to rule out confounding variables. 

Following this criterion was not critical to the current model which was only being 

developed as a base for a final model. The cut-off p-value for the current model was 

therefore specified at 0.10.  

3- Stepwise omits all observations with missing data from a given set of variables. 

Therefore, when the procedure was repeated using only the variables selected in the 

first iteration, the number of observations used for regression increased from 325 in the 

first model (named Model I) to 425, but the second model, which will be called the STP 

model, dropped one variable, SUCDBMB_TRGT_USMIL (suicide attacks justified if target 

US Army, Q 21b), that did not meet the 0.10 p-value threshold (results in Table 12).  

4- A third regression was run by incorporating the survey design in the STP model. In this 

new model, which will be called the STP-WT model, the 425 observations of the 

previous regression were spread over 6 strata and 16 PSUs instead of the total of 7 and 

19 respectively. Out of the three missing PSUs, sample for two PSUs, Lower Orakzai and 

Lower Kurram, comprised only the Shiite population, which had been dropped from the 

regression, and one tehsil, Mullagori in Khyber agency did not have any observation. The 

missing strata was Orakzai (see Table 10). The sample weights for the regression were 
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therefore calculated by omitting the population of these three tehsils, and by expanding 

the weight of the 425 observations used in the regression to the remaining population 

of the region (see Table 12 for summary statistics).   

Overall, the results of the STP-WT and STP models were comparable indicating that the 

survey design had not impacted the underlying trend. With the basic stepwise models in place, 

the next stage involved both adding more variables to the regression equation and cross-

checking the performance of the recodes used in the stepwise models with their counterparts 

from the Original and Qualitative Datasets.  

Step 3: Refining the STP model  

To begin with, the STP model was expanded by including one at a time the nominal variables 

with more than two categories that had been significant in the univariate regressions but had 

been omitted from stepwise regression. These variables were retained if significant at the 0.10 

level. Next, theoretically important variables indicating importance of issues such as health, 

jobs, roads and transport were included in the model one at a time and also retained if they 

were statistically significant. Likewise, the binary variables in the model were replaced with their 

un-recoded counterparts in the Original Dataset and retained if they yielded better results. The 

same was done with each of the remaining variables from the Original Dataset, apart from some 

nominal variables with sparse data in the cells. The latter were recoded into binary variables for 

each category and added to the model one at a time to study their impact. For missing values, 

similar to BNA, the size of the data was maximized by including these values as separate 

categories labelled fear of reprisal. The categories were retained if the overall regression results 

agreed with the results from complete-case analysis. 
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Table 12: Stepwise logistic regression (dependent variable: FAVOPIN_TTP; reference category: unfavorable) 

 
Independent variable (survey question no.) (base 
category) 

Abbreviations 

MODEL I STP MODEL STP-WT MODEL 

Odds 
ratio 

Standard 
error 
(SE) 

95% 
Confidence 

interval 
(CI) 

Odds 
ratio 

Standard 
error 
(SE) 

95% 
Confidence 

interval 
(CI) 

Odds 
ratio 

Standard 
error 
(SE) 

95% 
Confidence 

interval 
(CI) 

1 Suicide attacks justified (Q 20) (never) SUCDATCK_JSTFD 2.71** 1.15 1.17, 6.24 3.71**** 1.40 1.78, 7.76 2.91*** 0.93 1.42, 5.94 

2 
Favorable opinion of Sami ul Haq (Q 9n) 
(unfavorable) 

FAVOPIN_SAMIHAQ 2.64* 1.35 0.97, 7.19 2.74** 1.19 1.17, 6.41 3.20*** 0.89 1.71, 5.96 

3 NGOs important in area (Q 19i) (unimportant) IMP_IN_AREA_NGOS 0.26**** 0.11 0.12, 0.58 0.22**** 0.08 0.11, 0.45 0.22**** 0.08 0.10, 0.47 

4 Favorable opinion of bin Laden (Q 7l) (unfavorable) FAVOPIN_LADEN 4.44** 3.12 1.12, 17.58 4.89*** 2.66 1.68, 14.18 3.41** 1.39 1.37, 8.45 

5 
Arab/foreign fighters important in area (Q 19e) 
(unimportant) 

IMP_IN_AREA_ARBFRN 4.76**** 1.99 2.10, 10.78 2.80*** 1.00 1.39, 5.66 2.28* 0.92 0.93, 5.62 

6 
Suicide attacks on Pakistan civilians justified (Q 21c) 
(never) 

SUCDBMB_TRGT_PKCVL 3.26*** 1.42 1.38, 7.68 2.76*** 1.08 1.29, 5.93 2.98* 1.78 0.79, 11.26 

7 
Justice should be delivered by Taliban (Q 6d) 
(unimportant) 

JUSTGOALS_TALIBAN 3.02*** 1.26 1.33, 6.84 2.40** 0.86 1.19, 4.85 3.12* 1.25 1.28, 7.61 

8 
Suicide attacks on Pakistan military justified (Q 21a) 
(never) 

SUCDBMB_TRGT_PKMIL 2.95** 1.43 1.14, 7.64 2.56** 1.05 1.15, 5.72 2.61 1.85 0.54, 12.61 

9 
Favorable opinion of Jalal Haqqani (Q 9d) 
(unfavorable) 

FAVOPIN_JHAQANI 4.41* 3.57 0.91, 21.51 4.46** 3.34 1.03, 19.37 4.19*** 1.81 1.60, 10.98 

10 
Suicide attacks on US military justified (Q 21b) (never 
or rarely) 

SUCDBMB_TRGT_USMIL 2.86* 1.70 0.89, 9.20 2.11 1.17 0.71, 6.27 2.46* 1.08 0.93, 6.52 

 Constant  0.001 0.00 0.00, 0.01 0.00**** 0.00 0.00, 0.01 0.00**** 0.00 0.00, 0.01 

 
Summary statistics (block) 

 ꭓ2 p-value McFadden’s R2 McFadden’s Adj R2 Number of observations    

Model I 205.57 0.000 0.489 0.437 352   

STP 247.76 0.000 0.492 0.448 425   

        

STP-WT Strata PSUs df F (10, 1) Prob > F Number of observations Population size 

6 16 10 163.01 0.06 425 2,530,235 
 

* p ≤ 0.01; ** p ≤ 0.05; *** p ≤ 0.001; ****p ≤ 0.001 
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Table 13: Logistic regression with unweighted and weighted data: BASE and BASE-WT models 

Independent variable (question no.) (base category) Abbreviations Variable category 
BASE model (Unweighted data) BASE-WT model (Weighted data) 

Odds ratio SE 95% CI Odds ratio SE 95% CI 

Long term goals for economy in the tribal areas: new jobs (Q 4a) 
(somewhat important) 

ECNMYGL_NEW_JBS Somewhat unimportant 0.008*** 0.013 0.00, 0.20 0.004**** 0.004 0.00, 0.04 

Very important 0.20*** 0.12 0.06, 0.67 0.18* 0.15 0.03, 1.16 

Long term goals for economy in the tribal areas: agricultural 
assistance (Q 4d) (not at all important) 

ECNMYGL_AGR_ASIST Somewhat unimportant 0.002**** 0.003 0.00, 0.04 0.001**** 0.001 0.00, 0.02 

Somewhat important 0.003**** 0.004 0.00, 0.05 0.003**** 0.004 0.00, 0.06 

Very important 0.009**** 0.012 0.00, 0.12 0.008**** 0.008 0.00, 0.08 

Justice should be delivered by Taliban (Q 6d) (unimportant)  JUSTGOALS_TALIBAN Important 6.35**** 2.48 2.95, 13.66 8.68**** 3.18 3.87, 19.46 

Fear of reprisal 3.41 2.98 0.61, 18.93 4.20** 2.33 1.24, 14.27 

Long term goal of Pak govt: implement sharia (Q 2g)(unimportant) GOPGL_SHARIA Important 2.98* 1.70 0.97, 9.13 3.19** 1.52 1.12, 9.08 

Education goal: build girls’ schools (Q 3b) (not at all important) GOPGL_GRL_SCHLS Somewhat important & important 0.02**** 0.02 0.00, 0.16 0.02**** 0.01 0.01, 0.05 

Favorable opinion of Pakistan’s federal government (Q 7g) 
(unfavorable)  

FAVOPIN_FEDGOVT Favorable 0.45** 0.16 0.22, 0.92 0.40** 0.14 0.19, 0.85 

Fear of reprisal 1.08 0.99 0.18, 6.51 0.85 0.38 0.32, 2.25 

Favorable opinion of Gen. Musharraf (Q 9a) (very unfavorable)  FAVOPIN_MUSHRF Somewhat unfavorable & favorable 6.17**** 2.66 2.65, 14.37 6.75*** 3.32 2.29, 19.90 

Favorable opinion of Sami ul Haq (Q 9n) (favorable) FAVOPIN_SAMIHAQ Unfavorable 0.27*** 0.12 1.11, 0.66 0.26*** 0.11 0.11, 0.631 

Fear of reprisal 2.54 1.52 0.79, 8.21 2.49 1.74 0.53, 11.65 

Favorable opinion of Jalal Haqqani (Q 9d) (somewhat unfavorable 
& favorable)  

FAVOPIN_JHAQANI Very unfavorable 0.04**** 0.03 0.01, 0.21 0.05**** 12.02 0.01, 0.16 

Fear of reprisal 0.47 0.23 0.18, 1.24 0.41** 6.39 0.17, 0.96 

Favorable opinion of Afghan Taliban (Q 7f) (unfavorable)  FAVOPIN_AFGHNTALIB Favorable 5.57**** 2.11 2.65, 11.70 4.67** 2.32 1.57, 13.95 

Fear of reprisal 0.22 0.28 0.02, 2.87 0.33 0.44 0.02, 6.26 

Suicide attacks justified (Q 20) (never) SUCDATCK_JSTFD Rarely, sometimes & often justified 2.08* 0.84 0.94, 4.60 1.71 0.66 0.73, 4.02 

Fear of reprisal 3.79** 2.24 1.20, 12.04 3.45*** 1.17 1.63, 7.28 

Suicide attacks justified if target Pak civilians (Q 21c) (never) SUCDBMB_TRGT_PKCVL Rarely, sometimes & often justified 5.97**** 3.18 2.10, 16.96 6.84** 4.64 1.54, 30.41 

Problem in region: refugee exodus (Q 1j) (unimportant)  PRBLM_RFGEE_EXDS Important 4.76*** 2.47 1.72, 13.18 4.11** 2.24 1.24, 13.62 

Fear of reprisal 0.24 0.38 0.01, 5.52 0.46 0.59 0.03, 7.87 

Long term goal of Pak government: support more drone attacks (Q 
2f) (not at all important)  

GOPGL_SPRT_DRN Somewhat unimportant 0.01**** 0.01 0.00, 0.08 0.01*** 0.01 0.00, 0.12 

Somewhat important 0.54 0.32 0.17, 1.73 0.36** 0.16 0.13, 0.98 

Very important 0.23**** 0.11 0.10, 0.57 0.25**** 0.06 0.14, 0.42 

Fear of reprisal 0.06** 0.07 0.01, 0.65 0.03** 0.05 0.00, 0.70 

Perceived threat to personal safety (Q 14) (Pak Army; ISI) THRT_TO_PRSNL_SFTY TTP 0.03**** 0.03 0.00, 0.20 0.04*** 0.03 0.01, 0.18 

Afghan Talib; Al-Qaeda & foreign fighters 0.55 0.40 0.13, 2.27 1.07* 1.12 0.11, 10.62 

India & Israel 0.07**** 0.06 0.02, 0.34 0.09** 0.05 0.02, 0.34 

United States 0.15** 0.11 0.04, 0.63 0.18** 0.12 0.04, 0.82 

Fear of reprisal 1.80 1.54 0.33, 9.66 3.17 2.32 0.63, 15.84 

NGOs important in area (Q 19i) (unimportant) IMP_IN_AREA_NGOS Important 0.35*** 0.13 0.17, 0.72 0.31** 0.12 0.13, 0.73 

Fear of reprisal 0.06** 0.09 0.00, 0.95 0.14 0.17 0.01, 2.07 

Arab and foreign fighters important in area (Q 19e) (not at all 
important) 

IMP_IN_AREA_ARBFRN Somewhat important & important 2.18** 0.87 1.00, 4.75 1.91* 0.61 0.95, 3.86 

Fear of reprisal 3.23* 2.27 0.82, 12.78 2.66 1.75 0.62, 11.37 

Constant   0.46 0.96 0.01, 26.95 0.90 1.02 0.07, 10.84 

Summary statistics (block) 

BASE  
ꭓ2 p-value McFadden’s R2 McFadden’s Adj R2 Number of observations    

568.51 0.000 0.640 0.557 737   

BASE-WT  
Strata PSUs df F (10, 1) Prob > F Number of observations Population size 

6 17 11 Not reported Not reported 737 2171620 

* p ≤ 0.1; ** p ≤ 0.05; *** p ≤ 0.01; **** p ≤ 0.001 
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The model generated in the above manner, which will be called the BASE model, 

comprised a total of 17 variables (Table 13). In order to control for the effect of the survey 

design, two variables, agencies and PSUs, and demographic variables such as gender and age, 

that could not be used for calculating post-stratification weights had been added at different 

stages of the modelling process. None of these variables were, however, significant. On the 

contrary, PSUs with 17 categories and tribal affiliation with 37 adversely affected the standard 

errors. The bias resulting from the omission of the control variables in the BASE model was 

covered by using the variables in the model for a design-based analysis that accounted for the 

strata, PSUs, and sample weights (see Table 13). 

Detailed analysis of the new weighted model, which will be called the BASE-WT model, 

will be provided in the next chapter. But briefly introducing the results, similar to the STP and 

STP-WT models, the output of the regression was not very different from the BASE model 

indicating that the main causes for support for political violence in the tribal areas were not 

divided along the lines of the survey strata and PSUs.  

Step 4: Post-regression tests and improvement of the BASE model 

Allison (2014) divides post-logistic regression tests into two categories: tests that check a 

model’s predictive power and those that evaluate a model’s goodness of fit. The first, predictive 

power, refers to how well a model describes the dependent variable. Measures of predictive 

power include statistics such as R-square and area under the Receiver Operating Curve (ROC) 

that mostly fall on a range of 0 to 1, with closer to 1 values indicating better models (Allison 

2014; also see Hosmer 2000: 143-202). The second, goodness of fit, checks whether there is 

room for improving a model. For logistic regression, this means testing whether the model has 
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satisfied its main assumptions: the logit link is the correct function to use; the model has no 

specification flaws and includes all relevant variables; and there is no multicollinearity (see e.g. 

Menard 2011a: 68-91; Hosmer, Lemeshow, and Sturdivant 2013: 153; Tabachnick and Fiddell 

2013: 445-446).   Measures for evaluating a model’s goodness of fit include the Pearson’s chi 

square and Hosmer-Lemeshow test that are framed on the null hypothesis that the fitted model 

is correct. Hence, a higher p-value supports the null hypothesis (see Allison 2014).  

Apart from measures of predictive power and goodness of fit, post-regression 

diagnostics of interest include measures of the relative predictive strength of independent 

variables and information about any outliers or influential observations in the data. The latter 

are particularly important as they can impact other diagnostic statistics and distort the results of 

logistic regression model, for instance, by inflating or deflating the odds ratio. Hence, before 

investigating the goodness of fit of the BASE model, it was important to isolate cases that did 

not blend in with the regression trends.  

Influential observations: An easy way to isolate influential observations is by plotting them 

graphically against the Pearson and deviance residuals. Pearson chi square residuals measure 

the overall deviation of the observed values from the fitted values and may be calculated by 

dividing this difference with the standard deviation of the observed values (see Vittinghoff et al. 

2012: 175-177). The deviance residual is the contribution of each observation to the overall 

residual deviance where the latter is calculated as twice the difference between the log 

likelihoods of the saturated and fitted models (see Hosmer, Lemeshow, and Sturdivant 2013: 

156). Two other statistics, the dx2 and dd, measure the change in the deviance and chi-square 
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that can be attributed to a single observation, whereas another, the hat diagonal or Pregibon 

leverage calculates the leverage of an observation on model parameters. 

Plotting the Pearson residual for the LOG model indicated two outlier observations, 132 

and 173 (Figure 10). The second of these observations also had the most extreme deviance 

residual and the greatest impact, 1500, on dx2 (Figures 11 and 12). Despite being influential on 

the other statistics, the observations, however, did not have aberrant values of hat diagonals 

that suggested high leverage (Figure 13).  
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Figure 10: Pearson residual (BASE model) Figure 11: Deviance residual (BASE model) 

Figure 12: dx2 (BASE model) Figure 13: Pregibon leverage (BASE model) 
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Detailed investigation of the two case, 132 and 173, showed that both pertained to 

individuals who had a somewhat favorable opinion of TTP but followed trends that were 

contrary to the regression results. As the Pearson residual indicated, the trends for observation 

at number 173 were more extreme and inconsistent with the remaining data as compared to 

observation 132. Although both the observations were not influential in terms of leverage, 

removing them from the model turned two variables, IMP_IN_AREA_ARBFRN (Q 19e) and 

FAVOPIN_FEDGOVT (Q 7g) insignificant. Omitting the cases from the model also improved its 

predictive power and goodness of fit statistics, described next.  

Testing the predictive power of the Base model: A logistic regression model is based on 

maximum likelihood estimates and, unlike ordinary least squares (OLS) regression, not aimed at 

minimizing variance. The most common goodness of fit statistic in OLS, the R-square, that 

captures the amount of variance in the dependent variable attributed to the explanatory 

variables, is therefore not appropriate for the method. Instead, the different pseudo R-squares 

that have been suggested as alternatives, such as the McFadden Pseudo R2 (McFadden 1974)  

are mostly used for comparison of nested models predicting the same outcome on the same 

sample (see Gordon 2012: 580).   The same is true for the likelihood ratio (LR) chi-square test 

that compares the log likelihood of the full model with the intercept-only model.  

There are two statistics, AIC, the Aikaike Information Criteria (Akaike 1998, Burnham 

and Anderson 2004) and the Bayesian Information Criteria (BIC) (Stone 1979; Raftery 1995) that 

can be used to compare both nested and non-nested models. Although there is some debate on 

which is the better of the two measures, both work by rewarding models for a smaller deviance, 
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while imposing a penalty for complexity. For two competing models, a model with lower AIC and 

BIC is generally considered better. 

For the BASE model, the AIC and BIC were 393 and 563 respectively, which improved 

considerably by a margin of 28 and 46 respectively when observations number 132 and 173 and 

the two variables, IMP_IN_AREA_ARBFRN and FAVOPIN-FEDGOVT, were omitted. Likewise, 

McFadden’s R2 improved from 0.640 for the BASE model to 0.661 for the reduced model (see 

Table 14).  

 
 
 
Table 14: The predictive quality of the BASE and LOG models 

 Statistics  BASE LOG Difference 

N 737 735 2 

D 319.5 (700) 299.535(702) 20.009(2) 

LR 568.5 (36) 583.560(32) 15.050(4) 

Prob > LR 0.000 0.000 0.005 

McFadden's R2 0.640 0.661 -0.021 

McFadden's Adj R2 0.557 0.586 -0.029 

AIC  393.54 365.535 28.009 

BIC  563.84 517.331 46.509 

 
 
 

The results of tests to evaluate the goodness of fit of the BASE model, described next, 

also suggested that the reduced model was a better option. This improved model will 

henceforth be called the LOG model (Table 15). Since most goodness of fit tests for logistic 

regression cannot be applied to weighted data, for the purpose of simplification, most of the 

discussion that follows focuses only on the BASE and LOG models. The design-based version of 

these models, the BASE-WT and LOG-WT models (see Tables 13 and 15), will be discussed 

separately. 
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Table 15: Logistic regression with unweighted and weighted data: LOG and LOG-WT models 

 
Independent variable (question no.) (base category) Abbreviations Variable category LOG model (Unweighted data) LOG-WT model (Weighted data) 

Odds ratio SE 95% CI Odds ratio SE 95% CI 

Long term goals for economy in the tribal areas: new jobs (Q 4a) 
(somewhat important) 

ECNMYGL_NEW_JBS Somewhat unimportant 0.003**** 0.02 0.00, 0.11 0.002**** 0.002 0.00, 0.02 

Very important 0.15*** 0.09 0.04, 0.51 0.17* 0.18 0.02, 1.64 

Long term goals for economy in the tribal areas: agricultural 
assistance (Q 4d) (not at all important) 

ECNMYGL_AGR_ASIST Somewhat unimportant 0.001**** 0.002 0.00, 0.03 0.00**** 0.00 0.00, 0.01 

Somewhat important 0.002**** 0.003 0.00, 0.04 0.00**** 0.00 0.00, 0.04 

Very important 0.006**** 0.008 0.00, 0.11 0.01**** 0.01 0.00, 0.05 

Justice should be delivered by Taliban (Q 6d) (unimportant)  JUSTGOALS_TALIBAN Important 8.76**** 3.52 3.98, 19.25 11.53**** 5.03 4.42, 30.13 

Fear of reprisal 6.37** 5.49 1.18, 34.42 7.70** 5.80 1.47, 40.41 

Long term goal of Pak govt: implement strict sharia (Q 2g) 
(unimportant) 

GOPGL_SHARIA Important 3.09** 1.90 0.92, 10.36 3.45*** 1.44 1.38, 8.62 

Education goal: build girls’ schools (Q 3b) (not at all important) GOPGL_GRL_SCHLS Somewhat important & important 0.01**** 0.02 0.00, 0.14 0.01**** 0.01 0.00, 0.04 

Favorable opinion of Gen. Musharraf (Q 9a) (very unfavorable)  FAVOPIN_MUSHRF Somewhat unfavorable & favorable 8.31*** 3.81 3.39, 20.40 7.60**** 2.75 3.42, 16.87 

Favorable opinion of Sami ul Haq (Q 9n) (favorable) FAVOPIN_SAMIHAQ Unfavorable 0.31** 0.14 0.12, 0.76 0.30*** 0.12 0.12, 0.73 

Fear of reprisal 3.12* 1.99 0.90, 10.90 3.00* 1.83 0.78, 11.49 

Favorable opinion of Jalal Haqqani (Q 9d) (somewhat unfavorable 
& favorable)  

FAVOPIN_JHAQANI Very unfavorable 0.02**** 0.02 0.00, 0.13 0.03**** 0.03 0.01, 0.18 

Fear of reprisal 0.51 0.25 0.20, 1.31 0.44** 0.15 0.21, 0.92 

Favorable opinion of Afghan Taliban (Q 7f) (unfavorable)  FAVOPIN_AFGHNTALIB Favorable 7.40**** 2.96 3.38, 16.21 5.40*** 2.68 1.81, 16.13 

Fear of reprisal 0.35 0.44 0.03, 4.18 0.40 0.50 0.02, 6.45 

Suicide attacks justified (Q 20) (never) SUCDATCK_JSTFD Rarely, sometimes & often justified 2.57** 1.03 1.17, 5.66 2.01 0.97 0.70, 5.83 

Fear of reprisal 6.81**** 4.04 2.13, 21.80 5.44*** 2.21 2.22, 13.32 

Suicide attacks justified if target Pak civilians (Q 21c) (never) SUCDBMB_TRGT_PKCVL Rarely, sometimes & often justified 6.09**** 3.36 2.07, 17.93 6.59** 4.70 1.37, 31.70 

Problem in region: refugee exodus (Q 1j) (unimportant)  PRBLM_RFGEE_EXDS Important 5.62*** 3.10 1.90, 16.57 4.72** 3.03 1.15, 19.41 

Fear of reprisal 0.30 0.47 0.01, 6.57 0.49 0.52 0.05, 4.91 

Long term goal of Pak government: support more drone attacks (Q 
2f) (not at all important)  

GOPGL_SPRT_DRN Somewhat unimportant 0.01**** 0.01 0.00, 0.08 0.01**** 0.01 0.00, 0.10 

Somewhat important 0.51 0.30 0.16, 1.60 0.34* 0.20 0.10, 1.21 

Very important 0.12**** 0.05 0.05, 0.29 0.13**** 0.03 0.07, 0.24 

Fear of reprisal 0.07** 0.08 0.01, 0.71 0.04** 0.05 0.00, 0.57 

Perceived threat to personal safety (Q 14) (Pak Army/ISI) THRT_TO_PRSNL_SFTY TTP 0.02**** 0.02 0.00, 0.12 0.02**** 0.02 0.00, 0.12 

Afghan Talib; Al-Qaeda & foreign fighters 0.37 0.27 0.09, 1.57 0.79 0.86 0.07, 8.64 

India & Israel 0.05**** 0.04 0.01, 0.25 0.07**** 0.04 0.02, 0.24 

United States 0.07**** 0.06 0.02, 0.34 0.12*** 0.08 0.03, 0.48 

Fear of reprisal 1.10 0.96 0.20, 6.09 2.26 1.79 0.39, 12.93 

NGOs important in area (Q 19i) (unimportant) IMP_IN_AREA_NGOS Important 0.29**** 0.11 0.14, 0.60 0.25*** 0.09 0.12, 0.55 

Fear of reprisal 0.19 0.27 0.01, 2.87 0.32 0.31 0.04, 2.77 

Constant   0.28 0.66 0.00, 26.41 2505.90 2919 193, 32557 

 
Summary statistics (block) 

LOG model 
ꭓ2 p-value McFadden’s R2 McFadden’s Adj R2 Number of observations    

583.56 0.000 0.661 0.586 735   

LOG-WT 
model 

Strata PSUs df F (10, 1) Prob > F Number of observations Population size 

6 17 11 Not reported Not reported 735 2167990 

* p ≤ 0.1; ** p ≤ 0.05; *** p ≤ 0.01; **** p ≤ 0.001  
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The predictive quality of the BASE and LOG models was further compared by checking 

their classification accuracy. A classification table for logistic regression is the equivalent of a 

confusion matrix used in Bayesian network analysis. The table is based on predicted 

probabilities for each observation in a model and can be used to identify a model’s sensitivity 

and specifity, or the percentage of correctly classified positive and negative observations 

respectively. For a binary variable coded 0 and 1, predicted probabilities can, for instance, be 

grouped into two corresponding categories in which predicted values falling below 0.5 can be 

labelled as 0, and values of 0.5 and above labelled as 1. The output can also be manipulated 

through the cut-off score, which can be changed from 0.5 to some other figure (see Osborne 

2015: 51-52; Gordon 2012: 576). The predicted number of cases for each category can then be 

tabulated against the observed data.  

Predicted probabilities for the two categories of the binary variable used in the BASE 

and LOG models were calculated using the 0.5 cut-off criterion. The classification accuracy of 

models was about 95% for the category coded 0 (unfavorable) and between 82% to 85%  for 1 

(favorable) (Tables 16).  

 
 
 
Table 16: Classification accuracy of the BASE & LOG models (N: 735) 

DV: FAVOPIN_TTP  
BASE model LOG model 

Predicted 0 Predicted 1 Total Predicted 0 Predicted 1 Total 

very unfavorable/ 
somewhat unfavorable  

501 22 523 499 24 523 

95.79 4.21  95.41 4.59  

very fav/somewhat fav  35 179 214 32 180 212 

16.36 83.64  15.09 84.91  

Total 536 201 737 531 204 735 
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The classification accuracy of the two models was also examined on the Receiver 

Operating Curve (ROC) already defined with reference to the Bayesian network. The area under 

the curve was 0.9638 area for the BASE model and 96.86% for the LOG model indicating that the 

latter had a slightly better capability of distinguishing between the classes of the DV (Figures 14 

and 15). 

 
 
 
 AUC: 0.9638            AUC: 0.9686 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Goodness of fit statistics: Common statistics for assessing a model’s goodness of fit include 

deviance, Pearson’s chi-square, and Hosmer-Lemeshow (HL) goodness of fit chi-square for 

grouped data. A significant p-value on these statistics indicates room for improving a model, for 

instance, by changing the link function between the dependent and explanatory variables or by 

including interaction terms (see Allison 2014). However, as Menard (2011a: 2) points out, model 

misspecification is more likely to result from the latter, that is, the choice of variables on the 

right side of the regression equation, as compared to  the link function.    

Figure 14: Area under the ROC (BASE model) Figure 15: Area under the ROC (LOG model) 
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 The deviance statistic compares the likelihood ratio of a saturated with a fitted model. A 

more common alternative is the Pearson’s chi-square test. The test relies on covariate patterns 

to check whether the number of cases predicted by the model for each covariate pattern 

matches the observed. But when continuous predictors are introduced, the statistic may not 

approximate a chi-square distribution and, instead, HL goodness of fit chi square is 

recommended. The HL test clubs observations on the basis of predicted probabilities into a user-

specified number of groups and calculates the group probabilities by multiplying the average of 

each group with the number of cases in that group. The results are then used for a Pearson’s 

chi-square to test the predicted probability against the observed (see Long and Freese 2006: 156 

for a simple explanation).  For the present analysis, there were no continuous predictors in the 

regression equation that would necessitate the HL test. The test was, therefore, carried out only 

as a support for the Pearson’s chi-square. 

For the BASE model, the Pearson’s chi-square statistic of 1991.25 was significant, 

indicating that the model did not have a satisfactory fit. However, when the two influential 

observations, 132 and 173, and the variables IMP_IN_AREA_ARBFRN and FAVOPIN- FEDGOVT 

were removed, the statistic decreased by a very large margin to 408 and returned an 

insignificant p-value of 0.1226 (Table 17). The corresponding number of covariate patterns for 

the reduced model also decreased from 436 to 409 respectively. Likewise, the HL test on the 

BASE model provided only a weak support for the null hypothesis that the predicted 

probabilities matched the observed. The test was insignificant with ten groups, but significant 

when the number of groups was decreased to 5 or increased in increments of 5. Contrarily, the 

HL test for the LOG model remained insignificant even when the number of groups was 

increased or decreased.  
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Table 17: Goodness of fit statistics for the BASE and LOG models 

Statistics BASE LOG 

number of observations 737 735 

number of covariate patterns 436 409 

Pearson’s chi2(376) 1991.25 408.08 

Prob > chi2 0.0000 0.1226 

Number of groups for HL test 10 10 

Hosmer-Lemeshow chi2(8)  12.67 12.67 

Prob > chi2  0.1238 0.1238 

Number of groups for HL test 5 5 

Hosmer-Lemeshow chi2(8)  7.86 1.21 

Prob > chi2  0.049 0.7511 

Number of groups for HL test 5 15 

Hosmer-Lemeshow chi2(8)  7.86 13.18 

Prob > chi2  0.049 0.4339 

 

 

 

Other than the above-mentioned tests, one simple way of finding out how well a model 

fits the data is through the linktest (stata.com n.d.). The test uses the linear predicted 

value (_hat) from the fitted model and linear predicted value squared (_hatsq) as predictors in 

logistic regression with the DV. For correctly specified models the Wald test results for the 

former should be significant, but the latter should be insignificant. If otherwise, there is a 

possibility that some variables relevant to the model could have been omitted. Or, alternatively, 

in some cases, the logistic function may not be the correct method for modelling the 

relationship between the DV and the independent variables and, instead, some other binary 

regression model should be considered (see Vittinghoff et al.  2012: 177).  For the BASE and LOG 

models, the linktest returned p-values that were significant for _hat but insignificant for _hatsq 

indicating no major specification flaws (Table 18). 
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Table 18: Results of linktest for the BASE and LOG models 

 BASE LOG 

  _hat _hatsq _hat _hatsq 

Coefficient 0.995 -0.006 0.985 -0.036 

Standard error 0.084 0.030 0.083 0.029 

z 11.88 -0.19 11.92 -1.25 

P>z    0.000 0.847 0.000 0.211 

 
 
 

The specification of logistic models can also be checked through likelihood ratio (LR) 

tests. The tests compare the relative fit of nested models against the null hypothesis that an 

independent variable or set of variables that have been removed from a reduced model have 0 

coefficient, or no effect on regression (see Long and Freese 2006: 420). As the comparison is 

only possible over the same set of observations, the test could not be used to examine the 

relative fit of the BASE and LOG models which had a difference of two observations, numbers 

132 and 173. Nevertheless, when these observations were removed from the BASE model for 

comparison with the nested LOG model, the LR test returned a chi-square statistic of 2.42 which 

was insignificant with a p-value of 0.298, suggesting that the models were better off without the 

two variables, IMP_IN_AREA_ARBFRN and FAVOPIN_FEDGOVT.   

Post-estimation of the design-based BASE-WT and LOG-WT models: As mentioned earlier, 

several post-estimation tests available for logistic regression cannot be used for design-based 

models. Relying on some basic tests, the predictive power of the BASE-WT and LOG-WT models 

was checked by comparing the classification accuracy of the predicted values against the 

observed data, and the goodness of fit of the models was examined through linktest (Tables 19 

and 20). The classification accuracy of the two models was comparable with that of the BASE 

and LOG models and the linktest was insignificant, indicating that the specification of the two 

models was satisfactory. 
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Table 19: Classification accuracy of the BASE-WT & LOG-WT models (N: 735) 

DV: FAVOPIN_TTP  
BASE model LOG model 

Predicted 0 Predicted 1 Total Predicted 0 Predicted 1 Total 

very unfavorable/ 
somewhat unfavorable  

500 23 523 500.00 23 523 

95.60 4.4 
 

95.60 4.4  

very fav/somewhat fav  38 176 214 36 176 212 

17.76 82.24 
 

16.98 83.02  

Total 538 199 737 536 199 735 

 
 
 
Table 20: Results of linktest for the BASE and LOG models 

 BASE-WT LOG-WT 

_hat _hatsq _hat _hatsq 

Coefficient 1.00 -0.04 1.01 -0.05 

SE** 0.08 0.04 0.09 0.03 

z 12.09 -1.01 11.01 -1.39 

P>z 0.000 0.336 0.000 0.191 

CI*** 0.82, 
1.18 

-0.12, 
0.04 

0.80, 
1.21 

-0.12, 
0.03 

 
 
 
Step 5: Ordinal and multinomial regressions and multiple imputation  

The reliability of the LOG model as well as the dichotomized dependent variable, FAVOPIN_TTP, 

was checked by running unweighted and weighted ordinal and multinomial regressions. For 

ordinal regression, the DV was used in its original four-level scheme: very unfavorable, 

somewhat unfavorable, somewhat favorable, and very favorable. However, for multinomial 

regression the first two categories were collapsed to increase the datapoints in the base 

category. Further improvements in the two regressions required a slight deviation from the 

specification of the LOG model. For ordinal regression, the model statistics improved upon 

changing the base categories for some variables, removal of two variables, ECNMYGL_AGR_ 

ASIST and PRBLM_RFGEE_EXDS, and inclusion of one interaction term in the design-based 

analysis (Appendix C). For multinomial regression thinly distributed categorical data inflated the 

standard errors of three variables, ECNMYGL_AGR_ASIST, ECNMYGL_NEW_JBS, and 
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FAVOPIN_JHAQANI beyond the level where results could be relied upon for statistical inference. 

Besides, for most variables, the category fear of reprisal recoded from missing data had very 

large standard errors. The regression output was therefore improved by removing such 

problematic variables and missing data (Appendix D).  

A final check involved imputation of missing values in the LOG and LOG-WT models. 

Methods for handling missing data range from simple such as mean imputation and list-wise 

deletion to advanced, including Expectation Maximization (EM) (Dempster, Laird and Rubin 

1977) and multiple imputation (MI) (see Schafer 1997: 104 & 193-208; Schafer and Olsen 1998; 

Allison 2000).    The advanced methods work under the assumption that the data is MAR, or 

Missing at Random, that is the missing values do not depend on the true value of the observed 

variable but can be calculated using information on other variables (see Rubin 1976). Applying 

this assumption on the NAF & TFT (2010) data, missing values in the LOG model could be 

imputed using either EM or MI. Both methods produce maximum likelihood estimates of the 

missing data, but whereas EM generates only a single dataset of imputed values (Schafer 1997: 

163-178), the more sophisticated MI aims at capturing the uncertainty in the imputation process 

by generating multiple datasets before combining them into one.  

The first step in the imputation of the LOG model variables involved verifying if the data 

used in the regression qualified as MAR. A simple test for checking the assumption can be 

performed by recoding the variables with missing data into a binary form, with the missing 

values labelled as 1, and using the recodes in logistic regressions with the other variables in the 

dataset to investigate if the latter predict the missing values (see SSCC 2013). For the LOG 

model, univariate and multiple regressions of the binary variables with the other variables 
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returned statistically significant relationships, which indicated that the other variables could be 

used as predictors for the missing data.  

Following the first step, the variables in the LOG model were imputed using the multiple 

imputation by chained equation (MICE) method. MICE is a popular technique in which missing 

values for each variable being imputed are computed by regressing the variable on the others in 

the imputation set. The procedure is repeated to generate a user-specified number of datasets 

that are later combined into one (see Raghunathan et al. 2001; White, Royston and Wood 

2011). Since the regression method in MICE can be selected to suit the distinct requirements of 

different types of variables, the dichotomous and multinomial data used in the LOG models 

could be imputed through logistic and multinomial regressions. The only exception was the 

variable THRT_TO_PRSNL_SFTY (Q 14) which had to be omitted on account of small cell sizes 

that prevented the imputation process from convergence. Once the imputed dataset was 

available for the remaining variables, the missing values in this variable were recoded as a 

separate category, fear of reprisal.  

With the dataset thus completed, the final step involved using it in two new weighted 

and unweighted logistic regressions models, LOGIMP and LOGIMP-WT (see Appendix E), which 

could be compared with the LOG and LOG-WT models.  

Limitations of the logistic regression analysis on the NAF & TFT (2010) data 

Reviewing some general issues with the regression process: To avoid problems associated with 

sparse categorical data, wherever possible, the collapsed variables from the Final Dataset were 

preferred over variables from the Original Dataset. However, wide confidence intervals and 

large standard errors continued to appear in regression outputs. The errors were particularly 
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inflated where missing values had been included in the modelling procedure as separate 

categories. A corollary to this problem was that the design-based LOG-WT, OLOG, and MLOG 

regressions failed to report the F-statistic and its significance that could indicate whether these 

models were better than their intercept-only counterparts.   

Dealing with the above problem required manipulating the independent variables for 

the best regression results. For instance, where regressions yielded very large standard errors 

and wide confidence intervals for some binary variables, the base categories were changed from 

0 to 1.  The same treatment was required for the nominal variable, THRT_TO_PRSNL_SFTY, for 

which the base category was changed for some models from TTP to Pakistan Army and ISI. Such 

changes interfered with the most logical and consistent interpretation of regression results 

across the different models but were necessary to make the results statistically acceptable.  

Most important, the use of multiple imputation allowed cross validating the regression 

results with a model from the complete 876 observations. The LOGIMP and LOGIMP-WT models 

generated with the imputed data not only had smaller standard errors, but the latter also 

carried the F-statistic that had eluded other design-based regressions. 

Comparative statistics of different regression models 

Overall, the different regressions supported the results of the LOG models, suggesting that the 

broad trends underlying the data were somewhat independent of the modelling technique. 

Some post-regression tests, mentioned below, provide details of the prediction accuracy for the 

design-based models, the results of linktest for the OLOG models, and some basic statistics for 

comparing the three model-based regressions: LOG, MLOG, and OLOG. A detailed comparison of 

all the new models with the LOG regressions was, however, not possible. This was because 
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other than prediction-based analyses, most of the commonly available diagnostics and tests for 

assessing the fit of a logistic regression model are not available for ordinal and multinomial 

regressions or regressions on imputed data. The choice of measures for evaluating the design-

based models is also limited as most measures assume that the data used in modelling is the 

result of random selection.  

Starting with the prediction accuracy, the predicted probabilities for the two categories 

of the binary variable used in the LOG model had been calculated using the 0.5 cut-off criterion. 

For ordinal and multinomial regressions, predicted probabilities were first calculated for each 

outcome of the DV. Instead of using the 0.5 cut off, the observations were then placed in the 

outcome with the highest prediction. The DV had been collapsed into three categories for the 

MLOG model whereas the OLOG model had used the original four categories. Cross-tabulating 

the predicted class with the observed for the MLOG and OLOG models showed that both the 

models had trouble discriminating between the adjacent negative categories, very unfavorable 

and somewhat unfavorable and the two positive categories, very favorable and somewhat 

favorable (Tables 22, 23, 26, 27). But the classification accuracy of the models improved when 

the predicted probabilities were collapsed into two categories (Tables 24, 25, 28,29).  

The goodness of fit of OLOG and OLOG-WT models could be evaluated on the results of 

linktest for _hat and _hatsq. The tests were significant for _hat and insignificant for _hatsq 

suggesting that the models had no major specification flaws (Table 30). But two tests for 

checking the proportional odds assumption suggested that ordinal regression was possibly not 

the right choice for modelling the Likert scale NAF & TFT (2010) data.  
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Table 21: Classification accuracy of the OLOG model over the 
original 4 categories of the DV (N: 743) 

 

Table 22: Classification accuracy of the OLOG-WT model over 
the original 4 categories of the DV (N: 743) 

Table 23: Classification accuracy of the OLOG model with 2 
categories (N: 743) 

 

Table 24: Classification accuracy of the OLOG-WT model 
with 2 categories (N: 743) 

  

DV: FAVOPIN_TTP 0 1 Total 

Very & somewhat 
unfavorable 

490 37 527 

92.98 7.02  

Very & somewhat 
favorable 

46 170 216 

21.3 78.7  

Total 536 207 743 

 

 

DV: FAVOPIN_TTP 1 2 3 4 Total 

Very unfavorable 340 29 10 0 379 

89.71% 7.65% 2.64% 0.00%  

Somewhat 
unfavorable 

49 72 27 0 148 

33.11% 48.65% 18.24% 0.00%  

Somewhat favorable 15 26 128 5 174 

8.52% 14.77% 72.73% 2.84%  

Very favorable 5 0 30 7 42 

11.90% 0.00% 71.43% 16.67%  

Total 409 127 195 12 743 

 

 

DV: FAVOPIN_TTP 1 2 3 4 Total 

Very unfavorable 343 19 17 0 379 

90.50% 5.01% 4.49% 0.00%  

Somewhat 
unfavorable 

73 35 40 0 148 

49.32% 23.65% 27.03% 0.00%  

Somewhat favorable 17 19 130 8 174 

9.66% 10.80% 73.86% 4.55%  

Very favorable 2 4 29 7 42 

4.76% 9.52% 69.05% 16.67%  

Total 435 77 216 15 743 

 

 

DV: FAVOPIN_TTP 0 1 Total 

Very & somewhat 
unfavorable 

470 57 527 

89.18 10.82  

Very & somewhat 
favorable 

42 174 216 

19.44 80.56  

Total 512 231 743 
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Table 25: Classification accuracy of the MLOG model over a 3 
category recode of the DV (N: 660) 

Table 26: Classification accuracy of the MLOG-WT 
model over a 3 category recode of the DV (N: 660) 

 

Table 27: Classification accuracy of the MLOG model with 
2 categories of predicted probabilities (N: 660) 

Table 28: Classification accuracy of the MLOG-WT model 
with 2 categories of predicted probabilities (N: 660) 

 
DV: FAVOPIN_TTP 0 1  Total 

Very & somewhat 
unfavorable  

422 34  456 

92.54 7.46   
Very & somewhat 
favorable 

56.00 148.00  204 

27.45 72.55   
Total 478 182  660 

 

 
DV: FAVOPIN_TTP 1 2 3 Total 

Very & somewhat 
unfavorable 

422 30 4 456 

92.54% 6.58% 0.88%  

Somewhat favorable 36 120 7 163 

21.82% 72.73% 4.24%  

Very favorable 20 11 10 41 

48.78% 26.83% 24.39%  

Total 478 161 21 660 

 

 
DV: FAVOPIN_TTP 1 2 3 Total 

Very & somewhat 
unfavorable 

423 29 4 456 

92.76% 6.36% 0.88%  

Somewhat favorable 32 125 6 163 

19.39% 75.76% 3.64%  

Very favorable 20 15 6 41 

48.78% 36.59% 14.63%  

Total 475 169 16 660 

 

 
DV: FAVOPIN_TTP 0 1  Total 

Very & somewhat 
unfavorable  

422 34  456 

92.54 7.46   
Very & somewhat 
favorable 

56.00 148.00  204 

27.45 72.55   
Total 478 182  660 
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The first of these tests, omodel is an omnibus likelihood ratio test framed on the null 

hypothesis that there is no difference in coefficients between models; the second, a Wald test 

by Brant (1990), checks the proportional odds assumption separately for each variable in a 

model (Long and Freese 2006: 199). Since the two tests do not work with factor variables, the 

regression equation was simplified by keeping only the binary recodes. In case these recodes 

had a large number of missing values in the categories fear of reprisal, this data was dropped so 

that it did not affect the integrity of the binary variable. The nominal variable THRT_TO_PRSNL_ 

SFTY was also omitted from the testing process. The other variables were then checked both 

cumulatively and individually.  

Throughout the above process, the omodel test consistently returned highly significant 

p-value for the selected variables (see e.g. Table 30), whereas the Brant test showed that at the 

0.05 level of significance the model met the assumption of parallel regression for only two 

independent variables: GOPGL_SHARIA (long term goal of Pakistan Government: Implement 

strict sharia, Q 2g) and GOPGL_GRL_SCHLS (education goal: build girls’ schools, Q 3b) (see Table 

31). 

 

Table 29: Results of linktest for the LOG and OLOG models 

 OLOG OLOG-WT 

_hat _hatsq _hat _hatsq 

Coefficient 0.97 -0.02 1.05 -0.02 

SE* 0.06 0.02 0.14 0.03 

z 16.74 -1.23 7.34 -0.83 

P>z 0.000 0.221 0.000 0.424 

CI** 0.86, 1.08 -0.06, 0.01 0.73, 1.36 -0.08, 0.04 

* SE:  Standard Error; ** CI: Confidence Interval 
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Table 30: Results of omodel test 

Independent variable (question no.) (base category) Abbreviations Coef SE 95% CI 

Justice should be delivered by Taliban (Q 6d) (unimportant)  JUSTGOALS_TALIBAN 1.68**** 0.23 1.23, 2.13 

Long term goal of Pak govt: Implement strict sharia (Q 2g) 
(unimportant) 

GOPGL_SHARIA -0.22 0.34 -0.89, 0.44 

Education goal: build girls’ schools (Q 3b) (not at all important) GOPGL_GRL_SCHLS -0.35 0.41 -1.16, 0.46 

Favorable opinion of Gen. Musharraf (Q 9a) (very unfavorable)  FAVOPIN_MUSHRF 0.26 0.21 -0.16, 0.68 

Favorable opinion of Sami ul Haq (Q 9n) (favorable) FAVOPIN_SAMIHAQ 0.77**** 0.24 0.30, 1.24 

Favorable opinion of Jalal Haqqani (Q 9d) (somewhat 
unfavorable & favorable)  

FAVOPIN_JHAQANI 1.81**** 0.38 1.07, 2.56 

Favorable opinion of Afghan Taliban (Q 7f) (unfavorable)  FAVOPIN_AFGHNTALIB -0.27 0.24 -0.74, 0.20 

Suicide attacks justified (Q 20) (never) SUCDATCK_JSTFD 1.13**** 0.22 0.69, 1.57 

Suicide attacks justified if target Pak civilians (Q 21c) (never) SUCDBMB_TRGT_PKCVL 1.22**** 0.29 0.65, 1.78 

NGOs important in area (Q 19i) (unimportant) IMP_IN_AREA_NGOS -0.61*** 0.22 -1.05, -0.17 

_cut1 2.33 0.64  

_cut2 3.92 0.66  

_cut3 6.01 0.68  

Summary statistics (block) 

omodel  
LR chi 2(8) p-value McFadden’s R2 Number of observations  

619.32 0.000 0.2153 618 

Approximate likelihood-ratio test of proportionality of odds across response categories: 

chi2(16) =    222.52; Prob > chi2 =    0.0000 

 
 
 
Table 31: Brant Test of parallel regression assumption 

Variable  chi2 p>chi2 df 

All  163.05 0.000 16 

Justice should be delivered by Taliban (Q 6d) (unimportant)  JUSTGOALS_TALIBAN 31.45 0.000 2 

Long term goal of Pak govt: Implement strict sharia (Q 2g) 
(unimportant) 

GOPGL_SHARIA 5.080 0.079 2 

Education goal: build girls’ schools (Q 3b) (not at all important) GOPGL_GRL_SCHLS 4.29 0.117 2 

Favorable opinion of Gen. Musharraf (Q 9a) (very unfavorable)  FAVOPIN_MUSHRF 20.87 0.000 2 

Favorable opinion of Sami ul Haq (Q 9n) (favorable) FAVOPIN_SAMIHAQ 8.44 0.015 2 

Favorable opinion of Afghan Taliban (Q 7f) (unfavorable)  FAVOPIN_AFGHNTALIB 44.25 0.000 2 

Suicide attacks justified if target Pak civilians (Q 21c) (never) SUCDATCK_JSTFD 23.17 0.000 2 

NGOs important in area (Q 19i) (unimportant) IMP_IN_AREA_NGOS 30.07 0.000 2 

 
 
 

Comparing the predictive performance of the various models, when the predicted 

probabilities of ordinal and multinomial regressions were collapsed into two categories, the 

classification accuracy of the OLOG, OLOG-WT and MLOG and MLOG-WT models was roughly 

comparable with the LOG and LOG-WT model’s accuracy of about 95% for the class unfavorable 

and about 84% for the class favorable. Although some basic goodness of fit measures such as 
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the R-square and LR statistics were available for the LOG, OLOG, and MLOG models, the 

difference in the three methods, logistic, ordinal, and multinomial, each with a different 

conceptualization of the DV and with different sample sizes meant that the models were not 

nested and could not be compared on these statistics. But comparison of AIC and BIC suggested 

that the effect of independent variables on the DV had been best modelled through logistic 

regression in the LOG model (Table 33). The MLOG model was the next best with an AIC of 582.9 

and BIC of 789.7 and the OLOG model was the least efficient with an AIC of 1181 and BIC of 

1333, which was almost double the AICs and BICs of the remaining two models.  

 
 
 
Table 32: Goodness of fit statistics for the LOG, MLOG, and OLOG models 

 

LOG MLOG OLOG 
Difference LOG- 

MLOG 
Differenc

e LOG-
OLOG 

N: 735 660 743 - - 

D 299.54 (702) 504.81 (622) 1115.03(710) - - 

LR 583.56 (32) 516.16(36) 619.32(30) - - 

Prob > LR 0.000 0.000 0.000 - - 

McFadden's R2 0.661 0.506 0.357 0.155 0.304 

McFadden's Adj R2 0.586 0.431 0.319 0.155 0.267 

AIC  365.535 580.81 1181.029 -215.275 -815.494 

BIC  517.331 751.515 1333.182 -234.184 -815.851 

 

 
 

Logistic regression vis-à-vis ordinal and multinomial regressions: Some comments 

Presenting some concluding points on the superior performance of the LOG model: it can be 

argued that the results of logistic regression were better because some of the independent 

variables used in regressions had been collapsed though the optimal binning procedure using 

the binary DV as a guide. This meant that the various models carried an inherent bias for the 

dichotomized DV in the LOG model. However, the argument does not carry weight because the 
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variable selection strategy for stepwise regression and, later, the BASE model had ensured that 

only the most suitable categorization scheme made its way into the modelling process. For 

instance, univariate regressions had relied on both logistic and ordinal models and also checked 

independent variables with different categorization schemes for selection purposes.  

A better explanation for the superior performance of the LOG model could be that, as 

suggested by Grimbeek et al. (2005), respondents may have a subjective reaction to the 

intensity of qualitative questions composed on a Likert scale. For the same reason, treating such 

data as ordered may not yield reliable results. It is therefore not surprising that the OLOG model 

failed the tests of proportional odds assumption or that the predicted probabilities for the OLOG 

and MLOG models had difficulty distinguishing between the adjacent categories of very and 

somewhat. Hence, instead of using a scale composed on some vague distances, such as very and 

somewhat, a better strategy for designing qualitative survey questionnaires could perhaps be to 

seek responses only on broad categories such as important and unimportant.  

The next chapter presents a detailed analysis of the results from the two research 

methods, Bayesian network and logistic regression. For the latter, the chapter will focus 

primarily on the LOG model. 
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CHAPTER 6: RESEARCH FINDINGS 
 
 
 
 

This chapter presents an analysis of the research results. Reviewing some of the main 

dissertation topics that will frame the analysis: the terms poverty and political violence 

represent complex social phenomena that elude a precise definition. And yet, for research 

purposes any relationship between the two variables cannot be investigated until the terms are 

operationalized and measured properly. For the variable of political violence, the dissertation 

tried to overcome this problem by focusing on and defining only one of its branches, terrorism. 

It also distinguished between two cases of terrorism: first, where terrorist groups operated 

independently, and second, those that were embedded in insurgencies and enjoyed public 

support. But contending with the topic of poverty was not easy. Scholars who investigate the 

impact of the phenomenon on terrorism tend to oversimplify the concept by connecting it to 

national level measures, such as GDP or income per capita. Advanced notions of poverty, such 

as capabilities, however, question whether measures that are devoid of their normative or social 

significance can capture what it means to be poor.  

In its search for a poverty indicator, the dissertation turned to the literature on basic 

needs. Similar to poverty, basic needs have also been conceptualized in several ways. The 

dissertation identified at least three broad strands into which these concepts could be 

categorized. It then analyzed how poverty was visualized within each of the three strands, 
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before concluding that the notion was best captured by Corning’s (2000) “strictly biological” 

primary and instrumental needs. Primary needs in Corning’s (2000) scheme have fourteen 

components, whereas instrumental needs, which Max-Neef (1992) calls satisfiers, are the 

adaptive means, such as different kinds of food, that serve primary needs. The fourteen primary 

needs can be collapsed into the three components of Maslow’s (1943; 1954) basic needs model: 

physiological, safety, and belongingness as below: 

i- Physiological: nutrition, water, mobility, sleep, respiration, physical health, mental 

health, reproduction, nurturance of off-springs, waste elimination. 

ii- Safety: physical safety, thermoregulation. 

iii- Belongingness: social relationships, communications (information). 

 
Using the above parameters, it became possible to define poverty as a condition where 

basic biological needs for survival cannot be met satisfactorily due to a lack of satisfiers or lack of 

access to satisfiers catering to these needs. The definition was used to propose the following 

hypotheses for investigating the poverty-terrorism connection:  

Poverty, when defined as a condition where basic biological needs for survival 
cannot be met satisfactorily, can have a positive impact on public support for 
terrorist groups or terrorism. 

The two growth needs, self-esteem and self-actualization, in Maslow’s (1943, 
1954) model can also have a positive impact on support for terrorist groups or 
terrorism when these needs interact with values that promote violence.  
 

Methodologically, the dissertation relied on data from a 2010 survey of Pakistan’s 

northwestern tribal areas and used Bayesian network analysis (BNA) in conjunction with logistic 

regression to identify variables that could prompt support for terrorist groups or acts of 

terrorism. The contribution of the Bayesian network, named BN-TTP, lay in integrating all the 
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significant variables that could have a bearing on support for terrorist groups into a network 

based on conditional dependence and independence assumptions. In the meantime, logistic 

regression highlighted other variables that did not fit into the Bayesian framework but could still 

have an impact on support for terrorist groups or terrorism. 

This chapter uses insights from the research methods to build a picture of the social 

context of the tribal areas in which poverty and terrorism are embedded. The chapter analyzes 

the findings from the methods before projecting the results onto two existing models: a 

conceptual model of support for insurgent and terrorist groups by Davis and O’Mahony (2013), 

and the ecological systems framework proposed by Urie Bronfenbrenner (1977; 1979; 2005) to 

explain his theory of human development.  

Introducing the structure of the remaining chapter, the next section provides a 

descriptive analysis of the NAF & TFT (2010) survey data. This is followed by a discussion of the 

results of Bayesian network modelling and logistic regression. The variables used in these 

methods are then mapped to Davis and O’Mahony’s (2013) and Bronfenbrenner’s (1977; 1979; 

2005) models mentioned above.  

Given the focus on the social context within which support for terrorism breeds, the 

discussion that follows attempts to see the poverty-terrorism connection nested within the 

interplay of several other variables including ideology, weak governance, and opportunistic 

behavior of terrorists. Hence, it does not exclusively discuss the two variables of interest, 

poverty and support for terrorist groups. As before, the terms terrorism, political violence and 

support for terrorism and support for political violence in this chapter are used synonymously. 

Likewise, the term poverty is used synonymously with basic needs.   
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Another clarification at this point is that the variables used in the two research methods, 

BNA and logistic regression, disguise several latent concepts. For instance, the node 

FAVOPIN_SAMIHAQ in BN-TTP representing favorable or unfavorable opinion of Sami-ul-Haq, 

known as the father of Taliban, indicates the influence of radical religious ideas. Likewise, the 

respondents’ perception that Pakistan Army is not important in their area captured by the node 

IMP_IN_AREA_PKARMY can be linked to the pre-2018 semi-autonomous status of FATA and the 

limited presence of state security systems in the region. Instead of complicating the analysis 

with such multiple ideas at the outset, the underlying meanings of the variables are allowed to 

unfold gradually throughout the process of the analysis and are finally coalesced in Davis and 

O’Mahony’s (2013) and Bronfenbrenner’s (1977; 1979; 2005) models. Where these meanings 

are difficult to decipher, the analysis is supported by additional logistic and multinomial 

regressions.  

 

Descriptive analysis of the data 

The present section provides some basic analysis of the NAF & TFT (2010) data. The first part of 

the section highlights some statistics relevant to the two variables of interest: poverty and 

political violence. This is followed by an attempt to understand the patterns in the data through 

correlations and cross-tabulations, and univariate and multiple regressions. The last part isolates 

the hardcore supporters of TTP in the data and diagnoses their characteristics.   

Prior to running correlations, the data was divided into eight categories, listed below. 

Some of the eight categories refer to basic and growth needs and allowed anchoring the analysis 

to its theoretical base.    
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Table 33: Categorizing the data into groups for analysis 

GROUP 1: PERCEPTION OF IMMEDIATE PROBLEMS 
Q 1: Problems in the respondents’ area: 
a. Corruption of local official  
b. Lack of security  
c. Drone attacks  
d. Lack of jobs  
e. Foreign fighters  
f. Lack of schools and education 
g. Lack of good roads and transportation  
h. Poor health care and access to water  
i. Taliban fighters  
j. People fleeing from the area as refugees  
k. Afghan refugees coming into the area  
Q 14: Which of the following groups poses the most 
threat to your personal safety: 

Pakistan ISI and military, the US, India, al-Qaeda 
and foreign fighters, Pakistani Taliban, Afghan 
Taliban, Israel 

 
 

GROUP 2: WANTS AND ASPIRATIONS 
Q 2: Importance of long-term goals for the 
government of Pakistan: 
a. Building new schools 
b. Improving transportation 
c. Improving health care 
d. Improving the economy 
e. Expelling foreign fighters 
f. Supporting more drone attacks 
g. Implementing strict sharia 
h. Ensuring an independent judiciary 
i. Defeating Taliban fighters 
Q 3: Importance of long-term education goals in the 
tribal areas: 
a. Building schools for boys 
b. Building schools for girls 
c. Building madrassas or boys 
d. Building madrassas for girls 
Q 4: Importance of long-term goals for economy in 
the tribal areas: 
a. New jobs 
a. New roads and transportation 
b. Better water / sanitation 
c. Better agricultural assistance 
d. Land reform to allow for local ownership 

 

GROUP 3: SOCIO-POLITICAL PREFERENCES 
Q 5: Importance of long-term goals for governing in 
the tribal areas: 
a. FATA should be governed as it now is 
b. Governed under Pakistani criminal and civil laws 
c. FATA should become a separate province 
d. FATA should become part of Afghanistan 
e. FATA should be governed by Pak military 
Q 6: Importance of long-term goals for justice in the 
tribal areas: 
a. Pakistan government courts 
b. Local jirga 
c. Strict sharia 
d. Justice should be delivered by the Taliban 
Q 11: Support or oppose following groups inside FATA: 
a. The United States 
b. Arab and foreign al-Qaeda fighters 
c. Afghan Taliban 
d. Pakistani Taliban fighters 

GROUP 4: LEADERSHIP FAVORITES 
Q 7: Do you have a favorable opinion of the following 
groups? 
a. Arab and other foreign fighters 
b. American military 
c. Pakistan Army 
d. Frontier Corps 
e. Tehrik-e-Taliban, Pakistan 
f. Afghan Taliban 
g. Federal government in Islamabad 
h. Provincial government in Peshawar 
i. Political agent 
j. Pakistani police 
k. FATA Secretariat 
l. FATA Development Authority 
Q 9: Do you have a favorable opinion of: 
a. Pervez Musharraf 
b. Barack Obama 
c. Ashfaq Parvez Kayani 
d. Jalaluddin Haqqani 
e. Nawaz Sharif 
f. Yousaf Raza Gilani 
g. Siraj Haqqani 
h. Manmohan Singh 
i. Asif Ali Zardari 
j. Fazl-ur-Rehman 
k. Qazi Hussain Ahmed 
l. Osama bin Laden 
m. Mullah Omar 
n. Sami-ul-Haq 
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GROUP 5: VIEWS ON MILITARY ACTIONS IN THE 
REGION 
Q 16: Do you support US drone strikes inside FATA? 
Q 17: Whom do the drone strikes mostly kill? 

Militants, civilians, both, neither 
Q 18: Should Pakistan military launch its own drone 
strikes in FATA? 
Q 23: What is the purpose of the US led war on terror?  

Defeat terrorists or weaken and divide the Islamic 
world, defeat al-Qaeda, ensure US domination 

Q 24: Why do the US and allies continue to occupy 
Afghanistan?  

Because of 9/11 attacks or to prevent Taliban 
from returning to power, to access oil and 
minerals in region, to benefit India 

 

GROUP 6: ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS 
Q 19: Importance of people in the area: 
a. Maliks 
b. Political agents 
c. Pakistan Army 
d. Frontier Corps 
e. Arab and foreign fighters 
f. Local imams and mullahs 
g. Taliban fighters 
h. Political leaders 
i. NGOs 

GROUP 7: VIEWS ON JUSTIFICATION OF TERRORISM 
Q 20: Do you think suicide bombings and attacks are 
justified? 
Q 21: Do you think such attacks are justified when the 
target is: 
a. Pakistan military and police 
b. The US military 
c. Pakistani civilians 
d. American civilians 

GROUP 8: DEMOGRAPIC AND PERSONAL FACTORS 
Q D1: Gender 
Q D2: Age 
Q D3: Years of education completed 
Q D3a: Years of madrassa education completed 
Q D4: Job status 
Q D5c: Tribal affiliation 
Q D 8: Household monthly income 
Q D11a: Regularity in offering prayers five times a day 
Q D11b: Regularity in fasting during Ramadan 
Q 12: How often do you attend mosque? 

 
 
 
 Figure 16 maps data in Group 1 to two components of basic needs: physiological and 

safety and their satisfiers. The third component, belongingness, will be covered later in 

connection with revenge. The data does not cover all the physiological needs, but it can be 

assumed that needs such as nutrition and sleep are subsumed by questions on health care.    

 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 16: Mapping Corning's basic needs to NAF & TFT (2010) survey data 

Physiological needs (Corning 2000) 
Nutrition 
Water 
Mobility 
Sleep 
Respiration 
Physical health 
Mental health  
Reproduction 
Nurturance of off-springs  
Waste elimination 

Safety needs (Corning 2000) 
Physical safety 
Thermoregulation 

NAF & TFT (2010) data on physiological needs 
Problems in the respondents’ area: 
- Health care and access to water (Q 1h)  
- Mobility: Roads and transportation (Q 1g) 

NAF & TFT (2010) data on safety needs 
Problems in the respondents’ area: 
- Lack of security (Q 1b) 

- Drone attacks (Q 1c) 

Threat to security from Pakistan ISI and military, the US, India, al-

Qaeda/foreign fighters, Pakistani Taliban, Afghan Taliban, Israel (Q 14) 

 

Need satisfiers in NAF & TFT data 
Problems in the respondents’ area: 
- Lack of jobs (Q 1d) 

- Lack of schools/education (Q 1f) 

Household monthly income (Q D8) 
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Several questions in the eight categories mentioned in Table 33 can be mapped to 

Maslow’s (1943; 1954) growth needs of self-esteem and self-actualization, and can also be 

described under Corning’s (2000) perceived needs and wants, or Marcuse’s (1964) false needs. 

These include questions in Group 2, wants and aspirations and in Group 3, socio-political 

preferences. Questions in Group 4, leadership favorites and in Group 7, views on justification of 

terrorism, indicate the ideological influence of leaders and the specific ideologies that are 

shaping the respondents’ growth needs. Some of this data, for instance on favorable opinion of 

Sami-ul-Haq (Q 9n), favorable opinion of Arab fighters (Q 7a), and justification of suicide attacks 

(Q 20 and Q 21) is particularly relevant to what was earlier described as the ideology of al-

Qaedaism, a blend of puritanical Wahhabi thought and the militancy of Muslim Brotherhood.  

Poverty and political violence: Some basic indicators in the data 

Even at a cursory glance, the NAF & TFT (2010) data supports research work highlighting FATA’s 

lack of development and the region’s connection with political violence. Starting with some 

indicators of poverty, a large majority of the respondents who were surveyed expressed 

dissatisfaction socio-economic issues: 97% indicated the importance of improving the economy 

and 95%, the importance of job opportunities. More than 90% also expressed concerns about 

poor healthcare and sanitation, access to water, lack of schools, and lack of security.  

With reference to support for political violence, within the survey sample of 1000, 3% of 

the respondents considered that suicide attacks were often justified, and another 14% indicated 

that such attacks are sometimes justified. A small number of respondents were also in favor of a 

formal political role for terrorist groups: 0.2% said that if given the opportunity they would vote 

for al-Qaeda, and 0.3% said that they would elect Taliban. Some of these percentages seem 

insignificant at first glance. However, in absolute terms the figures translate into a large number. 
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Within the survey sample size of 1000, for example, there were at least 3 supporters of suicide 

attacks and 14 who would sometimes condone this kind of violence. Likewise, with reference to 

the 0.2% and 0.3% voters, in absolute terms at least 5 individuals out of the 1000 who were 

surveyed stood the risk of being active members of either al-Qaeda or the TTP.  

One important variable that could have a bearing on dissatisfaction with socio-economic 

variables was the view of 89% respondents that the region should be governed under strict 

sharia. The connotations of this law vary across Muslim communities, ranging from a justice 

system based on Quranic injunctions to varied interpretations by different sects of what the 

socio-economic, political, and cultural life of Muslims should look like. Under the influence of 

groups like al-Qaeda, the meaning of sharia has, however, degenerated to accommodate an 

extremist view. The definition of sinful and therefore punishable activities under this view 

extend to matters such as pursuit of modern education, stepping of women outside the house 

without a male member, listening to music, and even shaving of beards (see e.g. Siddique 2010; 

Goodson 2001). How many of the 89% respondents who considered sharia important 

subscribed to this extremist view requires further research, but whether moderate or extremist, 

majority of the people appeared to have tied their aspirations for a better life with religion. 

Understanding the data through correlations 

The first step toward understanding the patterns in the NAF & TFT (2010) data involved 

identifying variables with high correlations. Since linear relationships indicated by correlations 

or covariance between two variables do not necessarily mean cause and effect, they should not 

be used to identify explanatory variables for a phenomenon of interest. Nevertheless, the 

pattern revealed is often used as baseline information for more sophisticated analysis. The 

Pearson’s co-efficient is the most commonly used correlation measure for continuous data. For 
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two random variables X and Y with standard deviations Sx and Sy, the Pearson’s co-efficient P 

ranges between 1 and - 1 and is defined as:  

P (X, Y)   =     covariance (X, Y) 
 

        √ Sx Sy  

The Pearson’s measure is, however, not appropriate for dichotomous or binary variables 

where observations i and j lie only on a 2*2 matrix (shown below). A better option to measure 

associations in such cases is through tetrachoric correlation. The tetrachoric co-efficient is in 

practice the same as the Pearson’s but requires the assumption that the latent variables 

beneath the dichotomous categories are continuous and follow a normal distribution (see Juras 

and Posaric 2006; Balakrishnan: 165-166). 

 

 

obs i              1 

                      0 

obs j 

             1                              0 

a b 

c d 

 
 

Groth and Mosleh (2010: 233) suggest that, since human behavior cannot be 

discretized, tetrachoric correlation is useful for pattern recognition in data on this subject. The 

same rationale could also be applied to public opinion on socio-economic or political issues 

captured through surveys such as NAF & TFT (2010). For the present analysis, a good strategy 

was to use Pearson’s correlations with the Likert scale in the Original Dataset and check whether 

the results agreed with tetrachoric correlations in the discretized variables in the Final Dataset. 

An added benefit of this approach was that if the correlation patterns were similar across the 

two methods, the results would again support the methods used for collapsing of data.   
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Once the data had been organized into the eight groups mentioned above, tetrachoric 

and Pearson’s correlation matrices were generated. As correlations drop from the matrix all 

cases with missing values, the count of these observations was minimized by specifying a pair-

wise option.  For tetrachoric correlation, variables such as gender were dropped from the 

analysis as they defied the latent continuous logic operating behind the method. Also, the 

method can only operate on binary data, hence, the variables that had been discretized into 

three categories by the optimal binning method in Chapter 5 were replaced by their 

dichotomized counterparts from the Qualitative Dataset.  

Opinions vary regarding the magnitude that qualifies a correlation as weak, moderate, 

or strong. Taylor (1990) points out that a 0.35 or below correlation is considered weak, while the 

range of 0.36 to 0.67 indicates a moderate and above 0.67, a strong correlation. Fiske (2010: 

59), however, observes that in social sciences a correlation is considered small if below 0.1, 

moderate at 0.30, and strong if about 0.50 or above. Using this last suggestion, a coefficient 

threshold of 0.30 was used to identify variables that could have a significant correlation vis-à-vis 

the DV for logistic regression: FAVOPIN_TTP (Q 7e).  

Table 34 shows important correlations in the data vis-à-vis the variable FAVOPIN_TTP. 

The data has been arranged according to the nine groups, mentioned above, and in descending 

order to facilitate interpretation. For each group, variables at the top demonstrate the strongest 

positive, and the ones at the bottom demonstrate the strongest negative correlations. The 

corresponding Pearson’s correlations for the variables are also provided.  
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Table 34: Significant correlations for the variable FAVOPIN_TTP 

Relevant survey question Abbreviation TTR PW 

Group 1: Perception of immediate needs 

Q 14: Who poses the most threat to your personal safety? Pakistan Army/ISI THRT_SFTY_PkArmy_ISI 0.644 0.332 

Q 1c: How important is the problem of drones in your area? PRBLM_DRNS 0.352 0.179 

Q 1g: How important is the problem of roads and transport in your area? PRBLM_RDS_TRNSPRT -0.346 -0.151 

Q 1b: How important is the problem of security in your area? PRBLM_SCRTY -0.427 -0.282 

Q 14: Who poses the most threat to your personal safety? Pakistan Taliban THRT_SFTY_PkTalib -0.562 -0.163 

Group 2: Wants and aspiration  
Q 2c: How important is Govt. of Pakistan’s goal of improving healthcare in FATA?  GOPGL_IMPRV_HLTHCR 1.000 0.124 

Q 2f: How important is Govt. of Pakistan's goal supporting drones? GOPGL_SUPRT_DRNS -0.341 -0.195 

Q 2e: How important is Govt. of Pakistan's goal of expelling foreign fighters? GOPGL_EXPL_FRNFIGHT -0.464 -0.301 

Q 4a: How important is the economy goal of new jobs? ECNMYGL_NEW_JBS -0.507 -0.216 

Q 3a: How important is the education goal of building boys' schools? GOPGL_BOY_SCHLS -0.545 -0.226 

Q 2h: How important is Govt. of Pakistan's goal for an independent judiciary? GOPGL_INDPND_JDCRY -0.565 -0.331 

Q 3a: How important is the education goal of building girls' schools? GOPGL_GRL_SCHLS -0.655 -0.228 

Group 3: Socio-political preferences 

Q 6d: How important is the goal that justice should be delivered by Taliban? JUSTGOALS_TALIBAN 0.724 0.601 

Q 6b: How important is the goal that justice should be delivered by jirga? * JUSTGOALS_JIRGA 0.382 0.147 

Q 11b: Do you support presence of Arab and foreign fighters in FATA? SUPRT_PRSNC_ARB_FRN 0.358 0.351 

Q 6d: How important is the goal that justice should be delivered by Pak courts? JUSTGOALS_PKCOURTS -0.341 -0.168 

Group 4: Leadership favorites 

Q 9n: Do you have a favorable opinion of bin-Laden?  FAVOPIN_LADEN 0.740 0.305 

Q 9d: Do you have a favorable opinion of Jalaluddin-Haqqani?  FAVOPIN_JHAQANI 0.721 0.294 

Q 9m: Do you have a favorable opinion of Mullah Omar?  FAVOPIN_MOMAR 0.673 0.243 

Q 7a Do you have a favorable opinion of Arab and foreign fighters? FAVOPIN_ARB_FRNFIGHT 0.593 0.435 

Q 9n: Do you have a favorable opinion of Sami-ul-Haq?  FAVOPIN_SAMIHAQ 0.574 0.309 

Q 7f: Do you have a favorable opinion of Afghan Taliban? FAVOPIN_AFGNTALIB 0.501 0.150 

Q 9j: Do you have a favorable opinion of Fazl-ur-Rehman?  FAVOPIN_FZLRMN 0.462 0.132 

Q 9g: Do you have a favorable opinion of Sirajuddin-Haqqani?  FAVOPIN_SHAQANI 0.339 0.158 

Q 9a: Do you have a favorable opinion of General Musharraf?  FAVOPIN_MUSHRF 0.325 0.166 

Q 7g: Do you have a favorable opinion of Pakistan’s federal government?? FAVOPIN_FEDGOVT -0.317 -0.027 

Q 7g: Do you have a favorable opinion of Pakistan Army?  FAVOPIN_PKARMY -0.537 -0.243 

Group 5: Perceptions on military actions in the region 

Q 23: Actual purpose of the US led war on terror? Anti-Muslim agenda ANTI_MSLM_US_AGNDA 0.402 0.105 

Q 18: Do you favor drone strikes by Pakistan military in FATA? PKARMY_DRNATCK -0.369 -0.180 

Group 6: Environmental factors  
Q 19a: How important in your area are maliks? IMP_IN_AREA_MALIKS 0.418 0.259 

Q 19g: How important in your area are Taliban? IMP_IN_AREA_TALIBAN 0.341 0.221 

Q 19e: How important in your area are Arab and foreign fighters? IMP_IN_AREA_ARBFRN 0.306 0.195 

Q 19i: How important in your area is Pakistan Army? IMP_IN_AREA_NGOS -0.507 -0.252 

Q 19c: How important in your area are NGOs? IMP_IN_AREA_PKARMY -0.525 -0.205 

Group 7: Views on justification of political violence 

Q 20: Do you think suicide bombings are justified? SUCDATCK_JSTFD 0.563 0.289 

Q 21a: Do you think suicide bombs targeting Pakistan military are justified? SUCDBMB_TRGT_PKMIL 0.468 0.201 

Q 21c: Do you think suicide bombs targeting Pakistan civilians are justified? SUCDBMB_TRGT_USMIL 0.384 0.222 

Q 21b: Do you think suicide bombs targeting US military are justified? SUCDBMB_TRGT_PKCVL 0.328 0.200 

Group 8: Demographic and personal factors  

No significant variable - - - 

 

* Jirga is the local dispute resolution mechanisms in which maliks and tribal elders play an important role.   
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As shown in the table, both the tetrachoric and Pearson’s correlations have the same 

signs for all the variables. Due to the ordered and nominal nature of the data, the magnitude of 

Pearson’s correlations is lower than tetrachoric correlations for all the variables. Also, the 

pattern of intensity is not the same across the two methods. However, the broader trend is the 

same for the two methods, except in the case of four highlighted variables: PRBLM_SCRTY, 

JUSTGOALS_JIRGA, FAVOPIN_ARB_FRNFIGHT, FAVOPIN_SAMIHAQ. 

Starting with variables in Group 1 and Group 2, perception of immediate needs and 

wants and aspirations, PRBLM_RDS_TRNSPRT and PRBLM_SCRTY, indicating problems with 

mobility and security have a negative correlation with favorable opinion of TTP. The same is true 

for all the variables signifying wants and aspirations. Contrary to the hypothesis, the trend is an 

early indication in this analysis that, at least in the tribal areas of Pakistan, people who have 

socio-economic hardships or want a better life are less likely to support terrorist groups.  

There are two other noticeable trends in the data. First, three out of four variables that 

cross the 0.30 threshold in Group 3, socio-economic preferences, pertain to the respondents’ 

preference for justice system. Considering that the variable JUSTGOALS_TALIBAN appeared both 

in the Bayesian network and logistic regression, the trend suggests that absence of formal legal 

institutions to resolve disputes is a major problem in the tribal belt. As mentioned in the 

literature review, up until 2018, the region was governed under the Frontier Crimes Regulation 

(FCR) that was put in place by the British to prevent the tribesmen from creating administrative 

problems in the adjacent settled areas. The arrangement was continued by the state of Pakistan 

after 1947, and no attempt was made to create formal judicial systems. The strong positive 

tetrachoric correlation of 0.724 between preference for a Taliban-style justice system 

(JUSTGOALS_TALIBAN) and FAVOPIN_TTP suggests that the space created by the absence of 
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formal courts was successfully captured by the Taliban. In the meantime, a negative correlation 

between FAVOPIN_TTP and JUSTGOALS_PKCRTS (justice should be provided by Pakistan courts), 

indicates that those who have a favorable opinion of TTP lack trust in the state’s judicial system.  

The second trend is captured by some strong and positive correlations between 

FAVOPIN_TTP and favorable opinion of radical leaders in Group 4, leadership favorites, including 

local leaders like Sami-ul-Haq, an Arab leader, bin-Laden, and Afghan leaders such as Mullah 

Omar and Jalaluddin Haqqani. The trend highlights the seamless, transnational nature of the 

movement in which groups such as the TTP were embedded. A positive correlation between 

favorable opinion of TTP and favorable opinion of Fazl-ur-Rehman, the leader of an influential 

religious party, Jamiat ulema-e-Islam (JUI) suggests that legitimate religious political parties in 

Pakistan lay on the periphery of the movement that the TTP stood for. Parties like the JUI, that 

won the 2002 provincial elections in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (KP), not only exerted their influence 

in legitimizing the agenda of the Taliban but were also instrumental in shaping the state’s 

ambivalent response toward militancy (see Fishman 2013: 340-341).  

Another important correlation in Group 4 shows a positive view of the TTP coinciding 

with a positive view of General Musharraf (FAVOPIN_MUSHRF), suggesting that, at least until 

the year of the NAF & TFT 2010 survey, ordinary people did not see any conflict between the 

state and the Pakistani Taliban. Two factors may have led to this perception. First, the 

government had followed a policy of appeasement during the initial phases of militancy, and not 

distanced itself enough from the TTP (see Fair and Jones 2010). Second, as Pakistan had not 

severed its support of the Afghan Taliban following the US invasion, there was a general 

understanding that the government of Pakistan and people of the tribal areas were on the same 

page vis-à-vis the Taliban, whether in Afghanistan or in Pakistan.   
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Similar to Group 4, variables in Group 5, perceptions on military actions in the region, 

and Group 7, views on justification of political violence, can also be linked to the transnational 

movement spearheaded by al-Qaeda of which smaller groups like the TTP formed local chapters. 

In Group 5, FAVOPIN_TTP has a positive correlation with the perception that the US-led war on 

terror is a conspiracy against Muslims. This narrative has been successfully used by groups like 

al-Qaeda to frame their cause against an external threat, attract recruits for their campaigns, 

and justify terrorist attacks in Western countries. In Group 6, the positive correlation between a 

favorable opinion of TTP and the perception that suicide attacks are justified (SUCDATCK_ 

JSTFD), or justified when the target is the Pakistan or the US military (SUCDBMB_TRGT_PKMIL 

and SUCDBMB_TRGT_USMIL), or even Pakistan civilians (SUCDBMB_ TRGT_PKCVL) may also be 

seen in the same light. A noticeable point with reference to the last variable is that killing of 

innocent people is against the Islamic principles of just war and an act of terrorism by any 

definition of the term. The perception can therefore be attributed either to the tribal culture of 

revenge prompted by military actions such as drone strikes or the effectiveness of TTP in 

gathering support for its acts of violence against Pakistani civilians.  

Finally, correlation may not be causation, but statistics in Group 6 suggest that physical 

proximity of the respondents with terrorist groups or the Pakistan Army was a decisive factor in 

shaping favorability or otherwise of the TTP. A favorable view of the TTP increased with the 

presence of Taliban and Arab and foreign fighters in the respondents’ area and declined when 

Pakistan Army moved into this space. Interestingly, the presence of maliks also had the effect of 

increasing the favorability of TTP. Maliks are the local leaders who, prior to FATA’s formal 

integration into KP in 2018, were closely involved in the administration of the agencies along 

with the political agents. Reports from the tribal areas suggest that the perceived corruption of 
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the malik-political agent administrative system and a wide socio-economic gap between maliks 

and the common people were the cause of much local resentment (see e.g.  UNDP 2014). The 

correlation captures this perception and suggests that the respondents with a favorable opinion 

of TTP wanted the terrorists to challenge the status-quo.   

Table 34 divided the data into eight groups and showed the most important correlations 

for each group vis-à-vis FAVOPIN_TTP. Considering the significance of the variables in Group 1, 

perception of immediate problems, to the research question, Figure 17 visually examines the 

correlations of these variables with FAVOPIN_TTP. The results are then compared in Figure 18 

with the correlations of the same set of variables with SUPRT_PRSNC_PKTALIB (support 

presence of Pakistan Taliban in the region, Q 11d).  

 

    

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 17: Correlations of FAVOPIN_TTP with 
Group 1 variables 

Figure 18: Correlations of SUPRT_PRSNC_ 
PKTALIB with Group 1 variables 
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Both for FAVOPIN_TTP and SUPRT_PRSNC_PKTALIB, the perception of drones as a 

problem is the only variable with a significant positive correlation. Other than refugee exodus in 

Figure 17 and corruption in Figure 18 that have weak and insignificant correlations, the 

remaining variables have the effect of decreasing support for the group. The variable SUPRT_ 

PRSNC_PKTALIB therefore augments the correlation trends for FAVOPIN_TTP, contradicts the 

hypothesis for this dissertation, and suggests that the perception of immediate problems, 

including basic needs, was likely to dampen support for TTP. 

Except for drones, the magnitude of correlations for all other variables differed across 

FAVOPIN_TTP and SUPRT_PRSNC_PKTALIB. Security and corruption had a stronger correlation 

with the former, but the remaining variables had a stronger association with SUPRT_PRSNC_ 

TALIBAN. Health and water, a basic needs indicator, for instance had a -0.35 correlation with 

support for Taliban’s presence in the region and only -0.13 with having a favorable opinion of 

TTP. The trend suggests that, for those who perceived problems with basic needs, the idea of 

supporting the physical presence of the Taliban was even more repulsive than simply holding a 

favorable opinion of the group. 

Analyzing the difference between tetrachoric and Pearson’s correlations, once again the 

latter are smaller as compared to tetrachoric. However, if weak and insignificant correlations of 

refugee exodus in Figure 17 and corruption in Figure 18 are ignored, the direction of both 

tetrachoric and Pearson’s is the same for all the variables. For the most part, results of Pearson’s 

also support the findings that opposition to TTP grows more with respondents’ perceptions of 

the importance of socio-economic problems in their area. 
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Finally, Figures 19 and 20 examine the top ten negative and positive correlations in the 

data for FAVOPIN_TTP. The same data is also analyzed for correlations with SUPRT_PRSNC_ 

PKTALIB. The perception that Pakistan military should never use drones (DRNS_BY_PKMITRY) is 

the only variable in this data that has a different sign for the two variables (Figure 19). The 

perception has a positive impact on support for Taliban’s presence, but is likely to decrease 

favorability of TTP. The prominent areas where the intensity of correlations across FAVOPIN_ 

TTP and SUPRT_PRSNC_PKTALIB differ are the perceptions that the state should aim for 

improving healthcare (GOPGL_IMPRV_HLTHCRE); suicide attacks on Pakistan civilians are 

justified (SUCDBM_TRGT_PKCVL); and threat perception from Pakistan Army (THRT_SFTY_ 

PKARMY). The last two correlations are stronger for SUPRT_PRSNC_ PKTALIB, suggesting once 

again that support for the actual presence of Taliban is likely to draw a negative and more 

forceful response as compared to merely holding a favorable opinion of TTP.  

 The trend of positive and negative correlations in Figures 19 and 20 provide some clues 

into the causes of support for terrorism and acts of terrorism in FATA. Most of the variables in 

Figure 19 that have a negative correlation with favorable opinion of TTP either encapsulate 

perceptions of issues and problems in the region or wants and aspirations for the future. These 

correlations need to be examined alongside four other variables that are negatively related with 

FAVOPIN_TTP: favorable opinion of Pakistan Army  and federal government (FAVOPIN_PKARMY 

and FAVOPIN_FEDGOVT) and importance of Pakistan Army and NGOS in the area (IMP_IN_ 

AREA_PKARMY and IMP_IN_AREA_NGOS). Together, the correlations suggest that where socio-

economic issues were a concern people were more likely to look toward state institutions for 

the resolution of their problems rather than the TTP.  
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As opposed to Figure 19, the top-most positive correlations in the data vis-à-vis 

FAVOPIN_TTP present a cohesive perception encapsulating favorable opinion of ideological 

leaders and an endorsement of their agenda and views. Hence favorable opinion of bin-Laden, 

Sami-ul-Haq, Jalaluddin Haqqani  (FAVOPIN_LADEN, FAVOPIN_SAMIHAQ, and FAVOPIN_ 

JHAQANI) coincides with endorsement of the Afghan cause (FAVOPIN_AFGHNTALIB), suspicion 

of the US motive behind the war on terror (PRPSE_WARONTEROR), support of suicide attacks in 

general and also against Pakistan military and Pakistan civilians (SUCDATCK_JSTFD, SUCDBMB_ 

TRGT_PKARMY and SUCDBMB_TRGT_PKCVL). As mentioned earlier, favorable opinion of TTP 

also coincides with a favorable opinion of JUI’s leader, Fazl-ur-Rehman (FAVOPIN_FZLRMN), 

having representation in the country’s Parliament.  

Figure 19: Important negative correlations of 
FAVOPIN_TTP & SUPRT_PRSNCE_PKTALIB 

Figure 20: Important positive correlations of 
FAVOPIN_TTP & SUPRT_PRSNCE_PKTALIB 
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The only exception to the above trend is GOPGL_IMPRV_HLTHCR, the perception that 

the state should prioritize improving healthcare. Going by the previous analysis which indicates 

a negative correlation with socio-economic concerns and favorable opinion of TTP, the positive 

correlation of GOP_IMPRV_HLTHCR with FAVOPIN_TTP is an anomaly. However, rather than a 

genuine trend, it is possible to attribute the correlation to empty cells and thin data in in the 

matrix shown in Table 35. 

 
 
 
Table 35: Cross-tabulation of FAVOPIN_TTP and GOPGL_IMPRV_HLTHCR 

 GOPGL_IMPRV_HLTHCR 

Unimportant Important  Total 

FAVOPIN_TTP 

Unfavorable  17 510 527  

favorable 0 218 218  

Total 17 728 745 

 
 
 

Understanding the data through univariate regressions 

As shown in Figure 16, some of the data in Group 1, perceptions of immediate problems, can be 

mapped to Corning’s (2000) conceptualization of basic needs. To further understand the pattern 

in this data, the variables in the group were used in a series of univariate regressions with 

FAVOPIN_TTP. Since the size of missing data was not very large, the analysis was carried out 

only with complete cases. The regressions were repeated by incorporating the survey design, 

but the broad trends did not vary across the methods. The same was also true for the analyses 

in the later sections of this chapter. To simplify the discussion, henceforth, the chapter will 

therefore focus only on the results of unweighted analyses.  
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In accordance with the results of correlations, the trend in the regression (Table 36) 

indicated that favorability of Taliban decreased with increase in the perception of the 

importance of socio-economic issues, again contradicting the hypothesis that basic needs could 

increase support for terrorism. Out of all the immediate issues, the dependent variable (DV) had 

a statistically very significant relationship with security related perceptions followed by health 

and access to water. However, whereas perception that security was a problem had a negative 

impact on favorable opinion of TTP, drone attacks affected the group’s favorability in a positive 

manner.  

 
 
 
Table 36: Results of univariate logistic regressions of Group1 variables with FAVOPIN_TTPi 

Independent variable: Problem in the area 
(base category: unimportant) 

Abbreviation for the 
Independent variable 

Variable category Odds ratio SE 95% CI 

Corruption of local officials  PRBLM_CRPTN Important 0.47*** 0.14 0.26, 0.84 

Lack of securityii PRBLM_SCRTY Important 0.30**** 0.05 0.22, 0.42 

Drone attacksii PRBLM_DRNS Important  2.76**** 0.52 1.91, 4.00 

Lack of jobs PRBLM_JOBS Important 0.74 0.42 0.25, 2.24 

Foreign fighters PRBLM_FRN_FITRS Important 0.65** 0.14 0.43, 0.98 

Lack of schools and education PRBLM_SCHLS Important 0.88 0.30 0.45, 1.73 

Lack of good roads and transportation PRBLM_RDS_TRNSPRT Important 0.31**** 0.09 0.18, 0.54 

Poor health care and access to water PRBLM_HLT_WTR Important 0.65* 0.17 0.39, 1.09 

People fleeing from the area as refugees PRBLM_TALIBAN Important 1.20 0.22 0.84, 1.72 

Afghan refugees coming into the area PRBLM_REFGS Important 1.28 0.24 0.88, 1.85 

 

i- The likelihood ratio chi square statistic omitted from the results was significant for all the regressions. The total number of 

observations in all the individual regressions was more than 700.  

ii- These variables had been discretized through the optimal binning procedure. The base category for the two was unimportant & 

somewhat unimportant and somewhat important and differed from the base category unimportant for the remaining variables. 

* p ≤ 0.1; ** p ≤ 0.05; *** p ≤ 0.01; **** p ≤ 0.001 

 
 
 
The effect of the variables in Group 1 on perception of Taliban were even more 

prominent when the results of the above regressions were cross-checked by running univariate 

regressions with PRBLM_TALIBAN (perceived problem in the region: Taliban fighters, Q 1i) as the 

DV (Table 37). Other than PRBLM_DRNS (problem in the region: drone strikes), the odds of 
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viewing Taliban as a problem increased for all the variables in this Group with the perception 

that the issues were important or very important. The odds increased the most, by 12.51, for 

the variable PRBLM_RDS_TRNSPRT, followed by lack of jobs by 8.13. PRBLM_DRNS was the only 

variable in the set that did not have a significant relationship with PRBLM_TALIBAN. The 

remaining variables were all statistically very significant at the 0.001 level.  

 
 
 
Table 37: Results of univariate logistic regressions of Group 1 variables with PRBLM_TALIBAN i 

Independent variable: Problem in the area 
(base category: unimportant) 

Abbreviation for the 
Independent variable 

Variable category Odds ratio SE 95% CI 

Corruption of local officials  PRBLM_CRPTN Important 2.51*** 0.82 1.33, 4.75 

Lack of securityii PRBLM_SCRTY Important 2.88**** 0.54 1.99, 4.18 

Drone attacks2 PRBLM_DRNS Important  1.01 0.20 0.69, 1.47 

Lack of jobs PRBLM_JOBS Important 8.13**** 4.60 2.68, 24.63 

Foreign fighters PRBLM_FRN_FITRS Important 7.77**** 1.73 5.02, 12.03 

Lack of schools and education PRBLM_SCHLS Important 3.43**** 1.18 1.75, 6.72 

Lack of good roads and transportation PRBLM_RDS_TRNSPRT Important 12.51**** 3.98 6.71, 23.33 

Poor health care and access to water PRBLM_HLT_WTR Important 6.73**** 1.80 3.99, 11.35 

People fleeing from the area as refugees PRBLM_TALIBAN Important 3.93**** 0.76 2.69, 5.74 

Afghan refugees coming into the area PRBLM_REFGS Important 3.92**** 0.77 2.67, 5.76 

 

i- The likelihood ratio chi square statistic omitted from the results was significant for all the regressions. The All the variables The 

table only indicates the  

ii- These variables had been discretized through the optimal binning procedure. The base category for the two was unimportant & 

somewhat unimportant and somewhat important and differed from the base category unimportant for the remaining variables. 

* p ≤ 0.1; ** p ≤ 0.05; *** p ≤ 0.01; **** p ≤ 0.001 

 
 
 

These initial investigations into the data indicated that mobility represented by the 

variable PRBLM_RDS_TRNSPRT was a very important issue in decreasing the popularity of 

Taliban. The relevance of mobility to basic physiological need has been under-researched, but 

when viewed from the Darwinian perspective on survival, being able to move is highly prized 

and is particularly evident in the behavior of an organism under threat. It also explains human 

behavior ranging from illegal immigration in search of job opportunities to refugee exodus from 

conflict zones, where the first instinct is to escape to safer regions. The term mobility could also 
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have symbolic value when viewed in association with other concepts like freedom or having the 

opportunities to, for instance, climb the social ladder. From the basic needs’ perspective, it is 

possible that people prioritize being able to move over any other immediate problems such as 

health and sanitation. One practical reason could be that if basic needs cannot be satisfied at 

one place, being mobile opens the possibilities to search for alternative means to satisfy these 

needs. The variable could thus be important within the context of conflict zones such as FATA, 

where it could mean the difference between being able to escape and getting killed.  

Understanding the data through multiple regressions  

Insights from univariate logistic regressions were supported with two multiple regressions. The 

first regression for the variable PRBLM_RDS_TRNSPRT aimed to check whether and how it fit 

into the basic needs picture and how it affected favorability of Taliban from this perspective. 

The selection of variables for the model was guided by some assumptions derived from the 

above analysis, for instance:  

1- importance of health, jobs, and schools should have a positive impact on mobility; 

2- threat to security should also increase the perception that mobility is a problem; 

3- If the foregoing correlations are indicative of a trend, the regression output should show 

a decrease in odds for mobility as a problem vis-à-vis favorable opinion of TTP.  

In the multiple regression that follows, and all other supplementary regressions in this 

chapter, the analysis is carried out with complete cases. But if it reduces the sample size below a 

reasonable level, some of the data is recoded and included into the regression as the category 

fear of reprisal. 
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Table 38: Logistic regression for the variable PRBLM_RDS_TRNSPRT (Problem in the area: Road and 
transport Q 1g) (base category: unimportant) 

Independent variable (question no.) (base category) Abbreviations Variable category Odds ratio SE 

Problem in region: drones (Q 1c) (unimportant & somewhat 
important) 

PRBLM_DRNS Very important 2.61* 1.38 

Problem in region: Jobs (Q 1d) (unimportant) PRBLM_JOBS Important 6.26** 5.19 

Problem in region: foreign fighters (Q 1e) PRBLM_FRNFITRS Important 0.14*** 0.10 

Problem in region: Lack of schools (Q 1f) (unimportant) PRBLM_SCHLS Important 4.54** 3.09 

Problem in region: health & water (Q 1h) (unimportant) PRBLM_HLT_WTR Important 8.73**** 5.20 

Long term goals for economy in the tribal areas: new jobs 
(Q 4a) (unimportant, somewhat unimportant & somewhat 
important) 

ECNMYGL_NEW_JBS Very important 4.45** 2.79 

Long term goals for economy in the tribal areas: water & 
sanitation (Q 4c) (unimportant) 

ECNMYGL_WTR_SANIT  4.45** 2.77 

Favorable opinion of FATA Secretariat (Q 7 FAVOPIN_FATASECRT Favorable 0.39* 0.22 

Fear of reprisal 0.78 0.83 

Monthly income (Q D8) (up to 1000 in Pak rupees, PKR) * INCOME btwn 1000 & 3000 3.35 4.57 

btwn 3000 & 5000 4.06 5.70 

btwn 5000 & 7000 0.86 1.05 

btwn 7000 & 10000 1.98 2.63 

btwn 10 and 15000 3.29 4.33 

15000 & above 2.08 2.54 

Long term goal of Pak govt: defeat Taliban (Q 2i) (not at all 
important) 

GOPGL_DFT_TALIB Somewhat 
unimportant & 
somewhat important 

7.85*** 5.22 

Very important 15.00**** 10.63 

Fear of reprisal 7.81 11.16 

Political agents important in area (Q 19b) (unimportant) IMP_IN_AREA_POLAGNTS Important 8.75**** 5.42 

Important in area: Pakistan Army (Q 19c) (unimportant) IMP_IN_AREA_PKARMY Important 8.53** 7.74 

Taliban important in area (Q 19g) (unimportant) IMP_IN_AREA_TALIBAN Important 1.24 0.72 

Support presence of Pakistan Taliban (Q 11d) (oppose) SUPRT_PRSNC_PKTALIB Support 0.12**** 0.07 

_cons 
  

0.00**** 0.00 

 
Summary statistics (block) 

ꭓ2 p-value McFadden’s R2 Number of observations  

230.63 0.000 0.6220 671 

 

* p ≤ 0.1; ** p ≤ 0.05; *** p ≤ 0.01; **** p ≤ 0.001  
 
 
 

The results from the regression supported the assumptions behind the model (Table 

38). The perception of mobility as a problem had a statistically significant positive relationship 

with the problem of drones, job, schools, and health and water.  Besides, the perception that 

mobility was a problem also increased with wants and aspirations: creation of new jobs 

(ECNMYGL_NEW_JBS) and improved water and sanitation (ECNMYGL_ WTR_SANIT). The 
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variable INCOME, however, did not have a statistically significant impact on the DV suggesting 

that mobility could be equally prized at all income levels.     

In accordance with the correlation trend, the regression output showed that the 

perception of mobility as a problem decreased with support for presence of Taliban 

(SUPRT_PRSNC_PKTALIB).  For GOPGL_DFT_TALIB, in comparison with the base category not at 

all important, the odds that PRBLM_RDS_TRANSPRT was important increased by 7.85 when 

GOPGL_DFT_TALIB was somewhat unimportant and somewhat important. The increase even 

larger, 15.00, for the category very important. Interpreting the trend, frustration with Taliban 

could increase corresponding to the intensity of perceived problems. In the meantime, a 

favorable opinion of FATA Secretariat, the administrative headquarter for the region, had the 

effect of decreasing the odds of mobility as a problem. If roads and transport is also an indicator 

of the region’s development, the latter trend suggests that perception of development could 

generate a positive view of the government.   

The Bayesian network had shown a link between PRBLM_RDS_TRNSPRT and importance 

of Pakistan Army in the respondents’ area. Inclusion of the variable IMP_IN_AREA_PKARMY, 

IMP_IN_AREA_POLAGNTS, and IMP_IN_AREA_TALIBAN in the model showed that the first two 

had a statistically significant relationship with the DV and increased the odds of the perception 

that mobility was a problem. The effect of IMP_IN_AREA_PKARMY on the DV was the result of 

military checkpoints and will be discussed later in detail. In the meantime, the presence of 

foreign fighters in the respondents’ area indirectly suggests the absence of Pakistan Army and 

military checkpoints and explains why the variable PRBLM_FRNFIGHT should have a negative 

impact on PRBLM_RDS_TRNSPRT.   
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 Finally, in view of the insights from various regressions, a multiple regression model was 

run for PRBLM_TALIBAN with all the other variables in Group 1 (Table 39). The model included 

one interaction term between PRBLM_SCRTY and PRBLM_DRNS, assuming that, together, the 

two would indicate the importance of security and its connection with drone strikes.  

 
 
 
Table 39: Logistic regression for the variable PRBLM_TALIBAN with Group 1 variables i 

Independent variable: Problem in the area 
(base category: unimportant) 

Abbreviation for the 
Independent variable 

Variable category Odds ratio SE 95% CI 

Corruption of local officials  PRBLM_CRPTN Important 6.20**** 2.58 2.74, 14.00 

Lack of securityii PRBLM_SCRTY Important 0.31*** 0.14 0.13, 0.74 

Drone attacksii PRBLM_DRNS Important  0.09**** 0.04 0.04, 0.22 

Interaction: Lack of security & drone attacks  Important  9.63**** 5.19 3.35, 27.68 

Lack of jobs PRBLM_JOBS Important 1.42 1.16 0.28, 7.09 

Foreign fighters PRBLM_FRN_FITRS Important 12.11**** 3.79 6.56, 22.37 

Lack of schools and education PRBLM_SCHLS Important 0.78 0.38 0.30, 2.01 

Lack of good roads and transportation PRBLM_RDS_TRNSPRT Important 7.21**** 3.36 2.89, 18.00 

Poor health care and access to water PRBLM_HLT_WTR Important 2.24* 1.01 0.92, 5.43 

People fleeing from the area as refugees PRBLM_TALIBAN Important 1.83** 0.57 1.00, 3.36 

Afghan refugees coming into the area PRBLM_REFGS Important 2.06** 0.60 1.16, 3.66 

_cons   0.02**** 0.02 0.00, 0.11 

 

i- The likelihood ratio chi square statistic omitted from the results was significant for all the regressions. The All the variables The 

table only indicates the  

ii- These variables had been discretized through the optimal binning procedure. The base category for the two was unimportant & 

somewhat unimportant and somewhat important and differed from the base category unimportant for the remaining variables. 

* p ≤ 0.1; ** p ≤ 0.05; *** p ≤ 0.01; **** p ≤ 0.001 

 
 
 

Other than two variables that were insignificant in the regression output, PRBLM_JOBS 

and PRBLM_SCHLS, the results provided a strong support for insights from univariate 

regressions. With reference to the interaction term, both lack of security and drone attacks had 

a negative and statistically significant impact on the DV, but the odds increased by 9.63 for the 

interaction term indicating that the perception of Taliban as a problem was connected 

specifically with security issues created by drone strikes.  
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Relative importance of variables 

The above discussion had mapped three main variables from the NAF & TFT (2010) data to basic 

needs: PROB_WTR_SNT, PROB_SCRTY, and PROB_RDS_TRNSPRT representing problems with 

water and sanitation, security, and mobility respectively. To understand the trends in this data, 

these three components were grouped into a single variable, basic needs, which provided 

information on all the possible sub-groups nested within it. The technique is a variation on 

simple crosstabulations and makes interpretations of results easier by showing the data in the 

cross-tabulated cells as distinct groups and letting one see those cells where the data is 

clustered the most.  

Table 40 provides the output on the most important sub-groups within the basic needs’ 

variable. Whereas PROB_WTRSNTN and PROB_RDS_TRNSPT had two categories, important and 

unimportant, the variable PROB_SCRTY had been discretized through the optimal binning 

procedure into not at all important, somewhat unimportant, and somewhat important as one 

category and very important as the other. To simplify interpretation of the sub-groups, this 

variable was also split on the same pattern as the other two. The figure 0 in the table indicates 

that the component variable was unimportant in the groups and 1 otherwise.  

 
 
 
Table 40: Sub-groups within the grouped data on basic needs 

Sob-groups PROB_WTRSNTN PROB_SCRTY PROB_RDS_TRNSPRT Frequency Percentage 

Sub-group 1 0 0 0 1 0.12 

Sub-group 2 0 0 1 3 0.35 

Sub-group 3 0 1 0 32 3.72 

Sub-group 4 0 1 1 36 4.18 

Sub-group 5 1 0 0 2 0.23 

Sub-group 6 1 0 1 55 6.39 

Sub-group 7 1 1 0 19 2.21 

Sub-group 8 1 1 1 713 82.81 

Groups total 861 100 
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The table provides data for 861 complete cases, out of whom 713 (82.8 %) in Sub-group 

8 considered all the three components of the basic needs as important. The relationship of the 

variable PRBLM_TALIBAN with the grouped data on basic needs was studied by carrying out a 

logistic regression in which Sub-group 8 of 713 observations was used as the base category. The 

results (Table 41) showed that the odds that Taliban were perceived as a problem decreased for 

all the other groups as compared to Group 8. The odds were the lowest at 0.02 for the group of 

32 respondents for whom only one of the three needs, security, was important, and increased 

for groups who considered two of the three needs important. The results could therefore be 

placed on a continuum that, similar to earlier analysis, showed frustration with the Taliban 

increasing corresponding to the frustration with needs. 

 
 
 
Table 41: Logistic regression: PRBLM_TALIBAN and basic needs 

Independent variable: Problem in the area (base category: 
water/sanitation; security, and mobility important) 

Odds ratio SE 95% CI 

Only security important 0.02**** 0.01 0.01, 0.06 

Only security and mobility important 0.58 0.27 0.23, 1.46 

Only water/sanitation and mobility important 0.09**** 0.03 0.04, 0.17 

Only water/sanitation and security important 0.17**** 0.08 0.06, 0.44 

_cons 7.44 0.92 5.85, 9.47 

* p ≤ 0.1; ** p ≤ 0.05; *** p ≤ 0.01; **** p ≤ 0.001 

 
 
 
A second group of variables was then generated by including three additional variables 

in the grouped data on basic needs: PROBLM_JOBS for problem of jobs, INCOME for the 

monthly household income, and PROBLM_SCHLS for problem of education. The first two, are 

identified as satisfiers of needs and the last is regarded important in the literature on human 

capabilities and, hence, a component of the Human Development Index (HDI).   
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Table 42: Sub-groups within the grouped data on basic needs, jobs, schools, and income 

 Health Security Mobility Jobs Schools Income (in Pak rupees) Freq. Percent 

Sub-group 1 0 1 0 1 1 Between 3000 and 5000 11 1.3 

Sub-group 2 0 1 0 1 1 Between 5000 and 7000 5 0.59 

Sub-group 3 0 1 0 1 1 15000 and above 5 0.59 

Sub-group 4 0 1 1 1 1 Between 7000 and 10000 5 0.59 

Sub-group 5 0 1 1 1 1 15000 and above 11 1.3 

Sub-group 6 1 0 1 1 1 Between 3000 and 5000 5 0.59 

Sub-group 7 1 0 1 1 1 Between 5000 and 7000 9 1.06 

Sub-group 8 1 0 1 1 1 Between 7000 and 10000 6 0.71 

Sub-group 9 1 0 1 1 1 Between 10000 and 15000 7 0.83 

Sub-group 10 1 0 1 1 1 15000 and above 18 2.12 

Sub-group 11 1 1 0 1 1 Between 5000 and 7000 5 0.59 

Sub-group 12 1 1 1 1 0 15000 and above 9 1.06 

Sub-group 13 1 1 1 1 1 Up to 1000 12 1.42 

Sub-group 14 1 1 1 1 1 Between 1000 and 3000 76 8.96 

Sub-group 15 1 1 1 1 1 Between 3000 and 5000 100 11.79 

Sub-group 16 1 1 1 1 1 Between 5000 and 7000 123 14.5 

Sub-group 17 1 1 1 1 1 Between 7000 and 10000 79 9.32 

Sub-group 18 1 1 1 1 1 Between 10000 and 15000 103 12.15 

Sub-group 19 1 1 1 1 1 15000 and above 187 22.05 

 
 
 
Table 42 indicates the frequency distributions for the various sub-groups within this 

data. Sub-groups with frequency less than 5, being unimportant, have been omitted from the 

table. At first glance, jobs in the new grouped data emerges as the most important variable, 

with none of the groups suggesting that it is not important. As for schools only 9 respondents in 

Sub-group 10 indicate that it is not important. All these respondents have income of 15,000 and 

above, which was the highest category used in the NAF & TFT (2010) survey scale and indicated 

relative affluence. The trend suggests that problems with schools and education could decline at 

higher income levels as affluent people may have better access to these facilities.  

The table also captures some important trends with reference to income, a variable that 

is often used as a proxy indicator of poverty. Most of the data in the table is clustered in Sub-

groups 13 to 19 that represent those survey respondents for whom all three basic needs as well 

as jobs and schools are important. However, the comparative frequencies of these groups do 
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not suggest any noticeable differences among the various income levels, indicating that the 

variable may not affect perception of basic needs as a problem. The observation finds support 

from the data on Sub-group 19: the largest number of respondents, 187, or about 22% of those 

who were surveyed come from this group that had reported the survey’s highest monthly 

income slab of Pakistan rupees (PKR) 15,000 and above, but expressed dissatisfaction with all 

the three needs as well as their satisfiers. The trend supports the observations made during the 

literature review in Chapter 2 regarding the limitations of monetary indicators in measuring 

poverty.  It may also suggest that even when an individual falls in a high-income group, concern 

for others may lead him to identify deprivation in basic needs as a problem. Such concerns, as 

will be discussed later, can find expressions through ideology and lead to political violence.   

 
 
 
Table 43: Sub-groups within the grouped data on basic needs, jobs, schools, and agencies 

 Health Security Mobility Jobs Schools Agency Freq. Percent 

Sub-group 1 0 1 0 1 1 South-Waziristan 16 1.87 

Sub-group 2 0 1 1 1 1 Kurram 8 0.93 

Sub-group 3 0 1 1 1 1 Mohmand 11 1.28 

Sub-group 4 0 1 1 1 1 North-Waziristan 6 0.7 

Sub-group 5 1 0 1 1 1 Bajaur 5 0.58 

Sub-group 6 1 0 1 1 1 Khyber 21 2.45 

Sub-group 7 1 0 1 1 1 Kurram 6 0.7 

Sub-group 8 1 0 1 1 1 South-Waziristan 10 1.17 

Sub-group 9 1 1 0 1 1 Mohmand 7 0.82 

Sub-group 10 1 1 1 1 0 Khyber 8 0.93 

Sub-group 11 1 1 1 1 1 Bajaur 184 21.47 

Sub-group 12 1 1 1 1 1 Khyber 150 17.5 

Sub-group 13 1 1 1 1 1 Kurram 79 9.22 

Sub-group 14 1 1 1 1 1 Mohmand 75 8.75 

Sub-group 15 1 1 1 1 1 North-Waziristan 86 10.04 

Sub-group 16 1 1 1 1 1 South-Waziristan 112 13.07 

 
 
 

Table 43 groups data on basic needs and jobs and schools, with the agencies data to 

assess how basic needs are distributed along geographical lines. But once again, no noticeable 
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trends can be observed as most of the data is clustered in sub-groups for whom all the needs 

and the satisfiers are important, but the frequencies for the six agencies in these groups do not 

suggest that any one agency is better-off than the other. The results lend support to weighted 

logistic regression that had failed to distinguish between trends in the data vis-à-vis the survey 

design: the agencies and the tehsils. 

A final table integrates the grouped data on basic needs and satisfiers with data 

capturing views on the justification of suicide attacks (SUCDATCK_JSTFD, Q 20). In Table 44, the 

largest number of respondents are clustered in Sub-group 9 for whom all three basic needs and 

jobs and schools are important, and who consider that suicide attacks are never justified. The 

second largest group, Sub-group 10, also perceives that basic needs and jobs and schools are 

important but considers that suicide bombings may be justified. The trend therefore fails to 

identify a pattern in the relationship between basic needs and support for acts of terrorism, 

indicating that other variables should be brought into the picture. The research will later suggest 

that the variables of beliefs and ideology can be stronger drivers of political violence as 

compared to basic needs.  

 
 
 
Table 44: Sub-groups in the grouped data on basic needs, jobs, schools, and political violence 

 
Health Security Mobility Jobs Schools 

Views on political 
violence 

Freq. Percent 

Group 1 0 1 0 1 1 never justified 7 0.97 

Group 2 0 1 0 1 1 justified 22 3.03 

Group 3 0 1 1 1 1 never justified 20 2.76 

Group 4 1 0 1 1 1 never justified 13 1.79 

Group 5 1 0 1 1 1 justified 16 2.21 

Group 6 1 1 0 1 1 never justified 9 1.24 

Group 7 1 1 1 1 0 never justified 11 1.52 

Group 8 1 1 1 1 0 justified 8 1.1 

Group 9 1 1 1 1 1 never justified 388 53.52 

Group 10 1 1 1 1 1 justified 195 26.9 
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Understanding the characteristics of the hardcore supporters of Tehrik-e-Taliban 

In the NAF & TFT (2010) survey data, a total of 218 respondents had expressed a favorable opinion 

of TTP. Once the Shiite respondents had been dropped from the data, cross-tabulations of 

FAVOPIN_TTP with other variables revealed some anomalies. For instance, cross-tabulating data 

on favorable opinion of TTP with favorable opinion of Pakistan Army (FAVOPIN_PKARMY, Q 7c) 

showed that 137 respondents had a very or somewhat favorable opinion of both the TTP and the 

army (Table 45). The results indicated that a large number of people in FATA still did not know 

that there was a conflict between the state and TTP and could therefore be labelled as swing 

rather than the true supporters of the group.  

 
 
 
Table 45: Opinion of TTP and Pakistan Army 

Opinion of TTP 

Opinion of Pakistan Army 

very or somewhat 
unfavorable 

very or somewhat 
favorable 

Total  

very or somewhat unfavorable 80 447 527 

very or somewhat favorable 81 137 218 

Total 161 584 745 

 
 
 
Besides, some survey questions had not clearly distinguished between TTP and the 

Afghan Taliban. Hence, cross-tabulation of FAVOPIN_TTP with PRBLM_TALIBAN (perception of 

Taliban as a problem, Q 1i), and GOPGL_DFT_TALIB (whether the long-term goal of the 

government of Pakistan should include defeating the Taliban, Q2i) also showed some confounding 

observations: 128 respondents who had a favorable opinion of TTP also regarded them as a source 

of a very important or somewhat important problem in the FATA region (Table 46). A similar 

number were of the opinion that the government should defeat the Taliban (Table 47).  
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Table 46: Opinion of TTP and perception of Taliban as a problem 

Opinion of TTP 

Problem in the area: Taliban 

very or somewhat 
unfavorable 

very or somewhat 
favorable 

Total  

very or somewhat unfavorable 52 458 510 

very or somewhat favorable 77 128 205 

Total 129 586 715 

 

 

 

Table 47: Opinion of TTP and opinion that the government should defeat Taliban 

Opinion of TTP 

Problem in the area: Taliban 

very or somewhat 
unfavorable 

very or somewhat 
favorable 

Total  

very or somewhat unfavorable 71 444 515 

very or somewhat favorable 84 128 212 

Total 155 572 727 

 
 
 
To understand the characteristics of the true supporters of TTP all confounding 

observations in the cross-tabulated results were dropped. As a result, only 32 respondents were 

left in the data who had a favorable view of the TTP. Cross tabulating these 32 observations with 

data on support for the presence of Pakistan Taliban (SUPRT_PRSNC_ TALIBAN, Q 11d) did not 

reveal any anomaly, as all were in favor of this development.  

Data on the variable FAVOPIN_TTP comprising 32 observations was then cross tabulated 

with all the remaining variables in the NAF & TFT (2010) data one at a time. Figure 21 captures 

the results of this exercise in the form of characteristics of TTP’s true supporters. The results 

show that these supporters comprised 20 women, all from Khyber agency, and 12 men, all from 

South Waziristan.  
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Hardcore TTP respondents 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

* Mullahs are prayer leaders in mosques  

Figure 21: Characteristics of the 32 hardcore supporters of TTP 

Demographic 
   Agency: Khyber   Agency: South Waziristan 

 20 females    12males 
Income: Above PKR 3,000  Income: Above PKR 3,000 

Important actors in the physical environment 
Maliks (Q 19a) 

Political agents (Q 19b) 
Mullahs (Q 19f) 
Taliban (Q 19g) 

NGOs not important in the area (Q 19i) 

Socio-economic aspirations 
Improvement of roads and transport (Q 2b and Q4b) 
Improvement in healthcare facilities (Q 2c and Q 4c) 

Madrassas for boys (Q 3c) 

Security issues 
Perception that drone attacks kill civilians (Q 17) 

Perception of present governance system 
Unfavorable opinion of provincial government 

(Q 7h) 

Perception of Pakistan Army 
Unfavorable opinion of Pakistan Army (Q 7c) 

Unfavorable opinion of General Musharraf (Q 9a) 

Unfavorable opinion of General Kayani (Q 9c) 
Oppose governance by Pakistan military (Q 5e) 

Perceived source of threat to personal security (Q 14) 

India   Israel   Pakistan Army/ISI   US 

1          4                     24                  3 
 

Unacceptable alternate system 
Do not support: 

FATA as a separate province (Q 5c) 

Merger with Afghanistan (Q 5d) 

Pakistan’s justice system in FATA (Q 6a) 

 

Preferred changes to external 
environment 

Support: 

Presence of Afghan Taliban (Q 11c) 

Presence of Pakistan Taliban (Q 11d) 

Sharia-based justice system (Q 6c) 

Taliban’s justice system (Q 6d) 

Response to security threat: 
Justification of political violence 

Suicide attacks justified: 

In general (Q 20) 

Against Pakistan military (Q 20a) 

Against US military (Q 20b) 

Against US civilians (Q 20d) 

 

Anti-West perception & Influence of al-Qaedaism 
Have an unfavorable opinion of: 

The US military (Q 7b) 

President Obama (Q 9b) 
Purpose of US-led war on terror:  

US domination/ weaken & divide Muslims 
US reason for occupying Afghanistan:  

Secure oil, minerals; benefit India; war on Islam 

Leadership favorites 
Arab and foreign fighters (Q 

7a) 

bin-Laden (Q 9l) 

Mullah Omar (Q 9m) 

Sami-ul-Haq (Q 9n) 
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The figure of 20 women may seem incongruous at first sight considering that women in 

the tribal belt are generally regarded as too docile to have an impact on violence. However, 

reports from the region indicate that their conservative and religious upbringing had made them 

vulnerable to the preaching of militants. In the adjacent valley of Swat, for instance, women 

actively supported militants by working in their centers, cooking and cleaning for them. Some 

even donated their jewelry to the cause of the local Taliban chapter and encouraged the male 

members in their families to join the group (see Qadeem 2018; Fleischner 2011; Khaliq 2010).  

Other than the demographic differences, Figure 21 highlights the characteristics that are 

common to all the 32 respondents as a cluster. Narrating these characteristics, the physical 

environment where these true supporters live is characterized by the malik-political agent nexus 

on one hand and the mullah-Taliban nexus on the other. Hence, two different administrative 

visions appear to be wrestling for the same political space. NGOs are not important in the area, 

possibly because the presence of Taliban has created security hazards for these organizations. 

On the security front, the respondents are concerned about drone strikes in FATA and, perhaps, 

incensed that the strikes kill civilians.  

The bottom of the figure is equally telling. Here, leaders like Sami-ul-Haq, bin-Laden, 

and the Haqqanis have successfully carved a favorable niche for themselves and their ideology. 

The leaders have used Western political and military interference in Muslim countries to 

convince the respondents that Western powers are working on an anti-Muslim agenda. They 

have actively demonstrated retaliation against this perceived agenda through some bold 

terrorist attacks and captured the imagination of the respondents by projecting a militant 

identity that challenges the West. The aggressive nature of this identity also presents a stark 
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contrast to their own government, making it look weak and incapable. The leaders further erode 

this image by highlighting the government’s secular credentials vis-à-vis the imagined picture of 

a puritanical, utopian Muslim society from a bygone era.  

As a cluster, the respondents, who all have an income above the lowest of PKR 3,000 in 

the data, may disagree on the importance of variables in Group 1, perception of immediate 

problems, but they have collective socio-economic aspirations for the region. These include 

improvement of roads and transport and healthcare facilities. Under the influence of their 

leadership favorites like Sami-ul-Haq and bin-Laden, it is not surprising that the respondents also 

want more madrassas for boys. However, they have few hopes that the existing governance 

setup will deliver on these aspirations. All are disillusioned with the provincial government in 

adjacent KP, which they probably regard as an extension of the local malik-political agent nexus. 

This is probably why replacement of the current system by some existing model of governance 

from the settled areas of Pakistan is not acceptable to them. They neither support FATA being 

given the status of a province nor do they want extension of Pakistan’s justice system to the 

region. Rather, they are looking up to their leadership favorites and depending on the perceived 

competence of Afghan and Pakistan Taliban and their system of justice to provide them with an 

alternate system of governance.  

Likewise, the respondents are not looking toward Pakistan Army for providing them a 

security cover, perhaps convinced of the state’s complicity in drone strikes. Out of the 32 

individuals in the cluster, 24 believe that the source of threat to their personal safety mainly 

originates from the Pakistan Army and the ISI. Three, however, disagree and perceive that the 

US poses the greatest threat to their safety, whereas four put down the perception to Israel. 
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Since Israel is not militarily involved in their region, unlike the Pakistan Army and the US, the 

perception can be connected to only one factor: sympathy for the Palestinians and suspicion of 

a West-Israel nexus perceived to be responsible for the current socio-economic and security 

woes of the Muslims. Hence, both ideologically and on the basis of their identity as Muslims, the 

respondents fit into a much bigger picture in which the Taliban and groups like al-Qaeda are 

fighting a war on behalf of oppressed Muslims throughout the world.  

With reference to political violence, ever since the Russian invasion of Afghanistan in 

1979, both state and non-state actors have brainwashed the respondents into believing that 

fighting asymmetric wars against their enemies and sacrificing their own lives in this war is 

justified.  It is therefore only to be expected that the 32 respondents would condone acts of 

terrorism against the US military and civilians as a retaliatory response to the US targeting of 

Muslim civilians. At the same time, they have no sympathy for the perceived allies of the US, 

even if Muslims; hence, they also support suicide attacks against the Pakistan Army.  

Concluding points 

Summing up, the foregoing analysis has negated the dissertation hypothesis that the correlation 

between support for terrorist groups and at least two components of basic needs: physiological 

and safety is positive. However, when safety needs are linked with drone attacks, they can 

increase support possibly by stirring revenge: a by-product of the need to belong as well as self-

esteem. So far, low income has not emerged as an important variable in the analysis. At the 

same time, the significance of TTP’s ideology for the respondents clearly indicates that support 

for the group may be attributed to growth needs: self-esteem and self-actualization. The 

discussion of the Bayesian network and logistic regression that follows supports these initial 

trends and builds on to the picture of the 32 respondents described above.  
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Understanding the Bayesian network 

This section provides an analysis of the Bayesian network developed in the previous chapter. 

The section begins by discussing the important nodes in the network. A sensitivity analysis is 

then conducted to investigate the most important connections in the network. Like the previous 

section, the analysis does not exclusively dwell on the link between poverty and support for TTP 

but tries to investigate the wider social context within which these variables are embedded.  

For ease of reference, Figure 22 reproduces the Bayesian network, BN_TTP, modelled 

using the Bayesian Search algorithm. As mentioned, to simplify the analysis, the nodes in the 

network are not mapped to the possible concepts that they represent at the outset. But starting 

with some elementary ideas, regarding the two variables of interest, support for terrorism and 

basic needs, the first is represented in the network by the nodes FAVOPIN_TTP and 

SUPRT_PRSNC_PKTALIB. Several other nodes in the network are proxy indicators of basic needs. 

These include THRT_TO_PRSNL_SFTY and PRCVD_DRN_TRGTS, representing security. Besides, 

two nodes in the network have a connection with physiological needs: PRBLM_RDS_TRNSPRT, 

described in the previous section, and IMP_IN_AREA_NGOS, which will be investigated in the 

next. One node, SUCD_TRGT_PKCVL (perceived justification of suicide attacks against Pakistan 

civilians) can be regarded as a proxy indicator of revenge, also indirectly capturing community 

relationships in Corning’s (2000) model, and the need to belong in Maslow’s (1943; 1954) 

hierarchy. Besides, the same node as well as another node SUCD_TRGT_USMIL (justification of 

suicide attacks against the US military) are indicators of acts of terrorism.  

The nodes and arcs: Examining the pattern in the network 

The network shows several nodes clustered around the class variable, FAVOPIN_TTP. The 

thickness of arcs represents the influence, in this case measured using the Euclidean distance 
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already described elsewhere, that a parent node exerts on a child node. The most important 

patterns in the network are analyzed under four themes: (1) al-Qaedaism: the ideology driving 

terrorism; (2) weak writ of the state; (3) poor socio-economic conditions and support for 

terrorism; and (4), perception of threat to personal safety and support for TTP.  

 

 

Figure 22: A Bayesian network model of support for TTP 

 
 
 
Al-Qaedaism: the ideology driving terrorism 

The histogram of arc influence (Figure 23) shows that the strongest links among the arcs, 

measuring 0.50, follow from the class variable FAVOPIN_TTP to the nodes FAVOPIN_ARB_ 
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FRNFIGHT and FAVOPIN_AFGHTALIB (favorable opinion of Arab and foreign fighters and 

favorable opinion of Afghan Taliban). Both the links are positive and suggest that, since different 

groups of militants are following the same ideology, the respondents do not distinguish among 

them on regional or cultural grounds. The links also substantiate the historical facts resulting in 

this perception including the rise of the extremist ideology of al-Qaedaism, the Soviet invasion 

of Afghanistan, and subsequent patronizing of the extremist ideology by state actors to 

legitimize participation of ordinary people in the Afghan resistance movement. The arcs 

between favorable opinion of different militant groups together with the 24% Sunni 

respondents in the NAF & TFT (2010) data who had a favorable opinion of TTP is evidence that 

these events matured into a transnational movement. The movement created both social and 

political space for groups such as the TTP and legitimized the Afghan insurgency against the US 

in the post-9/11 period.   

 
 
 

 

Figure 23: Histogram of arc influence 
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Other links in the network serve to substantiate this latter development. Within the 

Bayesian network, the anti-West and anti-US perception is reflected in three positive links: the 

first connecting the node FAVOPIN_TTP with SUCDBMB_TRGT_USMIL (the perception that acts 

of political violence against the US are justified); the second connecting the latter node with a 

favorable opinion of Afghan Taliban (FAVOPIN_AFGNTALIB); and the third connecting it to a 

favorable opinion of Sami-ul-Haq (FAVOPIN_SAMIHAQ). Together the links provide insights into 

the results of US intervention in Muslim majority countries and the role of ideological leaders 

like Sami-ul-Haq in supporting retaliatory action against such interventions.  

The reliability of the links shown in BN-TTP is supported by a plethora of information 

from other scholarship suggesting that US policies became a major motivational cause of the al-

Qaeda related brand of terrorism.  According to Mueller and Stewart (2012: 100), if al-Qaeda 

could rally a massive support for its cause, the trend may be attributed to “overreaction” to the 

September 11 attacks. This overreaction, according to Goldstone (2011) included “warrantless 

eavesdropping and the use of torture and creating a ‘Constitution-free zone’ at Guantanamo 

Bay.” Boyd and Scouras (2010) add Abu Ghraib to the list and suggest that both Guantanamo 

and Abu Ghraib were the main reasons why foreign fighters flocked to Iraq to participate in the 

insurgency there.   

Other experts point out that US military policies in Muslim countries and the general 

perception that America is an enemy of Islam tend to cloud all other causes of al-Qaeda related 

terrorism, including ideology. Mueller and Stewart (2012: 100) analyzed a 2009 US Department 

of Homeland Security report on post-9/11 attacks that were apparently aimed at targeting 

American interests. A large number of these attacks, they observe, were directed against 
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military installations within the US, and conclude that contrary to popular perceptions, “the 

overwhelming driving force did not stem particularly from ideology, but rather from a 

simmering, and more commonly boiling, outrage at U.S. foreign policy – the wars in Iraq and 

Afghanistan, in particular.”  

Some arcs in the network also suggest how the state of Pakistan integrates into the 

ideological loop. At the time of the NAF & TFT 2010 survey, under the sway of General 

Musharraf’s policy of enlightened moderation, the country distanced itself from radical ideas 

that condoned violence, but it was still loosely linked with the militants’ cause through its 

support of the Afghan Taliban. The information finds its way into BN-TTP through the positive 

impact of the parent node favorable opinion of the federal government (FAVOPIN_FEDGOVT) on 

the child node, favorable perception of Afghan Taliban (FAVOPIN_AFGNTALIB).  

Weak writ of the state in the tribal areas 

The network also provides evidence for the weak writ of the state in the tribal areas and the 

tactics used by terrorist and insurgent groups to occupy the resulting power vacuum. Within the 

conditional probability tables (CPT), support for Taliban-style justice system in the node 

JUSTGOALS_TALIBAN has a positive influence on favorable opinion of Taliban in the class node, 

FAVOPIN_TTP. At the same time, there is an inverse probabilistic link between FAVOPIN_TTP 

and FAVOPIN_FEDGOVT, suggesting that an unfavorable opinion of the federal government 

increases the favorability of TTP. Together the links indicate how the failure of the 

administrative and political system for the tribal region could have been successfully exploited 

by groups such as the TTP to create and generate popular support for their governance style.  
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The impact of another node IMP_IN_AREA_PKARMY shows how absence of Pakistan 

Army from the region affected militancy. In the current probability distributions (Figure 24):  

1- the probability that Pakistan Army is not at all important in the region is 5% and the 

probability that it is somewhat unimportant or important is 94%;  

2- at the same time the probability that the respondents will perceive Pakistan Army and 

ISI as a threat to their security is 7% (node THRT_TO_PRSNL_SFTY); 

3- support for Sami-ul-Haq is 22% (FAVOPIN_ SAMIHAQ); 

4- support for presence of Pakistan Taliban is 22% (SUPRT_PRSNC_PKTALIB);  

5- the perception that suicide attacks against Pakistan civilians are justified is 11% 

(SUCDBMB_TRGT_PKCVL); and  

6- the perception that targets of drone attacks are civilians is 50% (PRCVD_DRN_TRGTS).  

 

 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 24: The impact of Pakistan Army’s withdrawal from the region on the network 

Prior probability Posterior probability 
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The posterior probabilities in Figure 24 and the radar chart in Figure 25 capture the 

impact of the node IMP_IN_ AREA_PKARMY on the network by creating a scenario in which the 

probability that the army is not at all important is raised from its current 5% to 100%, that is, by 

withdrawing the army completely from FATA. As can be seen from the two figures, raising the 

probability that Pakistan Army is not at all important could create more space for Taliban 

leaders like Sami-ul-Haq, whose favorable opinion could surge from the current 56% to 62%. 

Besides, it could increase the respondents’ perception of threat from the Pakistan Army by 

about 20% and support for presence of TTP could increase by about 15%. The withdrawal could 

also impact the perception that drone strikes are killing civilians which could increase from 50% 

to 91%, whereas the perception that suicide bombings against Pakistan civilians are justified 

could go up from 11% to 22%.  

 
 
 

 

 

 

Variable 
Probability 
before 
withdrawal  

Probability 
after 
withdrawal  

IMP_IN_AREA_PKARMY: not at all important 5% 100% 

FAVOPIN_SAMIHAQ: favorable 56% 62% 

THRT_TO_PRSNL_SFTY: Pak Army/ISI 7% 26% 

SUPRT_PRSNC_PKTALIB: support 22% 37% 

PRCVD_DRN_TRGTS: civilians 50% 91% 

SUCDBMB_TRGT_PKCVL: justified 11% 22% 

 

 

 

 

Figure 25: A radar chart of the impact of Pakistan Army’s withdrawal from the region 
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Poor socio-economic conditions and support for terrorist groups 

The next important set of arcs connect the node IMP_IN_AREA_NGOS with FAVOPIN_FEDGOVT 

and FAVOPIN_TTP. In the network, the probability that NGOs are important has a positive 

impact on a favorable perception of the federal government, and a negative impact on the 

favorability of the Taliban. As will be discussed later, the presence of NGOs represents both 

socio-economic backwardness of a region as well as development efforts to address this 

backwardness. Whereas the previous links between JUSTGOALS_TALIBAN, FAVOPIN_FEDGOVT 

and FAVOPIN_TTP suggest  failure of the government vis-à-vis the success of militants, the 

negative link between the importance of NGOs and favorable opinion of TTP indicates that the 

state could counter the Taliban-style systems by addressing the socio-economic concerns of the 

people.  

 
 

 

 

 

 

     

  

 

 

 

 

Figure 26: The link between the node PRBLM_RDS_TRNSPRT and IMP_IN_AREA_PKARMY 

Arc strength: 

0.345 
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Effect of increasing probability of 

IMP_IN_AREA_PKARMY, value 

not_at_all_important by 100% 

and PRBLM_RDS_TRNSPRT, value 

unimportant by 100% 
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Another important, though somewhat confounding link connects PRBLM_RDS_TRNSPRT 

with THRT_PRSNL_SFTY. Investigating it further, the model identifies PRBLM_RDS_TRNSPRT as a 

node with one parent, IMP_IN_AREA_PKARMY, and one child node THRT_PRSNL_SFTY. In the 

current distributions, the probability that Pakistan Army is not at all important in the area of the 

respondents is 5%; the probability that roads and transport are not important is 7%; and the 

threat perception from Pakistan Army is 7%. Working on some if scenarios to see the impact of 

the first two nodes: 

1- when the probability that Pakistan Army is not at all important is raised from its current 

5% to 100%, or the Army is withdrawn from FATA, the probability that mobility is not 

perceived as a problem increases dramatically from 7% to 56%, but the threat 

perception from Pakistan Army increases from 7% to 26%; 

2- when, simultaneous to the above, the perception that mobility is not important is raised 

to 100%, the change in threat perception from Pakistan Army increases to a large 37% 

(Figure 26).  

Prima facie this indicates that the region had fewer problems with mobility when 

Pakistan Army was absent. But reading more on the subject revealed that the actual reason 

behind the army-mobility link was that during its counterinsurgency operations the army had to 

erect several checkpoints for monitoring movement of people. In 2018, for instance, there were 

353 checkpoints in the region (Khan 2018).  The measure, though necessary from a security 

point of view, must have created hardships for the residents (see e.g. Bowman and Dale 2009: 

33) that also found expression in the NAF & TFT (2010) survey. Summing up:   
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1- when Pakistan Army was not present in an area, there were no checkpoints which 

decreased the probability that roads and transport would be considered as a problem by 

the respondents, 

2- however, at the same time, threat to personal security from the Pakistan Army was 

higher when the army was not important in an area: a point already discussed earlier.  

Perception of threat to personal safety and support to TTP 

THRT_TO_PRSNL_SFTY is one of the most important nodes in the network. Changes in two 

values of the node, pak_mil_ISI (Pakistan military and ISI), and pk_talb (Pakistan Taliban) 

reverberate throughout the network impacting both the class variable, FAVOPIN_TTP and the 

supporting variable SUPRT_PRSNC_PKTALIB. Besides, the node also has a strong impact on two 

other nodes, SUCDBMB_TRGT_PKCVL and SUCDBMB_TRGT_ USMIL, that encapsulate 

perceptions on the justification of acts of terrorism.  

Creating an if scenario, when the probability that Pakistan Taliban are perceived as a 

threat to security is increased to 100%, the posterior probability of unfavorable view of TTP in 

the node FAVOPIN_TTP increases from 63% to 92% (Figure 27). There is also a very significant 

effect on the perception that suicide attacks against Pakistan civilians are justified, which 

decreases from 22% to 4%. An opposite effect is achieved when the probability of threat 

perception from Pakistan military and ISI is raised to 100%. The change more than doubles the 

favorability of TTP from 24% to 50%. In the meantime, the probability that suicide attacks 

against Pakistan civilians will be considered justified increases from 22% to a large 82%.  

Inferring from the above trend, it was expected that increasing the probability of threat 

from the US would also increase the perception that suicide attacks against US military were 
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justified. However, as compared to TTP and the Pakistan Army and ISI, maximizing the 

probability of threat perception from the US to 100% failed to make a significant impact on the 

nodes in the network, including the class node and the node SUCDBMB_TRGT_USMIL. The only 

explanation to this anomaly was that the intensity of reaction to a perceived enemy could 

depend on the proximity of the enemy. The physical presence of the Pakistan Taliban and 

Pakistan Army in the region evoked a strong response whereas response to the US, a distant 

enemy, was mild and perhaps more of an ideological nature.  

 
 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 27: Studying the impact of the node THRT_TO_PRSNL_SFTY 

 
 
 
From the point of view of public policy, one would be interested in maximizing the 

threat from the Pakistan Taliban to deal a blow to the group’s popularity. Hence, deviating from 

the Bayesian network, logistic regression was carried out to investigate variables that had the 

effect of increasing the perception of this threat. Selection of independent variables was guided 
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by the previous analysis, including the negative correlations between FAVOPIN_TTP and socio-

economic issues; the ideological impact of Arab fighters; and the impact of drones on the 

security of the region. Some other variables, such as FAVOPIN_MUSHRF (favorable opinion of 

General Musharraf) were added to see if the results agreed with the LOG model.   

 
 
 
Table 48: Logistic regression for the variable THRT_SFTY_PkTalib (Perceived threat to personal safety: 
Pakistan Taliban, Q 14 [base category: Pakistan Army & ISI; US; Arab & foreign fighters; India & Israel]) 

Independent variable (question no.) (base category) Abbreviations Variable category Odds ratio SE 

Problem in region: security (Q 1b) (unimportant & 
somewhat important) 

PRBLM_SCRTY Very important 0.17**** 0.09 

Problem in region: drones (Q 1c) (unimportant & 
somewhat important) 

PRBLM_DRNS Very important 0.06*** 0.06 

Problem in region security ## problem drones PRBLM_SCTRY ## 
PRBLM_DRNS 

Very important 66.33**** 69.68 

Long term goal of Pak govt: expel foreign fighters (Q 
2e) (unimportant & somewhat important) 

GOPGL_EXPL_FRNFITRS Very important 3.50** 2.33 

Fear of reprisal 13.68** 14.62 

Long term goals for economy in the tribal areas: 
agricultural assistance (Q 4d) (not at all important) 

ECNMYGL_AGR_ASIST Important 0.10**** 0.06 

Governance goals: support Pakistan laws (Q 5b) 
(unimportant) 

GOPGL_SUPRT_PKLAWS Important 0.63 0.19 

Fear of reprisal 4.37** 3.31 

Justice should be delivered by Jirga (Q 6b) 
(unimportant) 

JUSTGOALS_JIRGA Important 0.26**** 0.11 

Justice system should be based on strict sharia (Q 6c) 
(unimportant) 

JUSTGOALS_SHARIA Important 6.17**** 3.20 

Fear of reprisal 5.36 8.66 

Favorable opinion of Gen. Musharraf (Q 9a) (very 
unfavorable)  

FAVOPIN_MUSHRF Somewhat 
unfavorable & 
favorable 

0.24**** 0.07 

Arab & foreign fighters important in area (Q 19e) 
(unimportant) 

IMP_IN_AREA_ARBFRN Important 0.29**** 0.10 

Fear of reprisal 0.06*** 0.06 

Suicide attacks justified if target Pak military (Q 21) 
(never) 

SUCDBMB_TRGT_PKCVL Rarely, sometimes & 
often justified 

0.03**** 0.02 

Real purpose of war on terror: anti-Muslim agenda (Q 
23) (defeat terrorists) 

ANTI_MSLM_US_AGNDA US anti-Muslim 
agenda 

0.22**** 0.08 

Fear of reprisal 0.16** 0.15 

Opinion of federal government (Q 7g) (unfavorable) FAVOPIN_FEDGOVT Favorable 1.12 0.35 

Political leaders important in area (Q 19h) 
(unimportant) 

IMP_IN_AREA_POLEDRS Important 0.84 0.27 

_cons 
  

8.61** 8.60 

 

ꭓ2 p-value McFadden’s R2 Number of observations  

230.63 0.000 0.3631 725 

* p ≤ 0.1; ** p ≤ 0.05; *** p ≤ 0.01; **** p ≤ 0.001 
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The results suggested that threat perception from Pakistan Taliban increased 

tremendously when perception of security as a problem interacted with drone strikes. The 

change in odds was 66.33 for the interaction term and it was statistically very significant. The 

importance of Arab and foreign fighters (IMP_IN_AREA_ARBFRN) and the perception that US 

war on terror had an anti-Muslim agenda (ANTI_MSLM_US_AGNDA), lowered the perception of 

threat. Favorability of General Musharraf (FAVOPIN_MUSHRF) had the effect of decreasing the 

threat from TTP, which supported the results of the LOG model discussed in the next section. 

However, contrary to the assumption that Taliban were associated with a sharia-based justice 

system, the odds of threat from the group increased by 6.17 when JUSTGLS_SHARIA was 

perceived as important.  

The positive effect of JUSTGLS_SHARIA on threat perception from Taliban requires 

research into the varied interpretations associated with the term sharia. But for the other 

variables, from a policy perspective, it was possible to increase the threat from Pakistan Taliban 

by reducing the ideological influence and proximity of Arab and foreign fighters and countering 

the anti-West perceptions of the people. Military actions such as drone strikes were another 

option. However, as indicated by the previous analysis, it could be counter-productive and stir 

feelings of revenge.   

Sensitivity analysis 

Inferences from analysis of arc influence and if scenarios can be cross-checked through 

sensitivity analysis. The sensitivity of parameters for a target node x is the magnitude of change 

in the posterior probabilities of that node when numerical parameter (probabilities) for other 

nodes in the network is changed by some figure. Performing sensitivity analysis for a target 

node can indicate those parameters to which a target node is the most sensitive to.  
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Sensitivity analysis in GENIe, the software used for modelling the present network, relies 

on an algorithm proposed by Kjaerulff and van der Gaag (2000). Once a target node has been 

specified, the algorithm returns all the derivatives of the posterior probability distributions for 

the selected node over all the numerical parameters in the network. The size of a derivative 

indicates the sensitivity of a target node to changes in parameter value, with large derivatives 

indicating that even small changes in the latter will change the posterior probabilities by a large 

value (BayesFusion 2020b: 339-340).   

 
 
 

 

Figure 28: Sensitivity analysis of the target node FAVOPIN_TTP 
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The darker nodes in Figure 28 are a visual presentation of the nodes whose parameters 

have a high impact on the posterior probability of the target node; in this case, the class variable 

FAVOPIN_TTP. Out of the eight nodes FAVOPIN_TTP is connected with, it is very sensitive to 

changes in four: the three parent nodes, JUSTGOALS_TALIBAN; IMP_IN_AREA_NGOS; 

FAVOPIN_FEDGOVT, and one distant node, PRCVD_DRN_TRGTS. Precise information about the 

specific parameters in the dark nodes seen in Figure 28 that have the strongest impact on the 

posterior probability of FAVOPIN_TTP can be obtained by zooming into the conditional 

probability tables (CPTs) of these nodes. Another option is to generate a sensitivity tornado (see 

Figure 29) that graphically depicts the sensitivity of the target node to the network parameters 

in descending order of importance.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 29: Sensitivity tornado for FAVOPIN_TTP, state favorable 

 

Sensitivity for FAVOPIN_TTP = favorable 

Current value 0.238; reachable range (0.226 to 0.250) 
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The tornado in Figure 29 presents the ten most important parameters vis-à-vis the 

posterior probability of FAVOPIN_TTP, state favorable, when the spread of the parameters is 

changed over a range of 10%. Explaining the spread, for some node X in the network that has a 

probability (parameter) of 0.5 for some cell x in the CPT, specifying a parameter spread of 10% 

will calculate the sensitivity of the target node when the parameter 0.5 for x is changed over a 

range of 0.45 (0.5 – 0.5*10%) and 0.55 (0.5 + 0.5*10%).  

Table 49 shows the details of the top ten most important parameters impacting 

favorable opinion of TTP. With parameter spread of 0.1 or 10% the current probability of about 

0.24 for favorable fluctuates over the minimum and maximum values of 0.226 and 0.250, or 

over a probability width of about 0.0237.  

As per the tornado, favorable opinion of TTP is most sensitive to the parameters in the 

node IMP_IN_AREA _NGOs. As will be discussed in the next section, the node is associated with 

three factors: (1) socio-economic backwardness, including issues with meeting basic needs such 

as food, water, and health; (2) absence of armed conflict, which is necessary for NGOs to carry 

out their socio-economic activities; and (3), a positive signal to the people that their problems 

are being addressed. For public perception to turn against TTP, these varied interpretations can 

be summed up as below: 

1- Socio-economic backwardness may not trigger support for TTP, but the perception that 

the state is apathetic to this backwardness could. 

2- It is important to send a visible signal that the concerns of the citizenry are being 

addressed.  

3- Addressing socio-economic grievances requires an environment free of conflict.   
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Table 49: Sensitivity analysis for the class node FAVOPIN_TTP, state favorable 

Parameter width = 0.10 (10%) 

Current value of class node FAVOPIN_TTP, state favorable: 0.238 

Minimum and maximum value range for the target node over parameter spread of 0.1: 0.226 to 0.250 (width 0.023) 

 
Node Current 

parameter 
value  

Parameter 
range (over a 

spread of 
10%) 

Impact on 
favorable 
opinion of 

TTP 

Width of change 
in favorability of 

TTP  

Width of 
change in 

favorability 
of TTP 

Derivative 
of target 

node 

IMP_IN_AREA_NGOS = important 0.521 0.469 to 0.573 Negative 0.250 to 0.226  0.023 - 0.228 

FAVOPIN_TTP = unfavorable | 
JUSTGOALS_TALIBAN = unimportant; 
IMP_IN_AREA_NGOS = unimportant; 
FAVOPIN_FEDGOVT = unfavorable 

0.826 0.743 to 0.908 Negative 0.250 to 0.226 0.023 - 0.141 

IMP_IN_AREA_NGOS = unimportant 0.445 0.400 to 0.489 Positive 0.228 to 0.248 0.020 0.232 

FAVOPIN_TTP = unfavorable | 
JUSTGOALS_TALIBAN = unimportant; 
IMP_IN_AREA_NGOS = unimportant; 
FAVOPIN_FEDGOVT = unfavorable 

0.829 0.746 to 0.912 Negative 0.247 to 0.229 0.018 - 0.114 

FAVOPIN_TTP = unfavorable | 
JUSTGOALS_TALIBAN = important; 
IMP_IN_AREA_NGOS = unimportant; 
FAVOPIN_FEDGOVT = unfavorable 

0.876 0.789 to 0.964 Positive 0.231 to 0.245 0.014 0.084 

FAVOPIN_TTP = unfavorable | 
JUSTGOALS_TALIBAN = important; 
IMP_IN_AREA_NGOS = important; 
FAVOPIN_FEDGOVT = favorable 

0.831 0.748 to 0.914 Negative 0.245 to 0.231 0.013 - 0.082 

JUSTGOALS_TALIBAN = unimportant| 
PRCVD_DRN_TRGTS = kill civilians and militants 
(both) 

0.605 0.545 to 0.666 Negative 0.245 to 0.231 0.013 - 0.110 

JUSTGOALS_TALIBAN = important| 
PRCVD_DRN_TRGTS = kill civilians  

0.334 0.301 to 0.368 Positive 0.232 to 0.244 0.011 0.167 

JUSTGOALS_TALIBAN = unimportant| 
PRCVD_DRN_TRGTS = kill civilians  

0.446 0.402 to 0.491 Negative 0.243 to 0.233 0.009 - 0.107 

JUSTGOALS_TALIBAN = important| 
PRCVD_DRN_TRGTS = kill civilians and militants 
(both) 

0.354 0.319 to 0.390 Positive 0.234 to 0.242 0.008 0.121 

 
 
 
The second most important parameter in the CPTs is FAVOPIN_TTP = unfavorable given 

that JUSTGOALS_TALIBAN = unimportant; IMP_IN_AREA_NGOS = unimportant; and FAVOPIN_ 

FEDGOVT = unfavorable. To understand this perception, one needs to go back to the correlation 

analysis. Favorable opinion of TTP has: (1) a positive correlation with the perception of 

importance of justice system of the Taliban; (2) a negative correlation with the importance of 

NGOs; and (3) a negative correlation with an unfavorable opinion of federal government. What 

the tornado indicates is that favorability of TTP reacts very sensitively and receives a setback, 
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when for some reason the perception of unfavourability of TTP increases or decreases even 

though a respondent, (1) does not support the Taliban’s justice system; (2) does not view the 

government favorably; and (3), is not in a region covered by NGOs’ activities.  

Apart from IMP_IN_AREA_NGOS, JUSTGOALS_TALIBAN, and FAVOPIN_FEDGOVT, 

another node that appears in the sensitivity analysis of FAVOPIN_TTP = favorable is 

PRCVD_DRN_TRGTS. The impact indicates that the node is sensitive to the perception that 

drone targets are killing civilians, or militants, or both.  

Sensitivity analyses were also run for the other two states of the node FAVOPIN_TTP: 

unfavorable, and fear of reprisal (see Appendix F for sensitivity tornadoes). Tables 50 and 51 

reproduce the five most important parameters for the two states.  

 
 
  
Table 50: Sensitivity analysis for the class node FAVOPIN_TTP, state unfavorable 

Parameter width = 0.10 (10%) 

Current value of class node FAVOPIN_TTP, state favorable: 0.627 

Minimum and maximum value range for the target node over parameter spread of 0.1: 0.611 to 0.643 (width 0.032) 

 
Node Current 

parameter 
value  

Parameter 
range (over a 

spread of 
10%) 

Impact on 
favorable 
opinion of 

TTP 

Range of 
change in 

favorability of 
TTP  

Width of 
change in 

favorability 
of TTP 

Derivative 
of target 

node 

FAVOPIN_TTP = unfavorable | 
JUSTGOALS_TALIBAN = unimportant; 
IMP_IN_AREA_NGOS = important; 
FAVOPIN_FEDGOVT = favorable 

0.829 0.746 to 
0.912 

Positive 0.611 to 0.643 0.032 0.193 

FAVOPIN_TTP = unfavorable | 
JUSTGOALS_TALIBAN = unimportant; 
IMP_IN_AREA_NGOS = unimportant; 
FAVOPIN_FEDGOVT = unfavorable 

0.826 0.743 to 
0.908 

Positive 0.615 to 0.639 0.023 0.141 

JUSTGOALS_TALIBAN = unimportant| 
PRCVD_DRN_TRGTS = kill civilians  

0.446 0.402 to 
0.491 

Positive 0.616 to 0.637 0.021 0.237 

JUSTGOALS_TALIBAN = unimportant| 
PRCVD_DRN_TRGTS = kill civilians and militants  

0.605 0.545 to 
0.666 

Positive 0.617 to 0.636 0.019 0.158 

FAVOPIN_TTP = unfavorable | 
JUSTGOALS_TALIBAN = important; 
IMP_IN_AREA_NGOS = unimportant; 
FAVOPIN_FEDGOVT = unfavorable 

0.831 0.748 to 
0.914 

Positive 0.619 to 0.634 0.014 0.089 
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Both the values, unfavorable and fear of reprisal, were sensitive to various parameters 

of unfavorable opinion of TTP given the different states of JUSTGOALS_TALIBAN, IMP_IN_AREA_ 

NGOS, FAVOPIN_FEDGOVT, and PRCVD_DRN_TRGTS. But FAVOPIN_TTP = fear of reprisal was 

also very sensitive to changes in the perception about the importance of Pakistan Army in the 

respondents’ area (Table 51).  

 
 
 
Table 51: Sensitivity analysis for the class node FAVOPIN_TTP, state fear of reprisal 

Parameter width = 0.10 (10%) 

Current value of class node FAVOPIN_TTP, state favorable: 0.134 

Minimum and maximum value range for the target node over parameter spread of 0.1: 0.127 to 0.141 (width 0.014) 

 
Node Current 

parameter 
value  

Parameter 
range (over a 

spread of 
10%) 

Impact on 
favorable 
opinion of 

TTP 

Range of 
change in 

favorability of 
TTP  

 

Width of 
change in 

favorability 
of TTP 

Derivative 
of target 

node 

IMP_IN_AREA_NGOS = important 0.521 0.469 to 
0.573 

Positive 0.127 to 0.141 0.014 0.139 

IMP_IN_AREA_NGOS = unimportant 0.445 0.400 to 
0.489 

Negative 0.141 to 0.127 0.013 -0.151 

FAVOPIN_TTP = unfavorable | 
JUSTGOALS_TALIBAN = unimportant; 
IMP_IN_AREA_NGOS = unimportant; 
FAVOPIN_FEDGOVT = unfavorable 

0.829 0.746 to 
0.912 

Negative 0.140 to 0.127 0.013 -0.079 

JUSTGOALS_TALIBAN = important| 
PRCVD_DRN_TRGTS = kill civilians 

0.446 0.402 to 
0.491 

Negative 0.140 to 0.128 0.011 -0.129 

JUSTGOALS_TALIBAN = fear of reprisal| 
PRCVD_DRN_TRGTS = kill civilians 

0.218 0.196 to 
0.239 

Positive 0.129 to 0.139 0.010 0.240 

 
 
 

At number five in the list of parameters, FAVOPIN_TTP = fear of reprisal was sensitive to 

the perception that drone targets were killing civilians given that Pakistan Army had a presence 

in the area of the respondents. The trend indicates that many of those 131 respondents who 

appear as missing values for FAVOPIN_TTP in the NAF & TFT (2010) data had withheld their 

opinion of TTP because: 
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1- they believed that drone strikes killed civilians; and 

2- they were aware that the Pakistan Army was present in the region. 

Connecting the above perceptions, there is a strong possibility that the respondents 

would have expressed a favorable opinion of TTP but desisted because they were afraid of 

reprisal from the army.  

 

Logistic regression analysis 

The logistic regression analysis in this section begins by comparing the results of the LOG model 

with the Bayesian network. To simplify the discussion, the results of the corresponding design-

based LOG-WT regression are not described in detail but are highlighted only where they 

differed from the unweighted regression. Similar to sensitivity analysis in the previous section, 

the discussion provides an insight into those variables in the regression equation that could have 

the most impact on increasing or decreasing the favorability of TTP. This is followed by an 

analysis of the important variables and, where required, investigation of their latent meanings.  

Comparison of the logistic regression model and the Bayesian network 

The logistic regression model includes a total of fifteen variables out of which six also appear in 

the Bayesian network and nine are exclusive to the regression (see Table 52). The Bayesian 

network, on the hand, has seven variables that it does not share with the logistic model. The 

three sets of variables are represented respectively as Cluster 1, Cluster 2 and Cluster 3 in Table 

52. On close observation, the variables in Cluster 1 that are common between the two methods 

contain the most important information on possible causes of support to terrorist groups, and 

can be mapped to the other variables in Cluster 2 and 3. For instance, FAVOPIN_AFGNTALIB 
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(favorable opinion of Afghan Taliban) in Cluster 1 supports a Cluster 2 variable, FAVOPIN_ 

JHAQANI (favorable opinion of Jalaluddin Haqqani), a prominent leader of the Afghan cause.  

Likewise, as will be analyzed later, the variable IMP_IN_AREA_NGOS in Cluster 1 supports 

variables such as ECNMYGL_NEW_JBS and ECNMYGL_AGR_ASIST in Cluster 2, as well as 

PRBLM_RDS_TRNSPRT in Cluster 3. Most of the variables in Table 52 also happened to have 

highly significant correlations with FAVOPIN_TTP. Hence, when seen together with the analysis 

of tetrachoric correlations and the characteristics of the 32 hardcore supporters of TTP, they 

suggest a strong underlying pattern of relationships in the data vis-à-vis support for terrorist 

groups.  

 
 
 
Table 52: An overview of variables in the logistic regression model and Bayesian network 

Cluster 1 
Common variables 

Cluster 2 
Variables exclusive to logistic 

regression 

Cluster 3 
Variables exclusive to Bayesian 

network 

1 JUSTGOALS_TALIBAN 1 ECNMYGL_NEW_JBS 1 PRBLM_RDS_TRNSPRT 

2 FAVOPIN_SAMIHAQ 2 ECNMYGL_AGR_ASIST 2 FAVOPIN_ARB-FRNFIGT 

3 FAVOPIN_AFGNTALIB 3 GOPGL_SHARIA 3 FAVOPIN_FEDGOVT 

4 SUCDBMB_TRGT_PKCVL 4 GOPGL_GRL_SCHLS 4 SUPRT_PRSNC_PKTALIB 

5 THRT_TO_PRSNL_SFTY 5 FAVOPIN_MUSHRF 5 PRCVD_DRN_TRGTS 

6 IMP_IN_AREA_NGOS 6 FAVOPIN_JHAQANI 6 SUCDBMB_TRGT_USMIL 

 7 SUCDATCK_JSTFD 7 IMP_IN_AREA_PKARMY 

8 PRBLM_RFGEE_EXDS  

9 GOPGL_SPRT_DRN 

 
 
 

Understanding the results of the logistic regression 

Out of the 15 variables in the regression model, ten had a positive impact on increasing the 

favorability of TTP. These were: JUSTGOALS_TALIBAN; GOPGL_SHARIA; FAVOPIN_SAMIHAQ; 

FAVOPIN_JHAQANI FAVOPIN_AFGHNTALIB; SUCDATCK_JSTFD; SUCDBMB_TRGT_PKCVL; 

PRBLM_RFGEE_EXDS; THRT_TO_PRSNL_SFTY (Pakistan Army/ISI); and FAVOPIN_MUSHRF. In 
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absolute terms, the odds for favorability of TTP increase the most with support for Taliban-style 

justice system (JUSTGOALS_TALIBAN): by 8.76 in the LOG model and by 11.53 in the LOG-WT 

model. The second variable with the most significant impact on FAVOPIN_TTP is FAVOPIN_ 

MUSHRF. A favorable opinion of General Musharraf has the effect of increasing the odds of a 

favorable opinion of TTP by 8.31. The third important variable is FAVOPIN_JHAQANI. The 

reference category for this variable was changed to favorable to avoid a large confidence 

interval. The regression output therefore shows the impact of having an unfavorable opinion of 

Jalaluddin Haqqani, which is a decrease in the odds of favorability of TTP by only a small margin 

of 0.02 in the LOG and 0.03 in the LOG-WT model.  

Examining these variables one at a time, as in the previous sections, a favorable opinion 

of Jalaluddin Haqqani and Afghan Taliban can be attributed to several factors including the 

participation of the tribal people in the Afghan insurgency against Soviet occupation; Pakistan’s 

support for the Taliban-led government in Afghanistan in the post-Soviet era; sympathy for the 

Afghan cause against the US invasion of the country in the post-9/11 period; and last but not 

least a shared Pashtun identity and cultural, historical, and social ties with the Afghan people.  

Like FAVOPIN_JHAQANI, the reference category for FAVOPIN_SAMIHAQ was also 

changed to favorable. In the regression output, having an unfavorable opinion of Sami-ul-Haq 

decreases the odds of a favorable opinion of TTP by 0.31, which is larger than for Jalaluddin 

Haqqani. The statistics suggest that as compared to Afghan leaders, the favorability of groups 

such as the TTP is more sensitive to decrease in the influence of local ideological leaders. 

The variable, GOPGL_SHARIA, or the opinion that the government of Pakistan should 

introduce sharia, also has a positive impact on the DV. The importance of sharia may be 
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connected to the conservative, religious nature of FATA’s cultural context. But when viewed in 

conjunction with a favorable opinion of Sami-ul-Haq, Jalaluddin Haqqani, Afghan Taliban, and 

support for Taliban’s justice system, the demand for sharia reinforces two trends: first, the 

respondents could be associating sharia with the extremism in the Taliban style governance 

system under Mullah Omar in Afghanistan, and second the perception may have been formed as 

a result of  years of exposure to the ideology of al-Qaedaism that promises an alternate to the 

current system of governance in the tribal areas. Third, the positive impact of sharia on 

favorable opinion of Taliban indicates the respondents’ belief that, as compared to the state, 

the Taliban were more likely to deliver on a sharia-based system of governance.  

For the variable THRT_TO_PRSNL_SFTY, with the base category of Pakistan Army and ISI, 

the favorability of TTP decreases for all the other nominal categories including TTP, Afghan 

Taliban, and the US. The results support the Bayesian network in which perception of threat 

from the Pakistan Army and the ISI turned out to be a very significant factor in increasing the 

favorability of TTP. Referring to the network, the absence of Pakistan Army in the respondents’ 

area was the single most important factor in decreasing the perception of threat from the army.  

As compared to the rather straightforward analysis so far, it is difficult to draw 

inferences on the relationship of three variables with the DV: FAVOPIN_MUSHRF (favorable 

opinion of General Musharraf); PRBLM_RFGEE_EXDS (the perception that refugee exodus was a 

problem in the respondents’ area); and SUCDBMB_TRGT_PCVL (the perception that suicide 

attacks against Pakistan civilians are justified). All three have a statistically positive impact on 

favorability of TTP. Considering the polarization between the state and the TTP, it is somewhat 

baffling that when respondents opinion about General Musharraf is favorable, the odds of a 
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favorable opinion of TTP should increase by 8.31. Likewise, it is not clear why refugee exodus as 

a problem in the respondents’ area should increase the odds of TTP’s favorability by 5.62. The 

third variable, support for suicide attacks against Pakistan civilians, also requires further 

investigation as it could have a connection with revenge for collateral damage caused by military 

strikes in the region. The analysis below is a special effort to understand the latent meaning 

behind these trends.  

Understanding the latent meanings of variables 

FAVOPIN_MUSHRF: With reference to FAVOPIN_MUSHRF, it can be hypothesized that, in the 

initial stages of militancy, the ambivalent attitude of the government in forming a military 

response toward the TTP had created an impression that there was no conflict between the 

state of Pakistan and the TTP (see Fair and Jones 2010  for a detailed analysis of the state’s 

counter-insurgency tactics). In the adjacent valley of Swat, for instance, army and Taliban 

checkpoints existed at close distances (see Schifrin 2009; Refugee Review Tribunal 2009). The 

impression of possible bonhomie between the state and the TTP could have been strengthened 

by the fact that at least by 2010, the year of the NAF & TFT (2010) survey, the state had not 

retracted its support for the Afghan Taliban even if it was an ally of the US.  

Following these intuitive reasoning, it could be assumed that the odds of FAVOPIN_ 

MUSHRF would increase for a favorable opinion of Afghan leaders and Afghan Taliban and for 

lack of conflict in the respondents’ area. Moreover, if General Musharraf was viewed as a patron 

of the Afghan Taliban, the odds of FAVOPIN_MUSHRF should decrease for a favorable opinion of 

the US. To check the accuracy of these assumptions, an exploratory multinomial regression was 

carried out by using FAVOPIN_MUSHARF as the DV (Table 53).   
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Table 53: Multinomial regression for the variable FAVOPIN_MUSHRF (favorable opinion of General Musharraf, Q 9a) (base: very unfavorable) 

 
Independent variable (question no.) (base category) Abbreviations Variable category Somewhat 

unfavorable 
Somewhat favorable Very favorable 

Odds ratio SE Odds ratio SE Odds ratio SE 

Problem in region: security (Q 1b) (unimportant & somewhat important) PRBLM_SCRTY Very important 0.59* 0.18 0.79 0.22 0.90 0.28 

Problem in region: drones (Q 1c) (unimportant & somewhat important) PRBLM_DRNS Very important 0.68 0.21 0.90 0.23 1.15 0.35 

Problem in region: jobs (Q 1d) PRBLM_JOBS Important 0.01**** 0.02 0.02**** 0.02 0.04** 0.05 

Problem in region: schools (Q 1f) PRBLM_SCHLS Important 2.56 1.94 1.18 0.67 1.04 0.69 

Problem in region: roads and transport (Q 1g) (uimportant) PRBLM_RDS_TRNSPRT Important 0.94 0.61 1.64 0.97 0.77 0.46 

Problem in region: health & water (Q 1j) (unimportant) PRBLM_HLT_WTR Important 0.62 0.32 1.70 0.89 1.29 0.71 

Problem region: refugee exodus (Q 1j) (unimportant) PRBLM_REFGS Important 0.45** 0.15 0.50** 0.15 1.21 0.45 

Problem in region: Afghan refugees (Q 1k) (unimportant) PRBLM_AFGN_REFGS Important 1.06 0.35 1.55 0.45 1.10 0.38 

Long term goal of Pak govt: Implement strict sharia (Q 2g) (unimportant) GOPGL_SHARIA Important 0.81 0.41 0.31*** 0.12 0.72 0.36 

Justice should be delivered by Taliban (Q 6d) (unimportant)  JUSTGOALS_TALIBAN Important 1.86* 0.60 3.06**** 0.86 3.60**** 1.11 

Fear of reprisal 1.70 0.90 3.18*** 1.35 2.69* 1.45 

Favorable opinion of Jalal Haqqani (Q 9d) (somewhat unfavorable & 
favorable)  

FAVOPIN_JHAQANI Favorable 3.46**** 1.32 3.50**** 1.11 6.44**** 2.58 

Fear of reprisal 5.12**** 2.15 3.12*** 1.12 7.50**** 3.30 

Support presence of US military in FATA (Q 11a) (do not support) SUPRT_PRSNC_USMIL Support 0.09**** 0.06 0.09**** 0.05 0.12**** 0.07 

Perceived threat to personal safety (Q 14) (Pakistan Taliban) THRT_TO_PRSNL_SFTY Afghan Taliban; Al-Qaeda & foreign 
fighters 

4.44*** 2.43 2.54* 1.32 7.62**** 3.69 

India & Israel 2.36* 1.11 3.76**** 1.47 2.64** 1.19 

Pakistan Army/ISI 1.04 0.48 1.38 0.51 1.29 0.53 

United States 0.01**** 0.02 0.05*** 0.05 0.04** 0.05 

Fear of reprisal 15.31**** 9.09 3.04** 1.66 6.94**** 3.99 

Frontier Corps important in area (Q 19d) IMP_IN_AREA_FC Important 0.24**** 0.10 0.42** 0.16 0.67 0.29 

Fear of reprisal 0.04**** 0.03 0.02**** 0.02 0.44 0.36 

Taliban important in area (Q 19g) (unimportant) IMP_IN_AREA_TALIBAN Important 1.87** 0.54 1.66** 0.41 1.39 0.38 

Fear of reprisal 3.09** 1.40 1.92* 0.76 0.38* 0.21 

Suicide attacks justified (Q 20) (never) SUCDATCK_JSTFD Rarely, sometimes & often justified 0.51** 0.17 0.61* 0.16 0.34**** 0.11 

Fear of reprisal 0.30*** 0.14 0.52* 0.19 0.31*** 0.14 

_cons   29.92** 51.1 15.92* 25.3 1.53 2.66 

 

Summary statistics (block) 
ꭓ2 p-value McFadden’s R2 Number of observations  

385.52 0.000 0.1887 820 

 

* p ≤ 0.1; ** p ≤ 0.05; *** p ≤ 0.01; **** p ≤ 0.001  
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The model included FAVOPIN_JHAQANI (favorable opinion of Jalaluddin Haqqani) and 

SUPRT_PRSNC_USMIL (support presence of the US military in the region) in the list of 

independent variables. Variables from Group 1, perception of immediate problems, were also 

added to analyze how basic needs integrated into the picture. Besides, variables such as 

SUCDATCK_JSTFD were included to see whether favorable opinion of General Musharraf also 

coincided with support for acts of political violence. Two other variables IMP_IN_AREA_FC and 

IMP_IN_AREA_PKTALIB were added to see how absence of FC or presence of Taliban could 

impact the respondents’ perception of General Musharraf.  

Overall, the regression output was consistent across the three categories: somewhat 

unfavorable, somewhat favorable, and very favorable (Table 53). Some important insights from 

the results are summed up below. 

1- A favorable opinion of General Musharraf did not have a statistically significant 

relationship with the variables in Group 1, except for PRBLM_JOBS (the perception that 

jobs were an important problem) and with PRBLM_RFGS (the perception that refugee 

exodus was an important problem). Both the perceptions had a negative effect on 

favorability, decreasing the odds by 0.01 and 0.45 respectively. The last variable is a 

proxy indicator of the intensity of a conflict, a point that will be discussed later, that 

lends credibility to the assumption that favorable opinion of General Musharraf is 

conditional upon the perception of conflict between the state and Taliban.  

2- The assumption finds further support from the increase in odds with the importance of 

Taliban in the area (IMP_IN_AREA_TALIBAN) on one hand and on the other, a decrease 
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in odds with the importance of Frontier Corps (FC) (IMP_IN_AREA_FC), a paramilitary 

force for the tribal areas.  

3- In accordance with the assumptions, a favorable opinion of Jalaluddin Haqqani increases 

the odds for FAVOPIN_MUSHRF, and support for US presence in the region decreases 

the odds. The latter trend is also indicated by a positive and statistically significant 

though weak relationship of favorability of General Musharraf with threat perception 

from the US (THRT_TO_PRSNL_SFTY = United States).  

4- An opposite trend is observed with reference to the variable SUCDATCK_JSTFD, the 

perception that suicide attacks are justified. The odds of FAVOPIN_MUSHRF decrease by 

0.51 with this perception, indicating that the supporters of acts of terrorism are less 

likely to view the leadership of the state in a favorable light. The trend is important 

because it indicates that, under General Musharraf’s policy of enlightened moderation, 

the state had partially withdrawn its support for the ideology of political violence that it 

had propagated against the Soviet Union in the 1980s.  

5- FAVOPIN_TTP has a statistically very significant and positive relationship with support 

for Taliban’s justice system (JUSTGLS_TALIBAN). It is therefore only to be expected that 

the odds of favorable opinion of General Musharraf should, on account of its positive 

connection with FAVOPIN_TTP, also increase with this variable. 

Concluding, the significance of the variable FAVOPIN_MUSHARF needs to be interpreted 

in relation to state policies of that time. This policy had three features: trying to control the rise 

of militancy in the tribal areas both through appeasement of militants and military actions 

against them; covert support for the Afghan Taliban with whom Pakistan did not sever ties after 

the US invasion of Afghanistan; and discouraging the violence in the extremist ideology it had 
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sponsored during the Russian invasion of Afghanistan, and of which it had become a target by 

2010.  

A noticeable point about the above policies is that they had contradictory components 

that were difficult to reconcile. For instance, it was difficult to support Afghan Taliban and 

condemn the Pakistan Taliban considering the nexus and similarity of ideology between the two. 

Likewise, it was impossible to turn a blind eye to the ideological extremism of the Afghan 

Taliban while condemning such extremism within Pakistan. Within the NAF & TFT (2010) data, 

the variable FAVOPIN_MUSHARF effectively captures the schizophrenic nature of these efforts, 

labelled by scholars as the good and bad Taliban policy (see Nasir 2015; Ricks 2015). The policy 

was one major reason why it took Pakistan a long time to take decisive action against the 

militants in the tribal areas.  

PRBLM_RFGEE_EXDS: Statistics on the number of displaced people are often used as a proxy for 

measuring how severe a conflict is. For instance, Krause and Muggah (2007) suggest a list of 

social and economic indicators of a conflict, one of which is migration. Collier and Hoeffler 

(2004) call it the “size of diaspora” and propose a similar use. Likewise, Kreutz (2008: 52) 

recommends that the number of refugees can be used to measure the severity of a conflict both 

immediately as well as over time. Hence, within the NAF & TFT (2010) data, if the problem with 

refugees represented the respondents’ exposure to armed conflict, it could be presumed that 

lack of security in the region would have a positive impact on the variable.  

The above assumption was checked through a logistic regression model for 

PRBLM_RFGEE_EXDS that used security-related variables on the right side of the regression 

equation (Table 54). The model included some variables such as IMP_IN_AREA_MALIKS, 
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IMP_IN_AREA_POLEDRS (important in area: maliks and political leaders) and SUCDBMB_TRGT_ 

PKCVL to examine the impact of state actors on the DV and its possible connection with political 

violence. 

 

Table 54: Logistic regression for the variable PRBLM_RFGEE_EXDS (problem in area: refugee exodus, Q 
1i) (base category: unimportant) 

Independent variable (question no.) (base 
category) 

Abbreviations Variable category Odds 
ratio 

SE 

Problem in region: security (Q 1b) (unimportant & 
somewhat important) 

PRBLM_SCRTY Very important 7.65*** 2.24 

Problem in region: drones (Q 1c) (unimportant & 
somewhat important) 

PRBLM_DRNS Very important 2.38**** 0.68 

Problem in region: foreign fighters (Q 1e) PRBLM_FRNFITRS Important 6.36**** 2.12   
Fear of reprisal 1.44 0.87 

Problem in the region: Taliban (Q 1i) (unimportant) PRBLM_TALIBAN Important 3.11**** 1.09   
Fear of reprisal 16.43**** 12.00 

Problem in the region: Afghan refugees (Q 1k) 
(unimportant) 

PRBLM_AFGN_REFGS Important 11.44**** 3.17 

Long term goal of Pak govt: expel foreign fighters 
(Q 2e) (unimportant & somewhat important) 

GOPGL_EXPL_FRNFITRS Very important 2.61*** 0.81  
Fear of reprisal 1.26 0.74 

Long term goal of Pak govt: defeat Taliban (Q 2i) 
(not at all important) 

GOPGL_DFT_TALIB Somewhat 
unimportant & 
somewhat 
important 

3.67*** 1.66 

 
Very important 1.59 0.69  
Fear of reprisal 2.80 1.82 

Support presence of Pakistan Taliban in FATA (Q 
11d) (oppose) 

SUPRT_PRSNC_PKTALIB Support 6.88**** 3.24  
Fear of reprisal 0.22*** 0.12 

Perceived threat to personal safety (Q 14) (Pakistan 
Taliban) 

THRT_TO_PRSNL_SFTY Afghan Taliban 10.36*** 8.08 

Al-Qaeda & 
foreign fighters 

2.44 1.40 

Israel 1.18 0.55  
India 4.25*** 2.17  
United States 0.48 0.34  
Pakistan Army/ ISI 4.57**** 1.89  
Fear of reprisal 6.92**** 3.88 

Maliks important in area (Q 19a) (unimportant) IMP_IN_AREA_MALIKS Important 0.39*** 0.15   
Fear of reprisal 2.30 3.02 

Political leaders important in area (Q 19h) IMP_IN_AREA_POLEDRS Important 0.30**** 0.09   
Fear of reprisal 0.04*** 0.05 

Suicide attacks justified if target Pak civilians (Q 
21c) (never) 

SUCDBMB_TRGT_PKCVL Rarely, sometimes 
& often justified 

3.47** 1.77 

  
Fear of reprisal 2.67 2.17 

_cons 
  

0.004**** 0.003 

 
Summary statistics (block) 

ꭓ2 p-value McFadden’s R2 Number of observations  

490.01 0.000 0.4847 838 

 

* p ≤ 0.1; ** p ≤ 0.05; *** p ≤ 0.01; **** p ≤ 0.001 
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The regression results supported the assumption that problems with refugees was an 

indicator of the intensity of conflict. The perception that security and drones were a problem in 

the region (PRBLM_SCRTY and PROBLM_DRNS) increased the odds that refugee exodus was a 

problem by 7.65 and 2.38 respectively. In the meantime, the variable had a statistically 

significant and positive relationship with the view that foreign fighters, Taliban, and Afghan 

refugees were a problem (PRBLM_FRNFITRS; PRBLM_TALIBAN; and PRBLM_AFGNREFGS) and a 

statistically significant negative relationship with the presence of maliks and political leaders in 

the region (IMP_IN_AREA_MALIKS and IMP_IN_AREA_POLEDRS). Together these other variables 

in the model suggested that the perception that refugee exodus was a problem was formed in 

response to a chaotic environment infested with militants and Afghan refugees and 

characterized by lack of state actors.  

It could be assumed that where the state was not present, people would find solace in 

the organizing skills of the militants to keep some order. The regression model supports this 

conclusion by showing an increase in the odds of the DV for SUPRT_PRSNC_PKTALIB. The finding 

is further reinforced by the negative relationship between the DV and the perception that 

defeating Taliban by the government was not very important (GOPGL_DFT_ TALIB). One 

confounding relationship in this backdrop is the positive link between PRBLM_RFGS and 

PRBLM_TALIBAN. The confusion arising from conflicting perceptions that view Taliban as a 

problem as well as a solution at the same time is, however, resolved by integrating THRT_TO_ 

PRSNL_SFTY in the regression equation. As compared to the base category, THRT_TO_PRSNL_ 

SFTY = Pakistan Taliban, threat perception from Afghan Taliban increases the odds that refugees 

will be perceived as a problem by 10.53. Concluding, those who perceive refugee exodus as a 

problem view Afghan refugees and Afghan Taliban as a problem and threat to security. 
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However, they support Pakistan Taliban.  The latter trend also explains why the odds of 

PRBLM_RFGS should show increase with the perception of threat from Pakistan Army, and the 

perception that suicide attacks against Pakistan civilians were justified.  

Going back to the LOG model, the latent perceptions guiding the positive relationship 

between PRBLM_RFGS and FAVOPIN_TALIBAN are formed in a chaotic environment marked by 

drone strikes; absence of the state administrative set-up; presence of Taliban, foreign fighters, 

and Afghan refugees. It is in this environment that the Taliban appear as saviors and thrive (see 

e.g. Rashid 2008: 219-292). Vis-à-vis the research question, the analysis once again reinforces 

the findings that drone strikes (PRBLM_DRNS) and the resultant perception of threat to personal 

security particularly from the Pakistan Army (THRT_TO_PRSNL_SFTY) could be one of the most 

significant factors inspiring local support for the TTP. One of the most severe reactions to this 

persistent threat could be support for suicide attacks against Pakistan civilians.  

SUCDBMB_TRGT_PKCVL: To check the above assumption the variable SUCDBMB_TRGT_PKCVL 

was regressed on variables indicating problems with security and drone attacks. An interaction 

term was added between PRBLM_SCRTY and PRBLM_DRNS (perception that security and drones 

were problems). To examine whether support for suicide attacks against Pakistan civilians was 

inspired by any immediate concerns, including basic needs, variables from Group 1, perception 

of immediate problems were included in the model one at a time, and retained if statistically 

significant. Other variables were added to the regression equation and retained if they provided 

useful insights into the findings.   

The regression output from the above exercise is reproduced in Table 55. The results 

support the assumption that endorsement of suicide attacks against Pakistan civilians may be a 
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reaction against drone strikes. Individually, the perception of security and drones decrease the 

odds that the respondents will perceive that suicide attacks against Pakistan civilians are 

justified. However, the odds increase by 5.09 for the interaction term between PRBLM_SCRTY 

and PRBLM_DRNS, indicating strong retaliation when respondents’ security is threatened by 

drone strikes. Interestingly, as compared to the perception that drone attacks target civilians 

(PRCVD_DRN_TRGTS), the odds of SUCDBMB_TRGT_PKCVL are likely to increase when drone 

strikes are perceived to kill militants. A detailed examination of this trend is beyond the scope of 

the dissertation, but it could indicate a sense of loyalty toward the cause of militants. 

 
 
 

Table 55: Logistic regression for the variable SUCDBMB_TRGT_PKCVL (perception that suicide attacks are 
justified, Q 21a) (base category: never justified) 

Independent variable (question no.) (base category) Abbreviations Variable category Odds ratio SE 

Problem in region: corruption (Q 1a) (unimportant) PRBLM_CORPTN Important 9.46** 8.84 

Problem in region: security (Q 1b) (unimportant & 
somewhat important) 

PRBLM_SCRTY Very important 0.83 0.53 

Problem in region: drones (Q 1c) (unimportant & 
somewhat important) 

PRBLM_DRNS Very important 0.24** 0.18 

Problem in region security ## problem drones PRBLM_SCTRY ## 
PRBLM_DRNS 

Very important 5.09* 4.67 

Problem in region: Lack of schools (Q 1f) 
(unimportant) 

PRBLM_SCHLS Important 0.16*** 0.11 

Problem in region: Taliban (Q 1i) (unimportant) PRBLM_TALIBAN Important 0.24*** 0.11 

Fear of reprisal 0.16 0.19 

Perceived targets of drone attacks (Q 17) (civilians) PRCVD_DRN_TRGTS Kill militants 6.70*** 4.17 

Kill both 1.09 0.51 

Arab & foreign fighters important in area (Q 19e) 
(unimportant) 

IMP_IN_AREA_ARBFRN Important 5.61**** 2.89 

Fear of reprisal 0.73 0.68 

Agency (Bajaur) AGENCY Khyber 5.91** 4.32 

Kurram 0.62 0.52 

Mohmand 7.19*** 4.51 

North Waziristan 0.70 0.55 

South Waziristan 0.91 0.56 

Favorable opinion of Sami-ul-Haq (Q 9n) (unfavorable) FAVOPIN_SAMIHAQ Favorable 11.50**** 6.58 

Support presence of US military (Q 11a) (oppose) SUPRT_PRSNC_USMIL Support 12.65**** 7.50 

Important in area: Pak Army (Q 19c) (unimportant) IMP_IN_AREA_PKARMY Important 0.30** 0.15 

_cons 
  

0.02** 0.03 

 

Summary statistics (block) 
ꭓ2 p-value McFadden’s R2 Number of observations  

253.83 0.000 0.5031 665 

 

* p ≤ 0.1; ** p ≤ 0.05; *** p ≤ 0.01; **** p ≤ 0.001 
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The regression model also indicates a statistically significant positive relationship 

between the DV and two agencies, Khyber and Mohmand, when the base category is Bajaur. 

Besides, the perception is positively affected by a favorable opinion of Sami-ul-Haq 

(FAVOPIN_SAMIHAQ) and is more likely to form in an area where corruption is perceived as a 

problem (PRBLM_CORPTN). Security-wise, the area could be marked by the absence of Pakistan 

Army (IMP_IN_AREA_PKARMY) and presence of Arab and foreign fighters (IMP_IN_AREA_ 

ARBFRN). The first has the effect of decreasing the odds of SUCDBMB_TRGT_PKCVL by 0.30, and 

the second has the effect of increasing it by 5.61. Both are statistically significant. Together, the 

impact of favorable opinion of Sami-ul-Haq and the presence of Arab and foreign fighters on 

SUCDBMB_TRGT_PKCVL suggest that support for violence against civilians is a result of the 

ideological influence of al-Qaedaism that does not distinguish between armed and unarmed 

individuals (see e.g. Lia 2008). In contrast, the negative impact of the presence of Pakistan Army 

on the variable shows the moderating influence of the state in controlling the trend.  

The model indicates a confounding trend with reference to support for presence of US 

military in the region (SUPRT_PRSNC_USMIL). The variable has the effect of increasing the odds 

of support for suicide attacks against Pakistan civilians by a large 12.65 and the relationship is 

statistically very significant. A similar effect is achieved when univariate regressions are carried 

out with SUPRT_PRSNC_USMIL and FAVOPIN_USMIL (favorable opinion of US military). The only 

explanation could be that, despite the political rhetoric of being allies in the so-called war 

against terror, there is a perception that the US is an enemy of Pakistan. Hence, if Pakistan 

civilians are viewed as adversaries who should be targeted through terrorist attacks, it is natural 

to see US in a very favorable light.  
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Variables with a negative impact on favorable opinion of TTP 

As opposed to the above variables, five of the variables in the model had a negative impact on 

the DV. These were: ECNMYGL_NEW_JBS, ECNMYGL_AGR_ASIST, GOPGL_GRL_SCHLS, 

GOPGL_SPRT_DRN, IMP_IN_AREA_NGOS.  

For the first two of these variables, ECNMYGL_NEW_JBS, ECNMYGL_AGR_ASIST (the 

perception that long term goals for the economy should include creation of new jobs and 

agricultural assistance), sparse data in the cells of the binary categories did not allow drawing 

conclusive results. In the collapsed data for ECNMYGL_NEW_JBS, for instance, there were only 8 

observations in the not all important and somewhat unimportant categories. To understand the 

pattern in the data, the variable was therefore used in its original categorical schemes: not at all 

important, somewhat unimportant, somewhat important, and very unimportant and by 

specifying the 83 somewhat important observations as the base category. Likewise, the variable 

ECNMYGL_AGR_ASIST was also used in its original categorical scheme. The category not at all 

important for this variable also had only 8 observations, but it was retained as the base when 

the regression output managed to catch a clear trend.  

In the regression output for ECNMYGL_NEW_JBS, relative to the base category 

somewhat important, the perception that the economy goal of creating new jobs was very 

important as well as somewhat unimportant decreased the odds of TTP’s favorability by 0.15 

and 0.003 respectively. Such trends that went both ways were hard to interpret without 

referring to the size of the cells and the other patterns in the data. When the significance of 

somewhat unimportant could, for example, be dismissed considering that the category had only 

5 observations, the variable provided support for the results of correlation analysis that socio-

economic problems decreased the prospects of favorability of Taliban.  
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The variable GOPGL_GRL_SCHLS, or the perception that the government of Pakistan 

should establish more schools for girls, also decreased the odds of support for Taliban, though 

only by a small margin of 0.01.  The trend is a reflection on both the conservative culture of the 

tribal areas where education of women is discouraged, as well as the regressive ideology of the 

Taliban that condemns modern education for its secular, Western curricula in general, and 

education of women in particular. During the period 2007 to 2015, for instance, the militants 

attacked 876 schools in Pakistan in which 392 individuals lost their lives (see Human Rights 

Watch 2017). 

For the remaining two variables, GOPGL_SPRT_DRN and IMP_IN_AREA_NGOS, the 

negative impact on favorability of TTP was easy to explain for the first variable rather than the 

second. The perception that the government should support more drone attacks encapsulates 

the desire for military action against terrorist groups, and therefore, decreases the odds of 

favorability of TTP. The variable IMP_IN_AREA_NGOS, on the other hand can be a proxy for 

several other factors. Since NGOs may not operate in pockets of intense conflict, the importance 

of such organizations indicates geographical areas that are relatively secure. Besides, in less 

developed countries, NGOs tend to concentrate in backward regions and provide services in 

backward sectors such as education and health. Hence their concentration is also a proxy for 

poor socio-economic conditions, and inter-alia, issues with fulfillment of basic needs. At the 

same time, their presence also indicates that, as opposed to an apathetic stance toward socio-

economic problems, efforts are underway to redress such concerns.  

Taken together, IMP_IN_AREA_NGOS could be expected to increase with indicators of 

poor socio-economic conditions, but at the same time, indicate an environment characterized 
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by lack of armed conflict. A regression analysis was carried out to investigate whether the data 

agreed with this intuitive understanding. The final model included variables from Group 1, 

perception of immediate problems, that were relevant to the assumptions. Other variables, such 

as IMP_IN_AREA_MALIKS and IMP_IN_AREA_FC, were included as they could help understand 

the overall environment within which NGOs were important (Table 56).  

 

Table 56: Logistic regression for the variable IMP_IN_AREA_NGOS (perception that NGOs are important 
in the respondents’ area, Q 19i) (base category: unimportant) 

Independent variable (question no.) (base category) Abbreviations Variable category Odds ratio SE 

Problem in region: security (Q 1b) (unimportant & 
somewhat important) 

PRBLM_SCRTY Very important 1.42* 0.31 

Problem in region: drones (Q 1c) (unimportant & 
somewhat important) 

PRBLM_DRNS Very important 0.67** 0.13 

Fear of reprisal 0.24 0.32 

Problem in region: Jobs (Q 1d) (unimportant) PRBLM_JOBS Important 0.24* 0.18 

Problem in region: Lack of schools (Q 1f) (unimportant) PRBLM_SCHLS Important 2.11* 1.01 

Problem in region: Health and access to water (Q 1h) 
(unimportant) 

PRBLM_HLT_WTR Important 2.20** 0.86 

Problem in region: Taliban (Q 1i) (unimportant) PRBLM_TALIBAN Important 1.04 0.27 

Fear of reprisal 8.24**** 4.49 

Problem region: refugee exodus (Q 1j) (unimportant) PRBLM_REFGS Important 0.51*** 0.13 

Fear of reprisal 1.49 1.40 

Problem in the region: Afghan refugees (Q 1k) 
(unimportant) 

PRBLM_AFGN_REFGS Important 0.49*** 0.12 

Fear of reprisal 2.72 3.77 

Maliks important in area (Q 19a) (unimportant) IMP_IN_AREA_MALIKS Important 0.39**** 0.10 

Fear of reprisal 0.11** 0.12 

Political agents important in area (Q 19b) (unimportant) IMP_IN_AREA_POLAGNTS Important 0.40**** 0.11 

Fear of reprisal 0.13 0.25 

Frontier Corps important in area (Q 19d) (unimportant) IMP_IN_AREA_FC Important 2.43*** 0.73 

Fear of reprisal 0.79 0.67 

Taliban important in area (Q 19g) (unimportant) IMP_IN_AREA_TALIBAN Important 0.34**** 0.07 

Fear of reprisal 2.87** 1.24 

Political leaders important in area (Q 19h) (unimportant) IMP_IN_AREA_POLEDRS Important 3.52**** 0.73 

_cons 
  

3.30 2.99 

 
Summary statistics (block) 

ꭓ2 p-value McFadden’s R2 Number of observations  

282.21 0.000 0.2474 825 

 

* p ≤ 0.1; ** p ≤ 0.05; *** p ≤ 0.01; **** p ≤ 0.001 
 
 
 

Once again, the regression supported the assumptions. The positive and statistically 

significant relationship of IMP_IN_AREA_NGOS with Group 1 variables such as PRBLM_SCHLS 
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and PRBLM_HLT_WTR suggests that NGOs were indeed working in areas that were socio-

economically backward. The odds of importance of NGOs increased by 2.11 for the first variable, 

and by 2.20 for the second. On the other hand, the odds decreased by 0.24 with the perception 

that Jobs were important problems in the area (PRBLM_JOBS).   

The above statistics need to be seen in the light of variables indicating security. Though 

the perception that security is a problem increases the odds of IMP_IN_AREA_NGOS by 1.42, 

the odds of importance of NGOs decrease with other indicators of security in the model. For 

instance, the problem of drones in the area of the respondents (PRBLM_DRNS) decreases the 

odds by 0.67, and the importance of Taliban (IMP_IN_AREA_TALIBAN), decreases the odds by 

0.34. Likewise, the perception that refugee exodus and Afghan refugees are important in the 

area (PRBLM_RFGS and PRBLM_AFGNRFGS), decrease the odds by 0.51 and 0.49 respectively. In 

the meantime, the perception that Taliban are a problem in the respondents’ area (PRBLM_ 

TALIBAN) does not have a statistically significant relationship with the DV.  

Other variables that indicate a positive link between presence of NGOs and an 

environment of relative peace are IMP_IN_AREA_ POLEDERS (important in area: political 

leaders) and IMP_IN_AREA_FC (important in area: Frontier Corps) that have that effect of 

increasing the odds of NGOs’ importance by factors of 3.52 and 2.43 respectively. The positive 

relationship of the variable with importance of political leaders suggests that development 

activities associated with NGOs are more likely to happen in regions where politicians have 

constituencies. Overall, since the presence of NGOs has a negative impact on favorability of TTP, 

the findings reinforce the earlier inference that presence of state systems can dampen support 

for militant groups.  
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Some other trends provide interesting insights into the social context of the region and 

indicate possible reasons for its lack of development. The odds for IMP_IN_AREA_NGOs 

decrease by 0.39 and 0.40 respectively with increase in importance of maliks and political agents 

in the region. As explained earlier, prior to FATA’s merger in KP in 2018, the administrative chain 

for the region included political agents who represented the federal government, and maliks, 

the tribal elders who served as the lynchpin between the tribes and the political agents. As both 

had a monopoly over the use of development funds allocated for the region, the system had 

grown corrupt. Fishman (2013: 341), for instance, observes that political agents often regarded 

their agencies as “personal fiefdoms.”  When interpreted in this light, the decrease in 

importance of NGOs with increase in importance of maliks and political agents could indicate 

the latter’s anti-development agenda and desire to maintain the status quo for domination of 

existing resources.  

Relative importance of independent variables in the LOG model 

Tonidandel and LeBreton (2010) define relative importance of variables in a regression model as 

“the contribution each predictor makes to the total predicted criterion variance, when a 

predictor is considered by itself and in combination with other predictors.” When the variables 

are not standardized, the odds and p-values of a logistic regression output are not useful for 

measuring the relative sensitivity of the DV to each variable. Even otherwise, interpreting 

regression results as change in odds for a one unit change in a predictor holds little meaning 

when the predictor has been coded, for instance, on a scale such as strongly agree to strongly 

disagree (Menard 2011b). To resolve the problem, different methods have been suggested to 

standardize variables (Long and Freese 2001: 74-76 & 133-136; Williams 2019). With 

standardization the relative significance of independent variables can, for instance, be 
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statistically interpreted in terms of the change in odds in response to a unit change in the 

standard deviation of the explanatory variables.  

Table 57 shows a ranking of the different variables used in the LOG model in order of 

the magnitude of the change they effected in the odds ratio (e^bStdX) of the DV FAVOPIN_TTP 

when their standard deviation was increased by one unit (SdofX).  

 
 
 
Table 57: Ranking of variables in the LOG model from the most to the least significant (N = 735) 

Variables Categories e^b* e^bStdX** SDofX*** 

FAVOPIN_MUSHRF Somewhat unfavorable & favorable 8.315 2.886 0.500 

JUSTGOALS_TALIBAN Important 8.759 2.798 0.474 

FAVOPIN_AFGHNTALIB Favorable 7.404 2.664 0.489 

PRBLM_RFGEE_EXDS Important 5.617 2.187 0.453 

SUCDATCK_JSTFD Fear of reprisal 6.809 1.865 0.325 

SUCDBMB_TRGT_PKCVL Rarely, sometimes & often justified 6.094 1.794 0.323 

SUCDATCK_JSTFD Rarely, sometimes & often justified 2.572 1.556 0.468 

FAVOPIN_SAMIHAQ Fear of reprisal 3.124 1.443 0.322 

GOPGL_SHARIA Important 3.090 1.396 0.296 

JUSTGOALS_TALIBAN Fear of reprisal 6.373 1.371 0.171 

THRT_TO_PRSNL_SFTY Fear of reprisal 1.102 1.031 0.318 

PRBLM_RFGEE_EXDS Fear of reprisal 0.301 0.870 0.116 

FAVOPIN_AFGHNTALIB Fear of reprisal 0.345 0.869 0.132 

GOPGL_SPRT_DRN Somewhat important 0.514 0.811 0.315 

IMP_IN_AREA_NGOS Fear of reprisal 0.193 0.765 0.163 

FAVOPIN_JHAQANI Fear of reprisal 0.512 0.751 0.428 

THRT_TO_PRSNL_SFTY Afghan Taliban; Al-Qaeda & foreign fighters 0.369 0.745 0.296 

ECNMYGL_NEW_JBS Somewhat unimportant 0.003 0.626 0.082 

GOPGL_SPRT_DRN Fear of reprisal 0.065 0.604 0.185 

FAVOPIN_SAMIHAQ unfavorable 0.307 0.586 0.452 

ECNMYGL_NEW_JBS Very important 0.147 0.552 0.310 

IMP_IN_AREA_NGOS Important 0.286 0.536 0.499 

GOPGL_SPRT_DRN Very important 0.118 0.418 0.408 

GOPGL_GRL_SCHLS Somewhat important & important 0.014 0.406 0.210 

THRT_TO_PRSNL_SFTY India & Israel 0.050 0.309 0.393 

THRT_TO_PRSNL_SFTY United States 0.077 0.293 0.478 

GOPGL_SPRT_DRN Somewhat unimportant 0.010 0.267 0.288 

ECNMYGL_AGR_ASIST Somewhat unimportant 0.001 0.265 0.188 

THRT_TO_PRSNL_SFTY TTP 0.018 0.229 0.365 

FAVOPIN_JHAQANI Very unfavorable 0.020 0.202 0.406 

ECNMYGL_AGR_ASIST Very important 0.006 0.143 0.376 

 

*e^b     = exp(b) = factor change in odds for unit increase in X 

**e^bStdX = exp (b*SD of X) = change in odds for SD increase in X 

***SDofX   = standard deviation of X 
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 The first noticeable point about the results is that variables indicating socio-economic 

problems such as ECNMYGL_NEW_JBS, ECNMYGL_AGR_ASIST and IMP_IN_AREA_NGOS take a 

secondary position as compared to, for instance, importance of the Taliban’s justice system 

(JUSTGLS_TALIBAN), support for the Afghan cause (FAVOPIN_AFGNTALIB), and influence of 

ideological leaders (FAVOPIN_SAMIHAQ). Other variables capturing threat to security, such as 

THRT_TO_PRSNL_SFTY, rank relatively better. The trend indicates that within the social context 

of FATA, out of the different categories of basic needs that could excite or depress support for 

terrorist groups, security was the most significant.  

In order of ranking, the results suggest that a somewhat unfavorable, somewhat 

favorable, and favorable opinion of General Musharraf happened to have the most significant 

impact on favorable opinion of TTP. Going back to the underlying dynamics guiding this 

relationship, one reason could be that the perception that there was no conflict between the 

state and the TTP served to legitimize the latter group, hence removing the difficulty of taking 

sides.  

Three of the remaining high-ranking variables, mentioned below, were also the ones 

that had the most significant impact on FAVOPIN_TTP in the Bayesian network.  

1- JUSTGOALS_TALIBAN: important 

2- FAVOPIN_AFGHNTALIB: favorable 

3- SUCDBMB_TRGT_PKCVL: rarely, sometimes & often justified 

 The first two, JUSTGOALS_TALIBAN and FAVOPIN_AFGHNTALIB respectively indicate 

TTP’s success in occupying the administrative void created by the absence of state and the 
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importance of the Afghan cause. The third, SUCDBMB_TRGT_PKCVL, as already mentioned, 

could be a response to military actions in the region. 

The results also indicate the relative significance of fear of reprisal for different variables 

in the model. In the LOG model, the increase or decrease in odds for this category shows 

whether fear of reprisal for expressing opinion on a certain issue is likely to increase or decrease 

favorable opinion of TTP. In four variables, the relationship is positive and statistically 

significant: SUCDATCK_JSTFD; FAVOPIN_SAMIHAQ; JUSTGLS_TALIBAN; and THRT_TO_PRSNL_ 

SFTY, suggesting that the respondents who did not disclose their views on the subject were 

likely to express a favorable opinion of TTP. The inference also allows one to assume that, vis-à-

vis militants, the hesitation is inspired on account of fear of reprisal from the state.  

In terms of ranking, the fear of retaliation from the state was the greatest for expressing 

an endorsement of suicide attacks. The trend suggests that the respondents were aware that 

their views on the subject clashed with the state’s position on terrorism. It also indicates that 

freely expressing opinion on violence comes with greater apprehension than any other subject. 

 
 
 
Table 58: Relative rankings of the categories, fear of reprisal 

Variables Categories e^b1 e^bStdX2 SDofX3 

SUCDATCK_JSTFD Fear of reprisal 6.81xxxx 1.865 0.325 

FAVOPIN_SAMIHAQ Fear of reprisal 3.12x 1.443 0.322 

JUSTGOALS_TALIBAN Fear of reprisal 6.37xx 1.371 0.171 

THRT_TO_PRSNL_SFTY Fear of reprisal 1.10xx 1.031 0.318 

PRBLM_RFGEE_EXDS Fear of reprisal 0.30 0.870 0.116 

FAVOPIN_AFGHNTALIB Fear of reprisal 0.35 0.869 0.132 

IMP_IN_AREA_NGOS Fear of reprisal 0.19 0.765 0.163 

FAVOPIN_JHAQANI Fear of reprisal 0.51 0.751 0.428 

GOPGL_SPRT_DRN Fear of reprisal 0.065 0.604 0.185 

1- e^b     = exp(b) = factor change in odds for unit increase in X 

2- e^bStdX = exp (b*SD of X) = change in odds for SD increase in X 

3- SDofX   = standard deviation of X 
* p ≤ 0.1; ** p ≤ 0.05; *** p ≤ 0.01; **** p ≤ 0.001  
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Presenting a picture of the social context of terrorism 

The foregoing discussion identified and described the variables in the NAF & TFT (2010) data 

that can have a negative or positive effect on support for terrorist groups and acts of terrorism. 

This section will rely on qualitative techniques to knit these variables into a picture of the social 

context of political violence.  

Miles, Huberman, and Saldaña (2014: 12) consider qualitative research analysis as a flow 

of three simultaneously occurring activities: data condensation, data display, and conclusion 

drawing. Schutt (2012: 322) calls this an exercise in progressive focusing: an iterative and 

reflexive process in which researchers organize and categorize the available data; analyze and 

interpret possible meaning of the text and relationships among concepts; validate the findings, if 

required through fresh data; and re-interpret and re-analyze. Open and axial coding are 

important aspects of this cycle. Open coding involves extraction of such concepts from the text 

that can later be used as building blocks for a research model (Böhm 2004). Axial coding, on the 

other hand, has been described by Gläser and Laudel (2013: 15) as a process through which 

“categories and concepts that have been developed during open coding are integrated and 

empirically generalized by organizing them into a ‘coding paradigm’ that links phenomena to 

causal conditions, context of the investigated phenomena, additional intervening conditions, 

action and interactional strategies, and consequences.”  

The discussion that follows utilizes the principles of qualitative data coding to analyze 

and interpret the information contained in the variables used in the two research methods 

while simultaneously organizing and categorizing them. The insights are then projected onto the 

scheme of a conceptual factor-tree model developed by Davis and O’Mahony (2013) to explain 

public support for insurgent or terrorist groups and to the ecological systems model proposed 
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by Bronfenbrenner (1977; 1979; 2005).  Given the clutter of variables in a social context, the two 

models allow focusing only on those that are relevant to political violence, thereby providing 

convenient frameworks within which to navigate the phenomenon.  

Mapping the research findings to a conceptual model for support of terrorism 

Davis and O’Mahony’s (2013) factor tree model explains support for insurgent or terrorist 

groups in terms of four main factors: (1) effectiveness of militants’ organization; (2) motivation 

for supporting a group or cause; (3) perceived legitimacy of violence; and (4) acceptability of 

costs and risks. In turn, each of these factors has several sub-components (see Figure 30). The 

model is relevant to the present discussion in several ways. First, empirical tests suggest that it 

is exhaustive; no new factors were discovered in the cases that were studied, and all the factors 

were salient in some of the cases (Davis and O’Mahony 2013: 5). Second, it has been applied to 

analyze support for insurgents in Afghanistan, which shares the characteristics of FATA. Third, 

two factors in the model motivation and its converse, costs and risks, provide room to integrate 

needs, including basic, as motivational or demotivational categories into the picture.  

Together the Bayesian network and logistic regression had identified a set of twenty-

one variables that could impact support for terrorist groups and acts of terrorism. Similar to 

open coding, the previous sections had analyzed these variables and attempted to understand 

the perceptions that they captured. This section summarizes the results and uses the process of 

axial coding to organize and map these perceptions to the conceptual framework of the model 

described above. In actual practice, the factor-tree model allows computation of the effect of 

various factors and sub-factors by measuring them. The present analysis, however, excludes this 

analysis as the impact of different variables on the DV has already been captured through the 

Bayesian network.  
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Figure 30: The conceptual model for public support of terrorism (Davis and O’Mahony 2013) 

 
 
 

Axial coding of research results using the scheme of Davis and O’Mahony’s conceptual model  

Table 59 condenses the results of all the analyses described so far into the conceptual scheme of 

the factor-tree model. Some of the information in the table is repeated from earlier analyses for 

ease of reference. Variables for two components of the factor: motivation and costs and risks 

are selected keeping in view their positive or negative impact on favorable opinion of TTP in 

FAVOPIN_TTP. If a selected variable has a positive impact it is placed under the head of 

motivation, if the impact is negative, it is placed under costs and risks.   

An important clarification with reference to the coding technique being used here is 

that one variable may capture several latent ideas. For instance, views on the importance of 

new jobs encode present problems as well as future aspirations. The table below, therefore, 

may allude to a variable more than once to capture the multiple perceptions it represents.   
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Table 59: Mapping variables to Davis and O’Mahony’s (2013) model of support for insurgents 

Factors 
Groupings of relevant 
variables 

Axial coding 
of variables 

Comments on the coded variables  
EN

V
IR

O
N

M
EN

T
 

Long term goals for economy 
in the region: new jobs (Q 4a)  
Long term goals for economy 
in the tribal areas: 
agricultural assistance (Q 4d) 
Problem in area: roads and 
transport (Q 1g) 

Poor socio-
economic 
environment 

About 99% of the respondents indicated the importance 
of new jobs, 96% importance of agricultural assistance, 
and about 94% indicated that roads and transport were a 
problem in their area. Together, these variables encode 
information about the poor socio-economic conditions 
prevailing in FATA. 

Problem in region: refugee 
exodus (Q 1j) 
 

Poor security 
environment  

As discussed, refugee exodus is a proxy variable that can 
be used to measure the severity of a conflict. About 71% 
respondents considered refugee exodus as a problem in 
their area and about 32% were supportive of the use of 
drone strikes by the Pakistan military. The information 
can therefore be coded as “poor security environment.” 
Another indicator of poor security is the perception that 
drone strikes are killing community members, including 
civilians and militants.  

Perceived targets of drone 
attacks (Q 17) 
Problem in region: refugee 
exodus (Q 1j) 

Counter-
terrorism and 
counter-
insurgency 

In the meantime, problems such as refugee exodus and 
drone strikes in the region also indicate ongoing 
counterterrorism and counterinsurgency operations by 
state actors. 

Justice should be delivered by 
Taliban (Q 6d) 
Important in area: Pakistan 
Army (Q 19 c) 

Absence of 
state 
institutions 

About 37% respondents in the NAF & TFT (2010) survey 
expressed support for Taliban’s justice system and about 
5% indicated that Pakistan Army was not at all important 
in their area. The data is a reflection on the semi-
autonomous status that the tribal areas maintained until 
their formal merger in Pakistan in 2018, a point discussed 
earlier, and indicates the absence of state institutions. 

Favorable opinion of federal 
government (Q 7g) 
 

Inefficient 
governance 
system 

In the Bayesian network the probability of a favorable 
view of TTP has an inverse connection with favorability of 
TTP. The relationship may be guided by the perception 
that state governance system cannot compete with the 
Taliban style of governance.  

Suicide attacks justified (Q 
20) 
Favorable opinion of Sami-ul-
Haq (Q 9n) 
Education goal: build girls’ 
schools (Q 3b) 
Favorable opinion of Arab 
and foreign fighters (Q 7a) 

State 
sponsored 
religious 
extremism 

About 36% survey respondents were supportive of suicide 
attacks, 32% had a favorable opinion of Sami-ul-Haq, the 
father of the Taliban, and 9% opposed girl’s education. All 
these variables encapsulate the indoctrination of ordinary 
people with extremist views during the Soviet invasion of 
Afghanistan. The indoctrination that had received state 
backing not only from Pakistan, but also Saudi Arabia and 
the West, glorified suicide attacks as martyrdom and 
created space for leaders with radical views. Attitude 
toward girls’ education is a by-product of this view that 
condemns modern education for being secular and 
Western.   

Favorable opinion of Gen. 
Musharraf (Q 9a) 

State 
ambivalence 
toward 
militancy 

The state dithered for a long time between the two 
options of acting against the militants and appeasing 
them. The variable FAVOPIN_MUSHRF has a positive 
relationship with FAVOPIN_TTP, indicating that due to 
state inaction some of the respondents who were 
surveyed in 2010 did not perceive that there was a 
conflict between TTP and state institutions. 
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Groupings of relevant 
variables 

Axial coding 
of variables 

Comments on the coded variables  

Favorable opinion of 
Jalaluddin Haqqani (Q 9d) 
Favorable opinion of Afghan 
Taliban (Q 7f) 
Favorable opinion of Gen. 
Musharraf (Q 9a) 
 

State support 
of Afghan 
Taliban  

A favorable opinion of Afghan Taliban by about 40% of 
the respondents and favorable opinion of leaders like Jalal 
Haqqani by 46%, together with General Musharraf by 
40%, all have a positive and statistically significant 
relationship with a favorable opinion of TTP. The trend 
can be partially attributed to state propaganda and 
support for the Afghan cause during and after the Soviet 
invasion of Afghanistan.  

Long term goal of Pakistan 
government: implement 
strict sharia (Q 2g) 
(unimportant) 
Education goal: build girls’ 
schools (Q 3b) 

Conservative 
cultural values 

Support for sharia by about 91% respondents, and 
opposition to building of girls’ schools by about 9% may 
represent the conservative religious culture that FATA is 
known for. 

G
R

IE
V

A
N

C
ES

 &
 A

SP
IR

A
TI

O
N

S Goals for economy in the 
tribal areas: new jobs (Q 4a)  
Long term goals for economy 
in the tribal areas: 
agricultural assistance (Q 4d) 

Material 
wants and 
aspirations 

A positive response on these variables by a large number 
of respondents can be linked both to basic needs and 
material wants. 

Favorable opinion of 
Jalaluddin Haqqani (Q 9d) 
Favorable opinion of Arab 
and foreign fighters (Q 7a) 
Favorable opinion of Afghan 
Taliban (Q 7f) 

Perceived 
humiliation of 
Muslims by 
Western 
powers 

The widespread favorable view of Afghan Taliban, Arab 
and foreign fighters, and Afghan leaders like Jalaluddin 
Haqqani can also be construed as a reaction to the 
perceived humiliation of Muslims by Western powers. It 
was these sentiments that were exploited by groups like 
al-Qaeda to garner popular support. 

U
N

A
C

C
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B
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G
R

O
U

P
 

B
EA

H
V
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Perceived threat to personal 
safety (Q 14): TTP 
 
 
 

Unacceptable 
behavior and 
tactics of TTP 

Despite the popularity of Taliban’s justice system and 
support for their pro-Muslim and anti-West views, many 
people appeared to resent the group. The trend can be 
attributed to the repressive tactics of the group, 
particularly their brutal punishments for violating 
instructions on matters such as listening to music and 
shaving a beard (see Oppel and Shah 2009).   
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Favorable opinion of Sami ul 
Haq (Q 9n) 
Favorable opinion of 
Jalaluddin Haqqani (Q 9d) 
Favorable opinion of Arab 
and foreign fighters (Q 7a) 

Effective 
ideological 
leadership 

A favorable opinion of local Taliban leaders like Sami-ul-
Haq, Afghan leaders like Jalal Haqqani, and Arab and 
foreign fighters is suggestive of an effective ideological 
leadership within which the TTP movement was nested. 

Long term government goal: 
Implement strict sharia (Q 2g) 
Favorable opinion of Sami ul 
Haq (Q 9n) 
Favorable opinion of 
Jalaluddin Haqqani (Q 9d) 
Favorable opinion of Arab 
and foreign fighters (Q 7a) 

Culturally 
relevant 
religio-political 
ideology 

Popularity of leaders and mentors like Sami-ul-Haq, 
Jalaluddin Haqqani, and Arab and foreign fighters, when 
seen in the context of the demand for strict sharia reflects 
that these leaders and their ideology had a very good fit 
into the socio-cultural context of the tribal areas. 

Justice should be delivered by 
Taliban (Q 6d)   
Important in area: Pakistan 
Army (Q 19c) 

Militant 
opportunism: 
filling of the 
administrative 
political & 
security void 
in the region 

Analysis of the NAF & TFT (2010) data provides strong 
evidence of the popularity of the justice system of 
Taliban. The evidence when coupled with the data on the 
absence of state institutions such as the Pakistan Army in 
the region indicates that militant groups like the TTP 
opportunistically moved into the political, administrative, 
and security vacuum created by the state. 
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Groupings of relevant 
variables 

Axial coding 
of variables 

Comments on the coded variables  

Justice should be delivered by 
Taliban (Q 6d)   

Administrative 
tactics: justice 
system 

An efficient justice system appears to be a very important 
reason behind effectiveness of TTP. The variable 
JUSTGLS_TALIBAN (Q 6d) had a statistically very strong 
relationship with FAVOPIN_TTP in the logistic regression. 
It and was also one of the nodes in the Bayesian network 
to which FAVOPIN_TTP was the most sensitive to.  
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Long term goal of Pakistan 
government: Implement 
strict sharia (Q 2g) 
Favorable opinion of Arab 
and foreign fighters (Q 7a) 
Favorable opinion of Sami ul 
Haq (Q 9n) 
Favorable opinion of Jalal 
Haqqani (Q 9d) 

Religio-
political 
ideology 
(can be linked 
to self-
actualization 
need) 

One motivation behind support for TTP was the 
popularity of the ideology, elsewhere in this dissertation 
explained as al-Qaedaism. The ideology gained traction 
during the Afghan resistance movement against Soviet 
Union and spread throughout the Muslim world once the 
occupation ended and the war veterans returned to their 
countries. US occupation of Afghanistan and Iraq, and the 
perceived humiliation at the hands of Western powers, 
were some of the factors that increased its appeal.  

Favorable opinion of federal 
government (Q 7g) 
Support presence Pakistan 
Taliban (Q 11d) 

Alternate to 
the current 
governance 
system: the 
Taliban model 

In the Bayesian network model, the conditional 
probability of a favorable opinion of TTP (FAVOPIN_TTP) 
as well as support for physical presence of Taliban 
(SUPRT_PRSNC_PKTALB) had an inverse relationship with 
opinion of the federal government. When seen alongside 
the variable religio-political ideology mentioned above, 
one motivation for supporting Taliban presence could be 
the perception that the group offered an alternative to 
the perceived corruption and incompetence of the 
existing governance systems in FATA.  

Justice should be delivered by 
Taliban (Q 6d) 

Effective 
justice and 
dispute 
resolution 
system 

As mentioned earlier, the jurisdiction of Pakistan’s courts 
did not extend to FATA under the region’s semi-
autonomous status. In this vacuum, the perceived 
efficiency of Taliban’s justice system appeared to be a 
strong motivational factor for supporting Taliban, 
demonstrated by the significance of JUSTGLS_TALIBAN in 
both the Bayesian network and the LOG model.  

Favorable opinion of Jalal 
Haqqani (Q 9d) 
Favorable opinion of Afghan 
Taliban (Q 7f) 
Suicide attacks justified if 
target US military (Q 21b) 

Fight US 
Afghan 
occupation 
(can be linked 
to self-esteem 
need) 

Favorable opinion of Jalaluddin Haqqani and Afghan 
Taliban are also indirect expressions of resentment 
against the US for its occupation of Afghanistan. In this 
backdrop, the Afghan Taliban had become an inspiring 
symbol of armed resistance against the US (see Afzal 
2018: 1-26). 

Suicide attacks justified if 
target Pak civilians (Q 21c) 
Perceived targets of drone 
attacks (Q 17) 

Revenge for 
military/drone 
attacks (need 
to belong) 

Support for suicide attacks against Pakistan civilians 
turned out to be a very important variable in the two 
research methods. The variable can only be explained in 
terms of the importance of revenge for military and drone 
strikes on FATA residents.  

Suicide attacks justified (Q 
20) 

Rewards: 
afterlife 
religious 
rewards 
(self-
actualization 
need) 

The perception that suicide attacks are justified had a 
positive and statistically significant relationship with 
FAVOPIN_TTP. Within the context of the religio-political 
ideology mentioned earlier, sacrificing one’s life in the 
cause of religion is idealized, and its rewards associated 
with life after death. 
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 Groupings of relevant 
variables 

Axial coding 
of variables 

Comments on the coded variables  
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Suicide attacks justified (Q 
20) 

Ideological 
ennoblement 
of political 
violence 

The perception that suicide attacks are justified finds its 
legitimacy from the ideological beliefs floated by al-Qaeda 
and its affiliates. The beliefs exalt sacrificing one’s life in 
all those causes al-Qaeda was fighting for.  

Perceived threat to personal 
safety (Q 14): Pak Army/ISI 

Perception of 
Pakistan 
Army/ISI as 
enemy 

About 8% respondents perceived Pakistan Army and ISI as 
a source of threat to their safety. This was also one of the 
most important variables in the BN-TTP model that had a 
positive probabilistic relationship both with favorable 
opinion of TTP and with the perception that suicide 
attacks against Pakistan civilians were justified.  

Perceived threat to personal 
safety (Q 14): US 

Perception of 
US as enemy 

The largest percentage of respondents in the data for 
THRT_PRSNL_SFTY, about 43%, viewed the US as a source 
of threat to their personal security.  

Suicide attacks justified if 
target Pak civilians (Q 21c) 
Suicide attacks justified if 
target US military (Q 21b) 

Cultural 
significance of 
revenge (need 
to belong) 

The perception that suicide attacks targeting Pakistan 
civilians and US military are justified could also be 
inspired by the desire for revenge, which also happens to 
be an important Pashtun value. 

Favorable opinion of Jalal 
Haqqani (Q 9d) 
Favorable opinion of Afghan 
Taliban (Q 7f) 

Retaliation 
against 
military 
aggression by 
the US forces 

Favorable opinion of the Afghan Taliban and Jalaluddin 
Haqqani suggests that the respondents consider the 
insurgency of the Afghan Taliban as a legitimate reaction 
to the military aggression by the US forces in the region. 
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Perceived threat to personal 
safety (Q 14): TTP 
Pakistan government goal: 
support drone attacks (Q 2f) 

Security risk: 
Taliban 
atrocities 
(also indicates 
the need for 
safety) 

About 15% respondents in the NAF & TFT (2010) data 
perceived TTP as a source of threat. As mentioned before, 
the perception could be inspired by the harsh laws and 
punishments enforced by the group for minor offences.  

Perceived targets of drone 
attacks (Q 17) 

Risk: 
severance 
from state 
security 
systems 

The perception that militants could face retaliatory action 
from the Pakistan Army also meant paying the price of 
support to the TTP in the form of severance from 
established state security systems.    

NGOs important in area (Q 
19i) 
 

Risk: 
severance 
from 
development 
opportunities 

The negative impact of variables like IMP_IN_AREA_NGOs 
on favorability of TTP suggests an underlying 
apprehension of being cut off from development 
opportunities.  

Problem in area: roads and 
transport (Q 1g) 

Threat to 
physiological 
needs 

Mobility has been identified by Corning (2000) as a basic 
need. The Bayesian network and correlation analyses 
suggest that the perception of mobility as a problem can 
decrease favorability of TTP. Later, regression analysis 
with PRBLM_RDS_TRNSPRT as the DV indicated that lack 
of mobility may not only be a basic need but may also 
limit the freedom of an individual to satisfy other needs, 
including health and water and security. The negative 
correlation of the variable PRBLM_RDS_TRNSPRT with 
FAVOPIN_TTP suggests that perceived threat to 
fulfillment of basic needs associated with supporting TTP 
may be construed as a cost.  
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Projecting the results of axial coding to the model: Implications for public policy 

Figure 31 shows a visual projection of the results of axial coding in Table 59 to the conceptual 

model for public support of insurgents and terrorist groups. Overall, the model supplements 

insights obtained from the study of correlations and characteristics of the 32 hardcore TTP 

supporters described earlier.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 31: The social context of FATA within the framework of Davis and O’Mahony’s (2013) model 
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With reference to the research question, the above figure integrates the factors that 

have had an impact on support for TTP into a cohesive picture that allows one to see the place 

of the three components of poverty or basic needs: physiological, safety, and belongingness. 

Physiological needs are clearly perceived as costs and risks in the model whereas safety needs 

may interact with other factors, such as revenge, to increase support. Revenge is also a by-

product of the need to belong, which can interact with self-esteem and can have a strong 

impact on increasing support.  

From the perspective of public policy, the figure helps answer three questions related to 

terrorism and the relationship of poverty with the phenomenon. 

1- In retrospect, what were the mistakes that made the social context of the tribal areas 

receptive to terrorism.   

2- What should have been the focus of the state’s counterterrorism operations. 

3- What can the state do to ensure that the region is safe from terrorism in the future. 

A detailed response to the above questions would require reference to diverse fields 

including counterterrorism and counterinsurgency, which is beyond the scope of the present 

research. The answers that follow are therefore kept brief and indicate direction for future 

research work.  

Mistakes that created a conducive environment for terrorist groups 

The answer to this question lies in three connected components of the model: the element of 

opportunism in the effectiveness of TTP’s organization; the absence of state institutions under 

the head of environment; and material wants and aspirations under the head of shared 

grievances and aspirations.  
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Referring to opportunism, research indicates that terrorist groups make a strategic 

assessment of a country’s environment before resorting to violence. In general, a weak 

government (Walter 2006), weak law and order (Krueger and Maleckova 2003), and poor socio-

economic conditions (Bravo and Dias 2006) create opportunities for terrorist activities. Seen 

from this angle, the most important mistake made by the state was perpetuating the 

administrative, political, legal, and institutional void in FATA that it had inherited from the 

British, and that provided an ideal sanctuary to non-state actors. Within the model this mistake 

appears in three elements of the environment: poor security conditions; absence of state 

institutions; and inefficient governance system. The model also indicates that these elements 

may have created a disconnect between the state and the material wants and aspirations of the 

people, which are so effectively captured by the NAF & TFT (2010) data through questions on 

the perceived importance of healthcare, economy, and roads and transport (e.g. Q 2a to 4a in 

the survey report).  

Two other elements of the environment in the model that can have a bearing on the 

question are state support for Afghan Taliban and state sponsored religious extremism. Both 

indicate policy response to external shocks. While shocks that destabilize an existing social 

equilibrium may be beyond the control of the state, it does have considerable control over its 

reaction to these shocks. Assessing the developments in FATA in this light, although the state 

did not have control over the Russian invasion of Afghanistan and the events in the Middle East 

that laid the foundations of al-Qaedaism, its policy reactions to these developments could have 

been better. Several experts have, for instance, questioned the wisdom behind systematic 

brainwashing of the common person, giving over the control of institutions like the mosques 

and the madrassas to radical elements, and rushing headlong into promoting an ideology 
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without reviewing its consequences (see e.g. Nawaz 2009; Akhtar 2008). Even if the policy of 

promoting violence in FATA can somehow be defended using some convoluted definition of 

security compulsion, there is no justification for not putting in place a risk management plan to 

control and handle its fallout. It was the complete absence of this plan that created space for 

political violence where there was none.  

A brief evaluation of the state’s counterterrorism and counterinsurgency operations 

Once militancy had erupted in the region, the state dealt with it through a mix of appeasement 

and military action. This painful calibration was complicated by a parallel policy that continued 

to harbor sympathy for the Afghan Taliban. The complexity of this approach is represented in 

the conceptual model as three elements of the environment: counterterrorism and 

counterinsurgency, state ambivalence toward tackling militancy, and support for Afghan Taliban. 

Research indicates that both appeasement and military actions in the wake of terrorism 

have serious limitations. Hence, the state was left with few viable policy options once the 

militants had established themselves in FATA. With reference to appeasement, a government’s 

inaction for any reason may be construed as a sign of weakness by dissident groups: a positive 

signal that they may pursue their agenda through violence. Miller (2007), for instance, cites the 

example of France before the 1980s, and observes that the country’s refusal to deal with 

terrorists, such as the Basque separatists operating from the French territory, ended up 

attracting other groups. A similar situation evolved in FATA: when the state yielded to the 

militants, several foreign dissidents were drawn to the region, escalating terrorist activities.  

On the other hand, a military solution comes with its own set of problems. Military 

confrontation of hardcore groups claiming religious motivation can be specially challenging. 
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Analysis shows that the use of violence against such groups when they are large and old is not 

just ineffective but has a negative utility and can produce adverse consequences (Enemark 

2011). According to Miller (2007), compromise in these cases is regarded as a betrayal of faith. 

This makes, restriction, that is, the use of intelligence, target hardening, and sanctions against 

state sponsors as the only successful policies; conciliation, legal reform, and responding with 

counter-violence are ineffective.  

In some cases, terrorists may deliberately provoke policies such as military crackdowns 

and diversion of government spending on security. Boyd and Scouras (2010) link these strategies 

to two objectives: radicalizing a population, which could assist recruitment to terrorist groups, 

and weakening the government by draining its treasury. The observation on recruitment is 

supported by qualitative studies that have analyzed the psychological repercussions of military 

action on what Freytag et al. (2011: 56) call the Umfeld of terrorists: “their environment, e.g., 

friends, parents or sympathizers in the general public.” A study by the Stanford International 

Human Rights Clinic (2012) on the use of drone strikes in Pakistan indicates how military action 

against terrorists can provoke a strong emotional response from the Umfeld in which anger, 

resentment, and humiliation can combine to fuel political violence.  

Apart from the quandary over policy choice, a special problem with regard to tackling 

the TTP was that the ideological narrative of al-Qaedaism was not exclusive to the group but had 

permeated into the whole social fabric of Pakistan. This meant that apart from acts of terrorism, 

it was difficult to draw boundaries distinguishing militants from the common people. To 

complicate matter further, elements in state institutions including the ISI, FC, and military 

continued to harbor a favorable view of the militants (see Fair and Jones 2010: 83).  
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In the above backdrop, the NAF & TFT (2010) survey data suggests that, overall, the 

state had a reassuring, positive effect on the region, and the long process of regaining control 

from militants was managed with the right mixture of force and conciliation,. Going back to the 

Bayesian network for some indicators, the importance of Pakistan Army in the region had the 

effect of decreasing the probability that, (1) it would be viewed as a threat to the personal 

security of the respondents; (2) drone strikes would be perceived as targeting civilians; (3) TTP 

and its ideological father, Sami-ul-Haq would be viewed favorably; and (4) suicide attacks 

against Pakistan civilians would be considered justified.  

In 2018, the tribal areas were formally merged into Pakistan. It would probably have 

been possible to accomplish this transition in a shorter period, but for the state’s efforts to 

rescue Afghan Taliban while it confronted the local Taliban. The effort to distinguish between 

the good and the bad Taliban meant that decisive action to curb terrorism in the region was 

delayed for a long time.  

Designing policies for a secure future 

Starting with poverty, the model does not show physiological needs as a motivational factor that 

inspired support for militancy, but a factor that de-motivated the trend through its costs and 

risks. The situation may not, however, apply to all cases where terrorist groups enjoy public 

support. It is quite possible for these groups to lower the costs and risk involved in supporting 

them. Alternatively, the state may also lower this cost by using repressive tactics or by failing to 

create a socio-economic environment conducive to meeting of physiological needs.  

From the public policy perspective, for the most vulnerable sections of the society in 

FATA, it is possible for the state to increase the cost of supporting militants by providing a 
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secure environment in which people can pursue fulfillment of their basic needs. It can also 

increase this cost through punitive military actions against dissidents, but the strategy can 

backfire in two ways. First, as the model suggests, it can stir revenge and increase motivation for 

supporting terrorists, and second it can legitimize counterretaliation by the people.    

In the case of FATA, increasing the cost of supporting militants may not be the only 

solution to curb terrorism. The conceptual model indicates that the social context of the region 

is saturated with the ideological narrative of the militants. This narrative appears in the 

effectiveness of the militants’ organization; provides the motivational fuel to the people for 

supporting the group; and legitimizes the use of violence in pursuit of higher goals. Turning to 

research work on ideology, Sedgwick (2007: 99) highlights the role ideology plays in terrorism, 

observing that: 

a terrorist without ideological (or religious, or religio-ideological) motivation, by 
most definitions, be either ordinary criminal or mentally ill. And an ideology that 
was not radical could hardly justify terrorism. 

 
When confronted with enemies, ideology helps groups to define collectivistic goals 

(Kruglansksi et al. 2009). Since committing acts of violence is a traumatic experience for most 

(Bouhana and Wikström 2010), ideology also provides an invaluable resource in justifying such 

acts, including terrorism. According to Crenshaw (1981), it is a source of “moral authority,” 

acting as a cushion against shared guilt and anxiety caused by violence.  

Bernholz (2004) refers to the role of supreme values in an ideology; these values, he 

observes, are of such paramount importance that, if required, “everything and everybody has to 

be sacrificed” to implement them. He concludes that ideologies embodying supreme values are 

dangerous since believers in such ideologies attach little importance to sacrifice of personal lives 
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or the lives of their targets, and do not suffer from any guilt. Piazza (2009: 63) reaches the same 

conclusion with reference to supreme values embodied in religious beliefs: “Victims of religious 

terrorism,” he point out, “are more fully dehumanized both in the minds of the terrorist 

perpetrators, and sometimes in the minds of the constituent populations or target.” Freytag et 

al. (2011) highlight the limitations of socio-economic policies in this backdrop. They associate 

terrorism of the al-Qaeda brand with supreme values that prize establishment of a global 

caliphate and martyrdom and conclude that individuals who seek martyrdom as an end in itself 

do not respond to economic or other incentives.  

Seen from the above perspective, the long-term success of operations against militancy 

in FATA will be determined by how successful the state has been in purging the region’s social 

context of the toxicity in the ideological narrative of al-Qaedaism.   

Mapping the research findings to Bronfenbrenner’s (2005) ecological model 

The previous section used Davis and O’Mahony’s (2013) model for presenting a picture of the 

social context of FATA. This picture showed the poverty-terrorism connection nested within 

several context-specific variables and also suggested how these variables had been shaped by 

historical events and state policies. This section attempts to capture the essence of these 

insights using a systems theoretic perspective, described by Peter Checkland (1999: 3) in the 

following words: 

The central concept “system” embodies the idea of a set of elements connected 
together which form a whole, thus showing properties which are properties of 
the whole, rather than properties of its component parts. 

 
Despite its focus on wholes rather than parts, the method of analyzing a system may 

begin with examining its individual components before looking at the bigger picture (Mele, Pels, 
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and Polese 2010). Seen from this perspective, Davis and O’Mahony’s (2013) model may also be 

considered as a system, composed of pieces of information from research findings, and 

organized into an intelligible structure through the axial coding process. Within this system, at 

least the physiological component of basic needs appears under the head of costs and risks of 

supporting terrorist groups. However, since the model does not rule out the possibility that this 

component may also appear as a positive motivational factor in other cases, the context-related 

findings have limited value for extrapolation. To get further clarity on the relationship between 

poverty and terrorism, this section therefore expands the boundaries of the social context of 

FATA into a larger socio-ecological framework. The framework allows identifying those research 

findings that can be generalized to other cases of support for terrorist groups. 

The discussion that follows briefly reviews the ecological model proposed by 

Bronfenbrenner (1977; 1979; 2005) for explaining human development. The research results are 

projected onto this framework to see how they fit into it and analyzed for application to other 

projects investigating causes of support for terrorism.    

Systems theoretic approach for analysis of human conflict 

According to Bar-Yam (2004: 24), “one of the main difficulties in answering questions or solving 

problems – any kind of problem – is that we think the problem is in the parts, when it is really in 

the relationships between them.” Acknowledging this problem with reference to human 

conflict, Galtung (2010) highlights the importance of developing theories that can deal with the 

issue at different levels of human interactions: personal, within countries, between nations, and 

civilizations. Galtung (2010) also points out the relevance of disciplines such as psychology, 
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sociology, and anthropology to the subject and advocates using an interdisciplinary approach to 

study the phenomenon.  

Socio-ecological models try to apply a systems theoretic perspective to human behavior 

by viewing it in relation to the external environment. The most influential of these models, the 

bioecological theory of human development, proposed by Bronfenbrenner (1977; 1979; 2005), 

enables understanding human behavior in terms of bidirectional influences between the 

individual and the environment. The model has two components: an ecological framework 

comprising multiple layers of environment and a theory of human development that can be 

explained with reference to this framework. While the theory has mainly found application in 

psychology, the ecological framework has been used to explain diverse phenomena; examples 

include the study of crisis management systems (Denham and Vautrain 2019: 579), human 

trafficking (Van der Westhuizen 2015), and community resilience to natural disasters (Boon, 

Cottrell and King 2012). Since the framework permits visualizing social interactions at multiple 

levels of the external environment it can also be suitable for analyzing human conflict. Besides, 

it allows reference to social psychology, which is one component of Davis and O’Mahony’s 

(2013) model that could not be analyzed in the previous section.   

A thorough discussion of the theory of human development is beyond the scope of this 

dissertation. The present analysis is only interested in the ecological framework comprising 

different layers of the social context within which an individual exists. Hence, the discussion 

below provides only an overview of the theory before describing the components of the system 

that frame it. Insights from the axial coding process described earlier are then used to project 

the nodes in the directed acyclic graph of the Bayesian network into these components.  
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A brief introduction to Bronfenbrenner’s bioecological theory of human development 

The bioecological theory of human development proposed by Urie Bronfenbrenner (1977) views 

the process with reference to an external ecological system, and proposes that it is the complex 

interactions between the environment and the individual that determine how the two fit. 

Reproducing the formal definition of the theory:   

The ecology of human development is the scientific study of the progressive, 
mutual accommodation, throughout the life span, between a growing human 
organism and the changing immediate environments in which it lives, as this 
process is affected by relations obtaining within and between these immediate 
settings, as well as the larger social contexts, both formal and informal, in which 
the settings are embedded (Bronfenbrenner 1977: 514).  
 

The theory continued to evolve after this initial proposition. Rosa and Tudge (2013) 

describe how it progressed from an ecological approach toward human development to a 

bioecological approach before maturing into a Process-Process-Context-Time (PPCT) model. The 

mature versions of the theory place a greater emphasis on biology and chronology, and the bi-

directionality of the human-ecology interaction in which an individual’s characteristics are 

equally important in determining the developmental outcome. In the PPCT model, for instance, 

these two-way interactions, the proximal processes, take place between the individual and the 

environmental setting that includes people, objects, and symbols such that the individual 

actively participates in the development process.  

The environmental setting that frames the theory, the ecological system, according to 

Bronfenbrenner (1979: 3), “is conceived as a set of nested structure, each inside the next.” The 

system envelops the individual in four concentric layers: microsystem, mesosystem, exosystem, 
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and macrosystem, arranged in order of increasing distance to the individual, but with permeable 

boundaries. Bronfenbrenner (1977: 514-515) provided a detailed description of these layers.      

1- Microsystem: The microsystem comprises the relations within the immediate setting to 

the individual, such as home and workplace, and with whom the individual interacts 

directly. The elements of the term setting here refer to factors such as place, time, 

physical features, and activity.  

2- Mesosystem: The next level, the mesosystem is “a system of microsystem” and 

comprises the set of interactions among the major settings of the microsystem 

surrounding the individual. The interactions covered by the layer include, for instance, 

those between family and school and workplace.  

3- Exosystem: The exosystem, expands the above interactions to include “major 

institutions of the society, both deliberately structured and spontaneously evolving, as 

they operate at a concrete local level.” The individual is not in direct contact with this 

system, but it does impinge upon his immediate surroundings. Bronfenbrenner (1977) 

includes in this system structures such as the mass media, local, state, and national 

agencies of government, communication and transportation facilities, and informal 

social networks.  

4- Macrosystem: The outermost shell in the scheme comprises an abstract layer of culture, 

subcultures, and values that define and shape the more concrete systems within the 

individual’s environment. The elements in this layer provide the blueprint for defining 

the systems operating at the three inner levels. Describing these elements, 

Bronfenbrenner (1977: 515) observes that “Some actually exist in explicit form as 

recorded laws, regulations, and rules. But most macrosystems are informal and implicit” 
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and are “carried, often unwittingly, in the minds of the society's members as ideology 

made manifest through custom and practice in everyday life.”  

Apart from the above, the chronosystem, introduced in the second phase of the 

development of the theory, covers the dimension of time and the chronology of changes that 

can occur both within a person and in the external environment (Lerner 2005: xv).  

Seen from the vantage point of the bioecological model, Corning’s (2000) or Maslow’s 

(1943; 1954) models that explain individual psychology are nested within a larger system where 

behavior and perceptions are constantly evolving and responding to external stimuli. At the 

same time, as the boundaries of the four layers of micro, meso, exo, and macrosystems are 

permeable, the individual is also responding to the rich interactions within these layers.  

Most of the variables presented in Davis and O’Mahony’s (2013) conceptual model of 

support for insurgency and terrorism can also be analyzed within the context of 

Bronfenbrenner’s model. As mentioned earlier, however, the purpose of the present section is 

restricted to the use of the four nested systems to capture the pattern of interactions among 

the individual and the social context. Some initial attempts in this direction showed that this 

pattern could be adequately demonstrated through the nodes and arcs in the Bayesian network. 

Hence, to simplify the discussion, the analysis that follows does not use variables from logistic 

regression. Moreover, although some of the nodes in the network can encapsulate multiple 

meanings, the analysis only alludes to those latent meanings that can best help understand the 

relationships in the network vis-à-vis the various layers of the social context.  

Since the ecological model puts the individual at the center of the framework, the 

analysis focuses on an average individual X who has a favorable opinion of TTP in the Bayesian 
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network. Given his similarity with the 32 hardcore respondents of TTP described earlier, 

individual X may also be assumed to represent this group. 

Explaining the interactions of individual X within the ecological systems framework 

Table 60 is the result of a qualitative exercise for mapping the variables in the Bayesian network 

to the social ecological system of individual X. The mapping scheme is not fixed and may differ 

for individual Y. For instance, the table puts support for TTP (FAVOPIN_TTP) in the mesosystem 

for individual X, but it is possible that individual Y and TTP are closer than this and the 

interaction between the two is happening in the microsystem. Likewise, the mesosystem of 

individual X is characterized by poor security environment and he perceives that drone strikes 

are a threat to his community members. Individual Y, on the other hand, may perceive that 

drone strikes are a threat to his personal safety or the safety of his family in the microsystem. 

Moreover, it is also possible that drone strikes have become a threat at multiple layers of the 

environment, micro as well as meso. 

 
 
 
Table 60: The socio-ecological framework of individual X 

Layers in 
system 

Bayesian network node Latent perception 

Macrosystem 

SUCDBMB_TRGT_USMIL Cultural significance of revenge 

SUCDBMB_TRGT_PKCVL Cultural significance of revenge 

FAVOPIN_ARB-FRNFIGT Religio-political ideology /state sponsored religious extremism 

Exosystem  

IMP_IN_AREA_PKARMY Absence of state institutions 

FAVOPIN_FEDGOVT Inefficient governance system 

SUPRT_PRSNC_PKTALIB Alternate to the current governance system: Taliban style governance 

Mesosystem 

PRCVD_DRN_TRGTS Poor security environment (risk to lives of community members)  

FAVOPIN_AFGNTALIB Importance of the Afghan cause/sympathy for the Afghan Taliban 

JUSTGOALS_TALIBAN Effective justice and dispute resolution system 

FAVOPIN_TTP Support for TTP 

Microsystem 

IMP_IN_AREA_NGOS Poor socio-economic conditions 

FAVOPIN_SAMIHAQ Influence of ideological leaders 

THRT_TO_PRSNL_SFTY Perception of threat from various sources 

PRBLM_RDS_TRNSPRT Mobility issues/threat to basic needs 
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Poor security environment (risk 

to lives of community 

members) 

Mobility issues/threat to 

basic needs 

(PRBLM_RDS_TRNSPRT) 

Efficiency of Taliban’s justice 

system (JUSTGOALS_TALIBAN) 

Absence of state institutions and 

security systems 

(IMP_IN_AREA_PKARMY) 

Cultural significance of revenge 

(SUCDBMB_TRGT_PKCVL)  

 

Perceived alternate to the 

existing governance system: The 

Taliban model 

(SUPRT_PRSNC_PKTALIB) 

Inefficient 

governance system 

(FAVOPIN_FEDGOV

T) 

Importance of the Afghan cause/ 

sympathy for Afghan Taliban 

(FAVOPIN_AFGNTALIB) 

Cultural significance of revenge 

(SUCDBMB_TRGT_USMIL) 

Support for 

TTP 

(FAVOPIN_TTP

Religio-political ideology /state sponsored 

religious extremism (FAVOPIN_ARB_FRNFIGT) 

Perceived threat to personal safety 

(THRT_TO_PRSNL_SFTY) Influence of religious/ 

ideological leaders 

(FAVOPIN_SAMIHAQ) 

Poor living conditions 

(IMP_IN_AREA_NGOS) 

MICROSYSTEM 

MESOSYSTEM 

EXOSYSTEM 

MACROSYSTEM 

Figure 32 provides a visual representation of the results of the above exercise. The 

original arcs in the Bayesian network are retained to depict the complexity of interactions in the 

social context.  

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 

 

Figure 32: Visual projection of individual X’s interactions in the socio-ecological system 

 
 
 
Similar to the 32 hardcore respondents described earlier, the figure provides an insight 

into the life of individual X, but this time with reference to a theoretical framework. Taking an 

intuitive approach to understand his interaction with the environment: the microsystem around 

him is characterized by socio-economic issues, including poverty or basic needs, even if he 
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himself is not poor. Besides, he also perceives threat to his basic need of safety from a variety of 

sources. An easy solution to the problems would be to move elsewhere, but assuming that 

physical mobility in the system is restricted, there are not many options to escape to safer 

regions nor find a means to evade the socio-economic issues. In the meantime, individual X has 

been exposed to the ideological influence of some radical elements who have the blueprint of a 

utopian socio-economic-cum-political model that promises to change the current environment 

by offering better living conditions. The model has been tried by the Afghan Taliban, where its 

legitimacy was recognized by state actors such as Pakistan and Saudi Arabia. The model also fits 

in very well into his existing conservative cultural context. 

Coming to the next layers, the mesosystem is characterized by the direct and indirect 

interaction of individual X with several actors, including members of the community. Drone 

strikes causing civilian deaths are an important feature of this environment and create both 

feelings of anxiety and anger. Another important feature of this layer is the presence of the 

Taliban who are addressing one of X’s long-standing concerns about swift justice through a 

system that claims to rely on sharia. He has therefore developed a favorable opinion of the 

group. His sympathy for the Afghan Taliban and support for their cause is also a factor in shaping 

this perception.   

In the meantime, the state administration in the exosystem is either absent or the 

respondent believes is apathetic to his problems. With the presence of Taliban, however, 

replacing the governance system has become a real possibility. The cumulative effect of his 

multiple interactions with ideological leaders in the microsystem, the Taliban in the mesoystem, 
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and conservative cultural values in the exosystem, finds expression in support for replacement 

of the existing governance model in the macrosystem with the Taliban’s system.  

The extent of individual X’s alienation with the existing system is obvious from the 

macrosystem. The system is characterized by a belief in the religio-political ideology of the 

Taliban. Moreover, his cultural value of revenge in this system is interacting with his perception 

in the microsystem that Pakistan Army and the US are a source of threat to his safety. The 

perception expresses itself in support for suicide attacks against Pakistan civilians and the US 

military.    

The impact of poverty on support for terrorism: Some concluding points 

The system dynamics in Bronfenbrenner’s ecological framework may vary between individual X 

and Y, but to understand the poverty-terrorism connection one needs to identify what is 

common between them. Irrespective of their socio-economic background, both individuals may 

believe in a utopian model of society. The intensity of their belief and interpretation of the 

model may not be the same, but what unites them is a desire for change in the higher levels of 

the system. Whether they work together on this agenda or in splintered sub-groups could 

depending on the strength of leadership, the unifying nature of ideology, and the availability of 

resources. Acts of political violence in this scenario are, using Crenshaw’s (1981) words, the 

tactics of the extremist faction within their group.  

The desire for change is not just peculiar to individuals X and Y but can be generalized to 

all cases of support for terrorist or insurgent groups. The same cannot be said of the variables 

informing this desire. Going back to Davis and O’Mahony’s (2013) model, ideology, belief in the 

legitimacy of the cause, and belief in the legitimacy of retaliation can all play a part in 
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determining if and how much the public will support terrorist groups. As Figure 32 suggests, the 

variables and the environmental factors motivating support could be unique to a social context. 

In this scenario, the possibility that poverty can also motivate support for violence cannot be 

ruled out, but at the same time it is likely that, as in the case of Pakistan’s tribal areas, cost and 

risks of supporting terrorist groups are too high for the poor to consider the option.  Being the 

most vulnerable to any change in the external environment, they would rather continue with 

the status quo than get involved in activities that can disrupt the quest for satisfying at least 

their physiological needs.  

As opposed to physiological needs, the impact of the other two components of basic 

needs, safety and belongingness, on support for terrorist groups is not straightforward. 

Correlations and regression results indicate that safety needs can dampen support for terrorist 

groups but have the effect of increasing support when they interact with at least two other 

variables: the perception of enemy figure and the need to belong. The first of these variables 

finds validation and strength from military engagements. In the case of FATA, for instance, 

support for TTP was largely determined by whether threat to personal safety was perceived 

from the Pakistan Army or the TTP. Drone strikes had the effect of increasing the threat 

perception from the Army and increasing favorability of TTP.  The strikes also had the effect of 

inducing an interaction between safety and belongingness needs that translated into revenge, 

triggering support for suicide attacks against Pakistan civilians. 
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CHAPTER 7: CONCLUDING REMARKS AND IMPLICATIONS FOR 
PUBLIC POLICY 

 
 
 
 

This research work began with a simple question: why would some people support terrorist 

groups in Pakistan’s tribal areas? Within the broad parameters of this question, the dissertation 

narrowed the focus to a specific issue, poverty.  The subsequent literature review indicated that 

the poverty-terrorism relationship has already been subjected to intensive research, though 

without any conclusive results. One possible reason why no clear findings have emerged out of 

the analysis could lie in the methodological approach that has been used to investigate the link 

between the two variables. Most scholars have framed terrorism and poverty in quantitative 

terms, ignoring the qualitative dimensions of these problems. The variable terrorism is usually 

interpreted as number of attacks, whereas poverty is measured through national level indicators 

such as GNP per capita. Prima facie, there are two problems with this approach. First, it would 

be meaningless to connect the actions of terrorists to national level data in cases where these 

groups operate in isolation from the society and pursue causes that do not enjoy popular 

support. Second, the current economic and development literature indicates that the concept of 

poverty is far more sophisticated to be captured by monetary measures alone.  

The first of the two problems mentioned above is somewhat easily overcome by using 

qualitative, rather than quantitative data, such as survey opinions that seek to understand 

whether a group engaged in terrorist attacks enjoys popular support or not. In case the answer 
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is yes, the level of support in the data can also provide a better indicator of terrorism instead of 

number of terrorist attacks. The literature review for the most part dealt with the second 

problem: defining and measuring poverty. It explored the current conceptions of the term and 

concluded that quantitative measures do not adequately encapsulate what it means to be poor. 

However, moving away from quantitative concepts into qualitative indicators, such as basic 

capabilities or quality of life, is equally troublesome. The latter often derive their meaning from 

cultural norms and values, which can confound their relationship with acts of political violence. 

For instance, when desired capabilities within a cultural context prize forms of violence such as 

revenge killings, capabilities could also carry an inherent positive bias for terrorism.  

The dissertation investigated whether basic needs could provide an acceptable 

alternative to the value-laden concepts of poverty. It investigated three strands in the basic 

needs literature: biological, psychological, and ethical, and concluded that the biological view of 

basic needs, comprising primary needs and their satisfiers, is the closest approximation to a 

concept of poverty that is not befuddled by culture or values. It then used the theory of 

motivation to explain the bigger picture in which the relationship between basic needs and 

political violence should be analyzed. Within this picture, basic needs exist alongside several 

other variables including the two growth needs identified by Maslow (1943; 1954): self-esteem 

and self-actualization, and culture and values. All these variables interact in complicated ways, 

suggesting that the poverty-terrorism connection is best analyzed with reference to this bigger 

picture. The literature review led to one main and one peripheral hypotheses: (1) poverty, when 

conceptualized as basic biological needs could have a positive impact on support for terrorist 
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groups or terrorism, and, (2) growth needs could also have a positive impact on the 

phenomenon.  

Methodologically, the dissertation relied on a 2010 survey of Pakistan’s Northwestern 

tribal areas according to which an al-Qaeda affiliate, Tehrik-e-Taliban, was viewed favorably by 

about 24% of the respondents. A combination of two methods, Bayesian network analysis and 

logistic regression, was used to investigate whether poverty was a motivational factor inspiring 

this view. The results from these methods were then supplemented with analyses of 

correlations and other trends in the data. Finally, the various themes that emerged from the 

analyses were coded through qualitative techniques and the results project onto two existing 

models: a conceptual model for public support of terrorism proposed by Davis and O’Mahony 

(2013), and an ecological model proposed by Bronfenbrenner (1977; 1979; 2005).  

Together, the two models built a picture of the social context of the tribal areas and 

helped visualize the causes of public support for terrorist groups as an interplay of a variety of 

variables including ideology, culture, and the effectiveness of terrorists’ organization. Within 

Davis and O’Mahony’s (2013) model two components of basic needs, physiological and safety, 

emerged as a factor that could depress rather than encourage support for terrorist groups. The 

second model, however, showed that the trend is not conclusive. Terrorism or support for 

terrorism could be inspired by a utopian vision of society and is, therefore, directed at changing 

higher level systems in an individual’s socio-ecological setting. Under the causal force of this 

vision, other variables such as poverty could have a secondary importance and may or may not 

impact the trend.  
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Research findings vis-à-vis the hypotheses 

With reference to the tribal areas, the research findings partially contradict the first hypothesis. 

Although a positive correlation is observed between support for terrorist groups and revenge, 

which is a measure of the need to belong, the negative correlation with two other components 

of  poverty, physiological and safety needs, runs contrary to the postulation that unmet basic 

needs can cause terrorism. This finding cannot, however, be generalized when the phenomenon 

is seen from a larger systems theoretic perspective. In this bigger picture, the possibility of a 

positive correlation or even a lack of correlation between poverty and political violence cannot 

be ruled out.  

Contrarily, the research has found strong support for the second hypothesis that 

suggests a positive correlation between support for terrorism and growth needs. Going back to 

Bronfenbrenner’s (1977; 1979; 2005) ecological model, individual frustration with unrequited 

needs, basic or growth, can find expression through violence at different levels of the socio-

ecological systems and in multiple ways. Violence can, for instance, be directed against 

immediate family or relations in the microsystem, or even at the exosystem through acts of lone 

wolf terrorism. But whereas it is possible to attribute causes of violence at the micro level to 

basic or growth needs, it is impossible to visualize any violent engagements with higher layers in 

the socio-ecological system – whether in social movements, insurgencies, or public support for 

terrorist group or terrorism – without the mobilizing power of self-esteem and self-

actualization. The two growth needs at this level are articulated through beliefs and ideologies 

that also serve to bind individuals in a group, even if small or splintered. The realization of these 

needs is sought through transforming or toppling the regimes in the higher layers of the existing 
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systems and, as suggested by the research findings, they can be formed in response to one or 

several perceptions, whether true or false, including:  

- the perception that systems at the higher level are apathetic or adversarial to the 

problems of the people; and 

- the ideological vision of a utopian society where individuals can live a more fulfilling life.  

Unlike the three lower level needs: physiological, safety, and belonging, the causal 

impact of growth needs on support for terrorist groups or their acts of violence will always be 

positive. It is hard to imagine a situation where the association between these needs and 

support for political violence will not exist or will follow a negative trend. 

 

Policy implications 

The research findings have policy implications both for FATA and for preempting and controlling 

political violence in general. With reference to FATA, this dissertation reinforces other 

scholarship that has denounced the policy of arming ordinary people in fighting proxy wars 

without anticipating the risks of the venture. Besides, it has indicated that the state is guilty of 

perpetuating the administrative, political, legal, and institutional void in FATA that it had 

inherited from the British, and that provided an ideal sanctuary to non-state actors. Seen from 

this perspective, the 2018 merger of FATA in the province of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa is a step in 

the right direction. However, despite this measure, the possibility of terrorism in the future will 

live on if the ideological narrative of al-Qaedaism that encourages violence in pursuit of political 

objectives is not countered.  
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The dissertation also presented an evaluation of the state’s counter-terrorism policies. 

In the years after the 2010 NAF & TFT survey, there was a dramatic decrease in incidents of 

terrorism suggesting that the state did manage to cut down on the trend. The results of 

Bayesian network analysis and logistic regression suggest that this was accomplished without 

alienating the locals too much. For instance, the presence of the Pakistan Army in the region had 

a negative impact on, (1) threat perception from the Army, (2) favorable opinion of ideological 

leaders like Sami-ul-Haq, (3) the perception that drone strikes were killing civilians, and (4) the 

perception that suicide attacks against Pakistan civilians were justified. But the rise of the 

Pashtun Tahafuz Movement (PTM) since 2018 indicates that this was not enough. In terms of 

Bronfenbrenner’s (2005) chronosystem, it may also suggest that the data from 2010 used in this 

research was a slice in time, and the conditions of 2010 have been overtaken by subsequent 

events. In any case, if the popularity of PTM is an indicator, there is a misalignment between the 

aspirations of the people and state policies which needs to be probed and addressed.  

 Moving from the specific issues related to FATA to some general policy implications of 

the research findings: The analyses suggests that preempting and controlling political violence 

could involve satisfying self-esteem and self-actualizing needs. Here turning to Maslow indicates 

what public policy is up against. Even if basic level needs are satisfied, he observes: 

 
we may still often (if not always) expect that a new discontent and restlessness 
will soon develop, unless the individual is doing what he is fitted for. A musician 
must make music, an artist must paint, a poet must write, if he is to be 
ultimately happy. What a man can be, he must be (Maslow 1954: 46). 

 

The above description has striking similarity with what Sen (1999a; 2005) calls 

capabilities, what Corning (2000) calls perceived needs and wants, and what Marcuse (1964: 4-
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5) calls false needs. Whether growth needs, capabilities, wants, or false needs, the literature 

review for this dissertation provides some idea of the difficulty of negotiating this murky world 

that is defined by culture and values. Apparently, the scope of “can be…. must be” is extremely 

large for public policy to fully understand, let alone address satisfactorily. One crude way of 

dealing with the problem would be constant vigilance against any ideological narrative that 

challenges the state, threatening to upset the status quo. However, a better solution is offered 

by Maslow, albeit by including self-esteem among the lower level needs:  

 
The clear emergence of these [self-actualization] needs rests upon prior 
satisfaction of the physiological, safety, love and esteem needs. We shall call 
people who are satisfied in these needs, basically satisfied people, and it is from 
these that we may expect the fullest (and healthiest) creativeness. Since, in our 
society, basically satisfied people are the exception, we do not know much 
about self-actualization, either experimentally or clinically. It remains a 
challenging problem for research (Maslow 1943: 11). 
 

Hence, developing an ethical framework in which the state is at least actively engaged in 

providing conditions for satisfaction of basic needs is still a goal worth pursuing. The observation 

finds support from the NAF & TFT (2010) data that exhibits a negative correlation between 

development related activities of NGOs with support for political violence. A debate, however, 

needs to be generated whether and how the above-mentioned ethical framework may also aim 

at reforming the individual so that basically satisfied people are not the exception, but the rule.  

 

Contribution of the research 

Like any research project, the time and resources spent on this dissertation will be evaluated 

based on its theoretical and policy contributions as well as any contributions it made toward 
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advancement of research methods. With reference to the first, the value of the work lies in 

clarifying the concept of basic needs, which has been a subject of considerable, albeit 

inconclusive debate in the field of conflict resolution. The dissertation divided the literature on 

the subject into three strands: bioeconomics or biological, psychological, and ethical, and 

suggested how the interaction of culture and values with the last two could thwart any attempts 

at deriving universal indicators of these needs.  

As for its policy contribution, the dissertation has suggested a method for analyzing 

cases of terrorism that has the following features:  

1- Each case of terrorism is different. As a first step toward understanding the 

phenomenon, it is important to identify who is a party to violence: A few individuals? 

Only a group? Or do the individuals or groups enjoy popular support? If they do, then 

terrorism is embedded in a social movement and should be analyzed as such.  

2- In the latter case, the appropriate question for the causal analysis of terrorism is: why 

are people supporting a certain group?    

3- For each case where terrorist groups enjoy public support, causes of violence need to be 

investigated within a bigger picture in which socio-economic issues exist alongside 

historical and political factors, and culture and values that are specific to the case.     

4- The causal analysis of terrorism requires application of research methods, such as 

Bayesian network modelling, which can capture the complex interaction of variables 

relevant to a certain case.  

For public policy in FATA, the research helped evaluate the relative weight of poverty 

vis-à-vis other variables, and indicated that in 2010 at least, the main driver of political violence 
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was not poverty, but the toxicity in the ideological narrative of al-Qaedaism that had seeped 

into each layer of the social context. Even though the state has managed to establish its writ in 

the region since then, the possibility of political violence in the future cannot be ruled out if this 

narrative is alive.  

Finally, methodologically, the dissertation has tried to determine the poverty-terrorism 

link by deviating from the use of national level measures and quantitative indicators of these 

variables. Instead, it has used perceptions in survey data to answer the research question. While 

searching the data for a pattern, it has also tried new grounds by using a mix of methods drawn 

from the diverse disciplines of machine learning, statistics, and qualitative research. The 

research does not claim that the technique provided a perfect understanding of terrorist 

violence; other methods could be better, but as long as they acknowledge the complexity of the 

poverty-terrorism connection and do not reduce the problem to a straightforward analysis of 

some numbers. 

 

Research limitations 

The dissertation suffered from the usual limitations that come from reliance on secondary 

sources of information. First, analysis of the data could have benefitted from survey questions 

tailored to systematically cover all the components of basic needs identified by Corning (2000). 

Also, it would have been easier to connect the NAF & TFT (2010) questions to the theory if they 

had been thematically partitioned, for instance, according to the three strands of the literature 

on basic needs. However, the survey did not include certain questions relevant to the study of 

the poverty-terrorism link, for instance, questions on physiological needs of food and shelter. 
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With reference to logistic regression, non-availability of data, such as family history of violence 

that could increase an individual’s tolerance for acts of terrorism, meant that relevant control 

variables could not be included in the analysis.  

A second issue was that the sample size was on the smaller side, which in some 

instances interfered with the process of statistical analysis. Third, the most relevant information 

for studying the relationship between poverty and support for terrorism could have come from 

longitudinal surveys documenting responses on the two variables. Unfortunately, historical data 

for such exhaustive analysis was not available.  

As data from conflict zones is hard to come by, the NAF & TFT (2010) survey was a 

precious resource that could yield important insights into the thoughts and perceptions of 

people living in these zones. Acknowledging this significance, the research methods tried to 

overcome the data limitations in the best possible way. The first limitation was partially 

addressed through categorizing variables in accordance with the theory guiding the research 

and by running a series of regressions aimed at discovering the latent meanings in the data. The 

data size limitation was overcome by a number of techniques including: 

1- collapsing of cells in the categorical data through procedures such as optimal binning to 

increase the number of data points in the cells; 

2- including missing values in the analyses as separate categories; and 

3- stepwise methods of variable selection to reduce the size of data in the analyses.  

For the third limitation, non-availability of historical data meant that the evolution of 

the poverty-terrorism connection in the tribal regions could not be studied. This shortcoming 

was addressed through examining secondary information documenting the region’s history.  
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Areas for further research 

The insights into the social context of political violence provided in this dissertation are built on 

the basis of a single case and need to be supplemented with field surveys and survey-based 

research on other cases of political violence. It may be difficult to gather data from conflict 

zones, and yet, it is not possible to understand the variables encouraging violence without 

availability of this data.  

Methodologically, the experience with this project contradicts the view that exploratory 

analysis is inferior to analysis that is theoretically driven. The two research methods, Bayesian 

network modelling and logistic regression, relied on multiple exploratory techniques. Examples 

include the optimal binning procedure for data discretization, automated selection of variables 

for the Bayesian network through a wrapper algorithm, and a stepwise method of variable 

selection for logistic regression. It is the conclusion of this dissertation that exploratory methods 

can cut down on researchers’ bias. Further studies are therefore required to assess whether it is 

perhaps better to let the data speak first before adding theoretically relevant variables to a 

model.  

Research is also required to further refine the definition of poverty provided by this 

dissertation. For instance, one component of basic needs, belongingness, may not be strictly 

relevant to the concept. Some other notable points that emerged while analyzing the trends in 

the data on FATA, and are worth probing are mentioned below. 

1- The importance of mobility in the context of basic needs and whether the variable may 

qualify as a need in its own right or is a satisfier of other needs. 
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2- The varied ways in which the term sharia is interpreted by different individuals and 

groups, and whether and how the state can respond to demand for this law. 

3- The reasons for public support for Taliban’s justice system in the tribal areas, and 

whether this system had any relevance to poverty. 

4- The role of different political actors in the tribal areas, including maliks and political 

agents, and political parties such as the Jamiat ulema-e-Islam (JUI) in motivating public 

support for non-state actors in the region. 

5- With reference to research methods, whether perceptions caught on a Likert scale are 

reliable when the difference between adjacent categories is blurred, for example, in the 

case of values such as somewhat unimportant and somewhat important.  

 Finally, the need for longitudinal studies in conflict hotspots are indispensable to 

understanding how human perceptions evolve in response to social interactions and socio-

economic and political changes in the physical environment. In the context of Pakistan’s tribal 

areas, the aspirations of the people have found their way into PTM. The movement is so far non-

violent, but data and analysis will be continuously required to understand and develop policy 

response toward this evolving situation. For all such purposes, the picture of FATA’s social 

context developed in this dissertation may have some values as a baseline reference point. The 

information it supplies can be used both for further research and for developing survey 

instruments in the future.     
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APPENDIX A: VARIABLES FOR WRAPPER ATTRIBUTE 
EVALUATION 

 
 
 

No. Variables*  No. Variables* 

1 Agency_new 49 rnQ9b_favopin_obama 

2 rnQ1a_prob_corrupt_localofficers 50 rnQ9c_favopin_kayani 

3 rnBQ1b_prob_security 51 rnBQ9d_favopin_jhaqqani 

4 rnBQ1c_prob_drones 52 rnQ9e_favopin_nawazsharif 

5 rnQ1d_prob_jobs 53 rnQ9f_favopin_razagilani 

6 rnQ1e_prob_for_fighters 54 rnQ9g_favopin_sirajhaqqani 

7 rnQ1f_prob_schls_educ 55 rnQ9h_favopin_manmohsingh 

8 rnQ1g_prob_roads_transpt 56 rnQ9i_favopin_asifzardari 

9 rnQ1h_prob_healthcare_water 57 rnBQ9j_favopin_fzlrehman 

10 rnQ1j_prob_refg_exodus 58 rnBQ9k_favopin_qazihussain 

11 rnQ1k_prob_afghan_refg 59 rnBQ9l_favopin_laden 

12 rnQ2a_gopgoal_new_schls 60 rnBQ9m_favopin_mullahomar 

13 rnQ2b_gopgoal_impr_transpt 61 rnQ9n_favopin_samihaq 

14 rnQ2c_gopgoal_impr_helthcre 62 rnQ11a_supp_presnc_USmil 

15 rnQ2d_gopgoal_impr_ecnmy 63 rnBQ11b_supp_presnc_arab_forfigt 

16 rnBQ2e_gopgoal_expl_forfigtr 64 rnQ11c_supp_presnc_afgntalib 

17 rnQ2f_gopgoal_sprt_drones 66 rnRQ14_threat_persafety 

18 rnQ2g_gopgoal_strctsharia 67 rnQ16_support_dron_attk 

19 rnQ2h_gopgoal_indpndnt_judic 68 rnQ17_perceived_dron_trgts 

20 rnQ3a_edugoals_bld_boyschls 69 rnQ18_opin_dron_pakmil 

21 rnBQ3b_edugoals_bld_girlschls 70 rnQ19a_imp_in_area_maliks 

22 rnQ3c_educgoals_bld_boysmadrs 71 rnQ19b_imp_in_area_polagnts 

23 rnQ3d_educgoals_bldgirlsmadrs 72 rnBQ19c_imp_in_area_pkarmy 

24 rnBQ4a_ecnmygoals_nwjobs 73 rnQ19d_imp_in_area_fc 

25 rnQ4b_ecnmygoals_nwrds_trnspt 74 rnBQ19e_imp_in_area_arabforfigt 

26 rnQ4c_ecnmygoals_wter_sanitn 75 rnQ19f_imp_in_area_mullahs 

27 rnQ4d_ecnmygoals_agr_assist 76 rnQ19g_imp_in_area_taliban 

28 rnQ4e_ecnmygoals_landrefrm 77 rnQ19h_imp_in_area_pol_ledrs 

29 rnQ5b_govnancegoals_paklaws 78 rnQ19i_imp_in_area_ngos 

30 rnQ5c_govnancegoals_sep_provnc 79 rnQ20a_justified_suicdebomb 

31 rnQ5d_govnancegoals_merg_afghn 80 rnQ21a_suicdebomb_trgt_pakmil 

32 rnQ5e_govnancegoals_pakmilitr 81 rnBQ21b_suicdebomb_trgt_USmil 

33 rnQ6a_justcgoals_pakcourts 82 rnQ21c_suicdebomb_trgt_pakcivil 

34 rnQ6b_justgoals_jirga 83 rnQ21d_suicdebomb_trgt_UScivil 

35 rnQ6c_justgoals_strictsharia 84 rnQ23_prpse_waronteror 

36 rnQ6d_justgoals_taliban 85 rnQ24b_reason_USafghn_occup 

37 rnBQ7a_favopin_arab_forfigt 86 rnD1_gender 

38 rnQ7b_favopin_USmil 87 rnD3f_yrs_education 

39 rnBQ7c_favopin_pakarmy 88 rnBD3b_madrasa_attend 

40 rnQ7d_favopin_fc 89 rnD4a_job_status 

41 rnBQ7f_favopin_afghntalib 90 rnD5c_tribal_affliate 

42 rnQ7g_favopin_fedgovt 92 rnD8f_mnthly_income 

43 rnQ7h_favopin_prvingovt 93 rnD11aii_prayer_regulrty 

44 rnQ7i_favopin_pol_agent 94 rnD11bii_fastng_habit 

45 rnQ7j_favopin_pakpolice 95 rnD12c_mosque_attend 

46 rnQ7k_favopin_fata_sectriat 96 rnM4_urbanization 

47 rnQ7l_favopin_fda  rnQ7e_favopin_ttp (CLASS VARIABLE) 

48 rnBQ9a_favopin_musharraf  rnQ11d_supp_presnc_paktalib (CLASS VARIABLE) 

 
* Abbreviations used in the data: prob: problem; gop: Government of Pakistan; favopin: favorable opinion; occup: occupation  
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APPENDIX B: BAYESIAN NETWORKS 
 
 
 

BN-1 for class variable favorable opinion of Pakistani Taliban 
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BN-2 for class variable support presence of TTP 
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BN-3 developed by consolidating BN-1 and BN-2 with PC 
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APPENDIX C: ORDINAL REGRESSION 
Results of unweighted and weighted regressions (DV: FAVOPIN_TTP; base category: unfavorable) 

Summary statistics (block) 

OLOG 
ꭓ2 p-value McFadden’s R2 McFadden’s Adj R2 Number of observations    

619.32 0.000 0.357 0.319 743   

OLOG-WT 
Strata PSUs df F (10, 1) Prob > F Number of observations Population size 

6 17 11 Not reported Not reported 743 2190337 
* p ≤ 0.1; ** p ≤ 0.05; *** p ≤ 0.01; **** p ≤ 0.001 

Independent variable (question no.) (base category) Abbreviations Variable category 
OLOG model (Unweighted data) OLOG-WT model (Weighted data) 

Odds ratio SE 95% CI Odds ratio SE 95% CI 

Long term goals for economy in the tribal areas: new jobs (Q 4a) 
(not at all important) 

ECNMYGL_NEW_JBS Somewhat unimportant 0.003**** 0.005 0.00, 0.07 0.002**** 0.002 0.00, 0.01 

Somewhat important 0.25 0.30 0.02, 2.61 0.53 0.29 0.16, 1.78 

Very important 0.09** 0.11 0.01, 0.89 0.15**** 0.05 0.07, 0.31 

Justice should be delivered by Taliban (Q 6d) (unimportant)  JUSTGOALS_TALIBAN Important 6.35**** 1.29 4.27, 9.44 9.79**** 3.21 4.75, 20.15 

Fear of reprisal 4.71**** 2.23 1.86, 11.93 4.56*** 2.17 1.60, 13.01 

Long term goal of Pak govt: implement sharia (Q 2g) (unimportant) GOPGL_SHARIA Important 1.45 0.42 0.81, 2.57 3.09*** 0.85 1.69, 5.66 

Education goal: build girls’ schools (Q 3b) (not at all important) GOPGL_GRL_SCHLS Somewhat important & important 0.35** 0.19 0.12, 1.03 0.57 0.49 0.09, 3.78 

Favorable opinion of Gen. Musharraf (Q 9a) (very unfavorable)  FAVOPIN_MUSHRF Somewhat unfavorable & favorable 2.32**** 0.50 1.53, 3.53 2.11**** 0.33 1.50, 2.97 

Fear of reprisal 1.60 1.71 0.20, 12.91 2.31* 1.02 0.88, 6.09 

Favorable opinion of Sami ul Haq (Q 9n) (favorable) FAVOPIN_SAMIHAQ Unfavorable 0.66* 0.15 0.42, 1.03 3.24*** 1.14 1.49, 7.02 

Fear of reprisal 1.44 0.55 0.68, 3.05 10.75* 14.79 0.52, 222 

Favorable opinion of Sami ul Haq (Q 9n) (favorable) ## Long term 
goal of Pak govt: implement sharia (Q 2g) (unimportant) 

FAVOPIN_SAMIHAQ ## 
GOPGL_SHARIA 

Unfavorable & important - - - 0.17*** 0.08 0.06, 0.49 

Fear of reprisal & important - - - 0.10 0.14 0.00, 2.17 

Favorable opinion of Jalal Haqqani (Q 9d) (Somewhat unfavorable 
& favorable)  

FAVOPIN_JHAQANI Very unfavorable 0.12**** 0.04 0.07, 0.24 0.12**** 0.05 0.05, 0.31 

Fear of reprisal 0.52*** 0.13 0.32, 0.84 0.44*** 0.11 0.26, 0.74 

Favorable opinion of Afghan Taliban (Q 7f) (unfavorable)  FAVOPIN_AFGHNTALIB Favorable 1.62** 0.32 1.09, 2.39 1.91** 0.57 1.00, 3.67 

Fear of reprisal 0.73 0.47 0.21, 2.55 0.75 0.34 0.27, 2.05 

Suicide attacks justified (Q 20) (never) SUCDATCK_JSTFD Rarely, sometimes & often justified 2.03**** 0.44 1.34, 3.09 1.68* 0.41 0.98, 2.89 

Fear of reprisal 3.01**** 0.94 1.63, 5.57 2.65**** 0.60 1.61, 4.35 

Suicide attacks justified if target Pak civilians (Q 21c) (never) SUCDBMB_TRGT_PKCVL Rarely, sometimes & often justified 8.37**** 2.87 4.28, 16.40 7.95*** 4.10 2.55, 24.75 

Fear of reprisal 0.25 0.48 0.01, 10.64 0.16**** 0.07 0.06, 0.41 

Long term goal of Pak government: support more drone attacks (Q 
2f) (not at all important)  

GOPGL_SPRT_DRN Somewhat unimportant 0.62 0.24 0.29, 1.31 0.48 0.48 0.05, 4.33 

Somewhat important 3.32**** 1.05 1.79, 6.17 2.21* 0.98 0.84, 5.86 

Very important 0.22**** 0.06 0.13, 0.38 0.20**** 0.06 0.10, 0.41 

Fear of reprisal 1.90 0.83 0.81, 4.46 1.79 0.78 0.68, 4.67 

Perceived threat to personal safety (Q 14) (TTP) THRT_TO_PRSNL_SFTY Afghan Talib; al-Qaeda; foreign fighters 2.15* 0.91 0.94, 4.94 4.17* 3.37 0.70, 24.74 

India & Israel 1.48 0.52 0.75, 2.94 1.42 0.59 0.57, 3.54 

United States 2.62*** 0.81 1.43, 4.81 2.78** 1.12 1.15, 6.76 

Pak military; ISI 2.33* 1.17 0.87, 6.23 2.24** 0.60 1.24, 4.06 

Fear of reprisal 7.30**** 3.01 3.25, 16.38 7.29**** 3.29 2.70, 19.68 

NGOs important in area (Q 19i) (unimportant) IMP_IN_AREA_NGOS Important 0.45**** 0.09 0.30, 0.67 0.45*** 0.10 0.28, 0.74 

Fear of reprisal 0.07*** 0.06 0.01, 0.41 0.14** 0.11 0.02, 0.80 

/cut1   -1.63 1.37 -4.32, 1.05 -0.02 1.19 -2.64, 2.60 

/cut2   0.22 1.37 -2.46, 2.91 1.81 1.13 -0.67, 4.30 

/cut3   3.40 1.37 0.71, 6.08 5.07*** 1.30 2.20, 7.93 
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APPENDIX D: MULTINOMIAL REGRESSION 
Results of unweighted multinomial regression (DV: FAVOPIN_TTP; base category: unfavorable) 

 

Independent variable (question no.) (base category) Abbreviations Variable category 

MLOG model (Unweighted) 
Category: Somewhat favorable 

MLOG model (Unweighted) 
Category: Very favorable 

Odds ratio SE 95% CI Odds ratio SE 95% CI 

Long term goals for economy in the tribal areas: new jobs (Q 4a) ECNMYGL_NEW_JBS        

Long term goals for economy: agricultural assistance (Q 4d) ECNMYGL_AGR_ASIST -       

Justice should be delivered by Taliban (Q 6d) (unimportant)  JUSTGOALS_TALIBAN Important 6.38**** 2.06 3.39, 12.02 2.18 1.26 0.70, 6.75 

Long term goal of Pak govt: implement sharia (Q 2g) (unimportant) GOPGL_SHARIA Important 1.47 0.83 0.48, 4.45 0.63 0.52 0.13, 3.14 

Education goal: build girls’ schools (Q 3b) (not at all important) GOPGL_GRL_SCHLS Somewhat important & important 0.06*** 0.05 0.01, 0.38 0.04*** 0.05 0.00, 0.40 

Favorable opinion of Gen. Musharraf (Q 9a) (very unfavorable)  FAVOPIN_MUSHRF Somewhat unfavorable & favorable 13.08**** 5.26 5.95, 28.78 3.11** 1.73 1.04, 9.24 

Favorable opinion of Sami ul Haq (Q 9n) (favorable) FAVOPIN_SAMIHAQ Unfavorable 0.30*** 0.12 0.13, 0.67 0.08** 0.09 0.01, 0.71 

Fear of reprisal 1.99 1.06 0.70, 5.66 0.62 0.70 0.07, 5.74 

Favorable opinion of Jalal Haqqani (Q 9d)   FAVOPIN_JHAQANI        

Favorable opinion of Afghan Taliban (Q 7f) (unfavorable)  FAVOPIN_AFGHNTALIB Favorable 4.42**** 1.51 2.27, 8.63 6.06**** 3.31 2.08, 17.67 

Suicide attacks justified (Q 20) (never) SUCDATCK_JSTFD Rarely, sometimes & often justified 5.42**** 2.11 2.53, 11.63 1.53 0.85 0.51, 4.55 

Fear of reprisal 3.90** 2.22 1.28, 11.89 0.21 0.28 0.02, 2.83 

Suicide attacks justified if target Pak civilians (Q 21c) (never) SUCDBMB_TRGT_PKCVL Rarely, sometimes & often justified 2.10 1.18 0.70, 6.33 24.98**** 14.57 7.96, 78.35 

Problem in region: refugee exodus (Q 1j) (unimportant)  PRBLM_RFGEE_EXDS Important 4.35**** 1.81 1.92, 9.85 2.12 1.29 0.65, 6.99 

Long term goal of Pak government: support more drone attacks (Q 
2f) (not at all important)  

GOPGL_SPRT_DRN Somewhat unimportant 0.32*** 0.11 0.16, 0.64 0.41* 0.22 0.14, 1.20 

Perceived threat to personal safety (Q 14) (Pak Army; ISI) THRT_TO_PRSNL_SFTY TTP 0.02**** 0.03 0.00, 0.18 0.07** 0.09 0.01, 0.88 

Afghan Talib; Al-Qaeda & foreign fighters 0.28 0.23 0.06, 1.38 0.55 0.45 0.11, 2.72 

India & Israel 0.06**** 0.04 0.01, 0.26 0.14*** 0.11 0.03, 0.66 

United States 0.07**** 0.06 0.02, 0.32 0.24* 0.18 0.05, 1.08 

Fear of reprisal 0.40 0.34 0.08, 2.09 2.26 2.20 0.34, 15.24 

NGOs important in area (Q 19i) (unimportant) IMP_IN_AREA_NGOS Important 0.33**** 0.11 0.17, 0.62 0.36* 0.21 0.12, 1.12 

_cons 0.46 0.51 0.05, 4.12 1.00 1.44 0.06, 16.63 

 
Summary statistics (block) 

MLOG 
ꭓ2 p-value McFadden’s R2 McFadden’s Adj R2 Number of observations  

516.16 0.000 0.506 0.431 660 

 

* p ≤ 0.1; ** p ≤ 0.05; *** p ≤ 0.01; **** p ≤ 0.001 
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Results of weighted multinomial regression (DV: FAVOPIN_TTP; base category: unfavorable) 

 

Independent variable (question no.) (base category) Abbreviations Variable category 

MLOG-WT model (Weighted) 
Category: Somewhat favorable 

MLOG-WT model (Weighted) 
Category: Very favorable 

Odds ratio SE 95% CI Odds ratio SE 95% CI 

Long term goals for economy in the tribal areas: new jobs (Q 4a)  ECNMYGL_NEW_JBS - - - - - - - 

Long term goals for economy: agricultural assistance (Q 4d)  ECNMYGL_AGR_ASIST - - - - - - - 

Justice should be delivered by Taliban (Q 6d) (unimportant)  JUSTGOALS_TALIBAN Important 6.86**** 2.07 3.53, 13.32 3.57** 1.96 1.07, 11.96 

Long term goal of Pak govt: implement sharia (Q 2g) (unimportant) GOPGL_SHARIA Important 1.62 0.55 0.76, 3.44 0.85 0.55 0.21, 3.51 

Education goal: build girls’ schools (Q 3b) (not at all important) GOPGL_GRL_SCHLS Somewhat important & important 0.05*** 0.05 0.01, 0.45 0.08* 0.10 0.01, 1.13 

Favorable opinion of Gen. Musharraf (Q 9a) (very unfavorable)  FAVOPIN_MUSHRF Somewhat unfavorable & favorable 10.84**** 3.95 4.86, 24.18 3.61** 2.04 1.04, 12.52 

Favorable opinion of Sami ul Haq (Q 9n) (favorable) FAVOPIN_SAMIHAQ Unfavorable 0.31**** 0.07 0.19, 0.51 0.05* 0.08 0.00, 1.70 

Fear of reprisal 2.07** 0.71 0.97, 4.41 0.31 0.31 0.03, 2.90 

Favorable opinion of Jalal Haqqani (Q 9d) FAVOPIN_JHAQANI - - - - - - - 

Favorable opinion of Afghan Taliban (Q 7f) (unfavorable)  FAVOPIN_AFGHNTALIB Favorable 3.96*** 1.72 1.52, 10.29 4.41** 2.61 1.20, 16.22 

Suicide attacks justified (Q 20) (never) SUCDATCK_JSTFD Rarely, sometimes & often justified 3.96** 1.87 1.40, 11.18 1.61 0.47 0.85, 3.05 

Fear of reprisal 3.22** 1.52 1.14, 9.10 0.17*** 0.09 0.05, 0.56 

Suicide attacks justified if target Pak civilians (Q 21c) (never) SUCDBMB_TRGT_PKCVL Rarely, sometimes & often justified 2.27 1.32 0.63, 8.13 20.00*** 16.02 3.43, 116.61 

Problem in region: refugee exodus (Q 1j) (unimportant)  PRBLM_RFGEE_EXDS Important 4.40** 2.40 1.33, 14.63 2.19* 0.97 0.83, 5.78 

Long term goal of Pak government: support more drone attacks (Q 
2f) (not at all important)  

GOPGL_SPRT_DRN Somewhat unimportant 0.35*** 0.10 0.18, 0.65 0.39** 0.17 0.16, 1.00 

Perceived threat to personal safety (Q 14) (Pak Army; ISI) THRT_TO_PRSNL_SFTY TTP 0.02*** 0.02 0.00, 0.15 0.13 0.18 0.01, 2.60 

Afghan Talib; Al-Qaeda & foreign fighters 0.54 0.54 0.06, 4.89 1.08 1.22 0.09, 12.93 

India & Israel 0.10** 0.09 0.01, 0.78 0.22 0.20 0.03, 1.60 

United States 0.10*** 0.08 0.02, 0.54 0.43 0.24 0.13, 1.46 

Fear of reprisal 0.85 0.54 0.21, 3.45 2.82 2.85 0.31, 26.03 

NGOs important in area (Q 19i) (unimportant) IMP_IN_AREA_NGOS Important 0.29**** 0.08 0.15, 0.55 0.53 0.42 0.10, 2.98 

_cons   0.47 0.57 0.03, 6.97 0.28 0.57 003, 25.85 

 
Summary statistics (block) 

MLOG-WT 
Strata PSUs df F (10, 1) Prob > F Number of observations Population size 

6 17 11 Not reported Not reported 660 1939766 

 

* p ≤ 0.1; ** p ≤ 0.05; *** p ≤ 0.01; **** p ≤ 0.001 
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APPENDIX E: LOGISTIC REGRESSION WITH MULTIPLE IMPUTATION OF MISSING DATA 
Results of weighted and unweighted regressions (DV: FAVOPIN_TTP; base category: unfavorable) 

 

Independent variable (question no.) (base category) Abbreviations Variable category 

LOGIMP model (Unweighted) 
Category: Somewhat favorable 

LOGIMP-WT model (Weighted) 
Category: Somewhat favorable 

Odds ratio SE 95% CI Odds ratio SE 95% CI 

Long term goals for economy in the tribal areas: new jobs (Q 4a) 
(somewhat important) 

ECNMYGL_NEW_JBS Somewhat unimportant 0.006*** 0.01 0.00, 0.16 0.004*** 0.005 0.00, 0.07 

Very important 0.20*** 0.11 0.06, 0.61 0.22* 0.16 0.04, 1.17 

Long term goals for economy in the tribal areas: agricultural 
assistance (Q 4d) (not at all important) 

ECNMYGL_AGR_ASIST Somewhat unimportant 0.00*** 0.01 0.00, 0.14 0.00*** 0.00 0.00, 0.05 

Somewhat important 0.00*** 0.01 0.00, 0.15 0.01*** 0.01 0.00, 0.09 

Very important 0.01*** 0.01 0.00, 0.27 0.01*** 0.01 0.00, 0.10 

Justice should be delivered by Taliban (Q 6d) (unimportant)  JUSTGOALS_TALIBAN Important 6.60**** 2.39 3.21, 13.56 8.44**** 3.52 3.19, 22.32 

Long term goal of Pak govt: implement strict sharia (Q 2g) 
(unimportant) 

GOPGL_SHARIA Important 2.79* 1.55 0.94, 8.32 2.87** 1.32 0.99, 8.31 

Education goal: build girls’ schools (Q 3b) (not at all important) GOPGL_GRL_SCHLS Somewhat important & important 0.03*** 0.04 0.00, 0.30 0.04** 0.04 0.00, 0.35 

Favorable opinion of Gen. Musharraf (Q 9a) (very unfavorable)  FAVOPIN_MUSHRF Somewhat unfavorable & favorable 7.30**** 2.99 3.27, 16.33 6.80*** 3.01 2.37, 19.54 

Favorable opinion of Sami ul Haq (Q 9n) (unfavorable) FAVOPIN_SAMIHAQ Favorable 3.02*** 1.31 1.27, 7.18 3.24** 1.47 1.06, 9.85 

Favorable opinion of Jalal Haqqani (Q 9d) (somewhat unfavorable 
& favorable) 

FAVOPIN_JHAQANI Very unfavorable 0.06*** 0.05 0.01, 0.34 0.07** 0.06 0.01, 0.88 

Favorable opinion of Afghan Taliban (Q 7f) (unfavorable)  FAVOPIN_AFGHNTALIB Favorable 4.04**** 1.41 2.02, 8.08 3.39** 1.51 1.21, 9.50 

Suicide attacks justified (Q 20) (never) SUCDATCK_JSTFD Rarely, sometimes & often justified 2.56*** 0.82 1.36, 4.82 2.19* 0.87 0.84, 5.69 

Suicide attacks justified if target Pak civilians (Q 21c) (never) SUCDBMB_TRGT_PKCVL Rarely, sometimes & often justified 3.91*** 1.95 1.47, 10.40 4.37** 2.70 1.09, 17.61 

Problem in region: refugee exodus (Q 1j) (unimportant)  PRBLM_RFGEE_EXDS Important 3.79*** 1.60 1.65, 8.72 3.30* 1.96 0.86, 12.67 

Long term goal of Pak government: support more drone attacks (Q 
2f) (not at all important)  

GOPGL_SPRT_DRN Somewhat unimportant 0.03**** 0.03 0.002, 0.23 0.03** 0.03 0.00, 0.36 

Somewhat important 0.75 0.40 0.26, 2.15 0.48 0.28 0.13, 1.79 

Very important 0.16**** 0.06 0.08, 0.35 0.17**** 0.04 0.09, 0.31 

Perceived threat to personal safety (Q 14) (Pak Army; ISI) THRT_TO_PRSNL_SFTY TTP 0.04**** 0.03 0.01, 0.21 0.04*** 0.03 0.01, 0.21 

Afghan Talib; Al-Qaeda & foreign fighters 0.49 0.34 0.13, 1.88 0.90 0.86 0.10, 7.85 

India & Israel 0.09**** 0.07 0.02, 0.37 0.10*** 0.06 0.03, 0.38 

United States 0.11*** 0.08 0.03, 0.43 0.15*** 0.08 0.04, 0.51 

Fear of reprisal 1.27 0.95 0.29, 5.49 1.85 1.10 0.47, 7.18 

NGOs important in area (Q 19i) (unimportant) IMP_IN_AREA_NGOS Important 0.25**** 0.10 0.11, 0.54 0.21*** 0.08 0.08, 0.55 

_cons   317.72** 722.78 3.66, 
27549.54 

239.45*** 345.32 8.80, 
6512.39 

 
Summary statistics (block) 

 
Strata PSUs Imputations Number of observations Population Average RVI Largest FMI Complete DF 

DF 
F stat Prob > F 

min avg max 

LOGIMP - - 10 869 - 0.2965 0.5565 - 32.08 1043.10 5977.32 F (24,4263.6) = 5.86 0.0000 

LOGIMP-WT 6 17 10 869 2502565 1.1370 0.6906 11 3.20 7.65 9.12 F (24, 4.4) = 14.78 0.0064 
 

* p ≤ 0.1; ** p ≤ 0.05; *** p ≤ 0.01; **** p ≤ 0.001 
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APPENDIX F: SENSITIVITY TORNADOS 
 
 
 

Sensitivity tornado for FAVOPIN_TTP = unfavorable 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sensitivity for FAVOPIN_TTP = unfavorable 

Current value 0.627; reachable range (0.611 to 0.643) 
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Sensitivity tornado for FAVOPIN_TTP = fear of reprisal 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Sensitivity for FAVOPIN_TTP = fear of reprisal 

Current value 0.134; reachable range (0.127 to 0.141) 
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